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In this issue:

yiou're invited" is the theme of this first Bul-
letin of the academic year. . . . to become
nvolved in AAHE's 25th Anniversary,
either in the activities we've planned or

via projects of your own (see Carol Cartwright's
"Celebrating Academic Citizenship" beginning on
page 11) . . . and you're invited to submit a proposal
to AAHE's 1994 National Conference on Higher Edu-
cation . . . and more.

To get in a National Conference frame of mind,
start with "Upside-Down Thinking," opposite, in
which British author Charles Handy tries to think
just that way in relation to our conference theme,
'The 21st Century Academic Workplace." Once
you're intellectually revved up, take a look at the
Call for Proposals, which follows the Handy
interview.

This year's Call is specifically an invitation to

think in new ways about how higher education
works now, and how it might work in the next cen-
tury. On the cover we offered a few possibilities
(from Handy and others) that seem intriguing: 'Ten-
ure will be out, contract work in" . . . "departments
will be out, centers in." Radical ideas? Perhaps. Will
they come to pass? That's harder to answer. But
whether "working clubs' actually replace private
offices on campus by the year 2000 is less hnportaut
than the creative thinking that making such sug-
gestions provokes. And so, on page 10, we invite you
to imagine what the next century might bring and
let us know what you come up with. As Charles
Handy writes in his book The Age of Unreason: 'New
ways of thinking about familiar things can release
neW energies and make all manner of things pos-
sible." So we hope.
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1994 NATIONAL CONFERENCE

"UPSIDE-DOWN"
THINKING

About the 21st Century Academic Workplace

ext March, AAHE's National Conference
on Higher Education will take as its
theme -The 21st Century Academic
Workplace." As planning for the National

Conference began, suggestions about people who
could speak to the theme
were sought. Among them
recurred Charles Handy
. .. as the imaginative
author of a half dozen
books on the management of change .. . as a pro-
ponent and practitioner of "upside-down thinking,"
in which "new ways of thinking about familiar things
can release new energies and make all manner of
things possible."

In July, AAHE president Russ Edgerton spoke by
phone with Handy in London. Excerpts from their

conversation follow. We're also delighted to report
that Handy has accepted an invitation to address
the 1994 National Conference.

The man Fortune magazine once described as an
"intellectual bombthrower" is currently a visiting

professor at the London
Business School and a
regular commentator
on B)3C radio. He is a
consultant to organi-

zations in business, government, education, and
health. His books include the widely acclaimed The
Age of Unreason (Harvard Business School, 1990)
and The Future of Work (Blackwell, 1984). When
interviewed for this Bulletin, Handy was just fm-
ishing up his latest, The Age of Paradox, to be pub-
lished in the spring, again by Harvard. Eds.

a mnrcisatioq w ith Charles Handy
hy Russel Edqv Ttini

EDGERTON: Dr. Handy, let's
begin with how you came to your
current interest in what you call
"upside-dowil thinking" about the
nature of work. I gather that in
the early 1980s you started
worrying about the fact that
there just aren't enough jobs to
go around, that efforts to create
more jobs like what President
Clinton and the G-7 were trying
to do this summer in Japan
weren't going to do it. So you
began challenging the fixation
on "employment" as the only
source of "work" and that led
you down a new path. Have I got
this right?
HANDY: Yes, it seemed to me that
there was a discontinuity some-
where. The people who were talk-
ing about creating more employ-

ment essentially all worked in
very large organizations .. .
mostly in government. When I
then looked at what large organi-

zations were doing, they were all
getting rid ofjobs, not creating
more, and the new jobs that peo-
ple were talking about were all
coming from small organizations.
But when I looked at e.te small
organizations, their jobs weren't
the sort that we've been used to

. jobs that lasted for forty-five
or fifty years, where you went up
the hierarchy and ended up with
a nice pension. Instead, the jobs
happening in the smaller organi-
zations were short-term, part-
time jobs where the organi-
zation would say, "Would you
come and do this for us?" without
offering careers, pensions, or any-
thing like that.

So I came to realize that we
really have to rethink what we
mean by 'work." If you look at

AAHE BULLETIN/SEPTEMBER 1993/3



the statistics for my country,
nowadays only 55 percent of the
workforce are in conventional,
full-time jobs in organizations.
The rest are part-time or self-
employed or, I'm afraid,
unemployed.
EDGERTON: In The Age of
Unreason, you have an intriguing
litany about the "three 47s" . . .

the old norm of 'orking forty-
seven hours a week, forty-seven
weeks a year, for forty-seven
years. You're saying that today,
in Britain, this stereotype fits
barely half the workforce. It
sounds like the full-time, life-long
job is going the way of the nuclear
family.
HANDY: Yes, and going down
every year. Britain's slightly ahead
of the game, if you can call it that,
because 55 percent is a slightly
higher percentage than most
countries. But it's coming down
everywhere.
EDGERTON: Also in The Age of
Unreason, you mention a number
of factors bringing this situation
about, but the key driver is the
emergence of what you call the
"shamrock organization." Tell us
what you mean by this.
HANDY: The "shamrock organi-
zation" is a metaphor plucked
from my Irish heritage. The sham-
rock is the Irish clover, and it's
always been used in history to
suggest you could have three leaf-
lets but there's still one leaf. It
seems to me that's the way the
modern organization is shaping
up.

Three very different kinds of
workforces are associated with
such an organization. If you run
it cleverly, they all three think
of themselves as part of the
whole, but only one that's what
I call the "core" workforce, the
professional core is actually
full-time employed in the organi-
zation. The second leaf is the con-
tractual organizations, the sub-
contractors, who are in
themselves organizations and
themselves will be shamrocks in
their own terms. And then the
third leaf is the independents,
what I call the "hired help," who
are either temporary, part-time,
semi-skilled workers helping out
at peak times, or independent

"The strategic problem
for any organization

these days is to decide
what jobs or what work

goes into which part
of the shamrock; in

particular, who should
be in the core? This
gets very interesting

when you look at

universities. Do we put
all our teaching faculty
in the core? Or do we

regard them as
independent professionals

who we can hire when

we want them?"

professionals who are no longer
on the payroll of the company
but are hired to do specific pieces
of work.

The efficient company these
days is cutting its core people
down as far as it can and pushing
out as much of its work as it can,
both to contractor organizations
and to independents. Such com-
panies call it "out-sourcing." But
I call it the "shamrock" to say
there should be a shape about
it.
EDGERZ'ON: As I recall from
your book, ev,n folks in the pro-
fessional core are worldng harder
for a shorter total period.
HANDY: Well, that's right. These
people are working sixty- or
seventy-hour weeks, but it doesn't
go on for forty-seven years any-
more. Certainly, in Europe people
are being eased out of the orga-
nization in their early 50s. So
they're cramming their hours into
a much shorter period of time,
and then they've got the dilemma
about what do they do after-
wards. And what they tend to
do afterwards is to go into what
I call the "portfolio" worklife . . .

the life of the independent who's
got a portfolio of clients or a port-

folio of different types of work.
We're increasingly seeing that
kind of concept becoming very
common over here, with people
saying they're "going portfolio"
or "I've started my portfolio
career." This sort of thing starts
nowadays in the middle of life.
EDGERTON: So what we have
is a decline in the role of large,
centralized employers, bringing
in its wake radical shifts in the
nature of work and the charac-
teristics of the workforce. As you
are talking, I'm thinking that
President Clinton's health reform
proposals will probably hasten
this shift. I wish we had hours
to talk about these issues!

Let me move you to some of
the direct implications of all this
for higher educatiun. I'd like to
take you down three paths. First,
let's look at the university as an
organization. Does the "shamrock"
metaphor fit, and what does it
tell us? Second, let's look at what
your big picture implies for the
knowledge and skills that our
graduates need. Third, I'd be
interested in your thoughts about
the way we conduct the business
of teaching and learning.

"SHAMROCK"
HANDY: Your first question is
very intriguing. The strategic
problem for any organization
these days is to decide what jobs
or what work goes into which
part of the shamrock; in partic-
ular, who should be in the core?
This gets very interesting when
you look at universities. Do we
put all our teaching faculty in
the core? Or do we regard them
as independent professionals who
we can hire when we want them?

In medicine, for instance, doc-
tors are forming themselves into
independent partnerships and
selling their services as a F.'oup
to the hospital. So thefte moved
from the first to the second leaf.
And other doctors are going inde-
pendent . . . they're moving into
the third leaf.

Clearly there are faculty who
are essential to the core, for
example, those running depart-
ments, those in charge of key sub-
ject areas. But others might be
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out there perhaps as indepen-
dents. I can see tenure being re-
stricted to maybe twenty or
twenty-five years. and then fac-
ulty being expected to live port-
folio lives ... employed when
they're needed.
EDGERTON: The whole question
of which faculty are on tenure-
track appointments, and which
are not, is a huge issue in this
country.
HANDY: The trouble I see is that
these decisions are made ad hoc

. . and they shouldn't be. It
should be a strategic decision:
What kinds of people, what kinds
ofjobs, should we have in the first
leaf and what in the others?
EDGERTON: Many of our cam-
puses have drifted into treating
certain programs as areas for
"third lear personnel .. . the
teaching of writing comes to
mind. Language instruction is
something increasingly being
talked about in these terms.
HANDY: At the London Business
School, we now are insisting that
our graduates have at least one
foreign language. We're not in the
business of teaching them that
foreign language, but we will
arrange for them to learn it. In
other words, we've out-sourced
the foreign language teaching.
Again, that was an ad hoc deci-
sion. It should be a strategic deci-
sion. There are an awful lot of
things that our core professional
staff should not take its time
doing. It is more sensible for us
to subcontract such things to
independent institutions rather
than trying to hire expensive fac-
ulty to do what they would regard
as rather degrading work.

But, you see, we're still condi-
tioned in so many of our insti-
tutions by the old model of an
organization with which I grew
up: "If you want it done properly,
you have to do it yourself... . We
should employ everybody." That's
crazy, because then we end up
giving everybody the caterers,
the cleaners, the drivers the
same terms and conditions that
we give to our very, very special
people, our leading professors.
In the end, if you go that route,
you end up restricting your staff
numbers on everything.

"Most of the problems
and dilemmas that I

face in life my parents

never knew about, certainly
my teachers didn't.

That they were trying
to teach me solutions
to problems that they

already had encountered
. . well, that was very

nice of them, thank
you very much, but

those problems aren't
there any more. There

are quite new problems
now, and therefore their

old solutions are
irrelevant."

EDGERTON: But I know you also
believe that organizations then
need to go on and rethink the
way the second and third leaf
personnel are treated. I'm think-
ing of the shoddy ways some of
our own academic institutions
treat part-time faculty, blue-collar
personnel, and others who are
not part of the professional core.
HANDY: Well that's right. There's
a big debate in the European
Community at the moment over
what's called the "Social Charter"

forcing organizations to treat
outsiders and part-timers pro-
portionately as well as they treat
full-timers.
EDGERTON: Thinking of part-
time faculty, I was captivated by
your argument in The Age of
Unreason about the need to
rethink office space and your
image of the "working club."
HANDY: When I left business and
joined academia many years ago,
I was dismayed to find that the
academics all sat in little offices,
and you really had to have an
excuse to go in and talk to them.
The collegiality I had expected
to find was actually less than in
a business, because in a business
you always were meeting people

who were grouped around tasks
or projects. Universities tend to
be rather individualistic, lonely
places. That's one factor.

But it also has struck me in
going 'round to offices, not only
academic offices but all sorts of
offices, that nobody was in them
most of the time. When I men-
tioned this to chief executives
and heads of organizations, they
would say, "Well, of course not!
Our people are out with the
clients . .. with the students .
with the suppliers . .. talking with
government. We don't want them
in their offices, that means they're
probably not working!" My aca-
demic colleagues come to their
offices to see students, to attend
meetings, to deal with bits of
admin, but they do their real
thinking elsewhere. Usually at
home.
EDGERTON: So, as you say in
your book, why provide these very
expensive offices for people who
really are using them as filing
cabinets?
HANDY: The point about clubs,
of course, is they do have special
rooms, but the rooms are for
functions . . . for activities, not
for people. There's a "games
room," there's a "reading room,"
a "telephoning room." I want
organizations to spend more of
their space on activity rooms
rather than on individual rooms.
Only very important, core people,
who are there all the time, would
actually have allocated private
space. I think it would be much
more efficient, a more convivial
way of living, quite honestly.

WHAT STUDENTS
NEED

EDGERTON: Let's shift to what
these changes in work imply for
the kind of knowledge and skills
our students need.
HANDY: The most important
thing is that we've got to be
responsible fo our own lives.
That sounds rather obvious, but
it is, I think, a quite radical shift
from the previous generation.

I started my working life by
working for an oil company, and
the first book that they gave me
was a pension booklet. The impli-
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cation v.as they were going to
give me a career, and they were
going to train me to that career,
and at the age of about 62 they
would provide me with money
for the rest of my life. And I was
quite happy with that.

It was only when I left them
that I realized that life was actu-
ally a lot more complicated. I was
totally unprepared for it! I really
didn't know how to organize
myself, how to pay my own taxes,
let alone how to prepare myself
for a worklife in which I had to
sell my services to others.
EDGERTON: My son is getting
married next week. I was telling
him recently that when I started
my career I worked for a big state
university, then the federal gov-
ernment. I hadn't a clue about
things like pensions, but these
institutions took care of me. He
is moving from a small consulting
firm to another city, looking for
a new job. He has to worry about
all sorts of things I didn't!
HANDY: In our educational sys-
tem, we force-feed our students

. tell them what to do, where
to go to class, what to learn, how
to learn it, what to read, what
tests to take. Their role is to react.
But the worklife they are entering
is one in which they will have to
invent their own careers.

My goodness, even in my busi-
ness school we present our stu-
dents in every course with a
whole packet of things. Even
courses based on cases . . . we've
collected the data for them. All
they have to do is analyze it. Any-
body can analyze data! What's
much more difficult, it seems to
me, is knowing what data to col-
lect in the first place, and how
to collect it. But to save them
time and us time, we do all that
for them. And that, in a sense,
incapacitates them for real life
outside.
EDGERTON: I assume that the
stress you put in The Age of
Unreason on "refraining" issues
and "upside-down thinking" is
also something you would want
to turn into an agenda for edu-
cation. Am I right?
HANDY: Absolutely. Of course,
in any subject there's a basic
amount of information you need

"Devising the project
so that it Is a learning
vehicle becomes the

educational task, it seems
to me. The key people

in the university, then,
become the educational

designers and the
educational managers.

The experts, if I can

call the faculty that,
are almost in the wings,

really. And that, of course,
is going to cause

tremendous upheavals,
because it's going to

change the whole power
structure of higher

education."

to know. But beyond that and
very quickly we move beyond that

everything, it seems to me, is
up for grabs. There are no right
answers to most of the questions.
And we've got to make up our
own answers, because the ques-
tions are always new.

The skill that you need, as you
say, is one of reframing, of looking
at things in a different way, of
seeing what the real problem is
and coming up with imaginative
and unthought-of answers to
questions that teachers of ten
years ago didn't know existed.
Most of the problems and dilem-
mas that I face in life my parents
never knew about, certainly my
teachers didn't. That they were
trying to teach me solutions to
problems that they already had
encountered . .. well, that was
very nice of them, thank you very
much, but those problems aren't
there any more. There are quite
new problems now, and therefore
their old solutions are irrelevant.

We've got to learn, very early
on, the particular skill of looking
at a mess and trying to make
sense of that mess and then com-
ing up with initiatives that are
going to help us work our way

through it.
Now, that is quite alien to most

of what we do in the educational
process. And it's very threatening,
of course, to any teacher because
a teacher then has to walk into
situations in which he doesn't
know the answer. It's a very cha-
otic situation, which we haven't
prepared our teachers for. When
we teach case studies in our
school, the teacher usually has
his oeferred solution. And the
game in the classroom is to guess
what the teacher's going to say
at the end. That's not real life,
you know!

HOW WE WORK

EDGERTON: Let's move on to
my third question . .. the organi-
zation of the teaching and learn-
ing process itself.
HANDY: As I say in my book, I
want to see us move to the con-
cept of "student as worker,"
rather than student as just a stu-
dent . . . watching, observing,
absorbing. I want the student to
be actually doing, solving prob-
lems, and, again, having creative
initiatives. I believe that is the
core task of education to
improve people's capacity to
make a difference to the situa-
tions in which they fmd them-
selves, using a whole range of
skills.

That turns our professors into
coaches and mentors, rather than
subject experts. And so, what I
would end up doing, of course,
is contracting out some of our
more famous professors who are
the subject experts, turning them
into portfolio people or grouping
them into small research units.
I'd pull them back in when I
needed them, but the core func-
tion of the educating organization
would be coaching and mentoring
people in actual action. And, as
people grow older, I see more and
more of that action taking place
in the workplace, using the uni-
versity or the school as a helper
in the learning process. The uni-
versity becomes a place to
encourage and develop learning,
rather than a place of knowledge.
I suppose that's what many insti-
tutions are trying to do, but I
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don't think they're doing it rad-
ically enough.
EDGERTON: If you were going
to go about trying to promote
the "student as workee concept,
what gets in the way? What issues
about the structure, the calendar,
the schedules, the concept of
instructional unit, would have
to be put on the table and
reinvented?
HANDY: You're going to have
small groups of people working
on these educational tasks, and
therefore the individualistic tone
of education would go . .. it'll be
much more a situation in which
students are working for most
of the time in teams. That's going
to be quite hard to organize, and
quite hard to evaluate. So we've
got to have different ways of eval-
uating achievement in learning,
rather than just how much stu-
dents know and how much they
can recapitulate of what they
know.

Second, of course, we can't have
such huge, mass groups of people
listening to lectures or whatever
. . . it'll be much more individ-
ualized and, in a sense, con-
tracted out. I mean, students will
be watching interactive videos
of one sort or another and they'll
get their information and knowl-
edge via various forms of tech-
nology, rather than by actually
meeting the expert face-to-face.
So the experts, as I say, will prob-
ably be outside the organization
and will be pulled in through the
use of media.

The organization itself will be
a honeycomb of small groups of
people working on problems. It
will be quite hard to contain that
within a semester structure, I sus-
pect . . . you can't assure that
real-life problems will stop at the
end of May and start in the begin-
ning of September. So I see the
university and the school being
more like an organization that
is, working all the time. People
will take their breaks at different
times, rather than all at one time.
The interaction won't just be peo-
ple sitting in a room with an indi-
vidual; we'll use all the facilities
that we have . . electronic com-
munication, video communica-
tion, televisual communication

. . to coach oul students, who
may not need to be all in one
place at any one particular time.
EDGERTON: Do you know of
any universities that are begin-
ning to organize themselves along
these lines?
HANDY: We've just started a new
business school in Cambridge Uni-
versity in which students come
to Cambridge for only one semes-
ter in three. The rest of the time
they will actually be working.
They'll have two tutors, one at
work, the other at the university.

So the way teaching and learn-
ing is organized becomes more
like the Open University we have

telev3sion studio facilities. But
there are no professors there.
EDGERTON: It sounds like, in
all these arrangements, that get-
ting very clear about the task or
the project is the key, and then
everything else follows.
HANDY: Absolutely. Devising the
project so that it is a learning
vehicle becomes the educational
task, it seems to me. The key peo-
ple in the university, then, become
the educational designers and
the educational managers. The
experts, if I can call the faculty
that, are almost in the wings,
really. And that, of course, is
going to cause tremendous

The Age of Unreason
"George Bernard Shaw once observed that all progress depends
on the unreasonable man. His argument was that the reasonable man
adapts himself to the world, while the unreasonable persists in trying
to adapt the world to himself.. . . We are now entering an Age of
Unreason, when the future is there to be shaped, by us and for us

a time when the only prediction that will hold true is that no pre-
dictions will hold true; a time, therefore, for bold imaginings in private
life as well as public, for thinking the unlikely and doing the
unreasonable."

The Age of Unreason, pp. 4-5

And Other Handy Works
Readers interested in ordering The Age of Unreason can call the Har-
vard Business School Press toll-free at 800/545-7685. The Age of
Paradox is forthcoming from the same publisher in the spring of 1994.

Other Handy books, usually available from retail bookstores, include
The Future of Work (Blackwell, 1984), Gods of Managment (Pan
Books, 1979), and Understanding Organizations (Penguin, 1976;
revised 1986).

here in Britain which started
off as the Open University of the
Air. The initial idea was that stu-
dents would learn by listening
to radio and television, but then
things evolved. Now students get
their information over television,
but they also meet with tutors
in their own locality and they also
go off on one-, two-, three-week
intensive learning ventures with
other students and faculty. They
also link into electronic networks.

It's a whole multimedia kind
of university. If you go to the
Open University in Britain, there's
nobody there . . . well, that's not
quite true. There are "core man-
agers" and the "core administra-
tors" and an enormous printing
business and some quite good

upheavals, because it's going to
change the whole power struc-
ture of higher education.
EDGERTON: I understand that
after your newest book, The Age
of Paradox, goes off to the pub-
lisher, you're writing next on the
subject of education?
HANDY: It's not really a book but
a project to explore the possibility
of establishing a national foun-
dation here in Britain, indepen-
dent of government that is,
a center for thinking about learn-
ing and education. Nothing like
that exists here.
EDGERTON: Dr. Handy, thank
you for letting me interrupt your
writing. We look forward to pick-
ing up this conversation at
AAHE's conference next March!
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1994 NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Call for Proposals
AAHE's 1994 National Conference on Higher Education

March 23-26, 1994 Chicago Hilton & Timers Chicago, IL

"THE 21ST CENTURY
ACADEMIC WORKPLACE"

houghtful colleagues
across the country
are unanimous: This
is no time for "business
as usual" in higher

education. Under the leadership
of incoming Board chair Carol
Cartwright, a similar conclusion
has been reached: This is no time

for a "business as usual"
National Conference. The twenty-
first century is coming fasten
your seat belts!

Surveying the academic land-
scape, it seems increasingly likely
that

Campuses will be econom-
ically hard-pressed not just for
months but for years. Unless we
are willing to shut down pro-
grams or reduce quality, we will
have to work harder and smarter.
Talk of "restructuring" is in the
air, though few can say what re-
structuring really means.

This time around, the coming
generation of information and
communication technologies is
going to have a big impact. If not
in six years, surely in sixteen, new
technologies will have radically
changed th way we work.

The growing concern over
"time-to-degree" and new interest
in a three-year BA/B.S. will raise
again the whole question of what
a degree means in the first place.
These issues will run together
with the movement to defme
occupational skill standards and
the accountability pressures to

clarify educational results.
The many faces of diversity

the racial, ethnic, gender, and
age mix of Americans seeking
higher education; increasing aware-
ness of students with disabilities;
the exposure of our young people
to electronic and visual media

will challenge, as never before,
our traditional and familiar ways
of thinking and teaching.

AMBITIOUS
OBJECTIVES

With issues like these in mind,
AAHE is setting out toward the
1994 National Conference with
four ambitious objectives:

First, that the 1994 program
be future-oriented. When we
gather in Chicago next March,
the twenty-first century will be
but six years away! It is none too
soon to bring into focus the kind
of academic workplaces that we
should be striving to create.

Second, to encourage "upside-
down thinking" (as Charles
Handy likes to put it) about aca-
demic work. Higher education's
deep structures and traditions
(the course, the credit-hour, the
department, tenure) that are
next year's "givens" need not be
givens six years hence. What if

from the classroom, to the
bookstore, to the long-standing
problem cf academic governance

we could radically change the
way we work? What then?

Third, that the National Con-
ference model the twenty-first
century "ways of working" we
expect presenters to envision!
As you prepare your proposals,
be especially thoughtful and
inventive regarding presentation,
organization, and interaction with
the audience.

Fourth, to celebrate 1994,
AAHE's 25th Anniversary year!
A companion article in this Bul-
letin outlines some ideas about
how we might do so with the
hope that you will offer others.

THREE PROGRAM
TRACKS

The 1994 National Conference
theme "the 21st Century Aca-
demic Workplace" will be
expressed in three main tracks.
In the box right, some possible
subtracks and illustrative sessions
are offered that seem likely can-
didates for such a program. Those
subtracks and sessions are
intended only as catalysts for
your own thinking as you prepare
your proposals.

As always, proposals unrelated
to the theme but on topics and
issues important to higher edu-
cation are also welcome.

OTHER WAYS TO
GET INVOLVED

In addition to presenting and/
or proposing a general session
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This year's tracks, and some sample sessions.

I. Charting a Course for the Entire Campus

Wews From Many Crow's Nests: New Imperatrves
The capital and the campus: reinventing the relationship.

III American public opinion on the costs of college.
The health care debate: implications for higher education.
Are we ready? What school teachers say about the next
generation.
The new "information superhighways."

New Pathways: Reinventing Systems That Serve Learner
Needs

Grades 10-14- creating new paths to work and learning.
K-16: Finding virtue in interdependency.
The collegiate share of distance learning.

Sharpening Focus: Organizing Around Core Tasks and In-
depth Strengths

Best of what? Rethinking the institutions we regard as
peers.

III The curriculum: simplifying and out-sourcing.
The new politics of growth by substitution.

The Horizontal Campus: Fostering Institutions That Are Fast.
Flexible. and Friendly

The crisis of administrative leadership.
Departments: essential data for collective responsibility.
Faculty teamwork: some success stories.

Funding for Results: New Ways of Allocating Resources
The states: steps toward performance funding.
The feds: righting the imbalance between teaching and
research.

Accountability. New Criteria, New Modes
State report cards: what indicators make sense?
Applying the Baldrige Award criteria to higher education.
New criteria for college ratings.

II. Faculty Priorities: Getting the incentives Right
The Making of the Faculty Turning Out Scholars Who Will
Be Citizens of the Academy

Sending new signals: organizing the employers of new
Ph.D 's.
Fostering teamwork among academics.
The teaching residency.
Supporting the first-year faculty member

From Knowledge to Wisdom: Fostering Scholarly Inquiry That
Makes for a Better World

Disciplines and professions: having it both ways
A The redefinition of "professional service."

Incentives and Rewards for Teaching: New Angles of
Approach

Teaching as community property.

Toward a national market for excellent teachers.
II Faculty workloads: redefining the tasks of teaching.

Rewarding departments for teaching excellence.
III Starting with students.

III. Educating Toward New Standards
New Standards
I Is the all-purpose bachelor's degree a dinosaur?

New occupational skill standards: implications for the AA.
Developing reasonable expectations for student retention.

Assessing for Performance: Can Students Use What They
Know to Perform Tasks That Matter?

College admissions: dealing with portfolios.
The assessment of generic abilities: where are we?

Time and Mastery. Rethinking Calendars, Courses, and Credit-
Hours

What's all this about a three-year bachelor's degree?
Credit for mastery: who does it now?
Beyond the credit-hour: new units of instruction.

Student Effort: The Other Side of the Bargain
High school performance and college admissions: myths
and realities.
Student time: how a resource for learning is now
squandered, and what might be done.

The Interactive Classroom: Students as Workers and
Coproducers; Faculty as Designers. Assessors. and Coaches

Pedagogy and physical layout. the new classroom
architecture.

III Pedagogy for large classes.
III Overcoming barriers to collaborative learning.
IN Using technology to enhance learning.

Reinventing Student Services
Student services: questioning the whole array.
Libraries: from collections to connections.
Textbooks and bookstores: from products to services.
Mentoring, advising, and the new technologies.

Connected Curricula: Improving Student Learning
Moving from coverage to key concepts.
Creating community by engaging diversity.
The student as curricular planner.
Text and beyond: new media, new learning materials. and
new tools.

Learning Communities: Sustainog Relationships That
Reinforce the Most Important Goals of Learning

Living/learning communities revisited.
Creating community through electronic networking

at the National Conference, con-
sider these other ways to become
involved:

Poster Sessions
A poster session consists of a
short presentation (6-10 minutes)

followed by time for questions
and comments that repeats peri-
odically throughout the timeband.
It should feature visual displays;
emphasize the interaction be-
tween presenters and partici-
pants; and highlight the results

of innovative programs, new
research, methods of practice,
or successful solutions to prob-
lems faced by campuses. An
important feature of the confer-
ence's "Idea Marketplace," the
poster sessions will be scheduled
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Imagining the Future Workplace
What should the "21st century academic workplace" look like? We invite you to ponder
that ouestion and to share your answers with us

In The Age of Unreason. author Charles Hanay argues that fresh thinking about such
questions often begins with new images: "New imagery, signaled by new words, is as
important as new theory; indeed new theory without new Imagery can go unnoticed."
Handy himself has put forward a number of fresh images about werkplaces in general.
FOf example. he urges us to design offices as "working clubs" with "activity rooms: rather
than building separate offices for each professional

In that spirit, we invite you to send us a concrete image of some aspect of the -21st cen-
tury academic workplace" that you (funk would be desirable. Say to yourself: "Suppose
we thought about the classroom the library the bookstore . the tenure/promotion
process . as if it were --- Does a fresh image come to mind? Does the exercise open
up for you a new way of thinking about some aspect of the academic workplace?

If it does, we want to hear from you! Draft a few paragraphs (no more than a page) that
describe: (1) The aspect of the workplace you are thinking of (2) The fresh image (analogy
or metaphor) you wish to contribute. (3) Why it s useful to think in terms of that image.
We will use the images you generate in the planning of the 1994 National Conference,
and will publish the most creative contributions in a future issue of the Bulletin.

Imagining the Future Workplace
cIo Bry Pollack, AAHE Bulletin

One Dupont Circle, Suite 360, Washington, DC 20036-1110; fax 202/293-0073

PROPOSAL GUIDELINES
MHE welcomes your ideas for organizing and/or presenting sessions
on this year's theme or on other topics and issues important to higher
education. Also encouraged are letters about the kinds of sessions you,
as a potential attendee, would like to see on the program!

Mail/fax. To propose a general or poster session, mail or fax a letter
(1 or 2 pages max.) to:

NCHE Conference Proposals
c/o Louis S. Albert, Vice President, AAHE

One Dupont Circle, Suite 360
Washington, DC 20036-1110

fax: 202/293-0073
Deadline. All proposals must be received by MHE on or before

October 22, 1993. You will be contacted in December about the status
of your proposal.

Proposal letter. Your proposal letter must include the following:
A description of the problem or issue you will address.
The proposed length and format either a general session (panel

discussion, single presenter, case study, etc.) or a poster session. Most
general sessions occupy timebands of 50 to 75 minutes; panel
presentations should be limited to no more than four people, including
any moderator. Poster session presenters will be expected to concisely
explain their topic in 6-10 minutes, then allow ample time for questions
from participants; each session will repeat throughout the timeband.

The audience you intend to reach and the significance of your topic
for that audience.

The qualifications of al/ presenters and the roles they will play in the
session.

The names, positions, addresses, daytime telephone and daytime
fax numbers of everyone involved, including yourself.

A one-paragraph abstract of the session to be printed in the final
conference program if your proposal is accepted (subject to editing).

Fees. If your proposal is accepted, you should plan to attend the
conference as a paying registrant. Registration forms will be mailed in
January 1994.

1994 National Conference Fees
AAHE Members: Nonmembers:

Regular $235 $320
F/T Faculty $185 $270
Retired $145 $195
Student $115 $165

together and located in the
Exhibit Hall area.

Elthibit Program
Higher education institutions and
other nonprofits are invited to
join commercial exhibitors in the
conference's Exhibit Program.
Contact AAHE to reserve booth
space to display information
about your programs, centers,
services, and publications. For
more information about the
Exhibit Program, contact Kristin
Reck, exhibits coordinator, at
202/293-6440.

Caucuses and Action
Communities
AAHE members also can get
involved by participating in the
work of one or more of AAHE's
member networks.

Caucuses: American Indian/
Alaska Native, Asian Pacific,
Black, Hispanic, Lesbian/Gay, Stu-
dent, and Women's.

Action Communities: The
Research Forum, The Community
College Network, Classroom Re-
search, Collaborative Learning,
Faculty Governance, Information
Resources/Technology, and Service

For ir are information about
any of these member networks,
contact Judy Corcillo, AAHE's
conference/membership devel-
opment coordinator, at 202/
293-6440.

Forum on Exemplary
leaching
In addition to numerous general
sessions and activities for faculty,
the conference program also will
include the annual Forum on
Exemplary Teaching, sponsored
by the A.AKE Teaching Initiative
at the conferences since 1989.
The Forum consists of a series
of presentations and roundtable
discussions that offer faculty the
chance to become part of a net-
work of excellent teachers who
also care about the improvement
of teaching beyond their own
classrooms. Invitations to send
a delegate to the Forum will be
mailed to chief academic officers
early in the year, or you can con-
tact Erin Anderson, project assis-
tant, AAHE Teaching Initiative,
at 202/293-6440.
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An Invitation to Participate

"CELEBRATING ACADEMIC
CITIZENSHIP"

AAHE's 25th Anniversary

AEnt last year's National
Conference on Higher

ducation (the 'bliz-
zard" conference),

terested AAHE
members attended a special ses-
sion convened to brainstorm how
we might best celebrate AAHE's
25th Anniversary. Even though
the meeting was at a late after-
noon hour, and the foul weather
had cut conference attendance
by half, the room was soon full
of enthusiastic people offering
wonderful suggestions. As your
incoming Board chair, I was heart-
ened to realize how many people
care deeply about this Association.

At that meeting, an exchange
between long-time members Clif-

by Carol Cartwright
Chair, AAHE Board of Directors

Carol Cartwright, chair of AAHE's
Board of Directors, is president of
Kent State University.

ford Adelman (of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education) and Marcia
Mentkowski (of Alverno College)
surfaced the rirst c many good

2:51L±s1LINZLERSARY

Celebrating
Aademic Citizenship

1969 AAHE 1994
Incorporated in June 1969, AAHE turns twenty-jive

neat summer. lb celebrate that milestone,
a year of special progeams and events

:43 being planned for 1994.

points: that we should be clear
about what it is we are celebrat-
ing. The conclusion we have
reached, after many subsequent
discussions, is that we should be
celebrating the idea that AMIE
was founded to champion the
idea of aca lemic citizenship.
AAHE's special function is that
it asks each of us to step beyond
our specialties and roles and con-
sider what's most important and
best for higher education as a
whole.

A second good point made by
members was that our celebra-
tion should not be confined to
a single event or only to the
National Conference but should
be an unfolding year-long set of
activities. AAHE's publications,
;he National Conference on
Higher Education, the confer-
ences and other activities of
AAHE's special-focus programs,
are all potential vehicles for rais-
ing consciousness about academic
citizenship. Beyond these, you,
as AAHE members, may well
think of additional ways to ini-
tiate local celebrations of the idea
of academic citizenship in your
own settings.

So now, as chair of AAHE's
Boar d of Directors, I cordially
extend to you an invitation
not only to participate, but to
help us design an anniversary
year in which we all, through
AAHE, give new life and meaning
to the idea of academic
citizenship.
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What follows, then, is an unfin-
ished script. We welcome your
involvement in the activities pro-
posed below, and we welcome
your suggestions about further
occasions and ways to make 1994
special.

AAHE'S
PUBLICATIONS

Through the AAHE Bulletin and
Change magazine, we plan to fos-
ter a thoughtful, year-long con-
versation about academic
citizenship.

ilar observations. Is this true? If
so, why is it happening? What
might be done to turn things
around? Are there particular
points in their professional
careers at which faculty and
administrators are most open
to taking on the new tasks and
challenges of citizenship? Can
AAHE help? These are the kinds
of questions we hope to
pursue.

The editors of Change mag-
azine, for example, are planning
a special January/February 1994
feature essay that will, among

1969-1994
1Wenty-five Years as Higher Education's

"Citizen's Organization"
Twenty-five years ago next March at the 1969 National Con-
ference on Higher Education in Chicago scores of members
caucused into the night weighing a radical move: Should they

take the Association then the higher ed unit of the National Edu-
cation Association to independent status? It was no small step. In
different forms, the Association had been with the NEA since 1870.
As to independence, it takes money and none was in hand.

Even so, members voted to secede. Hundreds took out "life mem-
berships" in the new organization, funding a transition to new offices
and programming. Grants from Carnegie and Ford soon followed,
then additional support from Danforth, Esso, Mellon, Sloan, and
Kettering.

MHE left the NEA amicably; the occasion for doing so was the par-
ent organization's decision to emphasize union activity and its expec-
tation that its higher education unit would champion faculty collective
bargaining. Members at the time didn't oppose the NEA decision so
much as they saw it as contravening the special character of their
Association, which had always stood for nonpartisan concern for
higher education as a whole, with membership open to faculty and
administrators alike without regard to role or institutional type. MHE
is "a cause that unites," a 1970 brochure proclaimed, a "Common
Cause for rnoT effective higher education" (1979).

MHE's membership now stands at 8,150. Almost by definition, the
act of joining indicates professional interests that transcend locale
or role, a regard for the improvement of practice generally and the
welfare of the whole. At MHE meetings today, one finds the broadest
range of colleagues professors, presidents, agency heads, accred-
itors, students, people from the smallest college to the largest uni-
versity ready to exchange, debate, and network. Now, as before,
MHE is American higher education's vehicle for academic
citizenship.

Much has changed in the
twenty-five years since AAHE was
founded as an independent orga-
nization serving higher education.
In 1991, as he stepped down from
his deanship at Harvard, Henry
Rosovsky expressed his belief that
there had been "a secular decline
of professorial civic virtue in the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences." Col-
leagues elsewhere have made sim-

other things, explore dimensions
of academic citizenship from colo-
nial times to the present. The edi-
tors of Change also will keep a
sharp eye on what the magazine
can draw out of the special sym-
posium on academic citizenship
(discussed below) that we are
planning as part of our upcoming
National Conference.

In 1994, Change also will be

celebrating its twenty-filth anni-
versary. The editors are hard at
work on a special issue that will
bring back "the best in Change"
from the past twenty-five years,
with commentaries on what those
articles now look like from the
vantage point of hindsight.

The AAHE Bulletin is another
important vehicle for advancing
thought about academic citizen-
ship. Bulletin editor Ted Mar-
chese welcomes your ideas and
contributions.

1994 NATIONAL
CONFERENCE

Last spring, when the AAHE
Board began thinking about how
the 1994 National Conference
could celebrate AAHE's 25th
Anniversary, we realized that we
couldn't possibly take another
step without the help of AAHE's
own special impresario: Kenneth
Fischer, executive director of the
University of Michigan's Musical
Society. If you attended the 1989
meeting, you might have seen
Ken's last conference effort, a
multimedia retrospective in
honor of AAHE's 20th Anniver-
sary. I'm delighted to report that
Ken has accepted an appoint-
ment to AAHE's Board with "25th
Anniversary planning" as a spe-
cial portfolio. One thing for cer-
tain: We'll have music!

Five special programs and
events tied to the National Con-
ference next March are in the
works:

Citizens of the Year
Every campus has individuals
whose professional lives as citi-
zens exemplify the spirit of our
25th Anniversary theme. This
November, after the 1994
National Conference preview
materials are in your hands, we
will invite every college and uni-
versity president in the country
to sponsor those individuals to
attend the conference (and to
become AAHE members). Once
a', the conference, we will salute
them during a special plenary
session and, more important,
engage them in a symposium
about faculty and administrative
"citizen" roles appropriate for the
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twenty-first century academic
workplace. The results of the sym-
posium will be shared with the
rest of the conference attendees
and provide all of us with a foun-
dation to continue the dialogue
in our home campus settings.

Bring a Colleague
Our "Citizens of the Year" project
will enable every campus pres-
ident and chancellor to use our
national meeting to recognize and
reinforce individuals who are aca-
demic citizens in their own set-
tings. But we don't want to stop
there. Every AAHE member
knows colleagues who care about
the larger educational enterprise

. individuals who would benefit
from the people and ideas
gathered at the national meeting.

Accordingly, we invite every
AAHE member to bring or spon-
sor a colleague who you believe
would enjoy and benefit from par-
ticipating in AAHE. Each "spon-
sored colleague" (who is not now
an AAHE member and has not
attended a previous National
Conference) will receive a sub-
stantial discount off his or her
conference registration fee. We
also will design a series of "spon-
sored colleague" events to occur
at the conference meetings
with AAHE's voluntary leader-
ship, special program briefings,
and more so these newcomers
can become acquainted with
AAHE's rich diversity of people
and resources.

Special Plenary Session
The first full day of our 1994
National Conference Thursday,
March 24 will close with a spe-
cial plenary session and reception
on "Celebrating Academic Cit-
izenship." We will revisit the
founding idea and need for an
association of academic citizens,
celebrate our past accomplish-
ments. and look ahead to next
challenges.

Celebrating Particular
Communities of Inquiry
Most of us are attracted into the
larger arena of citizenship
through our interest in a partic-
ular issue be it calculus reform,
collaborative learning, writing

across the curriculum, multicul-
tural studies, classroom research,
or dozens of other improvement
efforts. In time, we find ourselves
part of a collaborative network
of individuals who reinforce and
expand our interests.

AAHE's National Conference
traditionally has been a meeting
ground for many such commu-
nities. By way of celebrating aca-
demic citizenship, then, we invite
you to sponsor at the conference
a session, meeting, reunion, etc.,
that reflects on the past and
future of the special community
of inquiry through which you
express your citizenship.

25th Anniversary Banquet
Friday evening, March 25, we are
planning an anniversary banquet
that will be short on speech-
making and long on colleague-
ship. We see the banquet both
as a r -union dinner for those who
have been with AAHE for many
years, and as an opportunity for
others to become more closely
connected with AAHE's core vol-
untary leadership.

MEMBERSHIP
RECRUITMENT

As always, our National Confer-
ence and special-focus meetings
will encourage newcomers to join
AAHE by offering deep member-
ship discounts off registration
fees. This year, our focus is par-
ticularly on building a new gen-
eration of "academic citizens,"
and we are looking to you.
AAHE's current members, to help
recruit these new leaders. As
AAHE begins its annual mem-
bership drive this fall, we will be
encouraging you to identify and
sponsor individuals who you
know would benefit from joining
AAHE and would contribute to
the strength of the Association.

AAHE'S SPECIAL-
FOCUS PROGRAMS

Over the course of the year, each
of AAHE's special-focus programs
will engage the idea of academic
citizenship from its particular
perspective:

The directors of AAHE's

Forum on Faculty Roles &
Rewards and AAHE's 'leaching
Initiative are collaborating in
several investigations of how to
nurture professional cultures.
within both campus and scholarly
communities, in which engage-
ment in teaching and professional
service is honored and rewarded.

The directors of AAHE's
school/college programs are
investigating how campuses
might create conditions under
which more faculty can partic-
ipate in the simultaneous renewal
of both colleges and schools.
AAHE's Fourth National Confer-
ence on School/College Collab-
oration (December 5-8, 1993, in
Pittsburgh) will honor individuals
from higher education who have
made special contributions to
the larger vision of an educational
continuum, K-16.

The directors of AAHE's
Assessment Forum and Contin-
uous Quality Improvement Proj-
ect are jointly investigating how
academic citizens from many
corners of the campus can come
together around a common con-
cern for quality improvement and
the assessment of student learn-
ing. AAHE's Ninth Annual Con-
ference on Assessment/CQI (June
12-15, 1994, in Washington, DC)
will honor campus citizens who
have made important contribu-
tions to the assessment and qual-
ity improvement movements.

AN INVITATION
TO PARTICIPATE

Details about these programs will
follow as plans progress.

How, then, can you get involved
in AAHE's 25th Anniversary cel-
ebration? You can send us your
ideas. You can attend as many
of these occasions as is possible.
You can encourage your col-
leagues to join AAHE. You can
bring or sponsor a colleague to
attend the 1994 National
Conference.

But there's more. You can also
regard AAHE's 25th Anniversary
as an occasion for initiating activ-
ities in your own setting that
revive the ideals of academic cit-
izenship we so urgently need. If
AAHE can help, let us know.
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Board of Directors

Board Election
Results
AAHE is pleased to announce
the results of the 1993 Board of
Directors election. Each new
member serves a four-year term,
which began on July 1.

Diana Nata-
lido is AAHE's
new vice chair.
Natalicio is
president of
the University
of Texas at El
Paso and
serves on
numerous

other boards, including the Tuxas
Committee on the Humanities
and the Council for Aid to Edu-

cation. She will
serve succes-
sive one-year
terms as vice
chair, chair-
elect, chair
(1995-1996),
and past chair.

Board Posi-
tion #2 went

to Richard J. Light, professor
of education and public policy
and director, Harvard Assessment

Seminars, Har-
vard University.
Roberta S.
Matthews,
associate dean
for academic
affairs and pro-
fessor of
English, F.H.
LaGuardia

Community College, City Univer-
sity of New York, was elected to
Board Position #3.

Another four new members
joined the Board by appointment.
They are Gregory R. Anrig, of
the Educational Testing Service;
Kenneth C. Fischer, of the Uni-
versity of Michigan; Charles J.
McClain, of the Coordinating
Board for Higher Education, State
of Missouri; and Steven A. Min-
ter, of the Cleveland Foundation.

Natalicio

Light

Matthews
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AAIIE NEWS

Technology Nojects

New Staff
Member,
New Initiatives
AAHE welcomes Steven W. Gil-
bert, who has joined the Asso-
ciation as director, Technology

Projects. Gil-
bert comes to
AAHE from
EDUCOM, a
consortium
of more than
500 college-
and univr rsity-
based com-

puter centers. As vice president,
he worked to establish collabor-
ative programs among higher
education, nonprofit organiza-
tions, and private industry in the
area of information technology;
among these initiatives were the
Computer Literacy Project, the
Educational Uses of Information
Technology (EUIT) Program, and
the Corporate Associates Pro-
gram. Gilbert also has worked
as a teacher and school
administrator.

During the coming months,
AAHE's technology initiative will
aim to (1) form a Technology
Action Community; (2) use infor-
mation technology to advance
AARE'S goals and operations; (3)

develop strategic alliances with
other associations, disciplinary
societies, and industries; and (4)
create new projects that establish
more formal and effective lines
of communication between
experts in information technology
and teaching and learning.

AAHE invites members to par-
ticipate in the development of
the technology projects, and Gil-
bert has established a "LISTSERT
for Internet/BITNET users. To
subscribe and receive all updates,
send the following Internet mes-
sage: SUBSCRIBE AAHESGIT YOUR-

FIRSTNAME YOURLASTNAME to

LISTSERVe GWDVM.GWU.EDU. From
BITNET, issue the command TELL

LISTSERV AT GWUVM SUB AAHESGIT

YOURFIRSTNAME YOURLASTNAME.

FOr additional information,
contact Steven W. Gilbert, Direc-
tor, Technology Projects, at
AAHE; Internet: AAHESG
@GWUVM.GWU.EDU; BITNET:
AAHESG@GWUVM.

Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards.
The Education Trust

Conferences
AAHE will hold its Fourth
National Conference on School/
College Collaboration December
5-8, 1993, in Pittsburgh, PA. All

AAHE in Action

(cont. an back page)

AMIE Academic Quality Consortium Meeting. Washington, DC. September 17-18,
1993.

AMIE Board of Directors Meeting. Washington, DC. September 23-24, 1993.

Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards Regional Meeting. Cosponsored by the New
England Resource Center for Higher Education. Durham, NH. October 15-16, 1993.

1993 School/College Collaboration Conference. Pittsburgh, Pk December 5-8, 1993.
Discount Hotel Rate Deadline. November 3, 1993.
Tbam Registration Deadline. November 8, 1993.
Early Registration Deadline. Registration increases $20. November 15, 1993.
Registration Refund Deadline. Requests must be in writing and postmarked/
faxed by deadline. November 15, 1993.

1994 Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards Conference. New Orleans, LA. January
28-30, 1994.

Proposal Deadline. September 17, 1993.

1994 National Conference on Higher Education, Chicago, IL March 23-26, 1994.
a Proposal Deadline. October 22, 1993.

1994 AARE Assessment/CQI Conference. Washington, DC. June 12-15, 1994.



by Ted Marchese

Welcome back hope summer brought some rest
for news of AAHE members (names in bold) doing

interesting things, plus items of note. Let me know
what you're doing . . . this is your column!

PEOPLE: As usual, lots of notable summer
moves by AARE members . . Kenneth
Perrin, after a two-year stint (and yeo-
man's effort!) at the Council on Postsecon-
dary Accreditation, heads off for the
chancellorship at the University of Hawaii
at Hilo . . . another admired association
head, Richard Rosser of NAICU, retired
this summer, succeeded by David Warren Mown
of Ohio Wesleyan . . . at CUNY, Elsa Nunez-
Mbrmack steps in as vice chancellor for
student affairs and dean of undergraduate
studies, Yolanda Moses as president of City
College .. . also in NYC, Polytechnic
University names Robert Maciag senior VP
for finance and administration.. . . Among
the new VPs for academic affairs, my best
to Patricia Cormier at Winthrop (Patty is
a past AAHE Women's Caucus chair), Dan
Fallon at Maryland (College Park), Lorna
Duphiney Edmundson at Colby-Sawyer,
and Mary Burger at the Harrisburg offices
of the Pennsylvania state system.. . . Peter
Dual leaves his deanship at San Diego State
to become Hahnemann University's first
provost . . . Washington U. names Justin
Carroll dean of student affairs. . . . And
AAHE associate Parker Palmer is off to
Berea as a visiting professor this year, there
(among other things) to lead senior seminars on
"life after college."

institutions claiming they're into TQM (10% exten-
sively) . . . no wonder 1,300 of us showed up in June
for AAHE's Assessment/CQI conference in Chicago.

MORE PEOPLE: Ernest Boyer's Scholarship
Reconsidered got the whole "faculty roles and
rewards" movement started, with the main node of
that effort now located at AMIE in a FIPSE-
supported "Forum" . . . its director, Clara Lovett,

tells me that Ernie is at work on a follow-
up, Scholarship Assessed, the topic also
of his major address at the Forum's
national convening January 28-30 in New
Orleans.. . . My friend and C7zange coeditor
Kate Stimpson leaves Rutgers at year's end
to head the MacArthur Fellows Program
in Chicago . . . a recent recipient of one
of those "genius awards," Miami-Dade's

then Robert McCabe, is using the funds to write
a book in preparation for a national
campaign on behalf of enlarged roles for
community colleges. . . . Education Com-
mission of the States VP Kay McClenney,
attempting "to improve the alignment
between the public interest and the work
of our colleges and universities," taps
SHEEO's Charlie Lenth to direct an ECS
higher-ed unit. . . . Michigan's Constance
Cook leaves the president's office this fall
to assume leadership of the U of M's Center
for Research on Learning and Teaching.
. . . I've recommended to Connie, and here
to all of you looking for fresh ways to
deepen faculty conversations, Pat Hutch-
ings's Using Cases to Improve College
Teaching: A Guide to More Reflective
Practice, new from AAHE, $15 for
members. . . . I'm a big fan of the case
discussion, saw it work beautifully at our

Teaching Initiative's four-day confab for faculty at
Mills College last July. . . I've also come across a
new casebook for administrators, Complexities of
Higher Education Administration, coedited by
SIU's Mary Lou Higgerson (Anker; $31.95). . . seems
a good bet for staff development or a next retreat.

aal

Carroll

CAMPUS TRENDS: This is the tenth consecutive
year that Elaine El-Khawas of the American
Council on Education has done her valuable
"Campus Trends" survey. . . . I spent an evening
perusing this summer's report and found lots of
interesting data . . . two thirds of public institutions
had no real increase in their budgets last year, mid-
year rescissions are common, one in four colleges
has a retrenchment program in effect, and enroll-
ment gain is concentrated in the community college
sector. . . . one third of all colleges now have teaching
and learning centers half of them founded in
the past five years . . . a landmark report is that
fully 97% of institutions are now doing outcomes
assessment (43% do so "extensively") . . . fmally, one
amazing report, considering that the answer two
years ago would have been "none," has seven in ten

AT AARE: As you read this, we'll have had our own
staff retreat, late in August with our counterparts
at the Association of American Colleges . . . at AAC
this fall, president Paula Brownlee and VP Carol
Schneider are busy launching the "American
Commitments" project, a $1.1 million, Ford-funded
effort to assess diversity's impacts on higher
education and liberal learning.. . . Here in the office,
we seem to be on a technology kick, with a voice
mail system installed in August, a new "papers by
fax" service due next mqnth, and lots of exploration
about connecting with members on the Internet . . .

stay tuned!



(cont. from page 14)

AAHE members should receive
a Conference Preliminary Pro-
gram by the end of September.
If you have not received a copy
by that date, call/fax AAHE to
be sent one. For more informa-
tion, contact Carol Stoel, confer-
ence director, at AAHE.

AAHE's Second Conference on
Faculty Roles & Rewards is sched-
uled for January 28-30, 1994,
in New Orleans, L4. Session pro-
posals are being accepted until
September 17, 1993; registration
materials will be forthcoming.
For more information, contact
Clara M. Lovett, director, or Kris
Sorchy, project assistant, AAHE
Forum on Faculty Roles &
Rewards, at AAHE, or see the
Forum's Call for Proposals in the
June Bulletin.

Community
Service and
Learning
AAHE is cosponsoring a telecon-
ference by the National Associ-
ation of Student Personnel

Administrators (NASPA) entitled
-Building Partnerships for Com-
munity Service and Learning."
The conference w. be carried
live via satellite ft oin Washington,
DC, on Wednesday, November 17,
1993, at 1:30-3:30 PM, EST.

Registration for NASPA insti-
tutional members and National
University Teleconference Net-
work (NUTN) members is $495
(including taping rights). Non-
members may register for $625.
After October 15, 1993, an addi-
tional $100 fee will be charged.
For more information, contact
NUTN, Oklahoma State Univer-
sity, 210 Public Information
Building, Stillwater, OK 74078-
0653; ph. 405/744-5191, fax 405/
744-6886.

Arts and
Humanities
The National Cultural Alliance
(NCA), a coalition of forty-five
national arts and humanities
organizations, was formed in Sep-
tember 1990 to promote greater
public awareness of the arts and
humanities.

This fall, with support from
the Advertising Council, the NCA
will launch a multiyear $25 mil-
lion television, radio, and print
advertising campaign to encour-
age Americans to participate in
local cultural activities. The ads
will invite people to call an 800
number to learn about programs
in their communities; steering
committees for each state are
developing information packets
for distribution. The campaign
will officially begin in October,
which has been designated as
"Nationa'. Arts and Humanities
Month."

AAHE has agreed to help NCA
enlist higher education's support
in that effort. If you would like
to include information about cul-
tural activities on your campus
in the packet of materials for
your state, or if you would like
to join the NCA steering commit-
tee for your state, contact Cyn-
thia Schaal, Fiekl. Coordinator,
National Cultwal Alliance, 1225
Eye Street NW, Suite 200, Wash-
ington, DC 20005; ph. 202/289-
8286.
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AAHE members receive free the AAHE Bulletin (ten issues/year) and Change
magazine (six issues/ year); discounts on conference registration and publications;
special rates on selected non-AAHE subscriptions; Hertz car rental discounts:
and more. To join, complete this form and send it to AAHE, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington, DC 20036-1110.

MEMBERSHIP (Choose one)
Regular: 0 1 yr, $80 0 2 yrs, $155 0 3 yrs, $230
Retired: 0 1 yr, $45 Student: 0 1 yr, $45
(For all categories, add $8/year for membership outside the U.S.)
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Black:
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0 1 yr, $15 0 2 yrs, $30 0 3 yrs, $45
O 1 yr, $15 0 2 yrs, $30 0 3 yrs, $45
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O 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20 0 3 yrs, $30

Name (Dr.iMr./Ms.) 0 M/0 F
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Institution/Organization

Address (0 home/C1 work)
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Daytime Phone
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In this issue:
However necessary change might be, mak-
ing it happen is seldom easy. The promise
and the pitfalls of challenging the status
quo is the topic of this month's lead arti-

cle, and of AAHE's newest publication, whirh makes
its debut on the back cover.

In "Certifying Teaching Excellence," beginning on
the next page, Hoke Smith and Barbara Walvoord
propose a major change in the way higher education
recognizes and rewards excellence in teaching.
Replacing the traditional "award" paradigm with
a program of "certification," they argue, would pay
off in enhanced marketability and motivation for
teaching.

Fostering improvement especially around
issues of undergraduate teaching is at the core
of AAHE's mission. Like the proposal put forward
in "Certifying Teaching Excellence," AAHE's Teach-
ing Initiative aims to make teaching a more public,
recognized, and rewarded aspect of faculty work
Toward that end, the special project has helped

develop tools that can promote such a shift: the
"teaching portfolio" (noted by Smith and Walvoord)
and "cases" designed to prompt faculty discussion
of effective pedagogy.

Books from AAHE's Teaching Initiative on both
those tools are available: The Teaching Ibrtfolio:
Capturing the Scholarship in Teaching (AAHE
members $10.95/nonmembers $12.95); Campus Use
of the Teaching Portfolio: 25 Profiles ($13/$15); and
Using Cases to Improve College Teaching: A Guide
to More REtflective Practice ($15/$17). See the back
cover for ordering instructions.

On the topic of useful resources, AMIE is pleased
to announce publication of A Teaching Doctorate?
The Doctor of Arts Degree, Then and Now, by Judith
Glazer. When first proposed in the 1960s, the D.A.
was intended to challenge the hegemony of the
research Ph.D. as the appropriate preparation for
faculty. Glazer's account of the degree's evolution
offers a useful case study of the change process in
higher education. BP

3 Certifying leaching Excellence: An Alternative Paradigm to the leaching Award/a
proposal to enhance marketability and motivation for teaching/by Hoke L. Smith and
Barbara E. Wcavoord

6 How Colleges Evaluate Professors, 1983 v. 1993/results from a survey of liberal arts
campuses/by Peter Se ltlin

9 What's an Assessment Conference Without Some Assessment of Its Own?/AAHE's
own 1993 conference as a case study/by Karl Schilling

lear-out Insert: 1993 National Conference on School/College Collaboration

Departments

13 AMIE News
15 Buhetin Board/by Ted Marchese
16 Announcing/two books on graduate programs for teachers
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J CERTIFYING
TEACHING

EXCELLENCE
An Alternative Paradigm to the Teaching Award

the Hope Col-
lege alumni mag-
zine reached

our mailbox one
month in a recent

year. : was full of the good
news faculty member Harvey
Blankespoor had won the pres-
tigious national CASE award for
excellence in teaching. At last
the institution had some external
recognition for what it (and every
other college in the nation) had
been saying about itself all along

"We're an excellent teaching
institution for undergraduates."
And Hope made the most of
the opportunity, featuring
Blankespoor in that issue and

Hoke L Smith is president qf Thuson
State University, Baltimore, MD
21204.

mentioning him in several sub-
sequent issues. The jubilant tone
and the number of pages devoted
to the honor were eloquent tes-
thnony to the value the college
placed upon that external rec-

by

Hoke L. Smith

and
Barbara E. Walvoord

pm*
isr,v;

Barbara E. Watvoord is director,
Writing Across the Curriculum, axli-
rector, Project to Improve and Reward
Teaching, and prqfessor of English at
the University of Cincinnati, M.L.
0069, Cincinnati, OH 45221.
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ognition of teaching excellence.
It got us thinking, though,

about the awards for teaching
excellence that are becoming
common, both on individual cam-
puses and nationally (70 percent
of campuses now have them,
according to the American Coun-
cil on Education's 1993 Campus
Trends report). But though
award recipients might be highly
deserving and though awards
are a step in the right direction,
we want to argue here that the
"award" paradigm is ineffective
in bringing widespread change
to undergraduate teaching.
Instead, we would recommend
a shift to what we call the "cer-
tificate" paradigm. By "certificate,"
we do not mean licensure that
every practitioner must have, but
a special recognition of excel-
lence, akin to "board certification"
for M.D.'s.

A CERTIFICATE
PARADIGM

An "award," in our defmition, is
granted to one or only a few
winners, based on judges' selec-
tion from a competitive pool. The
"certificate of excellence," on the
other hand, is not competitive
but is given to all who meet cer-
tain explicit criteria that demon-
strate excellence.

Awards do call attention to
good teaching, but they do not
change the reward system for
promotion and tenure that

AAHE BULLEMN/OCIOBER 1993/3



affects every faculty member.
That reward system is heavily
influenced by the marketability
of faculty skills. There is a market
mechanism for research based
on publication. There is no such
market for good teaching. An
award cannot become a .tarket-
able commodity because it is
given to so few that it remains
a little-known "extra" nice to
have, but not something that
every faculty search committee
will look for and every prospec-
tive parent will ask about.

The importance of addressing
the market issue is obvious to
observers both in major research
institutions and in so-called
"teaching institutions." As Har-
vard's distinguished paleonto-
logist Stephen Jay Gould ack-
nowledges in How Professors Play
the Cat Guarding the Cream, by
Richard Huber (George Mason
University, 1992):

To be perfectly honest, though
lip service is given to teaching,
I have never seriously heard
teaching considered in any meet-
ing for promotion.... Writing
is the currency of prestige and
promotion.

At Vassar College, Barbara Page,
chair of the English Department,
points out that,

Vassar is an undergraduate col-
lege with a long tradition of
strong teaching, and its criteria
for promotion and for salary
improvement stress the impor-
tance of teaching, yet faculty
members stubbornly insist that
the system rewards publication,
above all This attitude exas-
perates the dean, who argues
with good reason that the college
does recognize excellence in
teaching. The problem, I think,
lies in the ethos of faculty
members; peer judgment in our
profession attaches greater pres-
tige to scholarly recognition than
to teaching, not only because
a national reputation as a
scholar is gratifying, but also
because one can market oneself
as a scholar but not as a teacher
(italics ours; "Evaluating, Improv-
ing, and Rewarding Teaching:
A Case for Collaboration," Spring
1992 ADE Bulletin).

Awards don't change this basic
market situation.

But a certificate earned by, say,
20 to 50 percent of all faculty
would have a chance of becoming

4/AAHE BULLEHN/OCTOBER 1993

a widely recognized "currency"
that every institution wanted in
order to impress its prospective
donors and students. Imagine
what would happen if a college
could say, "X percent of our fac-
ulty have achieved certificates
of excellence in teaching." Imag-

lb the average professor,
the existence of the

unachievable provides
little motivation for

day-by-day improvement
But a "certificate,"

unlike an award, could
be earned by enough

individuals, with
sufficiently explicit
and public criteria,

that many faculty could
hope to achieve it if

they worked very hard.

Me how Hope College would work
for and value that kind of rec-
ognition. Imagine then how the
state's large research universities,
which depend upon attracting
large numbers of undergraduates,
would strive to match the per-
formance of the small colleges,
with everyone's performance now
documentable by more than the
rare individual award-winning
teacher and the college catalog
picture of student and professor
under a tree.

As institutions began to adver-
tise their rates of certification,
the certificate would become rec-
ognizable to the public. Prospec-
tive donors, students, and their
parents habitually might ask,
"What percentage of your faculty
have a certificate for excellence
in teaching?" In such an environ-
ment, the market value of a cer-
tified teacher would rise. Search
committees would routinely ask,
"Are you certified for excellence
in teaching?" Now the average
faculty member would have
something achievable to work

Z2f,

for, and the outstanding teachers
who came in tenth or thirtieth
in the nation, behind Harvey
Blankespoor, would have recog-
nition and market value.

One of higher education's re-
current concerns has been im-
proving its preparation of grad-
uate students for teaching.
Efforts such as the Doctor of Arts
in Teaching have had very limited
success. If there were a certifi-
cation level for graduate students,
then universities, to make their
graduate students marketable,
would be strongly motivated to
help their students achieve that
certification.

Not only could certificates
improve the marketability of
teaching skills. They also could
motivate the "great middle" of
faculty. Awards are based upon
judges' selection of only one or
a few winners from among a
highly qualified, competitive pool.
Thus, fmal selection for the award
is likely to be viewed by faculty
as something of a crap shoot,
influenced, in the end, by luck,
biases, or minuscule differences
among the contenders. And to
the average professor, the exis-
tence of the unachievable pro-
vides little motivation for day-
by-day improvement. But a "cer-
tificate," unlike an award, could
be earned by enough individuals,
with sufficiently explicit and pub-
lic criteria, that many faculty
could hope to achieve it if they
worked very hard.

In short, the difference between
the award paradigm and the cer-
tificate paradigm is the difference
between a fireplace which
though .1wvy, even cozy, doesn't
raise the temperature and a
furnace. We believe the certifi-
cation model has the power to
change the temperature, by creat-
ing a form of recognition that has
market value and can motivate
that "great middle."

CRUCIAL QUESTIONS
Three crucial questions must be
answered, however: How are we
going to measure excellence in
teaching? How are we going to
assure fairness in such a high-
stakes game? and Won't this pow-



erful system violate academic
freedom?

Method. The answer to the first
question is that there is not now,
nor ever will be, a set of abso-
lutely accurate and reliable
methods to measure teaching.
It's too complex. But we have to
either measure teaching or lime
with a system where it remains
unrewarded. So we must gather
a panel of the best people we
have faculty, administrators,
experts in relevant fields estab-
lish the fairest and most accurate
criteria we have, arid then go
ahead. And we do have some cri-
teria. The work of Alexander
Astin, Ernest Pascarella and
Patrick Terenzini, and others sug-
gests criteria Characteristics of
*good" teaching, based on avail-
able research, have already been
named, for example in the "Seven
Principles for Good Practice
Recent work on compiling and
evaluating teaching portfolios
will be helpful, too. (See box.)

We will have much to learn,
as weil, from the National Board
for Professional Teaching Stan-
dards, which is working toward
voluntary certification for teach-
ers of K-12. Moreover, a certifi-
cation program will spur dialogue
and attract financing for further
research on the characteristics
of good teaching and ways to
measure them responsibly.

In short, we have enough
research on teaching excellence
to begin articulating criteria for
certification, and by starting we'll
get more research.

Fairness. The question of fair-
ness can be answered by several
measures. First, the certification
paradigm calls for criteria that
are more specific and explicit
than in the award paradigm,
which often depends on the deci-
sions ofjudges among competing
applications. The more careful
and explicit the criteria and
procedures, the less room there
is for favoritism and politics. Sec-
ond, estallished methods have
been used in many fields to help
ensure fairness in human judg-
ments having multiple raters,
matdng procedures public, and
providing mechanisms for appeal
and review. They're not foolproof,

given human nature, but, again,
our choices are to make teaching
excellence a demonstrable, mar-
ketable, high-stakes Achievement
or to have it remain forever
unmarketable and peripheraL

Academic freedom. On the
third question, we are proposing
a peer-reviewed system that is
similar to that employed in eval-
uating research. The effect on
academic freedom should be
approximately the same for both
teaching and research. In fact,
the teaching certificate might act
as a protectiGn for teachers
because it brings external judg-
ments by a group of peers to bear
on what otherwise might be a
very limited, local, biased judg-
ment of teaching. We must, how-
ever, ensure that those who
establish the criteria and proce-
dures distinguish carefully
between rewarding a teacher's
ability to teach well and, on the
other hand, protecting a teacher's
academic freedom to teach
unpopular ideas. But we believe
that such distinctions can be
made. Academic freedom does
not preclude rewarding excel-
lence, so long as excellence is
judged by criteria and procedures
that have been established by
one's faculty peers and tested by
careful research.

AGAINST WHAT
CRITERIA?

What might criteria look like? We
envision a combination of factors.
Student evaluations on some
nationally normed instrument
might be one factor. We like
instruments, such as IDEA, that
are flexible, allowing faculty to
be judged upon their own chosen
course goals. Student evaluations
might be counted as a factor or
they might serve as a "floor"
that is, you are not a viable can-
didate for certification unless you
are in at least the 60th percentile
on student ratings for your type
of class. In other words, you
might be ever so wonderful a
teacher, but you also have to con-
vince your students that you are
if not wonderful at least good.
A substantial body of research
indicates that students judge

teachers not on the basis of how
easy the course is but on qualities
such as enthusiasm, organization,
clarity, and helpfulness impor-
tant qualities by anyone's stan-
dards, we believe.

Other criteria can be developed
from research about teaching
strategies that enhance student
learning. For example, having stu-
dents frequently express their
ideas in writing or other forms,
providing frequent feedback to
students, having students work
collaboratively, and guiding stu-
dents' learning processes are all
factors that appear in the
research literature and on which
teachers might be asked to sub-
mit evidence.

To allow for differences in
teaching styles and subject areas,
teachers might choose from
among criteria and types of evi-
dence, much as they do in the
IDEA student evaluation forms.
So a lecturer would be judged
differently from a teacher who
used class discussion as the
prominent mode of instruction;
a science teacher with labora-
tories might have somewhat dif-
ferent criteria than a philosophy
instructor.

Direct evidence of student out-
comes is another possible factor,
easier because such evidence is
being developed in many colleges
these days as part of assessment
projects. Since student "involve-
ment" appears to be a key factor
in learning (see the work of Alex-
ander Astin), teachers might sub-
mit evidence of their students'
involvement Student scores on
external exams or their perfor-
mance in subsequent courses in
a sequence might be used as indi-
cators. The value of such evidence
in gaining certification would give
faculty additional motivation to
try to collect valid data on what
their students were learning as
a result of the courses they taught.

NEXT STEPS
We believe that a national cer-
tification board co Ild be estab-
lished, building on what has been
learned by organizations such
as CASE, which have built a pool

(ocmtinued on page 12)
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Results from a survey of liberal arts campuses.

HOW COLLEGES
EVALUATE PROFESSORS

1983 V. 1993

yiears ago, the process
of faculty evaluation
carried few or none
of the sudden-death
mplications that char-

acterize contemporary evaluation
practices. But now, as the few
to be chosen for promotion and
tenure become fewer, and faculty
mobility decreases, the decision
to promote or gam tenure (or
not) can have a stunning impact
on a professor's career. Admin-
istrators, for their part, are under
growing pressure to make fiscally
sound decisions in the face of
higher operating costs, fund
shortages, and bold competition
from giant corporations, some
of which are moving aggressively
into higher education. These con-
flicting pressures have prompted
college professors to question
their institution's evaluation cri-
teria and academic deans to reex-
amine the validity and legality
of their personnel decisions.

METHODOLOGY
In that context, in early 1993 a
survey of faculty evaluation pol-
icies and practices was under-
taken. Questionnaires were sent
to the academic deans in all of
the accredited, four-year, under-
graduate, liberal arts colleges
listed in the Higher Education
Directory. (University-related
liberal arts colleges were ex-
cluded to make the population
more manageable.)

Of 658 deans surveyed, 501
(76%) responded an unusually
high response rate. Many of the

by Peter Seldin
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Peter Seldin is distinguishedpnyessor
of management at Pace University,
Pleasantville, NY 10570.

deans added their comments and
attached committee reports and
sample evaluation forms used
at their college. All this material
was read carefully, and the
impressions thus gained are
included here.

The survey also sought to
uncover changes in institutional
policies and practices since 1983,
when a similar survey was con-
ducted (see the March 1989
AMIE Bulletin). The base data
for both surveys are identical.
Although some institutions had
since been accredited and others
had closed or merged, the effect
of the few differences was
negligible.

RESULTS
The survey (and its 1983 coun-
terpart) was designed to gather
information on the policies and

procedures that guide institutions
in evaluating faculty performance
for decisions on retention, pro-
motion in rank, and tenure.
Reported here are the most sig-
nificant findings, those on
changes in the evaluation of over-
all faculty performance and
classroom teaching performance.

When Evaluating Overall
Performance

When considering a professor
for promotion, tenure, or reten-
tion, institutions select and weigh
a wide range of factors. The ques-
tionnaire listed thirteen criteria
for consideration by the deans,
and they were asked to rate each
criterion as a "major factor,"
"minor factor," "not a factor," or
"not applicable." Table 1 sum-
marizes the relative importance
of those criteria as "major factors"
in 1983 and 1993.

Examining the data reveals
scant change in ten years. In fact,
of the thirteen criteria, only the
importance of two student
advising and personal attributes

changed by as much as 3
percent.

Classroom teaching continues
to be by far the most often
reported "major factor" in eval-
uating overall faculty perfor-
mance. Many deans also give high
regard to the other traditional
measures of academic repute
research, publication, and activity
in professional societies.

The high visibility of published
research and professional society
membership clearly is a by-
product of the economic stress
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being experienced by many col-
leges. As an Illinois dean said,
"Our budget comes directly from
the state legislature. They want
scholarship with high visibility.
So our faculty must publish, pub-
lish, publish." A New Jersey dean
wrote, "The only way our college
can stay in the public eye is if our
professors do research, publish
journal articles, and present pap-
ers at professional meetings." The
latter remark lends credence to
the oft-repeated observation that
professors are paid to teach but
are rewarded for their research
and publication.

The importance of "staying in
the public eye" probably is re-
flected also in the consideration
given by some deans to public
service by faculty members. At
the same time, deans seem to
expect faculty to involve them-
selves in on-campus activities
such as committee work and stu-
dent advising. The emphasis on
campus committee work seems
to reflect a trend of decentral-
ization and broader sharing of
the institution's non-teaching
load. In their emphasis on stu-
dent advising, colleges seem to
recognize its value as an outreach
effort to keep students content
and in schooL

Length of service in rank still
merits major importance in a pro-
fessor's overall evaluation at
about half the colleges surveyed.
Colleges relying on this factor pre-
sumably would argue that a pos-
itive correlation exists between
the number of years in rank and
the faculty member's overall con-
tribution to the college. That
argument is open to challenge
by younger faculty with fewer
years of service but rapidly
expanding reputations.

Personal attributes, a conve-
niently elusive criterion used for
years by some deans and depart-
ment chairs to ease targeted fac-
ulty out of a job or to deny them
promotion or tenure, has declined
significantly in importance. This
suggests that fewer faculty are
being punished today for having
the "wrong" personality or prac-
ticing the 'wrong" politics. A
Texas dean wrote, 'Fitting in'
today means doing your fair

share of teaching and research
and doing it effectively. It's no
big deal if a professor is from a
different mold." A California dean
agreed, "Diversity is the name of
the game today."

T-test results. To assess change
since 1983 in the overall impor-
tance deans give these various
criteria in evaluating faculty per-
formance, t-tests of differences
in mean scores were performed.

First, each of the four possible
responses to the criteria was
assigned a numerical weight:
"major factor"-1, "minor factor"-
2, "not a factor"-3, and *not
applicable"-3. Next, to determine
the mean score of each criterion,
its weights were added and that
sum was divided by the number
of deans reporting, The resulting
value was that criterion's overall
importance. This ranking process,

used by the American Council
on Education in an eariicr study,
simplifies the identification of
important factors.

As can be seen in Table 2, the
mean scores of only two criteria
changed significantly over the
ten years: personal attributes and
supervision of graduate study.
Each had a significantly higher
mean score in 1993 compared
with 1983, indicating a decline
in overall importance.

When Evaluating leaching
Performance

Liberal arts institutions have
long taken pride in the high cal-
iber of teaching offered by their
faculties, a fact supported by the
deans' almost unanimous citing
of classroom teaching as a "major
factor" in evaluating overall fac-
ulty performance. But how is that

Table 1. Percentage of liberal arts colleges that consider each criterion
a "major factor" in evaluating overall faculty performance.

1983 1993
Criterion* (N-616) (N-501)

Classroom teaching 98.7 (1)b 98.7

Student advising 61.7 (2) 58.6
Campus committee work 52.6 (3) 53.4
Length of service in rank 46.8 (4) 46.2
Research 33.4 (5) 33.8
Publication 29.2 (6) 29.1
Activity in professional societies 24.5 (8) 23.0
Personal attributes 28.6 (7) 21.9
Public service 17.4 (9) 19.3

Supervision of graduate study 3.7 (10) 2.8
Competing job offers 1.8 (13) 2.4
Consultation (govt., business) 2.4 (11) 2.4
Supervision of honors program 1.9 (12) 1.7

a. In descending order by 1993 scores. b. Rank in 1983.

Table 2. T-tests of differences In mean scores of criteria considered
in liberal arts colleges In evaluating overall faculty performance.

1953 1993
Criterion* (N-616) (N-501) t
Classroom teaching 1.01 (1)b 1.00 1.77

Student advising 1.40 (2) 1.41 -0.52
Campus committee work 1.49 (3) 1.46 0.62
Length of service in rank 1.63 (4) 1.64 -0.30
Research 1.71 (5) 1.71 0.05
Publication 1.76 (6) 1.75 0.30
Activity in professional societies 1.80 (7) 1.80 0.10
Public service 1.92 (9) 1.88 1.12
Personal attributes 1.86 (8) 2.01 -135**
Supervision of graduate study 2.14 (10) 2.31 -2.31'
Supervision of honors program 2.36 (13) 2.32 0.84
Consultation (govt., business) 2.36 (12) 2.38 -0.48
Competing job offers 2.72 (11) 2.76 -1.37

Note: Test was a West for differences in independent proportions.
a. In descending order by 1993 scores. b. Rank in 1983.

Significant at a 0.05 level of confidence. " Significant at a 0.01 level of confidence.
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teaching itself assessed?
The survey asked the deans

to indicate the frequency with
which the fifteen sources of infor-
mation were used to evaluate
teaching performance. The deans
had four possible responses, and
a numerical weight was assigned
to each response: "always used"-
1, "usually used"-2, "seldom used"-
3, and *never used"-3. Table 3
presents the survey results for
both 1983 and 1993.

It is evident that some signif-
icant changes are occurring in
the ways liberal arts colleges eval-
uate teaching performance. Over
the ten-year period, six of the
sources changed in frequency by
at least 5 percent; more signif-

icantly, al' but one of those (dean
evaluation) is used more widely
today. It would seem that the
information-gathering process
is becoming more structured and
systematic, and that many col-
leges are reexamining and diver-
sifying their approach to evaluat-
ing classroom teaching.

The predominate sources of
information continue to be rat-
ings by students, the department
chair, and the academic dean.
However, their relative impor-
tance has shifted considerably
since 1983.

Student ratings have become
the most widely used source of
information to assess teaching.
A dean in California wrote, "No

Table 3. Percentage of liberal arts colleges that "always used" the
source of information In evaluating faculty teecNng performance.

1983 1993
Information sources (P1-818) (N-501)

Systematic student ratings 67.5 (3)b 85.7
Evaluation by department chair 81.3 (1) 78.7
Evaluation by dean 75.0 (2) 67.9

Self-evaluation or report 41.9 (6) 56.0
Committee evaluation 46.1 (4) 48.6
Colleagues' opinions 43.3 (5) 48.6
Classroom visits 19.8 9) 33.4
Course syllabi and exams 20.1 (8) 29.1
Scholarly research/publication 27.3 (7) 23.9
Informal student opinions 11.5 (10) 13.9

Alumni opinions 3.9 (12) 8.7
Long-term follow-up of students 3.4 (14) 6.1
Grade distribution 4.5 (11) 4.6
Student examination performance 3.6 (13) 3.0
Enrollment in elective courses 1.1 (15) 2.2

a. In descending order try 1993 scores. b. Rank in 1983.

Table 4. T-tests of differences in mean scores of sources of informa-
tion used In evaluating faculty teaching performance.

1983 1993
information sources (P1-816) (N-501) t
Systematic student ratings 1.44 (3)b 1.19 6.25"
Evaluation by department chair 1.26 (1) 1.30 -0.99
Evaluation by dean 1.36 (2) 1.51 -3.02"
Setf-evaluation or report 1.96 (5) 1.65 5.19**
Committee evaluation 2.06 (6) 1.99 0.88
Colleagues' opinions 1.71 (4) 1.68 0.50
Classroom visits 2.42 (10) 2.05 6.76"
Course syllabi and exams 2.22 (7) 2.00 4.23"
Scholarly research/publication 2.23 (8) 2.37 -2.21*
Informal student opinions 2.41 (9) 2.41 -0.27

Alumni opinions 3 08 (13) 2.94 -2.88**
Long-term follow-up of students 3.15 (15) 3.04 2.03
Grade distribution 3.07 (12) 3.07 -0.04
Student examination performance 3.03 (11) 3.14 -2.24
Z:nrollment in elective courses 3.12 (14) 3.19 -1.46

Note: Test was a t-test for differences in independent proportions.
a. In descending order by 1993 scores. b. Rank in 1983.

Significant at a 0.05 level of confidence. ** Significant at a 0.01 level of confidence.

doubt, students are the most
accurate judge of teaching effec-
tiveness." Remarked a dean in
Massachusetts, "I would not want
to promote or tenure a faculty
member without giving student
views top priority." Although stu-
dent ratings are enjoying unprec-
edented popularity, some dissen-
ters disparage them. Said a dean
in North Carolina, "Student rat-
ings have led directly to grade
inflation."

Since evaluations from chairs
and deans continue to have a
major impact, one might ask how
sound are the judgments of those
chairs and deans? What method
do they use? These are questions
with no easy answers. In defense,
some cite the analogy of clinical
medicine, where experienced phy-
sicians can make correct diag-
noses from obsenre symptoms
but would be a... loss to explain
how they do so.

What "symptoms," then, do
administrators look for? Beyond
student ratings, they rely to vary-
ing degrees on the other criteria
listed in Table 3. Intemtingly,
significantly fewer deans consider
research/publication a major fac-
tor, suggesting a growing skep-
ticism that a professor's record
of scholarly research/publication
provides a reliable indicator of
teaching competency.

T-test results. The shifts in
emphasis over the ten-year
period are highlighted by the
results of t-tests of differences
in mean scores of the sources
of information, as shown in
Table 4. (See above for the t-test
methodology used.)

The overall importance of seven
sources of information showed
statistically significant changes
since 1983. Five increased in
importance (student ratings,
classroom visits, course syllabi/
exams, alumni opinions, and self-
evaluation/report), and two
decreased in importance (dean
evaluation and scholarly
research/publication).

The increased overall impor-
tance of classroom visits to the
evaluation of teaching perfor-
mance served to intensify the
conflict over the value of such

(continued on page 12)
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a great deal of energy has been
poured into the development of standards and curriculum frameworks.
Some education reformers think that if they set the goals right and policies
right, students will achieve at higher levels. But standards and assessments
don't educate students, teachers do. And laws and regulations don't manage

schools, principals do. Yet too little attention has been paid
to this human side of reform in either K-12 or higher
education.
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Polls, portfolios, and prompts for feedback
at AAIIE's Assessment/CQI Conference,

WHAT'S AN
ASSESSMENT
CONFERENCE

cc
at's a confer-

ence on assess-
ment without
some assess-
ment of its

own?" I asked myself last spring.
Did AAHE's Assessment Confer-
ence's traditional "overall eval-
uation sheet" really capture the
depth and breadth of information
necessary for improvement?

for Assessing Student Learning
(see Note) were two particularly
pertinent to our conference
assessment efforts:
the use of
multiple
measures and
the provision
of feedback in a useful form

; to participants. Accordingly, we
designed the conference assess-

ment to achieve both
of those ends. Most
of the assessments
attempted were
qualitative rather

than quantitative, reflecting the
move in most campus assessment
work from quantitative instru-

assessment instrument on the
; back of the conference registra-
I tion form. From a couple of rank-

WITHOUT

SOME
Wouldn't a more thorough and
thoughtful approach to the
assessment of the conference,
consistent with the ideas under-
lying both assessment and CQI,
be a model of the practice we
were preaching? And so, drawing
upon some of the assessment
approaches that had been suc-
cessful and useful in my own
work with student outcomes

ing items and sentence comple-
tions, we determined the
registrants' reasons for attending,
their previous experiences with
assessment and CQI, and the
goals they hoped to achieve at
the conference. The information
we collected on these forms was
shared via a newsletter distrib-
uted at the conference's opening
session.

ASSESSMENT
ments in the mid-1980s to qual-
itative approaches in the 1990s.

In my own campus assessment

OF ITS OWN?
assessment at Miami University,
I set out to assess the 1993 AARE
Double Feature Conference on
Assessment and Continuous
Quality Improvement (CQI).

Where to begin? Among the
nine Principles of Good Practice

Karl &Jailing is associate dean of the
Western College program at Miami
University and director of the AAHE
Assessment Forum, AAHE, One
Dupont Circle, Suite 360, Washington,
DC 20036-1110.

work, I believe that it is important
to have a feel for who the stu-
dents are coming in: their goals,
previous experiences, values, atti-
tudes, behaviors. To obtain such
information, I have used the
Cooperative Institutional Re-
search Profile (CIRP), along with
a free-writing exercise completed
by the students during Summer
Orientation that deals with their
"hopes, dreams, fears, and expec-
tations about coming to college."

To get a "feel" for the confer-
ence attendees, we printed a self-

Believing education to be a
holistic experience, in our assess-
ment project at Miami we collect
a wide range of materials about
students' lives both inside and
outside the classroom.

Approaches we use include com-
prehensive portfolios, Classroom
Research, time-use studies, free-
writing, questionnaires (College
Student Experiences Question-

by Karl Schilling

naire), structured interviews, and
standardized testing (ACT COMP,
Academic Profde). These mate-
rials then are used to develop a
descriptive picture of the stu-
dents' interaction with the insti-
tution, i.e., the kind and amount
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of work they do; how their time
is invested; the values, behaviors,
and attitudes they have in college;
the qualiw of their academic per-
formance; and their own assess-
ment of what has been partic-
ularly valuable in their devel-
opment during college.

In our conference assessment,
we wanted to capture as much
of the holistic experience of the
meeting as possible, realizing that
the experience consists of more
than just formal presentations.
We wanted to explore not only
how well people liked particular
presenters and/or sessions but
also how they experienced the
conference both in and out of
those sessions. This we assessed
with a number of different
methods, with varying success.

One-minute papers. This
assessment was done through
evaluation cards stitched into
the conference program book,
which participants were asked
to tear out, complete, and drop
in a basket in the back of the
room at the end of each session.
The cards contained a writing
space for a "One-Minute Paper"
to be assigned by the presenter,
a modification of the classic
Classroom Research approach.
The cards also contained two

Likert scales on the session itself
and several open-ended sentence
stems. The information on the
cards provided useful feedback
to individual presenters, as well
as material for drawing some
broader conclusions about the
nature of effective conference
presentations (see box). These
comments, interestingly enough,
look a lot like what students tell
us are the most effective
approaches for their learning.

Time-use study. Several atten-
dees participated in a conference
version of Miami's time-use study
by wearing wristwatches sched-
uled to beep at random. When
the wristwatches beeped, par-
ticipants wrote down "where they
were and what they were doing"
and "what they were thinking."
(If our sample was representa-
tive, AAHE's conference draws
a very earnest and dedicated
group, who didn't spend a lot of
time outside the Palmer House
during conference hours! Their
thoughts also were very focused
on the conference topics
except during meals, when they
were savoring the many flavors
of Chicago's cuisine.)

Portfolios. Another group of
volunteers agreed to keep "port-
folios," consisting of all the mate-

Session evaluation card Self-assessment instrument

Evaluation Card

rials they collected at the con-
ference, as well as their own notes
and so on. This activity demon-
strates a problem also common
with campus assessment: moti-
vation and follow-through. Many
of the volunteers did not turn
in their portfolios; of those who
did, most turned in only handouts

Sesson

Um the space beiow to complete the writing teek Setif
by the preeentor(e):

found this meelon:
N. 14443442 2 3 4

Future coMervocee *Muhl hew
thle topic:

DO.W

I wee pectic:Wady *ad that 1

I wish the preeenterle)

Other comments:

Most of the assessments
attempted were qualitative
rather than quantitative,

reflecting the move in
most campus assessment
work from quantitative
instruments in the mid-

1980s to qualitative
approaches in the 1990s.

they picked up at sessions, not
other materials such as session
notes, materials from the display
room, general Chicago materials,
etc. As a result, the meaning of
these conference portfolio mate-
rials was more difficult to inter-
pret than that of student port-
folios. Instead of reflecting the
portfolio collector's effort, the
conference versions reflected the
sessions the volunteers attended.

The portfolio project was prob-
ably insufficiently conceived in
advance to answer the questions
we were trying to answer: How
do people use the conference ses-
sions? Do they stay on a partic-
ular "track" or do they sample
widely? But we did gain some
ideas about how to make it more
effective in the future. Next year,
for example, we might ask volun-
teers to keep a session atten-
dance log.

Exit interviews. Senior exii,
interviews and alumni survf vs
are other very useful tools for
campus assessment programs.
They allow students and alumni
to share a broad overview of their
four-year experience, with alumni
having the added perspectives
of time and work experience to
aid in those reflections. At the
conference, the overall evaluation

A. *
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sheet served the senior exit inter-
view role for us.

Alumni surveys. This fall, a
sample of conference participants
will be mailed an "alumni" survey
to capture their reflections on
the conference now that they
have returned to campus: Will
the ideas that seemed so inter-
esting in June still be so intrigu-
ing? Will time have changed their
evaluation of the worth of certain
presentations or materials, par-
ticularly as they shared their
enthusiasms back on campus?

Do Something With All
That Data

The biggest challenge in cam-
pus assessment activity is what
to do with all the material once
you have collected it. On campus,
I have used our assessment mate-
rial to develop an orientation talk
for the parents of incoming stu-
dents, to show them what stu-
dents actually do on campus, how
they change over time, and what
some of the developmental issues
are that students face. Other
Miami faculty use the student
portfolios to explore the nature
of the curriculum and determine
whether assignments actually
are moving students toward the
goals we have outlined for our
programs.

For the conference, we will be
making a number of specific
changes in protocol as a result
of our assessment efforts. From
the feedback written on the ses-
sion cards and my daughter's
observation, made as she entered
the ranking data, that people
gave a particular session either
a "5" ("loved it") or a "1" ("hated
it") but rarely anything in
between we concluded that
conference attendees, like stu-
dents, can vary widely in their
preferred learning styles. If a pre-
sentation catered to that pre-
ferred style, they loved the ses-
sion; if the presentation
conflicted, they hated it. There-
fore, next year's program book
will work to signal each session's
planned presentation style
(abstract/conceptual v. specific/
pragmatic; beginner v. advanced;
collaborative/participatory v. lec-
ture; etc.), just as it now describes

the planned topic and format.
Feedback from the overall eval-

uation forms spurred us to
change the content of next year's
program book in other ways, too,
particularly to provide basic
background information on all

reports delivered at the beginnmg
of plenary sessions. Interestingly.
as the conference moved along,
the session evaluations became
more and more positive. Clearly,
a number of different factors
influence such a result, but it is

Observations From the Session Cards
More than 3,000 session evaluation cards were returned, evaluating dozens
r:A different sessions.

Participants awned to like:
Highly interactive formats that featured clearly presented material of a scale
appropriate for the time allotted.

a Honesty and candor from the presenters about the pitfalls and limits of
their assessment approaches/efforts.
The presenting of different perspectives from different institutions.

a Having their questions taken seriously and incorporated into the session
agenda.
Comprehensive handouts, particularly those containing the contents of any
overheads being used.
Presenters who focused on the implications of their findings.
Session descriptions that matched what the presenters actually did in the
session.
A clear focus on students and student work in the presentations.
ReceMng brief bibliographies and information about specific instruments
being used.
Presentations that clearly described results and how they were used.
Humor in the session, and a sense of perspective about one's work.
Presentations of case studies and demonstrations of particular methods.

a Focused discussions in which contributions from the audience were
constructively used.

Participants didn't like:
"Dog and pony" show presentations; presentations that lacked a self-critical
focus.
What were perceived as sexist racist, and homophobic comments by
presenters.
Presentations that focused only on methods instead of results.

sessions. The plans here include
soliciting from presenters brief
annotated bibliographies, source
indexes for all materials to be
mentioned, and defmitions of key
names and terms. To accommo-
date these materials, we plan to
go to a three-ring binder format,
to contain a one-page sheet on
each session.

Numerous other changes also
are planned in response to the
feedback we received. In confer-
ence amenities, for instance, we
will make a greater effort to
create conference social events
to assist newcomers in meeting
one another, and to assure that
coffee is available every morning,
among other improvements.

Because we used a Classroom
Research model for part of our
work, we also periodically gave
the entire conference feedback
from the assessment activity tak-
ing place via brief summary

not unreasonable to suppose that
some of that improvement could
be due to the information that
was being shared about what
participants found particularly
effective or troublesome in
sessions.

The Next Conference
Assessing the conference did

indeed share many similarities
with the assessment of programs
and student outcomes on cam-
pus. Problems with administrative
detaiLs (determining how the
evaluation cards would be col-
lected and by whom, getting the
session leaders to remember to
give the writing assignment, mot-
ivating people to participate, etc.)
were very similar to difficulties
experienced in campus assess-
ment work.

Low participation rates in sev-
eral of the activities made it dif-

(continued on page 14)
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Certificate/ cont.
of expertise in managing national
teaching awards. A blue-ribbon
panel that had a majority of
active faculty members could
begin to establish criteria, sharing
and debating widely in the aca-
demic community. Several insti-
tutions might pilot a certification
program among their own faculty
before national implementation.

National implementation, we
believe, would require a support-
ing structure of faculty develop-
ment. For example, regional
workshops Might help teachers
to understand the criteria and
to work toward improvement of
their teaching. Such workshops
can be virtually self-supporting
and extremely cost efficient if
they are held at regional sites
where transportation costs are
low, if they utilize facilities that
are reasonably priced, and if each
institution pays a "tuition" fee

ing from an "award" paradigm
to a "certificate" paradigm offers
a much greater chance of long-
term, genuine enhancement of
undergraduate teaching. Our
vision is that someday Hope Col-
lege (and the University of Mich-
igan, and Wayne State . ..) will
be encouraging faculty to achieve
national certification; seeking out
new faculty who are certified; and
bragging to students, parents,
alumni, and donors about its per-
centage of certified teachers.

Harvey Blankespoor might still
win a national award the two
paradigms are not mutually
exclusive. But the teachers who
came in second and fay-fourth
after Blankespoor, and the thou-
sands of other faculty across the
land who are or can be excellent
teachers, will have the motivation
to improve and a marketable
symbol of their achievement.

Hope College then could fill
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Detroit, MI 48207; ph. 313/259-0830.

Pascarella, Ernest T., and Patrick T. Terenzini. How College Affects Students. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1991.

Seldin, Peter. The Teaching Portfolio: A Practical Guide to Improved Performance
and Promotion/Tenure Decisions. Bolton, Mass.: Anker Publishing, 1991.

for every faculty member it sends.
The Maryland Writing Project (in
which both of us have been
involved) and the University of
Cincinnati (where one of us is
a faculty-development workshop
leader) have both run small,
intensive, and very successful
regional teaching-improvement
workshops for area faculty from
all disciplines, charging less than
$200 per faculty member for two
days of workshops.

In sum, we suggest that chang-

even more pages of its alumni

Imagazine with articles about
various of its certified teachers
. . . its achievement of ever higher
percentages of certified teachers
. . . its efforts to help its faculty
become certified . . . its collab-
oration with the University of
Michigan to help graduate stu-
dents gain well-mentored
small-college teaching experi-
ence . . . its hosting of the
Western Regional Workshop on
Certification. . . .
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Evaluation, cont.
visits. In support, a dean in Kan-
sas argues, "The only way to know
how effectively professors teach
is to see them in action." In oppo-
sition, a dean in Illinois says that
"classroom visits are a waste of
time."

Increasingly, teaching apprai-
sals are deduced from a close
scrutiny of course materials (syl-
labi, exams, handouts, reading
lists, homework assignments) and
student learning experiences: Are
the instructional materials cur-
rent, relevant, and suitable? What
can be gleaned from the profes-
sor's tests and the performance
of the students?

The trend toward wider and
more structured information
gathering is reflected in the grow-
ing popularity of self-assessment.

! Many academics administra-
tors and faculty alike are con-
vinced that self-evaluation pro-
vides useful insights into course
and instructional objectives as
well as classroom competency.

It is likely that many of the
shifts from 1983 to 1993 in eval-
uative emphasis have been influ-
enced by the burgeoning teaching
portfolio movement. Portfolios

collections of documents and
other materials that both high-
light classroom teaching and sug-
gest its scope and quality get
at the complexity as well as the
individuality of teaching and are

, particularly appropriate for pro-
viding hard evidence of teaching

I effectiveness.

SUMMARY

!During the past decade, the "alge-
I bra" of faculty evaluation has
I changed, with some factors being
I given more weight and others
I less. There is a movement to
I gather more direct evidence. On
I balance, the evaluation process
I has become more sophisticated,
I structured, and systematic.

Note
Peter Seldin is author of The Teach-
ing Portfolio: A Practical Guide to

I Improved Petformance and Promo-
I tion/Tenure Decisions (1991) and
I Succes4ful Use of Teaching Portfolios
(1993), both published by Anker Pub-
lishing (ph. 508/779-6190).



AAHE Fbrum on Faculty Roles & Rewards

1994 Conference
Speakers
Announced
Make plans now to attend the
second AAHE Conference on Fac-
ulty Roles & Rewards, scheduled
for January 28-30, 1994, in New
Orleans, LA. Among its many
offerings will be:

An opening address by
Ernest Boyer, who is writing a
sequel to his influential Schol-
arship Reconsidered report.

A plenary
session led by
MITs Donald
Behan on the
work of British
social scientist
Nicholas Max-
well, who
argues that

universities should produce
knowledge for the sake of wis-
dom, not just for its own sake.

Other ple-
nary sessions
about team-
work in aca-
demic settings,
the commu-
nication gap
between cam-
pus leaders

and external critics, the definition
and peer evaluation of teaching
and applied work, and the role
of funding agencies in shaping

Mow

Schou

AAIIE NEWS

faculty priorities.
Workshops and consulting

lunches for campus leaders seek-
ing practical advice on issues of
faculty evaluation, unit incentives
and rewards, flexible reward sys-
tems, and other current topics.

Breakfasts with campits
teams.

The Forum encourages people
from the same institution to
attend as a team (3-5 members);
such teams will enjoy substantial
discounts on registration fees.
Also, each team will be matched
with other teams from peer insti-
tutions to facilitate the exchange
of information and the formation
of postconference support
groups.

A conference Preliminary Pro-
gram will be mailed at the begin-
ning of November to all people
who have asked to be put on the
Forum's mailing list. (Note: The
Preliminary will not be sent auto-
matically to all AAHE members.)

To request a Preliminary, con-
tact Kris Sorchy, Project Assis-
tant, AAHE Forum on Faculty
Roles & Rewards, at AAHE.

AAHE &rum on Faculty Roles & Rewards

Updated
Resource Packet
The Forum has revised and
expanded its popular Resource
Packet, which consists of a bib-
liography of the faculty roles and

AAHE In Action

K-16 initiative Meeting. AAHE Education Trust St Louis, MO. October 14-15, 1993.

Fonmi on Faculty Roles & Rewards Regional Meeting. Cosponsored by the New England
Resource Center for Higher Education. Durham, NH. October 15-16, 1993.

1993 School/College Collaboration Conference. Pittsburgh, PA December 5-8, 1993.
Discount Hotel Rats Deadline. November 3, 1993.
Team Registration Medlin*. November 8. 1993.
Eady Registration Deodlins. Registration increases $20. November 15, 1993.
Registration Refund Doodling. Requests must be in writing and postmarked/faxed

by deadline. November 15, 1993.

1994 Faculty Roles & Rewards Conference. New Orleans, tA. January 28-30, 1994.

1994 National Conference on Higher Education. Chicago, IL March 23-26, 1994.
Proposal Deadline. October 22, 1993.

1994 Assessment/COI Conference, Washington, DC. June 12-15, 1994.

3,3

rewards debate, a master list of
campus documents, and a paper
by AMIE president Russell Edger-
ton. The cost of the packet is
$4.00 for AAHE members and
$6.00 for nonmembers. All orders
must be prepaa

To request a copy, contact Kris
Sorchy, Project Assistant, AAHE
Forum on Faculty Roles &
Rewards, at AAHE.

AAHE Teaching Initiative

Search for
Thaching Awards
AAHE's Teaching Initiative is
interested in learning more about
teaching awards that not only
reward individual excellence but
create a culture that values
teaching. This year's Campus
Trends report from the American
Council on Education notes that
seven of ten campuses give
annual awards for outstanding
teaching, up from five out of ten
in 1988. This increase seems to
reflect a desire to show that
teaching matters, but how effec-
tively do teaching awards com-
municate this message?

Some would say not much
that individual awards recognize
one (or a few) wonderful teachers
but do little to promote a culture
in which teaching is more broadly
valued. Some campuses, however,
are exploring ways to expand
this practice. The University of
Wisconsin system now recognizes
collective excellence through
departmental teaching awards.
The University of Pittsburgh and
the University of Maryland Uni-
versity College make awards on
the basis of authentic evidence
of teaching excellence collected
in teaching portfolios. Rather
than a handshake and a check,
some campuses (such as North-
western University) ask those rec-
ognized for teaching excellence
to assume ongoing roles and
responsibilities related to the
improvement of teaching. While
the perceptions still exist that
teaching awards are often polit-
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ical or "popularity contests," such
campuses build a consensus
around substantive criteria for
teaching excellence.

AAHE would like to know more
about programs to recognize out-
standing teaching that reflect a
broader vision of the academic
community. If you know of such
a program on your campus
or elsewhere please send any
relevant information and mate-
rials to Erin Anderson, Project
Assistant, AAHE Teaching Ini-
tiative, at AAHE. The submission
deadline is November SO, 1993.

Programs identified this way
will be featured in sessions
planned by the National Center
on Postsecondary Teaching,
Learning, and Assessment
(NCILA) for the second AMIE
Conference on Faculty Roles &
Rewards (described above),
scheduled for January 28-30,
1994, in New Orleans, LA.

AAHE Teaching Initiative

Collaborative
Learning Meeting
AAHE will cosponsor a national
conference on collaborative learn-
ing, "What Worle Building Effec-
tive Collaborative Learning Expe-
riences," to be held June 25-27,
1994, on the campus of The Penn-
sylvania State University, in State
College, PA. The conference will
be hosted and organized by the
National Center on Postsecondary
Teaching, Learning, and Assess-
ment (NCTLA).

Presenters and topics will
include:

Vincent Tinto, Syracuse Uni-
versity, (keynote address) "Col-

laborative Learning and Civic
Responsibility."

Zelda Gamson, University of
Massachusetts-Boston, (commis-
sioned paper) Ile Future of Col-
laborative Learning."

Barbara Leigh Smith, Wash-
ington Center for Improving the
Quality of Undergraduate Edu-
cation, "Promoting Collaborative
Learning."

Karl Smith, University of Min-
nesota, "Cooperative Learning
in Large Classes."

For more information, contact
Kelly Parsley, NCTLA, The Penn-
sylvania State University, 403
South Allen Street, Suite 104, Uni-
versity Park, PA, 16801-5202; ph.
814/865-5917, fax 814/865-3638.

Member Bentrits

Publications
Policy Changes
As a new benefit, AAHE members
now may be billed or use an insti-
tutional PO for publications
orders of less than $50; non-
members must continue to pre-
pay. (All orders over $50 must
be prepaid or accompanied by
an institutional purchase order.)

Also, effective November 1, 1993,
AAHE will upgrade its basic pub-
lications delivery method to UPS
Ground (delivery time: 2-5 days),
replacing 4th Class Book rate (2-
3 weeks). To cover the cost of this
upgrade in basic service, and to
better cover the cost of other spe-
cial delivery methods, AAHE will
begin collecting shipping charges
as detailed below.

Watch your mailbox later this
fall for the updated AAHE Pub-
lications List.

Orclor Amount

Shipping Method $0-$25.00 $25.01-$100.00 OM $100.00

UPS Ground* $ 4 $ 6 (billed at cost. $6 min.)
UPS 2nd Day Air $10 $12 (billed at cost, $12 min.)
FedEx Priority $22 $35 (billed at cost, $35 min )
Canada (1st Class Pa) $ 4 $ 6 -(billed at cost. $6 min )
Foreign (1st Class hr, billed at cost)

'Alaskall-rawaii must use UPS 2nd Day kr or FedEx Priority
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Assessment, cont.
ficult to determine how much
one could generalize from the
data. Were only the particularly
crabby or abnormally jolly people
returning their forms? Exactly
what use would be made of all
the information collected? What
to do with observations that were
clearly contradictory? Would the
assessment activity make a dif-
ference? . . . All common prob-
lems for campus assessment
efforts.

Finally, while many of the
observations we gained will not
be particularly usable for con-
ference planning in general, every
presenter received copies of the
evaluation cards for their session,
as well as a summary of the
numerical data. Concerns about
conference amenities, the cost
of hotel rooms, the quality of the
food, the temperature of meeting
rooms, are all items that are to
some extent beyond the control
of conference planners yet are
quite important to attendees and
need attention.

In the spirit of linking assess-
ment and continuous quality
improvement, reactions to the
purposed changes, as well as con-
tinued feedback and suggestions
for improvement of the confer-
ence, are welcome at any time.
We will, of course, continue those
elements of the conference that
were particularly successful and
expand them, where possible.

I hope you will join in our
assessment efforts at next year's
Assessment/CQI Conference, to
be held June 12-15, 1994, at the
Washington, D.C., Hilton Hotel.
Look for the Call for Proposals
in the November issue of the Bul-
letin. And watch your mailbox
early in 1994 for the Preliminary
Program, which will contain reg-
istration materials.

Note
Packets of 25 copies of "The Prin-
ciples of Good Practice for Assessing
Student Learning" are available free
while supplies last by faxing/writing
to: Assessment Principles, AAHE,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 360, Wash-
ington, DC 20036-1110; fax 202/293-
0073. Publication and dissemination
of the document is being supported
by the Exxon Education Foundation.
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ego*
by Ted Marchese

Welcome back for news about AAHE members
(names in bold) doing interesting things, plus items
of note . .. do send me news.

PEOPLE: Douglas Greenberg moves from New
York to the Second City, from the American
Council of Learned Societies to the pres-
idency af the Chicago Historical Society . . .

a talented set of new VPAAs: Janet McNew
at Illinois Wesleyan, Fred Rossini at
George Mason, Terry Smith at Peru State,
and Nancy Avakian at Onondaga CC . . .

new president of the National Collegiate
Honors Council is Ron Link of Miami-Dade
. . . Howard Ross is UW-Whitewater's new
dean of letters and sciences . . . Gloria
Nemerowicz and Gene Rosi they made
their mark with a much-admired leader-
ship program at New Jerseys Monmouth
College have signed on for the start of
an ambitious Women's Leadership Insti-
tute at Wells College. . . . It's great to note
the arrival in town of Hector Garza (a
founder of AAHE's Hispanic Caucus) to
head ACE's Office of Minorities in Higher
Education . . . and the October 1st inau-
guration of Board member Jim Renick as
chancellor at UM-Dearborn (Jim was a
founder of AAHE's Black Caucus).

LITERACY OUTCOMES: Our favorite
newspaper skipped the story, but I doubt
our critics will . . . do heed the latest NAIS
study, "Adult Literacy in America,"
released last month, which documents some pretty
unhappy news about our recent graduates .

thousands of them were given a set of practical tasks
from calculating a restaurant bill to analyzing

a complicated newspaper story and rated on a
scale of 1 to 5 for their level of prose, document,
and quantitative literacy.. . . among the punchlines:
just half our graduates attained literacy levels 4 and
5, and 15-19% were at levels 1 or 2 (!) . . . these
results were a tad lower than in the last NALS, in
1985 .. . all this will come back to bite us . . . copies
of the GPO report are $12; call 202/783-3238 (stock
no. 065-000-00588-3).

The National Center for Graduate Education for
Minorities (GEM), headed by Notre Dame's Howard
Adams, has a nifty set of publications aimed at
helping students negotiate the doctoral process; info
from the GEM Center at 219/287-1097. . . . A new
OERI research report on "Academic Dishonesty
Among College Students," coauthored by Sheilah
Maramark, is free by calling 202/219-2243. . . . If
you're deeply into the quality movement and have
relevant experience in institutional analysis

(accreditation service, program review,
etc.) and are interested in applying as a
Baldrige examiner, call Linda James (301/
975-2180) right away for an application
form (due Nov. Ist). . . . FIPSE guidelines
for its Comprehensive Program will be
released "mid-October," with an "early
December" application date this year. . . .

AAHE has cosponsored each of the three
recent national conferences on TA train-
ing, with the next set for November 10-
13 in Chicago (contact Carolyn Dahl, 217/
333-2880 for info) . . . now comes a new
refereed publication, The Journal of
Graduate Teaching Assistant Develop-
ment, edited by Karron Lewis of UT-Austin
. . . copies by calling 405/372-6158.

MeNew

Avaklan

MORE PEOPLE: A grateful bow to Harvard's Art
Levine for a terrific job of guest-editing the
September/October Change ("Students of the '90s")
. . . the next issue is also guest-edited, by AAHE's
own Pat Hutchings, of the Teaching Initiative, and
full of insight ("Opening the Classroom Door').

PROJECT 2061: In earlier issues, we've
featured some of the imaginative work
being done to rethink science education
in the country, notably AAAS's "Project
2061: Science for All Americans." A small
grant from AAAS has put AAHE in a
position to broker three studies of the
impacts of such a curriculum at the K-
12 level on undergraduate education. The
study teams are led by LaGuardia's John
Stevenson (impacts on admissions, test-

ing, and placement), UMass-Dartmouth's John
Russell (curriculum and instruction), and Har-
vard's Danny Goroff (teacher preparation outside
colleges of education). Full reports are due in
February. Information from Carol Stoel or Lou
Albert here in the office.

LISTSERV: Thanks to the in-office presence of
technology guru Steve Gilbert, AAHE is beginning
to fmd its way onto the Internet, all in hopes of
being more accessible and useful to members. Steve
began a LISTSERV late this summer, and already
120 AAHE members seem to have found their way
onto it, focused on moderated discussions of
relationshipg between information technology,
instruction, and scholarship. To join the discussion,
send an Internet message to Steve Gilbert at
AAHESG@GWUVM.GWU.EDU. Soon, look for other
AAHE projects to be doing business on the Internet.
See you there!

.4,1V 4.
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Graduate Programs for 'leaching.
New!
N09302 A Teaching Doctorate?: The
Doctor of Arts Degree, Then and Now
(1993, 8Opp) By Judith Glazer. A study of the evo-
lution of the Doctor of Arts (D.A.) degree, an inno-
vation introduced in the 1960s as an alternative to
the research doctorate for those pursuing a career
in college teaching.

The monograph is based
on national surveys of D.A.-
granting inatitutions and
350 D.A. recipients, as well
as historical research.
"Advent of the D.A." analyzes
the factors that influenced
adoption of the degree. 'The
Multipurpose Doctorate"
describes the purposes and
structures that evolved

throughout the organizational change process. "Dif-
fusion and Decline" traces the changing status of
the D.A., with comment from program directors,
past and present. In "Listening to the Graduates,"
D.A. recipients explain their motivation to pursue
the D.A., and their level of satisfaction with it.

The experiences and expertise of those who sup-
port the D.A. (and those who took it up and
dropped it) yield lessons worth learning about chal-
lenging the academic establishment. Sponsored by
TIAA-CREF.

AAHE members $12, nonmembers $14, plus $4 shipping

TI9201 Preparing Graduate Students
to leach: A Guide to Programs That
Improve Undergraduate Education and
Develop Umorrow's Faculty
(1992, 150pp) Edited by Leo Lambert and Stacey
Lane Tice. The product of a nationwide survey of
TA-training programs, in which more than 200 insti-

tutions described their pro-
grams and provided the
names, addresses, phone/
fax numbers, and e-mail
addresses for their program
leaders. In the two main
chapters, 72 "centralized"
and "discipline-based" exem-
plary programs are profiled
in detail, and directory
information is given for

another 350 programs. The covered disciplines are
biology, chemistry, composition/literature, foreign
languages, math, psychology, speech communica-
tion, and the social sciences. International TA train-
ing is highlighted. Other chapters cover the latest
trends in TA training, and analyze promising direc-
tions for the future. Cosponsored by TIAA-CREF
and the Council of Graduate Schools.

AAHE members $20, nonmembers $22, plus $4 shipping

AAHE members may be invoiced or use a P.O.; nonmembers must
prepay. Express delivery and bulk discounts available Add
shipping for orders placed Wier 11/1/93. Fbreign shipping extra.

AMERICAN ASSOCIA1'10 \ FUR HIGHER VIM (AM) \

AMIE members receive free the AARE Bulletin (ten issues/year) and Cluinge
magazine (six issues/year); discounts on conference registration and publications;
special rates on selected non-AAHE subscriptions; Hertz car rental discounts;
and more. To join, complete this form and send it to AAHE, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington, DC 200364110.

MEMBERSHIP (Choose one)
Regular:0 1 yr, $80 0 2 yrs, $155 0 3 yrs, $230 :
Retired: 0 1 yr, $45 Student: 0 1 yr, $45
(Fbr all cattgories, add $8/yeui for membership_ fmtaide the U.S.)::

CAIICUSES (For AARE members; cliOatia.Same" number of years's& abaii)
Amer. Indian/Alaska Native:
Asian/Pacific American:
Black
Hispanic:
Lesbian/Gay:
Women's:

Name (Dr./Mr./Ms )

0
0
0
0
0
0

1 yr, $10
1 yr, $15
1 yr, $15
1 yr, $25
1 yr, $10
1 yr, $10

0 2 yrs, $20
0 2 yrs, $30
0 2 yrs, $30
0 2 yrs, $50
0 2 yrs, $20
LI 2 yrs, $20

0
0
0
0
0
0

3 yrs, $30
3 yrs, $45"
3 yrs, $45
3 yrs, $75
3 yrs, $30
3 yrs, $30
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In this issue:
" hat do you people want from me!"

unfortunately may capture for many
faculty their feeling about their work
these days, as pressures from

administrators, a lousy economy, students, the
media, legislators, the job market, and trustees
crank campus anxiety levels to new heights. Faculty
are overworked . . . underappreciated . . . misun-
derstood . . . underpaid . . . scapegoats for every-
thing that's wrong with society. Or, they are coddled
. . overspecialized . . . self-indulgent . . . stubborn
. . prima donnas who want to run campuses their

way . . . who feel allegiance to their discipline first
and only secondly, if at all, to their campus or corn-

munity? Which is it?
As always, the 'truth" lies somewhere in the mid-

dle. But it certainly is true that the mood on campus
right now is frauled for all concerned. Faculty,
administrators, and students alike rush about
madly, trying to 1)o more with less!'

The six articles that follow each offers a different
perspective on the subject of faculty and their work.
Together they make an informative and thought-
provoking special issue of the Bulletin. Our respect
and appreciation go to guest editor Clara Lovett,
director of AAHE's Forum on Faculty Roles &
Rewards, who envisioned the ideal and then made
it happen. BP

Overview
3 listening to the Faculty Grapevine/an introduction to this special issue from the

director of AAHE's Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards/by Clara M. Lovett

Faculty Voices
6 Let the Professoriate Flourish/by Catherine B. Burroughs
8 The Case for Practitioner-Faculty/by Martin Wachs

Prsr,mPfti-ve
11 Friends Or Foes?/an interview with Laurence A. Weinstein, Wisconsin regent

emeritus/by Stephen R. Portch
15 Public Perceptions, Public Policy/a conversation with two members of the Virginia

General Assembly/by Anne M. Pratt

The St udent Experience
18 Students on Faculty/excerpts from a student focus group

Departments
Thar-out Insert 1994 Assessment/Quality Conference Call for Proposals
22 AMIE News
23 Bulletin Board/by Ted Marchese
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Introducing this special issue of the Bulletin.

LISTENING TO THE
FACULTY GRAPEVINE

Since AAHE's Forum
on Faculty Roles &
Rewards was offi-
cially launched at
the beginning of this

year, some 1,700 colleagues
from hundreds of colleges and
universities have engaged
AAHE in a conversation about
faculty work and faculty prior-
ities. I have come to think of
those colleagues so willing
to share information, ideas,
concerns as the Forum's
eyes and ears.

In preparation for this spe-
cial Bulletin, I asked some of
those colleagues for images
and language that capture the
essence of conversations on
their campuses about faculty
work and priorities. Catherine
Burroughs and Martin Wachs
responded to my appeal in
their own faculty voices. Their
views of academic life in the
1990s reflect the wonderful
complexity and diversity of
faculty careers and priorities on today's
campuses. Less predictably, given their
very different backgrounds and profes-
sional responsibilities, their articles also
reveal a shared sense that the culture
of the academy needs to change, that
somehow we must, in Catherine Bur-
roughs's words, "let the professoriate
flourish" again. Catherine is not alone in
her thoughts on these issues.

Surveys of faculty attitudes most
recently those conducted by Bob Dia-
mond's team at Syracuse University
tell us that most members of the profes-
soriate are dedicated scholars and
teachers, eager to do what's right by their
institution. But for many of them the fun
seems to have gone out of their work.
Duke's Jane Tompkins has written in
Change (Nov/Dec 1992) about the lack
of community in the contemporary
research university. The challenges of
teaching are not shared; the excitement

by Clara M. Lovett

Clara M. Lovett is director of the
Thrum on Faculty Roles & Rewards
at the American Association for
Higher Education, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington, DC 20036-
1110. Previously, she was provost at
George Mason University.

Most members
of the

professoriate
are dedicated
scholars and
teachers. . . .

But for many
of them the
fun seems

to have gone
out of their

work.

Pr rA t

of scholarly inquiry is shared
with professional colleagues
around the world she
laments but not necessarily
with colleagues and students
at one's own university. David
Scott, chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts-
Amherst, and other campus
presidents who come from fac-
ulty ranks worry that the cul-
ture of the multiversity has
promoted a one-dimensional
view of a successful faculty
career.

At every type of institution,
faculty express a longing for
an older and spiritually richer
academic culture, one that
placed greater value on the
education of students and on
the public responsibilities of
scholars, one that nurtured
community and collegiality
instead of promoting compe-
tition for resources and pres-
tige. For all faculty, the chal-
lenge of the 1990s is how to

reaffirm such an academic culture with-
out falling into the traps of nostalgia and
reaction. The challenge is especially great
for professors employed by research and
comprehensive universities, typically mid-
sized institutions with complex missions.
Those professors, who make up a major-
ity of today's full-time and part-time fac-
ulty, work on campuses where small
classes and individual attention to stu-
dents will always be the exception, not
the rule; where a campus-centered ,ml-
ture of the traditional kind is not viable;
where "community" cannot mean the
same thing it might mean at small res-
idential campuses.

To what degree are the external critics
of higher education, especially trustees
and legislators, sympathetic to these fac-
ulty concerns and willing to assist cam-
pus leaders in the task of refocusing fac-
ulty priorities? For the articles that
follow, Wisconsin's Stephen Portch
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tracked down Laurence Weinstein, for-
mer president of the University of Wis-
consin System Board of Regents, who has
recently published a book about his
experiences in that role. Anne Pratt, of
Virginia's Council of Higher Education,
talked with two members of the Virginia
General Assembly about serving a larger
number of students with a smaller per-
centage of the state budget available to
fund higher education.

The Forum's project assistant, Kris
Sorchy, herself a recent graduate of the
University of Evansville, contributed an
impel tinent but useful insight. Why, she
asked, do we talk only with professors
and administrators? Why not also solicit
student opinion? With the assistance of
colleagues in the Washington, D.C., area,
we .convened a focus group of students
for a spirited discussion about the work
their professors do and how it affects
their learning experience.

From these and other conversations,
we are learning that faculty concerns in
the 1990s are dramatically different from
what they were just a decade ago. Some
of the differences can be traced to
changes in the political and economic
climate in which our institutions function.
For instance, it is not surprising that fac-
ulty concerns about the drying up of
research funding are more intense now
than they were a decade ago. But other
differences seem to arise from changes
of outlook unsettling for some faculty,
liberating for others within the acad-
emy itself

REMEMBERING
THE FACULTY GRAPEVINE

OF THE 1980s
Around faculty clubs und departmental
offices a decade ago, most conversations
were about salary issues. Understandably,
faculty were preoccupied with trying to
make up the economic ground lost during
years of high inflation. The scientists
among them were also concerned about
increasing competition for research fund-
ing, especially in areas not related to
defense. For most faculty researchers and
their graduate students, the probability
of obtaining grants was decreasing pre-
cisely at the time when their institutions
were making more explicit the connec-
tion between successful grantsmanship
and favorable promotion and tenure
decisions.

Science faculty were the first to expe-
rience the negative impact of those
trends. But the phenomenon that Penn-
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sylvania's Bob Zemsky and Stanford's
Bill Massy later described in Pew's Policy
Perspectives (June 1990) as "the aca-
demic ratchet" eventually affected the
lives of faculty in every discipline. During
times of relative prosperity and growing
enrollments, hundreds of instil utions
sought status and external funding by
putting greater emphasis on the research
productivity of their faculty. In most
cases, professors trained at elite research
universities and dedicated to the
advancement of knowledge in their dis-
ciplines rose willingly to the new chal-
lenges. But they did so with the reason-
able expectation that teaching loads
would be lightened and that other tra-
ditional responsibilities, e.g., student
advising, would be shifted to other
professionals.

In the 1980s, the metaphor of the aca-
demic ratchet was not part of faculty dis-
course. Through that decade, however,
and at some institutions even earlier, fac-
ulty careers were shaped by the ambi-
tions of many colleges and universities
to scale the heights of the Carnegie clas-
sification or to earn better ratings from
US. News & World Report, At some insti-
tutions, the negative impact of the
ratchet was made worse by policies
imposing tenure quotas for younger pro-
fessors, freezing promotions for mid-
career faculty who failed to publish, and
giving excessive weight to external mar-
ket conditions in salary decisions.

The combined effects of depressed real
earnings, pressure to meet rising insti-
tutional expectations, and perceived
obstacles to career mobility were etched
in Howard Bowen and Jack Schuster's
1986 portrait of the American profes-
soriate, Arnerkan Professors: A National
Resource Imperiled. The authors pre-
dicted a gloomy future for already "dis-
pirited, fragmented and devalued" pro-
fessors. Perhaps the portrait was
overdrawn. But is it a coincidence that
during the 1980s talented students in
most disciplines chose not to undertake
academic careers? Is it a coincidence that
faculty complaints about bureaucratic
control and administrative self-
aggrandizement became more strident
than ever before?

LISTENING TO
THE FACULTY GRAPEVINE

IN THE 1990s
The economic concerns of the 1980s have
not gone away. Competition for research
funding has become keener. Resentment
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of administrators who appear to drain
institutional resources away from core
functions and toward bureaucratic
empires and public relations gimmicks
smolders on many campuses.

But the expectation of predictable
increases in salaries and fringe benefits
and the protests against arbitrary per-
sonnel policies have given way to resigned
acceptance that compensation levels will
be flat and that the ranks of tenured and
tenure-track professors will not grow in
the 1990s. Concerns about workload are
increasing, undoubtedly in response to
the chorus of voices telling faculty to
"do more with less."

Especially at comprehensive univer-
sities, faculty welcome their campus
administrators' newly discovered enthu-
siasm for teaching, but they worry about
increases in contact hours and class size.
At public institutions, "doing more" these
days often means working outside the
campus, in partnerships with K-12 edu-
cators, local business leaders, government
agencies, and citizens goups. "Doing
more with less" can mean working in
these applied areas without commen-
surate reductions in the amount of teach-
ing and scholarly work to be done within
the university.

These are not wholly new concerns,
but they are expressed more forcefully
than in the 1970s and 1980s. Around fac-
ulty clubs and offices, conversations also
are turning to topics that were seldom,
if ever, heard a decade ago. First, there
is rising interest in and anxiety over the
fact that the professorial career ladder
is short too short for working lives that
can span three or four decades. Some-
thing must be done to open up the aca-
demic profession to more roles and
opportunities for advancement than are
possible under the current three-rung
ladder. Some institutions are experiment-
ing with more generous and flexible cri-
teria for the appointment and advance-
ment of practitioners, second- and third-
career professionals, and long-term part-
timers. Others are rethinking the "one
schedule fits all" approach to tenure
decisions.

Second, faculty in all disciplines, but
particularly in the sciences, are very anx-
ious about the explosion of available
information and the shifting contours
of discipline-based knowledge. Put simply,
faculty are aware that their individual
stores of knowledge depreciate at rates
that would have been unthinkable only
a generation ago. An accomplished, well-
published colleague in the mathematical
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sciences told me recently that after a
decade in management roles he is no
longer able to read the leading journals
in his field. As a historian, I used to think
that the shifting contours of knowledge
did not shift quite so rapidly in the
humanities. These days, I am not so sure.

Third, the faculty grapevine reports
growing concern about the lt .v. lership
issue. From campus after campus I hear
talk of a crisis of leadership and anec-
dotes about unsuccessful searches for
senior administrative positions. This is
a most interesting development. The
trustees, presidents, and provosts who
express concern about the alleged short-
age of talented candidates for positions
of academic leadership (I do not hear
complaints about the difficulty of filling
other types of management positions)
had no such concerns a decade ago.
Recertly, I asked an experienced campus
president how he could complain about
"a leadership shortage" at a time when
searches for senior positions attract
hundreds of candidates. "You don't
understand," he replied, "there's no short-
age of candidates; there's a shortage of
talent."

Is there, in fact, a shortage of leader-
ship talent in higher education? Is the
reported increase in unsuccessful
searches statistically significant? Is it true
that talented men and women are de-
clining nominations for deanships, pro-
vostships, and presidencies? I don't know.
But there must be some reason why fac-
ulty at all levels and in all disciplines have
become concerned about the trend. The
folk wisdom used to be that administra-
tors were a necessary evil, or, at best,
harmless bureaucrats of limited influence.
The same folk wisdom held that the peo-
ple most suited to being chairs, deans,
or provosts were the burnt-out teachers
or failed scholars. Not anymore. Under-
standably, now faculty are looking to
administrators for protection from the
barbarians at the gates trustees, leg-
islators, tuition-paying parents. But fac-
ulty also are looking for intellectual lead-
ership to help them cope with an era of
cultural change that would be stressful
even in the absence of fiscal consti aints.

These new faculty concerns, and some
not so new, explain why my AAHE phone
rings so frequently. In a little more than
a year, the Forum on Faculty Roles &
Rewards has become an important lis-
tening post from which to hear the voices
of faculty and others who care some-
times for the wrong reasons about why
and how faculty do their work.
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Faculty Voices

"We must recapture in our work the delight and intersity
that we as children found in play."

LET
THE PROFESSORIATE

FLOURISH
by Catherine B. Burroughs

The start of my under-
graduate teaching
career five years ago
coincided with the
height of the national

debate about "a crisis in higher
education." At first intrigued that
the work of the professoriate had
become a subject of media inter-
est, I soon realized that I and my
fellow professors were being held
responsible for those gaduates
entering the workforce unpre-
pared to perform well. A spate
of publications have since por-
trayed us as solipsistic, lazy, pow-
erful, insecure, truculent, and (at
the university level especially)
so involved in research that we
cannot teach effectively.

For several years, I have
reflected on what it is that we
professors at small liberal arts
colleges should be expected to
do in the classroom, and what
we need in order to remain
enthusiastic about our jobs.
Inspired by Ernest Boyer's anal-
ysis of faculty roles and rewards,
Scholarship Reconsidered, I have
come to believe that more atten-
tion needs to be paid to how insti-
tutions can help professors sus-
tain their desire to "profess."

Caught Between
Competing Demands

At small colleges, professorial
enthusiasm is being undermined
in myriad ways, not the least of

I
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which is that we who teach
undergraduates often are caught
between two competing demands.
To remain intellectually alive, we
faculty engage in activities such
as conferences and publishing,
which can accentuate the gap
between our own intellectual
development and that of our stu-
dents. Simultaneously, student
pressure on faculty to lower aca-
demic standards can deter our
own intellectual growth by shift-
ing classroom priorities away
from the contemplation of ideas
to the necessity of covering
"what's on the test."

Certainly at small colleges, we
lavish a lot of rhetoric on devel-
oping students' minds and build-
ing their self-esteem, but very lit-
tle on helping faculty members
fmd intellectual and emotional
sustenance. As faculty work over-
time helping to run our institu-
tions, we too often bypass our
own needs for those of our
student-consumers, many of
whom regard college as a holding
tank in which they must languish
until their release into the more
exciting "real world."

In the last several years, I have
encountered a surprising number
of students who describe intel-
lectual activity as "stressful" and
who portray people with ideas
(as opposed to information) as
"intimidating." The pressures of
student academic life are "over-
whelming," and drinking alcohol
regularly is considered a reason-
able response.

In such a climate which is
not, I might add, unique to a par-
ticular institution or region
it is vital that we faculty learn
to nurture ourselves, just as we
nurture others.

Learning to
Nurture Ourselves

Like many professors, I pre-
pared for a life in the academy
while still in childhood, pursuing
with a child's fanaticism the activ-
ities that served to chart my life's
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course: spending an entire day
reading books in the backyard

. . badgering my parents to spell
out words for the fledgling play
I was writing. Taking the time
to remember how and why each
of us came to "profess" might
prompt the professoriate at small
liberal arts colleges to insist more
strongly and less guiltily on
conducting our professional lives
in ways that will allow us to
recover some of that intensity
and concentration of childhood.

As we head toward the new
millennium, those of us who teach
at small colleges need to assume
more of the burden for having
created our environments, and
to assert ourselves in reenvision-
ing a profession that we would
like others to inherit. To this end,
I hope that we will begin (or con-
tinue) to raise questions such as
those below, not just among our-
selves but also in public forums:

Do we and our institutions
support, if not encourage, self-
criticism of college practices and
policies? (As a prelude to change,
we must be able to analyze and
talk extensively about those insti-
tutional practices that contribute
to faculty burnout.)
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How committed are we to
changing the academic climate
on our campuses, and what is
the relationship between our
rhetoric and our practice? What
do we fear when faced with sug-
gestions for change?

Should students' lack of inter-
est in their classes be construed
as a legitimate critique of the via-
bility of small liberal arts insti-
tutions as they are currently con-
ceived? (For example, if
graduation promises them but
unemployment and a return to
the parental home, it may be dif-
ficult for them to see how sur-
veying British literature or study-
ing nineteenth-century American
history serves their goals of finan-
cial independence.) How can we
help students understand why
and how they study what they
do? If our explanations strike us
as hollow, what steps might we
take to revise our curricular offer-
ings and pedagogical approaches?

Are we evaluating students
and faculty in a way that

both assumes their dignity as peo-
ple and values their individual
contributions?

Are we pursing our research
in such a way that calls upon ue
to use our imaginations fully? Are
we conducting our committees
effectively, in the sense of making
the best use of the talents, inter-
ests, and time of their members?

Who is enjoying his or her
job, and why? Who is not, and
what can be done about it? Where
is the fun, the delight, in what
we do?

What needs to change at our
institutions so that positive
energy, passion, intellectual
enthusiasm, intensity, and
healthy dedication are values that
characterize our places of work?

If only because small liberal
arts colleges allow for quick
responses to individual needs,
I believe they are poised to speed
the return or the arrival,
depending on one's perspective

of truly creative work envir-
onments in which people are
awake and vibrant and liberated
to think, read, and write with
vigor. However, these institutions
can lead the way only if they
understand what is necessary

for creating such a place.
Money is not always the key,

although it certainly can encour-
age creativity! What is indispensa-
ble is the commitment of faculty
to holding serious and sustained
discussions about how our pro-
fessional lives can be reconceived,
redesigned, even radically trans-
formed. A priority for the pro-
fessoriate should be to carve out
a space for theorizing about how
the passionate pursuit of ideas
and problems can be institution-
ally supported.

Work as Play
If the professoriate at small

liberal arts colleges is to flourish,
we must learn to make central
to our daily lives discussions that
center not only on the mechanics
of running our colleges but also
on substantive and philosophical
issues, which ultimately affect
the ways in which we profess.
We must learn how to honor our
intellectual and creative impulses,
to care about the development
of one another's ideas not just
the ideas of our students and
to trust that more of us will be
dazzling if encouraged to actively
determine the course of our
careers.

Sometimes we're confused
about how to do our jobs suc-
cessfully and still maintain a
shred of our init'ative. Perhaps
we're even nostalgic for the times
in childhood and adolescence
when it was acceptable to aban-
don ourselves to our pleasures.
Still, faculty at small colleges
stand a good chance of evolving
into folks who cannot wait to get
up in the morning, but only if we
can recapture in our work the
delight and intensity that we as
children found in nlay.
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Faculty Voices

THE CASE FOR
PRACTITIONER-FACULTY

by Martan Waehs

TThe traditional
emphasis on faculty
research and publi-
cation is under attack
from students, alumni,

state legislators, trustees, and
the general public. But, as aca-
demic policymakers seek ways
to encourage and reward con-
scientious teaching, community
and professional service, and
other faculty activities increas-
ingly identified as important to
colleges and universities and of
value to modern American soci-
ety, not enough is being said
about the value of professional
practice.

As we go about setting new
norms for faculty activity, roles,
and rewards, what place will we
make for the practitioner-
educator? As we rethink criteria
for promotion and tenure, how
shall we recognize the architec-
ture professor who designs an
award-winning building? The
business professor who creates
a successful corporation? The
computer science professor who
develops an important piece of
commercial software? How shall
we attract to the campus that
mid-career professional who pos-
sesses a rich variety of practical
experiences and a bent for college
or university teaching? These are
increasingly important questions,
deserving systematic and
thoughtful attention as part of
the ongoing debate.

Why is the practitioner-
educator so important? As the
knowledge base of our society
becomes ever more technical and
complex, instruction in theory

" 7?"
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and methods even in applied
fields of study is becoming
more and more specialized and
removed from the real-world con-
text in which students ultimately
apply them. At the same time,
an increasing proportion of the
professoriate consists of faculty
whose expertise is deep but nar-
row. While such faculty might be
the world's leading experts in
some aspect of their field, many
have never actually practiced
their profession as their students
ultimately will. Yet students of
architecture need to learn to
design real buildings; students
of social work need to learn to
counsel real people in need; stu-
dents of business adminiqration
need to learn to operate real busi-
nesses. Shouldn't at least some

of their education be delivered
by practitioners who have them-
selves had those experiences?

Our goal should be to educate
professionals who will be what
Donald Scholl calls "reflective
practitioners" people who
simultaneously practice in the
world and learn from it; who have
learned to refine their practice
based on their experience in
practice. To accomplish that, we .

must have at least some faculty
members who are themselves
ieflective practitioners," who will
pass along to the next generation
their special skills, their insights,
the nuances of their craft.
Accordingly, practicing one's pro-
fession reflectively is a kind of
scholarship that should be rec-
ognized within the expanding def-
inition of faculty roles and
rewards.

A History of
Practitioner-Educators

There is nothing new about this
concept of practitioner-educator.
For most of recorded history, pro-
fessionals learned their craft as
apprentices to more senior
members of their profession.
When universities °Ad"' profes
sional education programs
most during the twentieth cen-
tury the majority of those early
professors were accomplished
practitioners known for their
work in the world rather than
for their academic scholarship.

But for a long time, professional
schools were considered by other
academics and by university
administrators to be intellectually
inferior to the disciplines within
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the arts and sciences. Over time,
most professional schools
adopted standards of faculty per-
formance that enabled them to I

compete with the disciplines for
prestige and resources, and this
meant emphasizing scholarship
over professionalism, theory over
practice, and publishing over
practical experience.

For the most part, that strategy
produced the intended result.
Today, it is often its school of
business, engineering, or health
sciences that brings a university
its international reputation for
excellence, and standards of
scholarship within the profes-
sional schools are as high as they
are anywhere else on campus.

While today's professional
school faculty might excel at the
scholarship of discovery, too often
they are alienated from practice
in the real world. Too often they
look down on the daily work of
the practitioner who practices
what they themselves are teach-
ing; at the same time, their
research is so abstract and the-
oretical it has few points of con-
tact with the essence of the pro-
fession the research purports to
be about.

In my own profession of urban
planning, the transition from
practice-oriented educators to
scholars took place relatively
recently. In the 1950s, America's
leading planning educators were
known for their plans and for
their applied work in and for gov-
emment. Many of those
practitioner-educators also pub-
lished books and articles, and
they tended to write about actual
projects rather than about the-
ories or methods of planning.

Today, just forty years removed
from that planning-education
system based primarily on valuing
professional practice, only a few
senior practitioner-educators are
still active, mostly relegated to
part-time status as visiting or
adjunct faculty. While they are
revered as founders of the field,
their works often are denigrated
by planning professors as prim-
itive or shallow compared with
recent scholarship based on mod-
els drawn from the social and
natural sciences. In contrast,

today's most highly regarded
planning faculty members write
abstract books and articles that
have so little to do with practice
that they are hardly, if ever, read
by practicing planners.

As higher education reviews
the roles of faculty and recon-
siders the nature of scholarship,
it is important that we consider
this growing gap between those
who teach and those who prac-
tice the professions. Professional
schools become more sterile and
less stimulating places to the
extent that they perpetuate the
widening chasm between theory
and practice.

Instead, academic programs
should be the meeting point
between theory and practice, and
students of technical and pro-
fessional fields should learn from
reflective practitioners as part
of their education. Distinguished
professional practice should be
rewarded by the academic pro-
motion and tenure review system

because the knowledge that

professional practice in the eval-
uation of faculty for promotion
and tenure, as are the majority
of professional associations. That
performing in-depth peer review
of professional practice is diffi-
cult, compared, say, with peer
review of scholarly writing and
research, is a frequently cited rea-
son for assigning it little weight.
But I don't fmd that a terribly
convincing argument.

First, although peer review of
books and journal articles is held
up as a model of objectivity, that
certainly isn't always true. The
rigor of editorial and peer review
varies widely from one journal
to another, and decisions are fre-
quently highly subjective. Some
highly regarded scholars fmd
their works readily accepted for
publication after only cursory
review, while junior scholars are
held to higher standards. Some
journals have a quantitative ori-
entation, leading them to reject
excellent papers lacking that ori-
entation; other journals are more

comes from practice is required
to prepare competent profession-
als, and because knowledge
derived from practice is legiti-
mate and important.

An Uneasy Relationship
Universities and colleges are

ambivalent about the place of

45

selective with respect to papers
having a particular ideological
stance.

Second, while it is true that
professional reports and other
products of professional work,
such as computer software, are
not usually subjected to the type
of peer review that typifies jour-
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nal articles, that's no reason to
assume that as products of intel-
lectual work they are inherently
more difficult to review. Practice-
oriented scholars and distin-
guished senior practitioners could
be invited to review the profes-
sional work of practitioner-
faculty in the same way that
senior scholars now are asked
to review the research and pub-
lication work of their fellow aca-
demics. As much weight could
be given to these reviews as is
widely given now to letters of
evaluation. The quality, insight,
and originality of scholarly con-
tributions and professional con-
trilutions could thus be equally
subject to peer review.

More evidence of that ambiv-
alence is the appointment of dis-
tinguished practitioners to spe-
cifically designated non-ladder
faculty positions. Recognizing the
need for practice-oriented faculty,
institutions invite people known
for their abilities as practitioners
to augment the "regular' faculty
and to teach practice-oriented
classes or field studies, giving
them titles such as "adjunct pro-
fessor" or "clinical professor," and
sometimes "lecturer* or Instruc-
tor! While the approach clearly
brings students into contact with
practitioners, it certainly falls
short in other ways.

When practitioner-faculty are
so designated, they invariably are
being granted what is at best
second-class status within the
academy. At many institutions,
adjunct and clinical faculty may
not vote on departmental mat-
ters; they usually are not
members of the academic senate;
they usually may not serve on
doctoral committees. Yet, they
are expected to teach a larger
number of classes than are reg-
ular faculty members, because
they are presumed to be devoting
little or no time to research and
publication.

Also, a far larger proportion
of adjunct faculty members than
regular faculty hold part-time
appointments, and often are paid
a small fraction of a regular aca-
demic salary. In fact, many uni-
versities self-servingly promote
the notion that active profession-

als are fulfilling a responsibility
to the future of their profession
by taking on part-time teaching
for very little pay.. . . though the
regular faculty are rarely quite
so attentive to the future of their
profession when they are design-

Relegating practicing
professionals to adjunct
status clearly is a less-

than-Ideal way to integrate
the reflective knowledge
gained from professional
practice with the theory,

methods, and scholarship
contributed by regular-

ladder faculty.

ing the curriculum.
More important to undergrad-

uates, relegating practicing pro-
fessionals to adjunct status
clearly is a less-than-ideal way
to integrate the reflective knowl-
edge gained from professional
practice with the theory,
methods, and scholarship con-
tributed by regular-ladder faculty.
Because adjunct faculty often
do not have a departmental vote,
they are rarely invited to faculty
meetings, so they rarely play a
part in curricular reforms.
Because they are paid so little,
they quite naturally devote most
of their time to their professional
work outside of the academy.

Consequently, almost no oppor-
tunity exists for interaction
between regular-ladder faculty
and the adjuncth (who appear
on campus, usually very late in
the afternoon, teach their classes,
then are gone). Thus, students
never have the chance to benefit
from the integrated body of
knowledge that might result if
practitioners and research-
oriented faculty members, for
example, collaborated on cur-
riculum innovations or engaged
in spirited debate on some recent
theory.

The situation Pve described
cannot change as long as
research-oriented faculty

members who denigrate the value
of professional practice retain
hegemony in academic decision
making. As long as those in power
define the scholarship of discov-
ery as the only path to academic
prominence, reflective practition-
ers will continue to be relegated
to second-class citizenship.

Rethinking the Definition
Of Scholarship

My concern is not only that
good practice should be recog-
nized and rewarded in the uni-
versity. Even more important,
I believe, is that insights from
practice should inform the intel-
lectual life of our professional
schools and departments. Some
practitioners are being lost to the
academy because we reward the
scholarship of discovery to the
exclusion of the scholarship of
application. But the far greater
loss is that by slighting the lessons
of practice, we impoverish our
understanding and so our stu-
dents' understanding of the
phenomena we study and teach.

Professionals with practical
experience should be integrated
into the academic department
in regular-ladder faculty ranks,
not relegated to part-time
adjunct status. Practice-oriented
faculty should contribute to cur-
riculum development and to the
major intellectual debates of pro-
fessional fields but only if they
receive the same opportunities,
status, and financial rewards for
pursuing the scholarship of appli-
cation as are provided to their
colleagues pursuing the schol-
arship of discovery.

Vigorous leadership will be
required at all levels of university
administration to change the peer
review process, the hiring and
tenure guidelines, and the atti-
tudes of faculty and administra-
tors that now, by alienating schol-
arship from practice, conspire
to weaken professional education
by separating it from the world
it aims to improve.

Note
This paper was prepared during aca-
demic year 1992-93, while the author
was an ACE fellow in the office of
President John Slaughter, of Occi-
dental College.
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FRIENDS OR FOES?
One trustee's view of faculty, the reward system,

and the balance of power.
An interview with

Wisconsin regent emeritus Laurence A. Weinstein.

According to a 1992
poll by Daniel Yan-

kelovich, 88 percent
of adult Americans

rate higher education as very
important in their own lives and/
or the lives of their children. This
extraordinary figure, much higher
than the actual college-going rate,
highlights the growing impor-
tance of higher education to an
information-based economic and
social system. As the spotlight
moves closer, our institutions
inevitably become subject to
greater scrutiny, our academic customs and tra-
ditions become topics of public interest and debate.

This in mind, we asked Stephen Portch, senior

1

PORTCH: I have heard you de-
scribed as an "activist regent,"
a close reader of the statutes that
give the regents in this state cer-
tain authorities. In your book,
you have quite a bit to say in that
regard about faculty and their
roles.

WEINSTEIN: Yes, well, my first
look at faculty has to do with the
conflict that's built into the exist-
ing governance structure. That
is, I rarely come in contact with
faculty who believe that faculty
authority is less than regent
authority. Now, if the faculty
believe that their power includes
needling regents and trustees for

vice president for academic
affairs in the Wisconsin system,
to interview Laurence A. Wein-
stein, a successful businessman
and for seven years (1984-1991)
a trustee of Wisconsin's Board
of Regents. The starting point for
their dialogue was the outspoken
former board chair's book, Mov-
ing a Battleship With Your Bare
Hands: Governing a University
System (Magna, 1993). Weinstein,
we believe, typifies the informed,
educated citizen who supports
and values higher education, yet

also asks tough questions about our educational
priorities and the organization and management
of our institutions. Eds.

governance resolutions, that's
one thing. But if they think they
are really partners, with a
50/50 vote, that's another thing.

E$1 iiJY tVItABti

by
Stephen R. Porteh

It makes it almost impossible to
govern unless the regents are will-
ing to simply say, "Stop. We are
the governing authority."

Another problem, I think, is
that the faculty, by virtue of their
training, aren't in a position to
govern at all . . . that is, they
aren't in a position to govern an
entire institution. They may be
able to deal with such things as
course offerings in a specific
department, admissions stand-
ards, matriculation standards
. . but beyond that I'm not sure
they have a role to play.

I'm also not sure that, by virtue
of their training, they necessarily
make good administrators. Not
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that they can't, but there is noth-
ing in their training that makes
them good administrators. And
to the extent that institutions
insist that administrators come
out of the faculty, I think those
institutions weaken the possibility
for having good governance.

REWARD SYSTEM
PORTCH: What are your views
on trustees involving themselves
in the reward structure, which
dictates so much of faculty
behavior?

WEINSTEIN: The reward system
has to be consistent with the mis-
sion of the institution. If the insti-
tution's mission is, as most public
university missions are, kind of
a three-headed monster
instruction, research, and public
service then the reward system
has to reflect it. Otherwise the
mission statement is worthless.

I think what has happened in
public education is that the trust-
ees have opted out and allowed
the faculty to establish a reward
system of their own. And to the
extent that faculty think that
undergraduate education is
unimportant, it's simply not
rewarded. I think it's clear that
in most research institutions, the
reward system weights very
heavily towards research, very
little for undergraduate educa-
tion, and almost nothing for pub-
lic service.

So, I have contended, and will
continue to argue, that it's the
trustees who need to establish
the reward system. They certainly
can consult with the faculty, but
in the end it is the responsibility
of the trustees to do it. And until
trustees take the initiative,
nothing's going to change,
because there's no incentive for
the faculty to change. Pointing
fmgers and arguing isn't going
to make much difference.

PORTCH: You've talked about
tenure, saying that faculty "stone-
wall" decisions they do not like,
because they know they can't be
fired. As you think about the next
decade in higher education, what
are your views on post-tenure

review.. . . and especially, as we
try to do here in Wisconsin, link-
ing post-tenure review to pro-
fessional growth and develop-
ment for faculty?

WEINSTEIN: I struggled with
that issue for many years. I have
come to the conclusion that ten-
ure is a vestigal organ in the sys-
tem. We ought to get rid of it. Its
original purpose was to protect
the faculty.. . . academic freedom,
and so on. Tenure was never
intended to be a lifetime appoint-
ment. In most states, certainly
here in Wisconsin, both the stat-
utes and the administrative code
adequately protect faculty for
their political views.

In the old days, an institution
could say about punishing incom-
petent faculty, "Well, we'll get
them with merit pay." But if the
State doesn't put any merit pay
in the budget, and no one gets
merit pay, then what kind of pun-
ishment is that?

The more you deal with issues
like post-tenure review, the more
you are really limiting tenure any-
way. So whether tenure is simply
thrown out or limited, I think the
answer is that the old concept
of tenure has seen its day.

PORTCH: Interestingly, in the
landmark 1940 AAUP document
on tenure, there was another
argument for tenure, which
doesn't get much discussion. It
was that the security of tenure
is a way to attract -the best and
the brightest" into the profession
. . . a profession that does not
tend to fmancially reward people
equivalent to their intelligence.
That is, tenure offers an attrac-
tive lifestyle in lieu of what was
viewed as inadequate compen-
sation. If you remove tenure, are
you not simply exacerbating that
problem?

WEINSTEIN: I understand your
point, but I guess I'm not per-
suaded. The sorts of people who
decide to pursue an academic
career versus a career in the pri-
vate sector are motivated by all
kinds of reasons. There are all

I kinds of ways to deal with the
issue of attracting people other
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than by saying, "You are here for
life." I think people ought to be
reviewed occasionally on whether
or not they are being productive;
if they're not, then I think we
ought to fmd other places for
them in our society. I don't think
the taxpayers ought to have to
pick them up.

PORTCH: How, then, do you
think we could change things to
make a faculty career more
attractive to the "best and
brightest"?

WEINSTEIN: Well, it depends
on the motivation of people. If
they are motivated only by
money, they're not going to be
interested in an academic career.

PORTCH: You see a lot of bright
people going on to law school,
business school, other profes-
sions, rather than choosing a
career in higher education.. . .

WEINSTEIN: Oh, I don't know.
There are lots and lots of smart
people around here at the uni-
versity, and I don't know that
they're being lured away by the
private sector. As a matter of fact,
the universities have made a very
cushy deal for the private sector.

PORTCH: "Cushy" how?

WEINSTEIN: To put a cynical



twist on it, the way it works is
the state legislature taxes the citi-
zens to build these enormous
research facilities called "public
universities," which then pay the
faculty, and for a pittance the
private sector hire that faculty
to do their research for them.
Why? Because they're smart! It's

.$."1..
!:Xe '...

'

so cheap! For the private sector
to duplicate the resources and
facilities of our public universities
would be impossible. So they have
a very good deal going. And why
would thtv want to move those
people on o their payrolls. They've
got them anyway!

PORTCH: Philosophically, is that
not good public policy to have
the universities doing that
research, as long as it's shared
with the people . . . is a benefit
to the people . . . and students
have some opportunities to be
involved in that research?

WEINSTEIN: Let me drive my
argument to its logical conclusion,
which is, the idea that a public
university should charge tuition
is absurd. Once you start charging
a user fee and that's what
tuition really is you are going
to keep some people out because
you simply have made it econom-
ically unattractive for them to
come. That's why I have fought
with the regents and I am still

fighting, but losing the battle
that a tuition increase that
exceeds the rate of inflation is
obscene af, public policy! It's ter-
rible public policy. Because the
citizens are already paying,
through their taxes. So what you
have said is: 'Those of you who
want to use the service will pay
not only the taxes but a user fee
on top of it." It's crazy! But that's
the way it's done because the
State won't give higher education
enough money to run the place.

. . I understand that.
Now, the public good is that

hi a democracy, a citizenry that
is educated is an absolute pre-
requisite to democracy succeed-
ing. You cannot run a democracy
with a bunch of dumb people . . .

people who are uneducated. So,
obviously, education is a public
good. If you recognize it as a pub-
lic good, then the public ought
to pay for it. But why is a college
education different from a K-12
education? Why do we charge
a user fee for one and not for the
other? It's the same thing. And
everybody ought to be entitled
to education who can benefit
from it.

So, yes, there's a public good
to higher education. I would say
no tuition, but only those stu-
dents who can make it ought to
be admitted. To do that, we'd
need to refme our admissions
standards. I've heard the argu-
ment both ways . . . that you can-
not really predict who can make
it because, after all, look at Albert
Einstein. Well, I would take my
chances on the Albert Einsteins
in this world. If they don't make
it here, they'll make it somewhere.
But the admissions standards
ought to be consistent with the
graduation requirements.

REINVENTING
TIIE UNIVERSITY

PORTCH: Talking about faculty
again, several things that you said
have some resonance. On the
training of faculty in graduate
schools, to what extent do you
see a need for changes there,
since that's where our faculty
tend to come from . . . out of
graduate programs where there

is not much socialization to
undergraduate teaching, for
example . . . where there is a
great allegiance to the discipline
and the professional associations,
as perhaps opposed even to alle-
giance to the campus, at thnes.
Do some things have to change
in our preparation of graduate
students to better prepare faculty
for future challenges?

WEINSTEIN: The truth of the
matter is, we have to reinvent
the university. It's gotten out of
hand. For every ill that I can find,
you could give me at least ten
good reasons why it exists, but
that doesn't justify it.

Let's take undergraduate edu-
cation. It's an accepted practice
that in large public research uni-
versities, graduate students will
teach undergraduates. Now, some
gaduate students teach with
good supervision, some without
supervision, some with modest
supervision, and some are super-
vised by people who are incom-
petent to supervise. Right? I
mean, every faculty member is
not necessarily a good teacher.

How did all that start? It
started because they said, "Gee,
kids have got to go to gaduate
school, they can't afford it, we
need to give them some Idnd of
work to do.. . . And since under-
graduate education isn't very
important anyway, why don't we
let them teach undergraduates?"
Now, I added that last part, edi-
torially. Everybody says under-
graduate education is very impor-
tant. As a matter of fact, the
regents have said that the most
important thing we do is to teach
undergraduates. But in practice
it is not the most important thing,
because we let anybody teach
undergraduates!

The point is, the way to solve
the problem of the need to sub-
sidize the education of graduate
students is not to foist them onto
undergraduates. The undergrad-
uates ought to have the best
teachers, not the worst teachers.
Pve heard it said, "Well, some of
our graduate students are better
teachers than the faculty." I say,
shame on the faculty. How do
they ever get to be faculty

z
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members if theYre terrible
teachers! We can go around in
circles forever.

What I'm saying is we have to
reinvent the university We have
to decide: What are we here for?
If it is to teach undergraduates,
if that is one of our missions, then
we need to have the best people
teaching students . . . we've got
to turn students on as freshmen.
I would rather have a Nobel lau-
reate teach a freshman class any-
time than a graduate student,
because rli bet we would turn
those kids on! I don't know what
to do with graduate students . . .

where to get them money . . . but
I do not want to do it on the
backs of the undergraduates.

PORTCH: Would you think that
graduate programs ought to
include, as part of their require-
ments, some pedagogy'? . . . use
of distance learning? . . . use of
computer-assisted instruction?

WEINSTEIN: Absolutely. If fac-
ulty are going to teach, then
they've got to be trained just
like teachers. You see, here's the
assumption: In the 12th grade,
the students need a trained
teacher. In the 13th grade, called
"the freshman year in college,"
suddenly they don't need anybody
anymore? Well, that's absurd.. . .

Maybe they need it even more,
I'm not sure.

PORTCH: Once you become a
faculty member, things contin-
ually change. As I think back to
the beginning of my career, com-
puters were not much used, there
was not much in the way of dis-
tance learning, there was not as
much knowledge about the way
students learn . . . cognitive skills,
and so on. How do faculty stay
abreast of new developments?
What role has faculty develop-
ment got to play in the future?
Do the regents have some role
there?

WEINSTEIN: Well, sure. It seems
to me that if you have hired a
person who has a certain job
requirement, then that person
also owes the job the obligation
to stay current with whatever

it is their job is. But I don't think
you have to pay people every time
they do something . . . it's their
responsibility to stay up on
things.

FACULTY WO IC

PORTCH: There's been quite a
bit of discussion in the national

"It's the trustees who
need to establish the
reward system. They
certainly can consult
with the faculty, but
in the end it is the

responsibility of the
trustees to do it. And
until trustees take the

initiative, nothing's
going to change, because

there's no incentive
for the faculty to change."

literature about allowing and
encouraging faculty to have dif-
ferent phases of their careers.
Do you think that's a trend that
we ought to be encouraging by
policy and practice?

WEINSTEIN: Absolutely. In a
recent legislative review done of
the faculty. . . . of teaching . . . it
was determined that faculty
spend less time in the classroom
now than they did ten years ago.
Well, the immediate response
from the faculty was not to say,
`This is certainly a serious issue
that we want to deal with." No,
their immediate response was,
"You don't appreciate us. Look
at all of the wonderful research
we do." The faculty simply will
not deal with this issue of
teaching.

Now I can't give you all of the
sociological reasons why that
happened, all the emphasis on
research. I think the federal gov-
ernment is part of the problem.
But I also think that there is this

peer pressure from one institu-
tion to another. . . . that you pub-
lish and you publish and you pub-
lish . . . and the learned journals
have proliferated to the point
where nobody can keep track of
them anymore. . . .

PORTCH: The faculty review that
you referenced, by the Legislative
Audit Bureau, focused primarily
on the formal lecture time of the
faculty with undergraduates in
the formal classroom.

WEINSTEIN: Right.

PORTCH: Lately a lot of attention
has been given to less formal
modes of interaction . . . learning
communities . . . bringing stu-
dents together outside of class-
rooms, facilitated by faculty
members, and so on. Do you see
the 'narrowness" of some of the
attention now focused on faculty
workloads as having the potential
to stand in the way of what could
be some very positive innovations
for students themselves?

WEINSTEIN: No. I see that stuff
mainly as a diversion. Before you
alter the basic system, you had
better make sure that that basic
system is in place. And it is not
in place. The trick is to get the
faculty involved with as many
students as possible, not as few
students as possible. So all of
these other options are all very
interesting, but they make it
worse, not better.

What really concerns me is that
since UW-Madison is the premier
university in our system, . . .
everybody says it is . . . those
other colleges in our system,
whose primary mission is under-
graduate education, not research,
have started to emulate it. At UW-
Parkside, for example, a four-year
college, only 65 percent of the
courses are taught by faculty.
What kind of a statement is that?
Who's teaching those courses if
not faculty? I would love to know
who are these other 35 percent?
Are they people from the com-
munity? Are they graduate stu-
dents? Parkside has no major
research mission. What is going

(continued on page 20)
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PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS,
PUBLIC POLICY

A conversation with two members of the
Virginia General Assembly.

Life in the nation's statehouses is not a bed
of roses. Legislators elected to serve part-
time work long hours for meager pay. The
short legislative sessions of yesteryear are

getting longer; there is more and more work to be
done between sessions. The national anti-tax mood
means flat budgets at a time of rising expectations
for universal health coverage, better fundit rg for
K-12 schools, and better crime prevention aud con-
troL In this pressured environment, legislators find
it hard to de-
vote time to
higher edu-
cation issues
and even
harder to pre-
serve or increase

Councill

PRATT: You both talk to many people,
in the Legislature and on the street. How
do most people view faculty? Do they
know what faculty do? What their aver-
age work day might be like? Do they think
what faculty do is important or relevant
to their lives and the lives of their chil-
dren? Delegate Councill?
COUNCILL: I think the average person
just off the street has very little knowl-
edge of this.
SCHEWEL I think the average man on
the street has no idea of the range of fac-
ulty duties and responsibilities. Other
people, who went to college, perhaps
whose family members went to college,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

higher education's share of state budgets. But some
legislators care deeply and welcome opportunities
to talk with us about their expectations and concerns.

Anne M. Pratt, associate director for legislative
and external relations for the State Council of High-
er Education for Virginia, interviewed two such
state legislators DeL J. Paid Councill, Jr.,
chairman of the House Education Committee, and
Sen Elliot S. Schewel, chairman of the Senate
Education and Health Committee. Their conver-

sation focused
on the crucial
issues of
access, affor-
dability, and
productivity.

Eds.

by
Anne M.

Pratt

Schewel

or whose children are in institutions of
higher learning, may think more about
it and so may have more of an
understanding.

RESEARCH
PRATT: Let's take a specific aspect of fac-
ulty work. What do you, or the Virginians
with whom you speal; have to say about
faculty members' responsibility to do
research?
COUNCILL Recently I received some
letters in response to an article in the
newspaper. One man (who signed with
his name and address), who said he was

s.
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a business manager for a university,
which he did not identify, was very crit-
ical of the amount of time that faculty
put in on research. He thought that a lot
of the research being done was gathering
dust on the shelves, not worth the paper
it's written on . . . that a lot of it was done
simply to get tenure. He said that he
hoped the Governor and General Assem-
bly would look very carefully at trying
to get more productivity from our teach-
ing professors.

I have had some other mail and phone
calls that were not quite that strong but
questioned whether a lot of the research
being done was actually helping to
achieve the educational standards that
we are trying to promote. I think anytime
you have that many red flags raised, it's
something you need to consider. I know
that research is necessary, but some of
the students who responded to that same
article told me that they weren't getting
the attention from their professors they
would like to get as a result of it.
SCHEWEL: It may be that parents who
have children in institutions of higher
learning, whose children are involved in
some of that research as research assis-
tants or maybe are taking a course from
a professor who's doing research, might
think about it a little. But I would say
again, the vast majority of people aren't
even aware that research goes on.
PRATT: Do you think that the research
that does go on in Virginia's colleges and
universities serves the Commonwealth?
COUNCILL: Some of it does. But some-
where along the line we have got to reas-
sure the tax-paying public, and those
people especially who have children in
college, that they are getting the max-
imum amount of educational benefit.
That's not something that's obvious,
because of the kind of research being
done by some of these professors.
SCHEWEL: I'm not a real authority on
the kind of research that goes on, or
research in general. But I was reading,

"Somewhere
along the

line we have

got to reassure
the tax-paying

public, and
those people

especially
who have
children in

college, that
they are getting
the maximum

amount of
educational

benefit. That's
not something
that's obvious,

because of
the kind of

research being
done by some

of these
professors."

for example, about a history professor
who had a grant to do some research on
some very interesting historical subject.
I would have to assume that the addi-
tional information and knowledge that
he got from that work certainly would
improve him as a professor and make
his course offerings more interesting.

TEACHING
PRA1T: What about the faculty's respon-
sibility to teach? Should they be teaching
more students? Teaching them differ-
ently? Teaching them different things?
What are people saying?
COUNCILL: Certainly, if we are going
to have to go through additional belt-
tightening, faculty are going to have to
teach more students and spend more
time in the classroom. And we probably
will have to see fewer graduate students
monitoring classes or actually doing some
of the lecturing.. . Now, I'm not saying
that students being taught by graduate
students are not getting instruction that
is just as good, in some cases. But for the
public, the negative perception is there,
and if we want to keep support for col-
leges and universities among the taxpay-
ers, it's something we're going to have to
clarify.
SCHEWEL: We're really talking about
two groups of faculty, or perhaps three
groups. There's community college fac-
ulty, private college faculty, and state col-
lege faculty. It's unquestionably true that
in the private colleges and community
colleges, the faculty already are teaching
a full load. So the question is, should state
college and university faculty be teaching
more? I think, generally speaking, in most
of the comprehensive universities, they
could easily be teaching more. In the
doctoral-granting institutions, there is
a real compelling need for them to be
teaching more.

That need is based on the overwhelm-
ing demographics we are faced with
that over the next ten years, an addi-
tional 65,000 students in Virginia will be
going to state universities. Those demo-
graphic facts combine with the economic
fact of life that nobody thinks our econ-
omy will return to the same robust health
it had in the 1980s. Because of the con-
fluence of both of those factors, it is just
imperative that faculty do more teaching.
PRATT: What about instructional tech-
nology? . . . using television to reach more
people? using interactive video to reach
more students?
COUNCILL: We're going to haye to see
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more of that. I hope we are going to see
a close relationship form between com-
munity colleges and four-year institu-
tions, and technology certainly is going
to be a part of it. Where we can have elec-
tronic interaction between the two types
of institutions, both can benefit from it,
I think. I am a strong believer in utilizing
community colleges as best we can for
two years, with a transfer program into
a four-year institution. I know we can't
do it in every institution. But it's going
to save us a great deal of operating
money and a lot of capital outlay if we
can implement it in areas where it's
feasible.
SCIIEWEL: It's inevitable that students
will be taught differently as we go for-
ward into this information age. Right
now, for example, at George Mason Uni-
versity, students in some subjects don't
have to go to class. They can watch the
lecture on remote monitors and on their
computers; they can get the test ques-
tions on their electronic mail I think
those things are sort of exciting! I don't
think anything ever replaces the personal
contact of a wonderful college professor.
But I know that that personal relation-
ship has already gone by the boards in
some big state universities.

SERVICE
PRAM What do you think the faculty's
responsibility is for public service, in their
own communities, across the state, or
nationwide?
COUNCILL: It's important. Primary ser-
vice should be in the community where
the institution is located; secondly it
should be elsewhere. Here again, if people
have the opportunity to see that faculty
are serving their community outside the
classroom, it would increase the public's
feeling of accountability, and that would
be of help to the faculty. I know a lot of
them already do such work.
SCHEWEL: I don't think the man on the
street knows or thinks about community
service being a component of a faculty
job. Besides, while you'd like to think that
faculty do it because they're altruistic and
want to help . . . and I'm sure in most
cases that's true . . . those in academe
know that community service is one fac-
tor considered for tenure.

PUBLIC PRESSURES
PRATT: Are there any other general com-
ments regarding faculty that you would
like to make?

"No part of
business

in our country
hasn't gone

through some
sort of

restructuring,
downsizing,
becoming

more efficient.

Higher education
as an institution

should not
be immune

to the same
sort of

productivity
pressure."

COUNCILL: I want to make it clear I am
not bashing faculty. But there are some
concerns out there that need to be con-
sidered. I hope that colleges and univer-
sities will take these concerns seriously
and respond to them.
SCHEWEL: The primary faculty job
should be teaching, and good teaching
should be rewarded. Having said that,
I also understand and realize that a cer-
tain amount of research is necessary to
hold the interest of good faculty people
. . . to broaden their own knowledge
horizons and make them more interesting
professors to their students. But some-
times the research that faculty do has
no relationship to what they're teaching.

This issue of productivity is very much
in the forefront these days. It's very
important to emphasize that nobody I
know thinks that the Legislature should
be managing our colleges and universities,
putting restrictions on fatuity, or any-
thing like that. It's not our mission or our
responsibility.
PRATT: Your responsibility is.. . .

SCHEWEL: . . . to balance a budget. And
considering the period of fiscal duress
we have been going through, and the
demographic future that we face, it is
our responsibility as legislators to expect
improved productivity in our institutions
of higher learning. No part of business
in our country hasn't gone through some
sort of restructuring, downsizing, becom-
ing more efficient. Higher education as
an institution should not be immune to
the same sort of productivity pressure.

The 1980s were the "golden age" of edu-
cation. During those years, when there
was plenty of money available, we let our
productivity decrease substantially . . .

as more and more research was done,
the teaching load diminished. Now, with
a whole new set of circumstances, we've
got to look for increased productivity.
And those changes have got to come from
within the college community. . . . from
boards of the universities . . from admin-
istration . . . but most of all, they've got
to come from self-analysis by the faculty
themselves. Faculty have got to come to
grips with the realities of our world
today.
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The Student Experience

STUDENTS ON FACULTY
Excerpts from a student focus group.

What is the student view of faculty at
work? Do students have a sense of the
challenges and pressures their
professors face? What do they think

about the widespread public perception that
professors devote their energies to research at the
expense of teaching and interaction with students
outside the classroom? For help answering such
questions, the Forum turned to intern Sondra K.
Patxick, a doctoral student and adjunct faculty
member at George Mason University, with ex-
perience in conducting student focus groups.

Think about your experiences
with your professors. How do
you think faculty spend their
time? What do they seem to care
about?
A: From my observation, having
been a teaching assistant, I think
faculty spend about one third
of their outside-of-class time
grading papers, one third doing
their research, and one third
doing some kind of paperwork
for the university.
A: I have a different perception.
Some of my professors read or
grade papers but don't really
spend much time mentoring
students.. . .

. . . A lot of them are
enthusiastic about their research
and how it relates to their
teaching. Their research doesn't
take them away from teaching.

How do you think faculty should
spend their time?
A: Research should be a top
priority if they are to keep
abreast of their fields and teach
future generations. But I also
think they should be more
involved with student life,
because those four years more
you spend earning an
undergraduate degree mold and

Patrick helped us assemble such a group, then acted
as the group's moderator.

Our thanks to the students who participated:
Erin Anderson, 1989 graduate in English, Dickinson
College; Alps Dharia, senior in zoology, University
of Maryland at College Parlq Christopher R.
Canavan, junior in political science, American
University; Michelle S. Riley, senior in political
communication, George Washington University; and
Tadia Whither, second-year law student, Howard
University Law SchooL Regretfully, we can offer here
just a fragment of their fascinating conversation. Ed&

shape the kind of person you'll
be for the rest of your life.
A: I think that teaching is the
most important work faculty do,
and I think they should spend
more time on that. At the same
time, I realize that research is
expected of faculty who want
to earit tenure and promotion.
But as I get older, Fin seeing
myself more as a consumer. I pay
for my education and I expect
to learn; faculty should do
everything they can to help me
learn.

What has impressed you the
most about the faculty you have
met?
A: When I was a sophomore I did
a project, and the professor spent
hours going over that project,
gave me names of people to call.
He put such thne and effort into
what I was doing that I felt he
really cared.
A: One assistant professor I had
would hold review sessions every
Saturday morning for anyone
who wanted to drop in and ask
questions. I laiow he was doing
this on his own time because he
really cared if we understood the
material.
A: I think of the very thoughtful

comments my English teacher
wrote on my papers. I realize now
how hard it is for an English
teacher to take the time to do
that.

What hart disappointed you the
most about the faculty you have
encountered?
A: I guess I would say those
faculty who are not enthusiastic
about their work or who look
down on students. It really shows.

. . . professors who act like
you're taking time away from
something more important, those
who don't want to be in the
classroom.
A: . . . professors who promised
to return our papers by a certain
date and then were perpetually
late. It was kind of a letdown.
A: . . . professors who come in
with graded papers and tell you
that grades aren't really
important.

Faculty often say that today's
university environment is very
stressful, that they are asked
to teach large classes, and so
on.
k I haven't witnessed much
stress related to large classes. We
don't have many of those, and
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when we do, the professors get
teaching assistants.
A: Sometimes we have classes
that are supposed to be small,
because of the subject, but might
have fifty or sixty students. It gets
very crowded, with students
sitting on the floor. But if the
course is required, and you have
to have it.. . . Professors do what
they have to do, but they might
criticize the administration for
letting too many students in.
A: We don't have much of a
problem with large, overcrowded
classes on my campus. But the
environment is stressful, because
faculty feel that they are not
appreciated by the adminis-
tration, and that causes a lot of
tensions.
A: I've had several large classes,
because I attend a large schooL
But I also have been in seminars
of eighteen students. Mostly those
are taught by adjuncts, who teach
because they want to teach, so
they are very friendly and
accessible.

Has the time faculty devote to
research bad a negative impact
on your experience as students?
A: I don't think so. The emphasis
at my school is on teaching, so
the professors do the kind of
research they enjoy doing and
that feeds back into their
teaching. They don't do research
to advance their careers.
A: I don't see how research can
ever take away from teaching if
it enhances the professor's
knowledge that can be
communicated to me as a
student.
A: In a large university, the
experience you have in your first
two years is very different from
that in your junior or senior year.
Last semester, I co-taught an
honors class on research, and
we discussed whether teaching

and research are e. not
compatible. The HT11. -;.ton I got
from my class is that .1.:budents
want their professors to spend
more time teaching. I find that
professors would like to do that,
but they have too many things
to do. I can see where, in lower-
level classes, professors might
convey that their research is
more important, but you do get
a very different view when you
are an upperclassman.

Is the solution, then, a matter
of faculty and students coming
together and each under-
standing what the other is
doing?
A: Now that I think back, I find
it strange that my professors
never talked about the research
they were doing. We saw them
scuttle back to their offices after
class, we knew they had to grade
papers and prepare for class, but
why didn't they tell us about
other work they were excited
about?

A: If professors had talked more
about what they were writing or
what they did on their sabbatical,
or whatever, it might have made
them sound more like real people
. . . knowing that they had a
deadline to get a paper done,
stuff like that.

Prom your perspective, what
is the most important thing
faculty can do in the classroom
to help students learn?
A: They should challenge students
more, instead of coddling them,
as professors do sometimes. Often
it isn't that the professor is going
too fast, it's my fault, because I
haven't been studying or reading
enough.
A: In addition to challenging
students, I'd advise professors
to make it pos "ale for students

to ask questions and participate
in class discussion.
A: Organization is very important,
and some professors don't seem
to have a game plan. Some don't
know how to show enthusiasm
for their subject. . . .

A: I'd advise some professors to
learn something more about
teaching. I mean, high school
teachers spend a lot of time
learning how to communicate
knowledge to students. I think
it's too bad that sometimes
professors who have a lot of
knowledge do not communicate
it because they lack some basic
educational keys or principles. . . .

. . . Maybe they should visit
the classes of more-popular
professors and see how it's done!
A: . . . In our school, they are
thinking of videotaping tne really
good teachers. My advice would
be to have several strategies for
teaching, to be flexible, so if one
approach doesn't work they can
try another.
A: I have found that some of the
tenured professors who have
been around for a while don't
care.

What do you see as the cost
critical problems facing higher
education today?
A: Cost, and the future of the job
market.. . .

A: There is an overemphasis on
going to college, and that's driving
up the cost. Not everyone should
go to college.
A: There is a tremendous
disparity of resourcPs among
institutions; they all do an
equally good job if they are short
of resources.
A: . . . I'm getting an excellent
education for the tuiti I'm
paying. But I worry about the cost
of graduate education.

1

Any last observations you'd like
to offer?
A: At this stage in my life, I see
the faculty as the navigators . . .

they can show me the way, but
they don't need to hold my hand
all the time!
A: The main role of faculty should
be to challenge students. Make
us flunk out if we can't handle
the world
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Trustee, C011

on? It's crazy. Whereas at UW-
Eau Claire, 89 percent are being
taught by faculty.

So, the university administra-
tion, the central office, your office,
Steve, and the Board of Regents
have to get their arms around
this issue before it's going to get
solved.

MAKING CHANGES
PORTCH: You talk about rein-
venting the university. I think you
would agree that the faculty are
at the core of that. That any rein-
vention is going to depend on fac-
ulty ownership, creativity, and
innovation. You have indicated
that when the faculty are unwil-
ling to accept this responsibility,
you think the trustees then have
to mandate. How can we min-
imize the mandate and maximize
the innovation and creativity
coming up from the bottom?

WEINSTEIN: The current faculty
will not change. They.. . . will . . .

not . . . change. They will fight
all changes. They always fight
changes. The faculty, by and large,
are in love with the status quo.
And if I had a lifetime job, I think
I would be, too.

What I would suggest is this:
for the Board of Regents even-
tually to t:ecide who gets tenure
and who does not. We've talked
about that before. I think the
Board has to simply state, "We
are not going to rubber stamp
tenure. We are not going to take
anybody's word for it anymore
We want to know as to each and
every candidate we want to
know about their teaching, we
want to know about their public
service, we want to know about
their research. And then we want
to see in place a system of stand-
ards for every university. Differ-
ent for each, as they are needed.
But we will not award tenure
unless those criteria are met."

It will take some time, but I
will tell you that will change the
culture. The faculty will not
change it. And all of these col-
loquies and all of these system-

wide studies and committees are
totally worthless, in my view. They
will simply go on forever and ever
and ever, and another generation
of students will never have the
benefit of the change. That is why
I have no patience for these sys-
temwide committees that study
endlessly and never reach a con-
clusion. But the current faculty,

"What we do is we take
smart, young pc.,ple
and we say to them

for seven years, 'If you
want tenure,' . . . which
is the major prize, that's

why they're doing all
of this stuff. . . . 'you
will do this and this
and this.' So they do
all those things, and

at the end of seven years
we expect them to change

into something else."

just like all of us, are not going
to live forever..

PORTCH: If you were invited to
lunch to talk to a small group
of new faculty just hired to teach
throughout the system, what
advice would you give them
especially for their first year?

WEINSTEIN: I guess I would
decline the invitation! I would
want to know what is expected
of them. If what is expected is
what I do not agree with, then
I wouldn't come, because if you
say to them, "Buck the system.
Don't believe in this stuff, it's
wrong. 'Publish or perish' is
wrong," . . , if that's what you tell
them, they'll never make it.

You see, what we do is we take
smart, young people and we say
to them for seven years, "If you
want tenure," . . . which is the
major prize, that's why they're
doing all of this stuff.. . . "you will
do this and this and this." So they
do all those things, and at the
end of seven years we expect

them to change into something
else. Well, isn't that ridiculous!
I'm not a psychologist, but I will
bet you there isn't one worth his
salt who would say that's how
you train people.

PORTCH: Last question. You had
seven years on the Board. If you
had that seven years to do over
again, what one or two things
would you do that you didn't do
the first time through?

WEINSTEIN: The most difficult
thing for a regent coming in is
to learn what's really going on.
I admit that I must be a slow
learner. It took me, I think, two
yeus to figure out what was
going on.. . . I did not understand
the internal fight that was going
on about governance. It simply
never dawned on me that there
existed out there a whole group
of faculty people who thought
that regents were really kind of
there to run interference for them
. . . to get them more money, then
to get out of their way. I didn't
understand that; it took me a
long time to figure that out. I did
not understand the issue between
the faculty and academic staff;
it took me a long time to figure
that out.

What would I have done dif-
ferently? During my tenure we
started, you may remember, with
the issue of undergraduate edu-
cation, and got it up to the point
to where we had working groups
reporting I think if that is con-
tinued, it will have some lasting
impact.

If I had had more time, I would
have confronted the issue of ten-
ure head on. The whole reward
system. You have to change the
academic culture, and that's not
going to happen easily. But if you
do not change the culture, you
can change things around the
edges a little bit but you will not
really get to the core. So I would
have taken on tenure. And I was
getting at it when my term
expired.

PORTCH: Mr. Weinstein, I want
to thank you for this opportunity
to share your perspective with
faculty around the country. IN
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Rethinking Faculty Work
and Its Evaluation, Reowasrds

The Second AAHE Conference on Faculty Roles & Rewards will showcase the individuals and ideas that
are shaping the university and the faculty of the future. The theme "Rethinking Faculty Work and Its

Evaluation.' and an emphasis on reports of conversations and initiatives from the field reflect a shift
since last year's conference in content and format ... from thought about faculty roles and rewards to action.

Ernest Boyer

Plenary Speakers
Carnegie's Ernest Boyer, on his eagerly awaited sequel to Scholarship Reconsidered.

British soLial scientist Nicholas Maxwell, on his essay "What Kind of
Inquiry Can Best Help Us Create a Better Worki?.- with discussion by
Donald Schön, of MIT. and Lee Shulman, of StanfOrd.
Presenting commissioned papers Peter Ewell, of NCHEMS, on the com-
munication gap between campus leaders and external critics; Paul
Burgess, of Arizona State, on teamwork: and Jamil Zainaldin, of the
Federation of State Humanities Councils, on the external applications of

v,
faculty scholarship and expertise.

Sessions, Workshops, Etc.
Case studies, panel discussions, and single-presenter sessions will focus on Nicholas Maxwell

leverage points for change; discipline-based teaching and peer review of teach-
ing; the collective responsibilities of fac-
ulty; the faculty reward system and issues
of applied research and scholarly prac-
tice; and bridges to higher education's
stakeholders. New formats this
Include hands-on workshops and on-

Peter Ewell sulung lunches.

Team lneatre's7
institutio ged tPlend
hers. Time has ide fd
team leaders recei
team members get
tion fees.

71t1
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Register Today! S a Limited-to- 7501.

If you have not received confere e registration material
by mid-November, contact Kris Sorchy, Project Assistan
AAHE Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards, at (ph), 9
6440 or (fax) 202/293-0073.

"24U-
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AMIE Education Trust

School/College
Collaboration
Conference
It's not too late to make plans
to attend AAHE's Fourth National
Conference on School/College

Collaboration,
December 5-
8, 1993, in
Pittsburgh, PA
Scheduled
presenters
include Come!
West, author

West of Race Mat-
ters; Sharon Robinson, U.S. Assis-
tant Education Secretary; and
Ernesto Cortes, Director, Indus-
trial Areas Foundation South-
west, among others. They will
address the conference theme,
"Reimagining Partnerships for
Professional and Organizational
Development?

If you did not receive a Pre-
liminary Program (sent to all
AAHE members at the end of
September) and would like to
learn more about the conference,
contact Carol Stoel, conference
director, at AAHE. (See the
"AMIE in Action" calendar for
specific registration deadlines.)

Member Benefits

Women's Caucus
Dues
The AAHE Women's Caucus insti-
tuted annual dues of $10, begin-
ning with the new academic year.
The dues will support caucus
activities such as program devel-
opment for National Conference
sessions and a caucus newsletter.
The Women's Caucus has been
active since the 1970s.

Dues for the other AAHE cau-
cuses are: American Indian/
Alaska Native $10/yr., Asian
Pacific $15/yr., Black $16/yr., His-
panic $25/yr., and Lesbian/Gay
$10/yr. Membership in AAHE's
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caucuses is optional, but you
must be an RABE member to join.
All caucuses are open to all AAHE
members.

For more information about
caucus membership, benefits, and
activities, call Judy Corcillo, mem-
bership development coordinator,
at AAHE at 202/293-6440, ex. 22.

AMIE CPI Project

Two New
Resources
AAHE's Continuous Quality
Improvement Project is offering
two new publications.

IBM-TQM Partnerships.
(#CQ9301, 72pp.) Last year, IBM
awarded $1 million each to nine
colleges and universities nation-

wide to encour-
age the teach-
ing, research,
and use of total
quality man-
agement
(TQM) Prin-
ciples on their
campuses. IBM

then commissioned a "baseline
report," authored by Daniel Sey-
mour, to document each insti-
tution's proposal and pre-award
efforts to implement TQM. The
IBM-TQM Partnership With Col-
leges and Universities is one of
the few published, "up-close"

memo,.

looks at actual implementation
strategies in institutions of var-
ying sizes and types. Copies of
the report are available from
AAHE tree while supplies last
(limit one per person). To order
your copy, fax or mail your name
and mailing address to "IBM-TQM
Report," Attn: Publications Dept.

Change reprint. (#CQ9302,
48pp.) The practice of TQM
or continuous quality improve-
ment, as it is increasingly referred

to has
grown rapidly
on campuses
during the last
two years, and
the literature
is barely keep-
ing up.
Response to

the May/June 1993 issue of
Change on the topic ("I'QM: Will
It Work On Campus?") was so
great and so positive that AAHE's
CQI Project has reprinted the
seven articles on TQM in a sep-
arate publication. The articles
are: "case studies" of the Maricopa
Community Colleges, ten Boston
area schools, and the University
of Wisconsin-Madison; a profile
of three colleges awarded $1 mil-
lion grants from IBM to practice
TQM; a review of lessons higher
education can learn from indus-
try; Ted Marchese's 'TQM: A Thne
for Ideas"; and Peter Ewell's

(continued on back cover)

AARE ia Action

1993 School/College Collaboration Conference. Pittsburgh, PA. December 5-8, 1993.
Maas Registratiom Deadline. November 8, 1993.
Rang Registration Deadline. Registration increases $20. November 15, 1993.
Registration Reined Deadline. Requests must be in writing and postmarked/

fared by deadline. November 15, 1993.

1994 Foram on Famdtp Roles & Rewords Conference. New Orleans,LA. January
2840, 1994.

Diocesan Hotel Rate Deadline. December 30, 1993.
Early Registration Deadline. Registration increases $20. January 7, 1994.
Regratiom Reread Deadline. Requests must be in writing and postmarked/

faxed by deadline. January 14, 1994.

1994 National Conference on Higher Education Chicago, IL. March 2346, 1994.

1994 AAHE Arsesamern/CQI Conference. Washington, DC. June 12-15, 1994.
Proposal Deadline. December 10,1993, and January 10, 1994.
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by Ted Marchese

Welcome back for news about AAHE members
(names in bold) doing interesting things, plus items
of note . . . do send me news!

PEOPLE: SUNY Press releases two new
books from Clark Kerr this fall, Troubled
Times for American Higher Education and
Higher Education Cannot Escape History
(orders: 607/277-2211) . . . his associate
Marian Gade tells me that a third book
is on the way, Kerr's memoirs, with 15
chapters already completed. . . . Marian
herself has a special report out, Four
Multicampus Systems: Scone Policies and
Practices That Work, from the Association
of Governing Boards (orders: 1/800/356-
6317).. . . Back to SUNY: chancellor Bruce
Johnstone's paper on the "productivity of
learning" is on everybody's "most dis-
cussed" list this fall . . . we'll give you a look
at the arguments in next month's Bulletin.
. . . AAHE Board member David Sanchez
departs Los Alamos for College Station,
new academic vice chancellor of the Texas
A&M system. . . . Paul LeClerc's move was
geographically a bit shorter, from the
Hunter presidency to head of the New York
Public Library. . . . Indiana president lbm
Ehrlich announces he'll step down in '94
after seven years in the post. . . Best
wishes to new presidents Martha Kanter
of De Anza and Freeman Ilrabowsld at UMBC . . .

and to John Thorpe, new provost at Queens College/
CUNY, and Michael Berger, new dean at Beaver.

by project codirectors Martin Kramer and Stephen
Vireiner. . . . $16.50 from Oryx Press, 1/800/279-6799.

MORE PEOPLE: Harvard has launched five faculty-
wide projects designed to encourage interdiscipli-
nary work on pressing social problems, including
a Project on Schooling and Children directed by Kay
Merseth. . . . Vice chancellor Bill Wsechter and our
other CQI colleagues at Maricopa were beaming as

one of the district's colleges, Rio Salado,
won an Arizona Governor's Award for
Quality. . . . Query: Is this the first college
in the country to win one of these new
state-level "mini-Baldrige" awards? . . .

Cheers in the office for AAHE Hispanic
Caucus leader Maria Vallejo, named VP
for academic/student services at Nassau
CC. . . . Eric Dey moves from UCLA's to
Michigan's higher-education studies pro-
gram . . . another new higher-ed prof is
former AAHE intern and Cornell Ph.D.
Edwin Gordon, at UNC-Greensboro. . . .

James Madison's John Noftsinger has a
through-January appointment (until the
end of Gov. Wilder's term) as Virginia's
deputy secretary of education.. . . Hats off
to CIC (the small-colleges association) and
its president Allen Splete on their largest
grant ever, $1.25 million for work to extend
knowledge about a terrific concept,
service-learning.. . . AAHE cosponsors the
every-second-year conference on TA train-
ing, this time Nov. 10-13 in Chicago, with
Antioch's Gene Rice as lead speaker.

Johnstone

.61

Sandia'

Vallejo

people

PUBLICATIONS: I have two to recommend this
month, both modeling "types I'd like to see more
often. First is a 275-page Handbook for Enhancing
Undergraduate Education in Psychology, covering
a host of front-burner topics (teaching, curriculum,
advisement, assessment) in solid fashion, produced
by disciplinary writing teams led by ASU-West's Ibm
McGovern and APA's Cynthia Baum . . . $29.95 from
APA Books, 1/800/374-2721. . . . Like to see other
disciplinary societies try this, as I'd like to see the
accrediting community provide intellectual leader-
ship . . . positive case in point tom a Western
Association project, is the workbook Dialogues for
Diversity: Community and Ethnicity on Campus,
184 highly useful pages for any campus, put together

TOUGH TIMES: Missouri VPSA Charles
Schroeder worries that student-affairs

have been unusually hard hit in retrench-
ments so far, feels that the future of the profession
lies in a clearer focus on undergraduate student
learning, and is using his presidency of ACPA to
push things in that direction. . . . Lots of rethinking
going on these days: education's three unions the
AFT, NEA, and AAUP had a joint meeting last
month to worry about the future of collective
bargaining in an era of tight budgets and account-
ability. . . . Lots of closed-door discussions going on,
too, about the future of accreditation, with big
changes a distinct possibility.

LAST WORD: Doesn't this Bulletin look nifty? Good
reading, too. . . . Thanks for the work behind it to
our dear office colleague ofjust a year, Clara Lovett,
who "mid-spring" winds up her work with AAHE's
Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards to assume the
presidency of Northern Arizona University.



"Total Quality and Academic
Practice: The Idea We've Been
Waiting For?" The reprint is per-
fect for buying in bulk and dis-
tributing widely on campus. Sin-
gle copies: AAHE members $8,
nonmembers $10; 2-9 copies, $5
each; 10+ copies, $3.50 each. Ship-
ping additional

Order policies: Add $4 shipping
(UPS) for orders $25 and under, $6 for
orders $25.014100; over $100, shipping
will be billed at cost. For orders under
$50. AAHE members may prepay, be in-
voiced, or submit a P.O.; nonmembers
must prepay. All orders over $50 must
be accompanied by P.O. or payment.

National Conference

"Imagining the
Future
Workplace"
The theme of AAHE's upcoming
1994 National Conference on
Higher Education (Chicago,
March 23-26) is "The 21st Century
Academic Workplace." But what
should that workplace look like?
In the September Bulletin (box,
page 10) we invited you to ponder
the question and to share your

answers with the AAHE staff.
If you haven't already applied

your imagination to the task, give
it some thought. We will use the
materiel you generate in planning
the 1994 National Conference
and will publish the most creative
contributions in a future issue
of the Bulletin.

Send your suggestions to:
'Imagining the Future Work-
place," c/o Bry Pollack, AAHE
Bulletin, One Dupont Circle, Suite
360, Washington, DC 20036-1110;
fax 202/293-0073.

Member Benefits

Quick Access
. . By Fax
Beginning December 1, AAHE will
pilot a new member service: quick
and convenient "fax on demand"
access to conference papers and
other useful materials. The first
offerings on the service will be
presentations from AAHE's four
annual conferences the
National Conference on Higher
Education and the AARE con-
ferences on assessment/CQI,

school/college collaboration, and
faculty roles/ rewards. Papers
from other sources may also be
offered.

Every month the Bulletin will
list the materials currently avail-
able and a code and price for
each. The conference papers will
be discounted for members. The
menu will be updated throughout
the year, as AARE provides you
with timely pieces that reflect
some of the best thinking on
issues of interest to the higher
education community.

To access the service, you will
call a special phone number and
follow the user-friendly voice
prompts, which will direct you
to key in your member number
(printed on the mailing label of
each Bulletin), a credit card
number, and the code number(s)
of the material(s) you want. In
a few moments, the fax machine
you designate will receive and
print the document(s).

A free menu of offerings will
be available by calling the number
and following the voice prompts.
Watch future issues of the
Bulletin for updates.

AAHE members receive free the AARE Bulletin (ten issues/year) and Change
magazine (six issues/year); discounts on conference registration and publications;
special rates on selected non-AAHE subscriptions; Hertz car rental discounts;
and more. To join, complete this form and send it to AAHE, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington, DC 20036-1110.

MEMBERSHIP (Choose one)
Regular: 0 1 yr, $80 0 2 yrs, $155 0 3 yrs, $230
Retired: 0 1 yr, $45 Student: 0 1 yr, $45
(Pbr all categories, add $8/year for membership outside the U.S.)

CAUCUSES (For AARE members; choose same number of years as above)
0 3 yrs, $30
0 3 yrs, $45
0 3 yrs, $45
D3yrs,$75
0 3 yrs, $30
0 3 yrs, $30

Amer. Indian/Alaska Native: 0 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20
Asian/Pacific American: 0 1 yr, $15 0 2 yrs, $30
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In this issue:

This month, we're pleased to bring you a
newly expanded and updated AAHE Pub-
lications List. Since the last iteration in
November 1992, six new books have been

added (a 27% increase in the number of titles), and
the ordering/shipping policies have been completely
revamped. Several more offerings are already in the
pipeline and will appear in future editions of the list.

As AAHE's publications inventory has expanded,
so too has its fulfillment operation. In the last year,
some 2,500 orders for books were filled, and many
times that number of inquiries answered . . . we've
installed new fulfillment software . we've put the
fulfillment clerk's extension (x11) on voice mail . . .

we've standardized the hours that clerk works (M-F,
2-5 PM Eastern), and set them later in the day to
better accommodate our West Coast members . . .

we've switched our standard delivery mode from
3rd Class Mail (7-14 days) to UPS (2-5 days) . . . all
in a continuing effort to serve you better. We hope
you notice a difference.

P.S. Just a reminder that the next issue of the
AAHE Bulletin you receive will be the Preliminary
Program for AAHE's flagship conference, the
National Conference on Higher Education (March
23-26, 1994, in Chicago). The Bulletin will return to
its regular format in February. See you then.
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SUNY's chancellor stakes out a position.
For many years, the forbidden word of aca-
demic discourse has been "productivity."
It is permitted to speak of "doing mare
with less," and there are other euphem-

isms, but the "P word" itself is clearly a no-no . . .

as in, "We're not running a factory here, we're cul-
tivating the life of the mind!"

Not coincidentally, with productivity such a
pressing issue in corporate and government circles,
people have begun noticing that education (like the
law) has accomplished virtually no gains in pro-
ductivity over the past decades, and in that sense
may be thought of as a drag on societal progress.

This past summer, SUNY chancellor (and AAHE
member) Bruce Johnstone broke the internal

silence on the issue with a long paper, "Learning
Productivity: A New Imperative for American
Higher Education." It quickly became the most
passed-around and discussed paper in years. To
bring you into the debate, the Bulletin here reprints
a short-form version of that longer paper, prepared
by the Chancellor's Office as a prompt for discus-
sion. With Johnstone's encouragement he wants
the ideas he's broached to be debated the Bulletin
asked six other AAHE members to comment.

Here's Johnstone's argument, with the siz, eplies.
You have a further opinion of your own? Send us
a letter; we'll hope to run several in the February
issue.

ENHANCING THE
PRODUCTIVITY
OF LEARNING

As the costs of higher
education to parents
and students begin
to exceed the reach
of all but the most

affluent, and as persisting deficits
and other pressing public needs
dim the likelihood of a major
increase in federal or state tax
dollars to higher education, the
pressure mounts for significant
gains in higher education's
productivity.

Increasingly, these gains will
come not in more productive
teaching, which has very nearly
run its course in most colleges,
but in more productive learning:
beginning college-level learning
at an earlier age, reducing the
time that students spend on

(The short version.)

by D. Bruce Johnstone

AIM

_....11k

D. Bruce Johnstone is chancellor of the
State University of New York, SUM'
Plaza, Albany, NY 12246.

Eds.

activities other than learning
(including excessive vacations
and unused parts of the day),
minimizing duplicative learning
and other "easy rides," and les-
sening the all-too-frequently aim-
less drift of students through pro-
longed undergraduate years.

The concept of enhancing the
productivity of learning is driven
by ten assumptions or propositions:

1 Colleges and universities
must become more produc-

tive: that is, produce more learn-
ing, research, and service at
lower unit costs more
efficiently.

Market and political forces
alike are demanding more pro-
ductivity from all colleges and
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universities: public and private,
undergraduate and graduate,
two- and four-year, selective and
less-selective. The challenge is
to become genuinely more pro-
ductive not just cheaper and
shabbier, or less scholarly, or oth-
erwise merely less costly.

2The search for increased
"productivity" through the

addition of still more students
per class, or more scheduled
courses per faculty member, or
further reductions in instruc-
tional and administrative sup-
port will not, by itself, yield sig-
nificant, sustainable savings
without unacceptable losses in
quality or capacity.

The preoccupation with teach-
ing productivity assumes that
faculty can teach significantly
more students than they now
teach with no long-run diminu-
tion of quality and no serious loss
of service or research. However,
most full-time faculty in America
teach in community colleges,
four-year public colleges, or small
private and proprietary colleges,
where they teach three, four, or
five courses; advise students; keep
up with their discipline; maintain
their community and scholarly
activities; create new courses and
academic programs; and govern
their institution. The faculty of
research universities teach under-
graduate and giaduate students;
keep up with their field; conduct
and disseminate their research;
perform university, community,
and national service; and main-
tain America's commanding lead
in worldwide scholarship. While
there clearly are faculty and staff
in any institution who we wish
were harder working, more effec-
tive, or just luckier, the popular
image of widespread shirking or
misplaced priorities is simply
wrong.

3The more substantial and
sustainable productivity

gains in higher education lie in
measures that lead to more
learning from the students
rather than merely to increased
workloads of faculty or of admin-
istrative and professional staff.

This is the driving assumption

of the learning productivity
model: that we need to focus
more on the student and his or
her learning, and to be a little less
preoccupied with, and critical
of, the faculty (and all of the rest
of the administrative, profes-
sional, and clerical support staff
of our colleges and universities)
in our quest for more
productivity.

4Students, on average, can
learn far more in any given

span of time than they now do.
Expressed another way, most
students, with the appropriate
curricula, pedagogy, technolog-
ical support, and incentives, can
meet our learning goals in less
time and at less cost than they
currently do under our conven-
tional instructional modes and
incentives.

This is not to say that all stu-
dents can learn faster and more
efficiently. Some already fill their
days and semesterS, even entire
years, very productively; others
may need even more time than
they now are taking to reach their
learning objectives. But the
demonstrable distractions, redun-
dancy, and nonlearning time in
the current undergraduate expe-
rience especially for students
who are taking six or more years
to achieve the baccalaureate
make it virtually self-evident that
learning could take place much
faster and with greater efficiency.

5More of our undergraduate
teaching and learning must

be individually paced "mastery
learning," in which the level and
content of learning is prescribed
and the time necessary for mas-
tery is the dependent variable

as opposed to our conven-
tional mode of teaching and
learning, in which the span of
thne (e.g., a fifteen-to-sixteen-
week academic semester) is
established as the critical
"given" and the actual learning
is allowed to vary.

The great barrier to efficient
and thus productive learning,
aside from the grossly excessive
vacation periods, is the packaging
of teaching and learning into
fixed units of time: semesters or

terms, generally of about fifteen
weeKs of effective teaching. If a
student completes the learning
goals of a fall semester course
in, say, the third week in October,
he or she is expected either to
learn even more (a laudable goal)
or, perhaps more realistically,
to slack off and coast for the rest
of the fall term. The alternative
is to teach to mastery of the spec-
ified learning goals, individualized
and frequently self-paced, and
to award the appropriate credit
forthwith and move the student
on to new learning objectives.

6nte potential of individu-
alized, self-paced instruction

has been greatly enhanced in
just the last few years through
greatly improved and more af-
fordable educational
technology.

It is only in the most recent
years, with the affordable tech-
nologies of interactive personal
computers, sophisticated soft-
ware, and storable video, that
educational technology has given
us the capacity to replicate the
individually paced mastery learn-
ing of the personal tutor in a form
that is potentially more efficient
and more productive.

7Undergraduates should be
required and assisted to

focus their studies more expe-
ditiously and discouraged
from excessive experimentation
and "drift."

There are undoubtedly some
virtues in the very American tra-
dition of encouraging nearly
unlimited undergraduate cur-
ricular experimentation, changes
of major field, and the interrup-
tion and subsequent resumption
of learning. But this pattern,
unique in the world, is also enor-
mously costly both for the fac-
ulty and facilities required for
a typical undergraduate degree
and for the student, who may
be kept from a better and higher-
paying job far longer than is
necessary.

8Year-round study alone
quite apart from the inten-

sity or concentration or produc-
tivity of the time during which
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learning is supposed to be tak-
ing place could shorten stu-
dents' time to degree.

The collegiate academic year
is even less defensible than is the
American middle and high school
calendar. The summer break,
especially, is beyond anything
needed to rest and recharge intel-
lectual batteries. As to the
defense of the need to work and
earn money for tuition, a simple
calculation of the present value
cost of delaying entry into a
higher-paying, nontemporaryjob
will reveal the clear economic
advantage to the student of year-
round study, even if it necessi-
tates additional short-term
borrowing.

9Many if not most young peo-
ple aged 16 to 18 are capable

of college-level work, given the
proper curriculum, standards,
and teachers and the proper
motivation.

College-bound students in most
other countries are expected to
know by the time they fmish sec-
ondary school what American
students are expected to learn
during their first year or two of
college. One of the easiest ways
to reduce the average time spent
attaining the American bacca-
laureate degree would be to
increase the amount of college-
level learning during the high
school years through external
examinations (the Advanced
Placement model), by releasing
high school students to take
courses for dual credit at a
nearby college, or through col-
legiate certification of certain
high school courses and teachers
as deserving of college credit.

10Graduate and advanced
professional education,

in most fields and for most stu-
dents, should begin at an earlier
age and should overlap more
efficiently with the undergrad-
uate major.

A corollary to the prolongation
of the undergraduate experience
in America is the deferral of even
the start of most graduate and
advanced professional learning
until after completion of the bac-
calaureate usually at age 22,

if the baccalaureate has taken
only four years, and increasingly
at a much later age, after several
times stopping in and out of col-
lege or several changes of major.
Again, this is partly and wond-
erfully a reflection of the open-
ness of the American higher edu-
cation system: the virtual absence
of closed doors or irrevocable
steps. But the monetary cost is
high to the taxpayer, the par-
ent, and the student. And if the
preceding assumptions are valid,
then it stands to reason that
more students can and should
be starting their medical, law,
pharmacy, and advanced grad-
uate work at an earlier age, intent
on entering their initial careers
while younger and less encum-
bered with debt.

Next Steps
Learning productivity is more
a perspective than a program
and should not be equated with
a single example, such as a three-
year baccalaureate, however
attractive this soundbite. Colleges
and universities interested in the
serious enhancement of learning
productivity will consider taking
some or all of the following steps:

Encouragement of more
college-level learning during the
high school years.

REACTION
Dolores E, Cross
President, Chicago State
University

Chancellor
Johnstone's
paper ad-
dresses the
traditional stu-
dent moving
directly from
high school
to college, and

with parental support. Many of
its suggestions simply are not
applicable to nontraditional stu-
dents, who comprise a large por-
tion of enrollments at urban uni-

N Redesign of curricula, course
schedules, and faculty course
assignments to ensure that well-
taught courses are available in
the proper sequence.

I Stipulation of clear and mea-
surable learning outcome expec-
tations for each "course."

Maximization of individual
and self-paced instruction to
achieve shorter average course-
completion times.

N Redesign of the academic
calendar year to accommedate
year-round learning in modules
of flexible lengths of time.

Redesign of "workload"
expectations for faculty to
encourage faster student
progress.

Redesign of student aid and
college tuition payments to
reduce financial disincentives to
year-round study and faster bac-
calaureate completion.

Assurance of earlier entry,
as appropriate, into graduate and
advanced professional study.

Students, parents, and taxpay-
ers all stand to gain.

Note
This article is a condensation of
Bruce Johnstone's paper Learning
Productivity: A New Imperativefor
American Higher Education (SUNY,
1993). Single copies are available
from the Chancellor's Office, SUNY
Plaza, Albany, NY 12246.

versities such as Chicago State
University. Furthermore, the
recommendations assume levels
of academic preparedness and
financial strength not necessarily
the case for many of CSU's
students.

First, many of the students who
come to CSU have good GPAs,
tremendous potential, and a
determination to succeed. How-
ever, in too many cases, they lack
the courses required to meet new,
increased state [admissions]
standards and must make up
these deficiencies at the univer-
sity; thus, they must begin the::
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college careers working to achieve
a level playing field." I realize that
universities are doing what the
secondary schools and, in some
cases, the community colleges
should be doing, but the reality
is that too often students haven't
been advised to take the appro-
priate courses, or they have grad-
uated from high schools that
didn't offer all of the required
courses. Given that, to presume
that these students have had the
opportunity to take college-level
courses while still in high school
would really be a leap.

Second, year-round classes do
exist in the form of summer
course offerings. But suggesting
that students forego summer
employment and instead borrow
more money in order to graduate
sooner doesn't recognize several
realities. Encouraging more bor-
rowing, particularly among low-
income students, is what got
higher education into our current
default situation in the first place.
Furthermore, borrowing is not
the answer for independent stu-
dents who have families to sup-
port. And then there is the issue
of child care: How are student-
parents to supervise their out-
of-school children, or pay for
child care, if they are not
working?

Third, perhaps some students
can learn more than they do now
in a given span of time; however,
I doubt that CSU's students, who
commute between school, work,
and child care, can devote greater
spans of time to learning. Con-
sider, for instance, one of CSU's
students who attends classes full
time, cares for a teenaged child
and a grandchild, and must work
overtime to keep her job at the
post office. More than once this
student has come close to falling
asleep at the wheel of her car.
Her story is not unique.

Fourth, while I agree that edu-
cational technology can enhance
self-paced instruction, institu-
tions oftentimes lack the resour-
ces to purchase the technology
and to train people in its use. CSU
has experienced a 57 percent
increase in enrollment without
a commensurate budget increase:
How are we to purchase the

needed computers? I know that
we are not alone in this dilemma.

Finally, given all this, we need
to look at the reality that stu-
dents may need more than four
years, not less, and that they
likely will change their programs
midstream. But is this not pref-
erable to making a wrong career
choice? Perhaps what was pre-
viously considered the "normal
time" to graduation (i.e., four
years) should now be considered
an accelerated program, since
the current norm is five years.

William F. Massy
Professor of Education, Stanford
University, and Director,
Stanford Institute for Higher
Education Research

Bruce John-
stone's paper
should be wel-
comed for its
valuable
insights, and
also because
it represents
"straight talk"

on a sensitive subject. The idea
that "colleges and universities
must become more productive:
that is, produce more learning,
research, and service at lower
unit costs more efficiently" is
not widely embraced within the
academy. Yet improving produc-
tivity is essential if higher edu-
cation is to solve its problems and
contribute optimally to the
nation's needs.

Johnstone is right in pointing
to learning productivity, not
teaching productivity, as the over-
arching goal: Learning produc-
tivity represents the educational
"bottom line," and it offers many
more degrees of freedom for
action than does the narrower
framework of teaching
productivity.

The essay leads one to an
urgent policy question: What fac-
tors inhibit improved learning
productivity, and what can be
done about them? "Speed-ups"
in the form of increased teaching
loads or larger class sizes are not
the answer, as Johnstone points
out. Instead, faculty should reex-

amine curricular and pedagogical
approaches, including the use
of technology and individually
paced learning; and institutions
should review their incentive
structures, support infrastructure
and services, and even the aca-
demic year.

Unfortunately, our Stanford
research team is finding that aca-
demic processes including
those.at the department level
tend to atomize relations among
faculty rather than encourage
the team efforts needed to
improve learning.* That is, they
tend to constrain rather than
enable effective teaching and
learning. Only a significant
emphasis shift toward the prin-
ciples of continuous quality
improvement will improve learn-
ing productivity. This will not be
accomplished quickly or easily,
but the Pew Education Program's
efforts to engage institutional
officers and faculty in dialogue
about academic reform, as well
as AAHE's own initiatives on
departmental incentives, repre-
sent hopeful developments.

"See Carol Colbeck, Andrea Wilger,
Susan Christopher, John Jennings, and
William F. Massy, "Departmental Features
That Constrain or Enable Effective Teach-
ing," a paper presented at the 1993 ASHE
meeting. Contact the autho: for details.

Alfredo G. de los
Santos, Jr.
Vice Chancellor for Educational
Development, Maricopa
Community Colleges

I am in com-
plete agree-
ment with
Chancellor
Johnstone. He
is right: Learn-
ing produc-
tivity is an
idea, a re-

statement of the question from
teaching to learning.

But I wish that he had
addressed the issue of how to
assess student progress. Individ-
ualized, self-paced instruction
failed some twenty to twenty-five
years ago largely because we
could measure only insignificant
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student objectives.
Higher education will have to

make major, major changes
across all levels at public
schools, at community colleges,
and at four-year colleges and uni-
versities if we are to implement
Bruce Johnstone's vision. The
Maricopa Community Colleges
are doing many of the things on
his list as are many other insti-
tutions. But we all have a long
way to go.

My position? Let's try it! Let's
go for it!

K. Patricia Cross
Elizabeth and Edward Conner
Professor of Higher Education,
University of California,
Berkeley

Bruce John-
stone has done
higher edu-
cation a service
in setting forth
ten practical
ways to
increase the
efficiency of

students' learning. He has per-
formed an even more valuable
service, however, by defining in
a very concrete way what he
means by "productivity." There
is no ambiguity in these recom-
mendations: Productivity means
getting more students through
the pipeline to a college degree
more rapidly and more efficiently.

My quarrel is not with the
recommendations, but rather
with the goal If the goal of higher
education is to get students
through college and into the
world of work as quickly and
expeditiously as possible, then
Johnstone's recommendations
appear sound and workable. If,
however, our goal is to educate
students to be lifelong learners,
concerned citizens, and produc-
tive workers, then I raise the fol-
lowing concerns:

1. The demands of the twenty-
first century call for a move away
from the old "chunked" lifeplan,
which presents life in three
roughly equal chunks: full-time
education for the young, full-time
work for the middle-aged, and
full-time leisure for the elderly.

The need for lifelong learning,
coupled with the chronic job
shortage in the United States,
plus a longer average lifespan
(with better health), is pushing
society toward a "braided" life-
plan, in which the three major
activities of life education,
work, and leisure are pursued
concurrently throughout life. The
current phenomenon of part-time
students, part-time workers, and
an elderly population who con-
tinue to engage vigorously in edu-
cation,* work, and leisure is prob-
ably here to stay. And that
requires a major shift in the way
educators within institutions
think about education. "Front-
loaded" education in which
students "complete" their edu-
cations as quickly as possible and
press on to compete for full-time
employment and the assinaption
of earlier family responsibuities

seems both less possible and
less feasible in the future.

2. Ours is a society that is
information-rich and experience-
poor. In Megatrends (Warner,
1982), author John Naisbitt
observes that "running out of
[information] is not a problem,
but drowning in it is" (p. 24). The
volume of scientific and technical
information nearly doubles
between the time students enter
college and the time they grad-
uate. Although most teachers
recognize the value of moving
away from content- or
information-loaded teaching and
toward helping students develop
lifelong learning skills, we have
a hard time teaching lasting
higher-order learning skills. The
pedagogical advantages that
occur naturally in experiential
learning must be artificially
created in an academic learning
environment. Teachers are
becoming increasingly creative
in devising case studies, simu-
lations, role plays, and other
activities that attempt to imitate
real problems, but it might be
more "productive" to help stu-
dents reflect on the learning that
comes from real-life learning
experiences in the world of peo-
ple solving real problems.

The "pipeline" metaphor that
we within the educational estab-

lishment accept so readily is espe-
cially infelicitous, suggesting as
it does an educational system
sealed off from the outside world,
its students under constant pres-
sure, flowing without interruption
toward the college degree. Per-
haps we should think about
increasing the "productivity" of

We need to focus

more on the student

and his or her

learning.

higher education by cooperating
with other agencies in the society
to share in the education of our
citizens.

3. Less than fifteen years ago,
the highly influential Carnegie
Commission took pride in coining
the phrase "stop out," and noted
with approval the "increased flex-
ibility of college attendance pat-
terns [that) encouraged students
to stop out of college for a semes-
ter or more before receiving their
degrees to spend time working,
traveling, or engaging in some
other constructive activity".**
For younger students without
work experience, internships,
cooperative education, and com-
munity service programs can be
richer learning experiences than
an equal amount of time spent
in the classroom. Perhaps rather
than shortening the time to
degree to three years in order
to turn out graduates faster and
younger, we need to replave a
year of academic learning with
a year of experiential learning.
We have ample evidence that
older, re-entry students, with time
and experience on their side, are
more motivated, more purposeful,
and more impatient with the time
wasting that Johnstone finds so
costly in younger students.

4. Finally, we know from more
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than fifty years of research on
college student learning that
some of the richest educational
experiences of life come not from
formal classes but from time
spent in informal (nonproduc-
tive?) activities that are not
labeled "education." Perhaps
young people need some exper-
imentation, changes of major
field, and "drift." Certainly, it is
better to experiment during the
college years than it is to rush
pell-mell into the wrong field and
find oneself locked into family
and job responsibilities that make
redirection difficult or impossible.

Maybe we can have it all:
greater efficiency, through incor-
porating Johnstone's recommen-
dations where possible (certainly
with students accepting more
responsibility for their own learn-
ing); more interaction and shar-
ing with other agencies in society;
and richer educational experien-
ces for students, with time for
reflection and occasional redi-
rection. But I urge caution in
adopting an industrial efficiency
model that suggests that turning
out more graduates in less time
will be educationally productive
for either those individuals or
society.

'Elderhostel, an educational program
for people aged 60 and older, enrolled
250,000 learners in 1,800 participating
institutions in every state in the U.S. plus
forty-five foreign countries last year.

'See Carnegie Council on Policy Stu-
dies in Higher Education: A Summary
of Reports and Recommendations. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1980, p. 9.

Joseph G. Flynn
Distinguished Service Professor,
SUNY College of Technology at
Alfred, and Codirector, AAHE
National Network of Faculty
Senates

To engage in
an educational
discourse that
couples pro-
ductivity issues
with student
learning is to
risk the fate
of mixing busi-

ness with pleasure even the
joy of compromise may be fore-

closed. Yet one recalls that it was
the establishment of the Harvard
Business School that prompted
Alfred North Whitehead to for-
mulate his cogent justification
for the existence of the university:
It caused learning, imaginatively
considered, to take place between
the young and the old.

I would urge that, as the con-
versation about productivity
unfolds, we strive to preserve the
humanistic impulse that I detect
in Bruce Johnstone's analysis.
Absent any Sputnik-like impetus
from the global economy, we will
have to keep higher education
growing during this indetermi-
nate period of fiscal contraction
by relying increasingly on intel-
ligence, ingenuity, and
imagination.

I translate Johnstone's call for
higher education to do more as
an appeal to do better. More so,
it's an invitation to faculty and
students alike to figure out what
it means to learn and work
smarter, and to do so from within
and across disciplines. Perhaps
we need also to nurture an ethos
of productivity on campus; I am
fond of countering the educa-
tional metaphor of "student-as-
customer" with that of "student-
as-worker." "Student-as-producer"
would do just fine. The use of the
portfolio in fields other than art
and architecture may signal a
shift in the way we wish to see
the fruits of learning. And how
might we promote and account
for the growth in both the efficacy
and repertoire of the ways stu-
dents learn?

Recently, philosopher-teacher
Alasdair MacIntyre argued for
the abolition of the lecture
method; presuming diverse learn-
ing styles among our students,
we might adopt a policy of re-
stricted use. Yet, everyone knows
that large lecture sections yield
great FTE, still the preferred coin
of public higher education.

Many of the learning reforms
Johnstone calls for are already
with us, albeit disparately and
discontinuously. Whether these
innovations can be organized
around humanistic core values
rather than competing ones
drawn from industry is central

to the discussion. Whitehead. in
weleoming to Harvard the busi-
ness school and the serious and
creative inquiry it implied,
rejected the notion that it be gov-
erned by the values of business.
Certainly, the business of higher
education should still center on
the exchange and perhaps the
productivity of learning,
imaginatively considered, between
the (not so) young and old.

Blenda Wilson
President, University of
California, Northridge
rjos-rwiri. If we define

our mission
as accelerating
the time for
students to
complete our
current array
of courses, so
that they can

more rapidly start careers and
earn money, we will have failed
to prepare them for the global,
multicultural, and ethical society
that our future democracy must
become.

The students of the next gen-
eration are racially and ethnically
diverse. They are first-generation
students, who will not necessarily
have acquired either higher-level
cognitive skills or the values of
tolerance, cooperation, and
appreciation for diversity as a
result of their previous social and
educational experiences. For
many, the necessity to work while
they attend school will by itself
fragment their educational expe-
rience, especially if we define it
narrowly as course completion
rather than as the broadening,
maturing combination of a
humanistic educational expe-
rience. That is what a college edu-
cation should be at its best.

The Spanish language makes
a distinction between prepara-
den and educacion, between
training and education. John-
stone's definition of "learning pro-
ductivity" is useful for prepara-
cion, but it is dangerously
inadequate for defining our mis-
sion. Educacilm is more complex
than that, and it is more im-
portant.

011.
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A catalyst for more conversations and professional action.

OUR TURN
VPs AND DEANS GIVE ADVICE

TO NEW PRESIDENTS

/am struck frequently by
how many vice presidents
or deans lament their
president's style and
demands. Yet, these top

administrators to the president
usually keep their feelings to
themselves. For reasons of fear,
deference, timing, or belief that
"he/she won't listen anyway," they
miss (or consciously avoid) the
"teachable moment," and so are
parties to a conspiracy of silence.

My intent here is not simply
to join a list of the many who
offer new presidents advice, how-
ever. Instead, it is to acknowledge
the obligation of the presidential
staff, by virtue of their privileged
workuig relationship with the
president, to provide that CEO
good advice and counsel.

What advice would deans and
vice presidents give (or would
like to give) their new president?
As a dean myself', I've been party
to numerous such discussions
over the years; to that anecdotal
experience I added an informal
poll of a sample of top admin-
istrators at several small New
England colleges. Here's what I
found out.

Surprisingly, vice presidents
and others in such top posts
often wish they could get their
president to perform what they
term "presidential duties," imply-
ing that certain jobs fall uniquely
to the CEO. Their comments also
imply that these top administra-
tors sometimes have a better
understanding of what those spe-

by William A. Laramee

William A. Laramee is dean qf insti-
Mtional advancement at Lyndon State
College, Lyndonville, VT 05851.

cial jobs are than does the
president.

Clearly, the items on a list of
what ought to be the primary
focus or contribution of a new
president could be as multitu-
dinous as the number of insti-
tutions polled. Depending on
whom I asked, then, a new pres-
ident should

Provide leadership wliere
none has existed.

Deal with destructive inter-
personal, interoffice, or interdi-
visional conflicts that have been
diverting constructive energies.

Build the endowment.
Restore stability, harmony,

and confidence following a tur-
bulent period.

Develop the institution's iden-

tity and imagi:.
Build the morale and quality

of the faculty.
Establish a strong admin-

istrative team.
Reverse a history of declining

enrollments.
Participate widely in activ-

ities but resist participating
on every committee, board, and
study group on campus, in town,
statewide, and nationally.

There are certain contributions
that only the president can make,
depending in part on time, cir-
cumstance, and the institution's
unique history and needs. In
smaller, less prestigious colleges
especially, the special role of the
president can be essential to the
institution's prosperity, even per-
haps its survival. This in mind,
as appropriate, the president
should take the initiative, not
simply respond to others.

Vice presidents usually hold
strong opinions about what they
need from their president, but
the relationship works best when
the president is honest about
identifying those areas in which
he or she feels most comfortable
or most effective.

Three Key Areas
Vice presidents and deans most
often are concerned about their
CEO's performance in three areas:
that he or she (1) respect, trust,
support, and use the staff;
(2) respect and support faculty,
(3) and provide vision and ethical
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tone for the institution.

Respect, trust, support for
staff. As close advisors to the
president, vice presidents often
are quite sensitive to the ways
in which presidents work with
(or without) their staff. Partic-
ularly, vice presidents and deans
would like their president to:

Let the staff know what is
expected. Presidents need to
recognize that vice presidents
and deans don't know automat-
ically what their president's prior-
ities are in leading the institution.

11 Delegate, when appropriate.
A corollary to this might be: When
delegating, don't meddle exces-
sively. A president needs to allow
his or her staff the opportunity
to feel they have contributed
something of significance to the
institution.

Never humiliate or degrade.
Because presidents hold unique
positions in the campus hierar-
chy, their expressions of anger
and criticism greatly affect staff.
CEOs should model how col-
leagues ought to treat one
another.

If employees of the institution
have open access to the presi-
dent, handle that access carefully.
In disputes, the CEO should be
reluctant to shortcut a super-
visor's judgment.

Acknowledge that most staffs
are competent; don't make them
constantly re-prove it.

Don't schedule staff as if their
jobs were the only things in their
lives; recognize that family time
is important and necessary.

';ealize that the more good
ideas staff initiate, the better the
president will look. Presidents
shouldn't feel obligated to gen-
erate every new idea.

Keep their vice presidents
up-to-date on personnel matters.
They should be alerted before the
president takes any action,
whether positive or negative.

The basic message is that the
president should try to establish
an institutional climate of trust,
support, and fellowship. A
friendly environment is far more
pleesant to work in and can be

My intent here is
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just as productive as a compet-
itive, high-stress one. CEOs who
look for opportunities to give a
"pat on the back" rather than a
"chewing out" will find that such
positive reinforcement is a far
better motivator than is constant
criticism. Lectures decrying apa-
thy and demanding enthusiasm
and cooperation are no substitute
for real empowerment and heart-
felt recognition of solid contri-
butions by one's staff.

Respect and support for fac-
ulty. Most colleges and univer-
sities have some tradition of fac-
ulty governance, and it is the rare
institution whose faculty do not
consider themselves its heart and
soul. Accordingly, their percep-
tion of the president's regard for
faculty has great impact.

Any president will find it nec-
essary to make unpopular or con-
troversial decisions on occasion.
But the spirit and morale of the
campus community oftentimes
will be salvaged if the president,
acting out of respect for and sen-
sitivity to faculty beliefs or pref-
erences, has consulted with fac-
ulty leaders beforehand.
Faculties, like vice presidents and
deans, need to feel included in
the decision-making process, and
for the good of the institution,
the president should make the
effort to do so.

Although it would be a serious
mistake for a president to act
against his or her own convictions
in making necessary decisions,
even if those decisions offend or
anger faculty, the vice presidents
and deans I polled are clear that
it would be a serious mistake for
the president to trample on fac-
ulty feelings.

Vision and ethical tone. Col-
leges, like people, must have
dreams. A dream, a vision, or,
even better, an exciting mission
evokes an image of the institution
that transcends the merely phys-
ical manifestations of its campus.
From a pragmatic, organizational
viewpoint, a well-articulated insti-
tutional vision can motivate fac-
ulty and staff, attract prospective
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students, influence potential
donors to make gifts of support,
and affirm to alumni the good
of their alma mater.

A college or university that
already possesses a highly
respected identity or a positive
vision of the future does not need
a new president who feels com-
pelled to change it; what it needs
is a supporter and nurturer. How-
ever, most institutions cannot
afford their president the luxury
of acting the loving caretaker.
Instead, their identity or vision
is in need of the new president's
attention. Most of the vice pres-
idents I polled reported that their
institution needed a new pres-
ident who could:

Significantly increase the per-
centage of the campus commu-
nity who bought into the insti-
tution's existing vision.

Identify and articulate a
vision not seen previously, but
one appropriate to the
institution.

Initiate and oversee an
exchange process that would
result in a new vision for the
institution.

Educators, as a group, are an
unusually idealistic lot. Idealism
is one of the personality traits
that motivate academics to often-
times forgo more lucrative
careers and instead dedicate
themselves to the education of
others. As a result, the faculty
and administrators who make
up a college community need to
be bound together by an inspiring,
idealistic vision and a sense of
institutional purpose. Where such
vision and purpose do not exist,
it becomes the paramount duty
of the new president to work to
make it so.

As with vision, the president
also is primarily responsible for
establishing the values of an insti-
tution. Whether the institution
is kind or cruel, honest or dis-
honest, niggardly or generous,
genteel or coarse, thoughtless or
thoughtful, altruistic or self-
centered, has a lot to do with the
values expressed by its president.
Where a problem with values is
perceived, and where the problem

Whether the institution
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is institution wide, it is the pres-
ident who must take the lead in
changing the value orientation.

Obviously, it would be easier
for a president to avoid tension
by not taking any value stances;
she or he could simply stand by
and allow the fashion of the day
to take pi 'oRdence, making no
distinction between the permis-
sible and the prohibited. It is a
courageous president who affirms
positive values from a position
of clear conviction and determi-
nation. It is a strong president
who understands that society
does not give us the option of
examining life issues without
restriction. That one's conscience
does not give license to indulge
without regard to the rights of
others. Without such convictions,
a president is left to join those
whom Dante refers to as "that
cowardly band of angels . . . the
company of the incapables, who
please neither God nor his
enemies."

Important
Relationships

The job of a college president,
especially at a small college, is
tough. The literature is rife with
advice and counsel from trustees,
commissioners, legislators, faculty
members, spouses, the media, and
many others, meant to aid pres-
idents in fulfilling their difficult
roles and responsibilities. Absent
is one important voice that
of the president's top adminis-
trative team. It's a voice the pres-
ident must hear, if he or she is
to make sense of an environment
filled with union issues, losing
athletic teams, inadequate park-
ing, budget deficits, unhappy stu-
dents, and conspirators of silence.
Even more, for these vice pres-
idents and deans, service "at the
pleasure of the president" in a
forthright manner and as willing
messengers can create in itself
a relationship of trust and
growth. Such a relationship helps
prepare both the administrative
staff and their new president for
the responsibilities that await
them.

r.
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A winning strategy borrowed from industry.

BRINGING THE
"TEAM APPROACH"

TO GENERAL STUDIES

Research universities,
especially public ones,
are under enormous
pressure to improve
undergraduate

instruction; parents, legislators,
and regents have made freshman
general-studies programs (or 'the
freshman experience") a partic-
ular tax-get of their ire. At the
same time, a virtual revolution
is reshaping the industrial work-
place, driven by an innovation
I'll call the "team approach." And
that approach might be just what
we in higher education need to
renovate our general-studies pro-
grams. Surprisingly, the team
approach also offers a campus
political strategy to avoid the cul-
ture wars that in recent years
have blocked undergraduate cur-
riculum reform.

The Problems of
General Education

On one side stands the modern
university. Mine, the University
of Kentucky, can serve as exem-
plar. Freshmen entering UK
arrive in Lexington to confront
a large, mostly impersonal cam-
pus. Large first-year courses, . . .

faculty who divide their attention
between research and teaching,
. . . teaching assistants trying to
finish graduate work, . . . and all
the other conflicts and pressurc2
that lead to freshmen getting
short shrift. Its system of all-
faculty-members-being-
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that a good idea

even one from

outside academe

is always

worth a try.
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responsible-for-all-students too
often results in no one being
responsible for a particular stu-
dent. Students are more likely
to bond to their nonacademic
activities the student publi-
cations, fraternities, sororities,
sports teams, band, student
government, clubs than to
their largely impersonal academic
experiences, because it is in
the nonacademic that they find
sustaining, supportive
involvements.

Of course, Kentucky is hardly
alone in facing such problems.
Nearly all big, public universities
struggle with lower-level classes
that are too large, inadequate
advising, overreliance on tem-
porarz and part-time instructors,
faculty who are focused on activ-
ities other than teaching. Indeed,
the situation has created an ava-
lanche nationally of studies, jere-
miads, calls to action, and reform
plans, virtually all of which con-
clude that professors should
spend more time teaching, espe-
cially freshmen and sophomores,
and universities should become
more "student-oriented."

Even if occasionally mean-
spirited, the critics nonetheless
have a point: A number of insti-
tutional and educational prob-
lems have converged to make stu-
dents' general-studies experience
less than desirable. First, there
are all those faculty members,
TM, part-time instructors, vis-
iting faculty, and others whose



preoccupations, frankly, are else-
where: on their research, on keep-
ing or finding a job, on getting
ready for promotion reviews, on
graduate students, on the majors
in the department. Although we
at Kentucky believe our campus
has more than its share of highly
devoted professors who truly care
about first-year students, we lack,
like other institutions, an effective
mechanism to focus faculty ener-
gies and commitments on
freshmen.

There are other, perhaps more
fundamental problems, too. One
is that our faculty members dis-
agree about what should be
included in the core curriculum.
At UK, as elsewhere, professors
have strong and sharply diverging
opinions on the question, and we
have compromised our differ-
ences by agreeing that virtually
anything can be included, leaving
freshmen with a Chinese-
restaurant menu of courses that
fulfill their requirements.

Although lamentations are
heard that this solution amounts
to the faculty abdicating its
responsibility to shape the first-
year curriculum, the politics of
the modern university usually
have ruled out a more tightly
defined canon. Too often, we fear,
students' choices in such a system
leave them with courses of study
that have more to do with which
courses they can get into and
when classes meet than with
intellectual coherence or
consistency.

A second problem is that each
instructor typically must teach
his or her course without refer-
ence to what students might be
doing in their other courses. Since
the students for each course are
recruited more or less at random
from the pool of all underclass-
men, little coordination is pos-
sible. The Composition teacher,
for example, typically cannot
neatly tie into a concurrently
assigned term paper in American
History, since the Comp course
also contains students taking
European History, which might
not require a term paper, or even
skipping history altogether. Each
course necessarily becomes its
own little academic island.

One clear casualty of this
approach to the curriculum is
any chance to offer students a
genuinely multidisciplinary per-
spective on what they are learn-
ing. Since each student has made
an individual choice of courses,
any connections a general-studies
instructor attempts to make to
other disciplines must, perforce,
be self-contained and therefore
weak. In truth, students are left
entirely to themselves to con-
struct their own multidisciplinary
perspective, out of many separate
monodisciplinary courses. It is
understandable why so few
succeed.

These problems call for more
than a band-aid response. Even
the popular but simplistic call
for professors to do more teach-
ing and less research will not suf-
fice. Such an injunction, for
examp!e, would do little to
increase intellectual coherence
among a student's courses, or to
reduce the insular nature of each
course. Instead, what is needed
is a thorough rethinking of our
basic approach, just like the one
industry was forced to undertake.

Industry Learns to
Compete

On the other side stands industry.
American producers, under enor-
mous pressure to become com-
petitive in world markets, have
been forced to reinvent them-
selves. For example, the auto-
makers have been forced to scrap
old ways of doing business, rede-
sign their products, focus on
product quality and customer
satisfaction, and completely
revamp how their employees pro-
duce cars.

The changes have entered the
workplace under diverse banners,
sometimes being called "employee
involvement," other times "quality
circles," "Japanese-style manage-
ment," "total quality manage-
ment," or "worker participation";
the most recent, favored by Clin-
tonites, is the "high-performance
workplace." But all of these
efforts have a common goal: to
draw employees into a much
deeper commitment to their work
by implementing what is at base

a "team approach" to production.
The team approach is based

on a simple idea: Employees are
organized into work teams, and
these teams assume the respon-
sibility for building the product.
Team-approach advocates
observe that work teams take
"ownership" of their work pro-
cesses and, as a result, become
much more fully engaged in their
work. They take greater pride in
product quality, devise new ways
to do their jobs more efficiently,
and look to learn new skills that
will boost their productivity. The
potential benefits of such a sys-
tem are many: Employee morale
improves, products are produced
at higher quality and lower cost,
and customers are more satisfied.

Nowhere is this approach more
fully applied or successful than
at the Toyota pl4nt in George-
town, Kentucky, just twenty miles
north of th3 UK campus. The
plant, opened in 1986, produces
about 240,000 Camrys each year
for the U.S. market. A visitor to
the plant quickly sees that work
organization is different from that
in most American auto plants:
There are fewer "bosses," fewer
distinctions among employees,
more consulting among workers.
A bit more investigation reveals
that all workers are organized
into teams, and there are only
four basic categories of employees
(team member, team leader,
group leader, unit manager),
compared with the hundreds of
classifications in ordinary plants.
And teams appear closely focused
on the job at hand, with team
leaders and group leaders jump-
ing in to help in production when
needed.

None of this is accidental, of
cc Irse. Toyota has been a leader
in a self-conscious effort to bring
the team approach to American
automaking. It refused to adopt
traditional American practices
and customs, and it has worked
hard to inculcate in its employees
this new way of thinking about
their work. Employees are
encouraged to investigate and
solve problems as teams, and
team members are urged to coor-
dinate with and rely on one
another. Kaizan, or "continuous
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improvement," is emphasized, and
training is frequent. Talking with
team members and leaders, one
quickly perceives a degree of loy-
alty and belongingness among
them that gives the teams cohe-
sion and purpose.

Toyota's approach has pro-
duced impressive results. The
Georgetown factory produces
high-quality cars and provides
nearly 5,000 stable, well-paying
jobs. In 1993, the plant was
ranked the most productive in
the United States by G.D. Power
and Associates, the widely rec-
ognized industry authority. In
contrast to General Motors and
other companies, which recently
announced plant shutdowns and
layoffs, Toyota is now undertak-
ing a huge expansion of its
Georgetown plant.

Can Universities Learn
From Industry?

Can the team approach be useful
in a university setting? Some in
the academy find any comparison
to industry intrinsically distaste-
ful, even repugnant. And most
academics rightly have been leery
of pitches for the latest corporate
fashions, fearing that "products"
and "customers" are not easily
translated into "learning" and
"students." Moreover, our prob-
lems are quite different from
those faced by industry If we
have "customers," they are our
students, who are (or ought to
be) active participants in the
learning ("production") process.
So no easy transfer of manage-
ment practices seems likely.

Nonetheless, the two universes
do share some similarities. Insti-
tutions of higher education are
under severe institutional stress,
just as companies facing the pres-
sure of foreign competition have
been for a decade or longer. We
are being urged to focus on qual-
ity (in instruction), just as auto
companies were told to reduce
defects. We are strapped for
funds, straining to become more
efficient and to do more with less,
just as industry was pressed to
downsize to stanch a flow of red
ink. So the question is this: Given
our admittedly very different cir-
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cumstances, can the team
approach, now so important in
industry, be applied successfully
in a university setting?

At UK we think so. About a
year ago, a small group of UK fac-
ulty members launched a pilot
project to test the team approach
to general education. Our central
goal is to devise a system of mini-
colleges that will offer the advan-
tages of a small-college environ-
ment within the context of the
large university. To us, a mini-
college includes these necessary
elements: a faculty team, a
defined group of students who
will take a majority of their
courses together during their first
two years, and a thematic cur-
riculum (and associated cocur-
ricular and extracurricular activ-
ities) scheduled around the mini-
college's faculty and students.

Of course, many research uni-
versities Illinois, Michigan
State, and others have created
special small colleges, frequently
giving them their own dorms. Pro-
grams for honors students are
especially common. What is per-
haps unusual in our approach
is that we hope to offer a mini-
college experience to all entering
students who want it honors
as well as marginal students,
declared majors and students
still shopping, the academically
committed and those who are
not. (Undoubtedly, some students
will continue to want the flex-
ibility of the "big-menu" approach,
and UK will retain that as an
option.)

The faculty team approach is
intended to circumvent several
of the problems I described ear-
lier. First, the team approach
involves a strategy to sidestep
the politics of the core curriculum
that have dictated Oat every-
thing be included liecause the
faculty couldn't agree to exclude
anything. In the team approach,
the goal is to develop many mini-
college curricula, each for a small
number of students, explicitly
eschewing choosing the core cur-
riculum for all entering students.
The approach breaks the impasse,
because faculty who will fight
hard to have their own depart-
ment's courses included in a cur-
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riculum for all freshmen are
much more relaxed or laissez-
faire about what is to be
taught to a small subset of the
entering class. The result is an
immediate release from the cur-
riculum wars that have paralyzed
much of general-education
reform.

We quickly saw the benefits
of the strategy in our own expe-
rience with UK's first mini-college,
the Modern Studies Curriculum
(MSC). For our pilot effort, we
proposed an unusual, even rad-
ical, curriculum. For example,
the writing requirement is ful-
filled by assignments throughout
the two-year program, rather
than being concentrated in a
freshman composition course.
The various boards and commit-
tees that were required to
approve the curriculum in our
case, UK's University Studies
Committee, Senate Council, and
University Senate were quite
agreeable to what otherwise
could have been a bitterly con-
tested proposal.

Thus freed to plan, we began
implementing the outlines of our
new approach. We recruited a
faculty team of thirteen profes-
sors from different disciplines
across the campus, which then
set to work developing the Mod-
ern Studies curriculum. We
decided to offer a set curriculum:
9 credit-hours of required, com-
mon courses in the mini-college
each semester of the two-year
program. These 36 credit-hours
will fulfill almost all of the Uni-
versity's general-studies require-
ments, leaving only 6 to 12 hours
(depending on the student's
major) of general s. udies as elec-
tives. Finally, we recruited 124
entering students for our first
Modern Studies Curriculum class,
which opened in Fall 1993.

One important benefit of the
team approach is building aca-
demic ties among students: Stu-
dents who get to know one
another in their humanities
course will go next to their sci-
ence class, where they will see
many of the same students. So,
too, that small student commu-
nity will carry over from semester
to semester. We hope that by tak-
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ing classes and studying together.
the students will find it easier
to make friends, develop study
groups, socialize, and learn from
one another. Of course, in choos-
ing the mini-college and its nine
hours of required common
courses per term, students give
up their right to select classes
freely from the schedule book,
but in return they get the benefit
of an intimate academic
community.

The mini-college immediately
offers wonderful opportunities
for making the curriculum truly
multidisciplinary. In the large-
menu format, we struggle to
create coherence across courses,
and even impose a specific "cross-
disciplinary" requirement on
selected courses, thereby implic-
itly abandoning any such aspi-
rations for other courses that ful-
fill general-studies requirements.
With the team approach, making
connections between, for exam-
ple, the science and humanities
courses of the mini-college cur-
riculum is straightforward and
quite natural, since the small fac-
ulty team purposefully discuss
such linkages and they share the
same students.

We quickly see other benefits
emerging, as well. We assigned
one professional advisor to the
Modern Studies students, and
she immediately developed a
strong bond with the students
(and their parents). It's a pro-
fessional commitment reinforce I
by direct personal engagement,
because she recognizes that these
students will be "hers" for the
coming two years; students
and, even more, their parents
are very relieved to fmd that
someone is specifically focused
on them.

Other members of the campus
community are picking up on the
idea, too. The campus computer
director has come forward with
an innovative way to link all MSC
students and their instructors
by e-mail and a dedicated net-
work. And the vice-chancellor
for student affairs has offered
to build in a residential compo-
nent, which he sees as a way to
improve the quality of dorm life
(and even reduce vandalism),
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While the new approach has versity life . . . securely ensconced
lots of implications for students,
life for the faculty on the team
is perhaps the most changed.

in a web of friendships with fellow
students . . . and most important,
bonded to the academic enter-

Before, professors were in a race prise of the university.
to learn their students' names There is a wrinkle for us admin-
before the end of the term, only
to start over again the next term;

istrators, though. These days,
despite shrinking budgets, we are

and student-faculty interactions told we must raise the quality
were limited mostly to class time. of our universities. The team
Now, the MSC faculty team will approach can help us perform
focus on the same group of stu-
dents in class, outside of clas.s, Now, the MSC faculty this piece of legerdemain, because

it largely can be constructed out
and between semesters for two team will focus on of existing personnel and budgets.
years. We have bonded a faculty Mainly, the team approach rede-
team with their students; most the same group of ploys existing faculty and advi-
important, we have given stu-
dents an early opportunity to students in class,

sors; the greatest appeal of the
approach is that it creates for

attach to the intellectual life of
the campus.

outside of class, them and their students much
better circumstances in which

Imagine, then, each new fresh- and between to be successful. But, fellow
man class entering the research administrators, watch out: Team-
university through an array of semesters for two

ing in industry has allowed corn-
general-education mini-colleges,
perhaps ten or twelve or even

years. We have bonded panies to eliminate many layers
of intermediate managers, super-

more. Each mini-college could a faculty team with visors, and bureaucrats. (That
have a different theme or empha-
sis one a multidisciplinary their students; most means us!)

The biggest question in imple-
approach to the environment,
another stressing preparation

important, we have menting a team approach is
whether faculty members not

for scientific fields, a third given students an just the converted few, but large
emphasizing languages and cul-
tures. Yet all would serve to fulfill earl ortunity opp y numbers will work together

on teams. Academic freedom has
the faculty's general-education to attach to the come to be defined primarily in
requirements for humanities,
social sciences, natural science,
writing, mathematics, cross-
cultural experience, and so on

intellectual life of

the cam pus.

terms of individual autonomy,
and professors are perhaps the
last professionals to work so inde-
pendently, a vestige of a hand-

- as mandated by the University. icraft age. Teaming runs counter
To keep the concept fresh, we to this long-established academic

intend to make rotation a routine. practice.
Some of the older mini-colleges Nonetheless, just as industry
will be regularly phased out; fac- turned to teaming to address seri-
ulty teams will form, re-form, dis- ous quality problems, so might
solve, and recombine; and new we consider the team approach
mini-colleges will be formed. for lower-division instruction.
(Each faculty team makes a corn-
mitment to carry its students

True, under the team approach,
teaching practices change. But

through their full two-year pro- academic freedom need not be
gram.) And while most courses lessened, and faculty retain their
would be taken in the lock-step primary role in setting the
curriculum of the mini-college curriculum.
(in Modern Studies, about two- Will our Modern Studies exper-
thirds are required), each student iment work exactly as planned?
would retain two or so electives I hope not. We already have
each semester. learned a great deal from the

As they move out of their soph- experience that has made our
omore year, toward more- early plans obsolete, replaced by
advanced studies and majors,
students would re-enter the

.

even better ideas as new oppor-
tunities emerged (our own kai-

larger university environment zan). But will our experiment
fully ready to take advantage of in the team approach to general
its offerings . . . familiar with uni- studies work? You bet.
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AAHE Board of Directors

Sad News
AAHE is
saddened to
report the
death of Board
member
Gregory R.
Anrig on
November 14,
1993, from

cancer. Dr. Anrig, who served as
president of the Educational
Testing Service for twelve years,
had recently joined AAHE's Board
of Directors and was planning
to retire from ETS at the end of
this year.

Dr. Anrig was a valued
colleague whose contributions
to higher education were widely
recognized and appreciated. He
will be sorely missed.

AAHE Education Must

New K-16 Grant
AAHE's Education Trust has been
awarded a $50,000 grant from
Aetna to support the Trust's
national K-16 Council, which
fosters cooperation between
schools and higher education
institutions within the same
community. The funds will be
used to publish a K-16 newsletter,
to be distributed to local K-16
Council members.

AAHE National Office

USC Faculty
Survey
on Technology
AAHE is pleased to announce
that it is a cosponsor of the
Teaching, Technology, and
Scholarship Project, a national
survey of college faculty to
determine how they use
information technology resources

AAIIE News

My Ten Commandments
of Leadership"Some Simple-Minded

but Battle-Tested
Views"President Gregory

Anrig presented his Ten Commandments of
Leadership at a meeting of the American Council on Education on
March 21, 1986.

1. Be yourself Lead in ways that reflect
you. Eventualty, people

will trust you because of this.
2. Persevere.

Stick to what you have set out to do as long as it is
right.

3. Know your targets and hold yourselfaccountable to them more
than anyone else does. Know what you are hying to accomplish and
know how you can tell when you have accomplished

it. Create an open
system ofaccountability understood by all.4. Don't leave your values at the parking

garage. Know what you
believe is important,

seek it in what you do, and don't
settle for less.

Stand up and fight for what you believe in.5. Live by the Golden Rule in leadership.
Treat all others as you

want to be treated
yourself Show your interest and concern for the

people in your organization,
but not in a paternalistic

or maternalistic
manner. Their success is essential for your success.6. Don't let

power go to your head. Power is granted by others; it
is a privilege and a trust. With it comes a disproportionate

increase in
responsibility.

7. Attractable colleagues, delegate to them, but use the "hotstove"
appmach to be sure you know if there is progress towards agreed-upon
goals.

8. Be honest with the public, with the media, with colleagues and
with yourself

Don't be afraid to admit you were wrong.9. Have a good sense ofhumor, and be able to laugh at yourself
and what,you

are doing. Take your work seriously, but not yourself10. Seek and hold jobs, not solely on the basis of title and salary and
authority, but because they enable you to contribute to something you
feel is important for others as well as yourself:

cETS. Reprinted ?via permission
from ETS Access,

the stcy ynewspaper of the Educational
TestingService

in their instructional and
scholarly work. The project is
housed at the Center for
Scholarly Technology, at the
University of Southern California,
under the direction of long-time
AAHE member Casey Green.

The survey, which will be
distributed in January 1994, has
been designed to be administered
on individual campuses and
allows each campus to add up

to twenty survey questions of its
own. Participating institutions
will receive a campus profile
report, plus comparative national
data.

Campuses interested in
participating in the survey should
contact Casey Green at USC no
later than December 30, 1993,
at ph. 213/740-2327; fax 213/
749-1221; e-mail: SURVEY@USC.EDU.
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AAHE Education Trust

New Staff
Members
Welcome to Grace Moy, new
project assistant for AAHE's
Education Trust. In addition to
working on the recent School/
College Collaboration Conference,
Moy also will help to coordinate
the other activities of the Trust,
including publications and
meetings.

Also, welcome to Thni Elam,
who has joined the Education
Trust as administrative secretary.

AAHE Publications

New Staff
Member
AAHE is pleased to welcome
Mingle Ricks, the Publications
Department's new publications
fulfillment clerk. Callers can
reach her between 2:00 and 5:00
PM, eastern time, Monday
through Friday, by calling 202/
293-6440, x11. At other times,
leave a message and she will call
you back.

AAHE Board of Directors

Nominating
Committee
Early in January, a nominating
committee headed by Past Chair
Blenda Wilson will select a slate
for next spring's 1994 Board of
Directors election. The following
offices are open for nominations:

Vice Chair, to be Chair in 1996-97,
and three regular positions. Each
office carries a four-year term. To

. submit a candidate for consider-
ation by the committee, send his or
her resume and a letter describing
the contribution the nominee would
make to: Brooke Bonner, at AAHE.

AAHE Teaching Initiative

Reflective Practice
Conference
AAHE's Teaching Initiative and
Pace University's Center for Case
Studies in Education plan to
cosponsor a conference entitled
"Improving Teaching Through
Reflective Practice," July 20-23,
1994, in Vancouver, British
Columbia. The conference will
focus on strategies to improve
teaching through reflective
practice including use of cases
with colleagues and students.
attention to faculty narratives
and stories, use of classroom
research and assessment and
will help participants understand
how to use the techniques most
effectively. Those familiar with
cases and those who are just
beginning to explore their case-
writing and/or teaching skills are
encouraged to attend. Enrollment
is limited to 100.

For more information about
the conference, contact Erin
Anderson, Project Assistant,
AAHE Teaching Initiative, at
AAHE, ph. 202/293-6440, x42;
fax 202/293-0073.

(Continued on p. 20)

AAHE in Action

Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards Director Search Deadline. January 7, 1994.

1994 AAHE Conference on Faculty Roles & Rewards. New Orleans, LA. January
28-30, 1994.

Discount Hotel Rate Deadline. December 30, 1993.
Early Registration Deadline. Registration increases $20. January 7, 1994.
Registration Refund Deadline. Requests must be in writing and postmarked/

faxed by deadline. January 14, 1994.

Academic Quality Consortium (AQC) Symposium. Washington, D.C. February 17-
18, 1994.

1994 National Conference on Higher Education, Chicago, IL March 23.26, 1994.
Discount Hotel Rate Deadline. March 2, 1994.
Early Registration Deadline. Registration increases $20. March 4, 1994.
Registration Refimd Deadline. Requests must be in writing and postmarked/

faxed by deadline. March 4, 1994.

1994 AAHE Conference on Assesament/CQL Washington, DC. June 12-15, 1994.
Proposal Deadline. December 10, 1993, and January 10, 1994.

Collaborative Learning Conference. Cosponsored by NCTLA and AAHE. See June
Bulletin "AAHE News' for details. State College, PA. June 25-27, 1994.

"Improving .1aching Through Reflective Practice" Conference. Cosponsored by
Pace University and AMIE. See December Bulletin"AMIE News" for details.
Vancouver, British Columbia. July 20.23, 1994.
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A service provided for AAHE
by E-Fax Communications, Inc.

Immediate delivery bv fax
of useful papers from

AAHE's conferences, and more

Instructions:

1 Phone 510/271-8164 from a fax machine
or touch-tone phone. Follow the voice
prompts.

2. Be ready with the following:
The item number(s)
It you are an MHE member. your

Membership Number (the eight-digit niimber
printed on the mailing label of each Bulletin.)

The number of a major credit card (you
will be billed automatically at the applicable
member/nonmember price)

The number of the fax machine you want
to receive the document(s), unless you are
calling from that fax machine.

3. If you have problems with any transaction
or transmission, call the E-Fax Customer
Service Line at 510/836-6000.

Newest Offerings

100 "Remembering the Heart of Higher
Education" by Parker J. Palmer Finding an
image of community that can carry the
"heart" of our mission of knowing, teaching,
and learning.

(12pp., $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

101 "Reinventing Accreditation:
Should Accreditation Survive Into the
21st Century?" by Ralph A Wolff What's
wrong with accreditation, and a nine-factor
framework for a new model.

(15pp. $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

102 "Access and Retention: Caring
About Outcomes & Doing Something
About Them" by Gregory R. Anrig Findings
from research and experience, and what they
mean for efforts to improve educational
opportunity.

(10pp., $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

Free

10 Menu of Documents More detail
about each offering

11 1994 National Conference on
Higher Education Registration Matrials,
"The 21st Century Academic Workplace"

iiiSiiVicakaiga 78

For more detail,
order the free Menu (H 0).



&Po
by Ted Marchese

Welcome back for news of AAHE members (names
in bold) doing interesting things, plus news of note
. .. do send me items, it's your colum..t.

IN MEMORY: Lots of sadness upon the
unexpected death of Greg Anrig, Novem-
ber 14th in Princeton, of brain cancer.. . .

Greg, just 61, was due to retire after
Christmas and eagerly looked forward to
family time after twelve pressure-filled
years in the ETS presidency. . . . Last
summer, Anrig accepted an appointment
to our board the only such commitment
he made out of loyalty to AAHE. . . .

In AAHE President Russ Edgerton's
words, "For those of you who didn't have
a chance to know him, Greg Anrig was an
eighth-grade school teacher who took on
the world, stood for everything we cherish,
and made a huge difference. What a loss."

PEOPLE: Best wishes to Shirley Chater,
departing Texas Woman's U. to be the
Clinton administration's social security
commissioner . . . to Alma provost Ann
Stuart, off to the presidency of the
Hartford Graduate Center . . . and to
Maryland's Bob Birnbaum, taking a two-
year leave to be VP of Miyazaki Interna-
tional College, a new four-year institution
in Japan.. . . Congratulations to Mississippi
U. for Women president Clyda Rent,
picked by Working Woman magazine as one of
America's ten most-admired women managers . . .

to Jim Hall, the first (and only, since 1971) president
of SUNY Empire State College, this year's winner
of the Morris T. Keeton Adult and Experiential
Learning Award .. . to ACE's Elaine El-Khawas,
president this year of ASHE, and Penn State's Pat
'lerenzini, the president-elect . .. and to AAHE's
own Smita Brown, winner of the Council of Jewish
Federations' Shroder Award for her work to
strengthen ties between the Hispanic and Jewish
communities.

part answer greater attention -to the values under-
girding American society"; undergraduate reforms
that bring "much higher levels of educational achieve-
ment"; and cooperative ventures, especially with K-
12, aimed at creating "high-quality learning oppor-
tunities responsive to lifetime needs." Like any
committee document, the text has its gaps and short-
comings, but the three messages are surely worth
a ponder. Copies are $14.95, call 414/554-2434.

Stuart

Hall

EI-Kh

IMPERATIVE: "What does America need from her
colleges?" That's the provocative question the
Johnson Foundation put to a panel of sixteen
prominent citizens (six of them AAHE members)
in meetings this year at Wingspread. Now comes
their report An American Imperative: Higher
Expectationsfor Higher Education with a three-

AWLS

MORE PEOPLE: We have a second col-
legiate recipient of one of those state-level
"baby Baldrige" awards, Belmont Univer-
sity, winner of a Tennessee Governor's
Quality Award (cheers to VP Susan
Hillenmeyer, a leader also within our
Academic Quality Consortium).. . . It was
good to see higher education's three unions

the AAUP, AFT, and NEA get together
recently to talk about the role of collective
bargaining in today's climate of institu-
tional change and demands for account-
ability . . . AAHE's Clara Lovett was an
invitee, shared relevant findings from our
work. . . . I appreciated the Oironicle's
recent story on the deployment of faculty
teams university-wide at Drexel (they
began in its engineering school), and the
apt quotes from Drexel provost Dennis
Brown. . . . Much of the new, CQI-
prompted interest in teams has lapped
over into an interest in learning commu-
nities, a happy development . . . February
11-1.2 in Seattle, the Washington Center
takes a ten-year retrospective look at
learning communities; details from Jean
MacGregor or Barbara Leigh Smith, at
206/866-6000.. . . Another good idea that
CQI leads people to is classroom research

(a.k.a. pedagogical assessment) . .. several AAHE
members will mount an International Conference
on Classro Jrn Research in San Juan, P.R., January
20-22, with Pat Cross as keynoter; info via 809/
759-0178, x390.. . . Maine chancellor Bob Woodbury
has resigned, plans to run for governor. .. . Also
resigning, next May 31, is Webster's talented
president Dan Perhnan, out since last summer for
treatment of a lymphoma, now "on the way to
renewed good health." . . . Several "public" institu-
tions seem now to be using "publicly assisted" as
their new descriptor, especially as state support slips

. the term presages potential new forms of
relationship with state government . . . in that
regard, keep an eye on St. Mary's College of Maryland,
where a year ago president ibd Lewis inked a high-
autonomy pact with officials in Annapolis.. . . Next
month, watch this space for the 1994 National
Conference Preliminary Program . .. see you in
February!



AAHE Forum on Faculty Roks & Rewards

Search for a New Director

Clara M. Lovett, director of
AAHE's Forum on Faculty Roles
& Rewards and formerly provost
at George Mason University, has
recently accepted a position as
president of Northern Arizona
University. AAHE is now
conducting a search for her
replacement.

Project purpose. The Forum
was established a year and a half
ago with a three-year grant from
FIPSE. Its purpose is to lend
status, direction, and practical
guidance to the national
reexamination of faculty work,
evaluation, and rewards. The
Forum sponsors a national
conference each January that
not only serves as a clearinghouse
but also encourages thought
about new lines of work (such
as new modes of evaluating
teaching and professional service
and new modes of department-
level assessment).

Responsibilities. The director

FORUM ON

acuity
Roles &
Rewards

of the Forum is responsible for
leading and managing all aspects
of Forum activity fashioning the
program for the annual
conference; soliciting/editing or
authoring pertinent publications;
managing a resource
clearinghouse; consulting and
speaking about faculty roles and
rewards.

Qualifications. AAHE is looking
for a director who has the
intellectual depth to guide and
shape the substantive work of
the Forum; a feel for the culture

of institutions that must balance
competing priorities of teaching,
research, and service; and the
personality and skills to
encourage and guide the work
of colleagues, organize a complex
conference, and speak and write
clearly about the issues.

Since the new director will be
expected to pick up quickly on
the project in mid-course,
preference will be given to
candidates already familiar with
the issues and work of the Forum.

Terms. Salary is negotiable,
although its level is constrained
by the available grant funds. It
is hoped that the new director
could take office by June 1994
and would stay at least two years
(though funding beyond the
current grant is not yet assured).

Submission. Candidates should
submit a letter of interest and
a rk lume to Jessica Holmes,

Aor of Administration, at
_%.AHE, by January 7, 1994.
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In this issue:

Welcome to this special issue of the AARE
Bulletin, dedicated to AAHE's upcoming
National Conference on Higher Education.

Next month, the Bulletin will return to its regular
menu of interviews, practical articles, and associ-
ation news.

If you are not an AAHE member and are receiving
the Bulletin for the first time, you should know that
the American Association for Higher Education is
a national organization of faculty, administrators,
and others joined in their dedication to improving
higher education. Each January, the Association
devotes this issue of its newsletter, AAHE Bulletin,
to a preliminary lo:_,k at the program for AAHE's
flagship National Conference on Higher Education

the event that most fully expresses AAHE's
values.

The 1994 National Conference is an especially
important one, as it will occur during AAHE's 25th
Anniversary year as an independent organization
serving higher education. Throughout 1994, events
in honor of that anniversary are planned, including
events at the National Conference (see page 13).

If you're not already an AAHE member, we hope
you will consider joining. For more about the Asso-
ciation and its benefits (including savings on con-
ference registration), see pages 4 and 14. And to
members and nonmembers alike, we hope to see
you in Chicago, March 23-26!

BP
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A message from AAHE's Board Chair.

"Envisioning
The 21st Century Academic

Workplace"

The 21st century will
soon be upon us. We
can spend the next
seven years reacting
passively to change . . .

reworking old structures . . . mov-

ing ahead in familiar ways. Or,
we c an do much more.

On March 23-26, 1994, gather
with some 2,000 of your col-
leagues at AAHE's National Con-

ference on Higher Education,
where we'll challenge ourselves
to envision "The 21st Century
Academic Workplace" and to
think creatively about new strate-
gies for dealing with the realities
of today and the opportunities
of tomorrow.

All of us who work in higher
education are well aware that
now is no time for "business as
usual"

Our economic resource base
is shrinking, and talk of re-
structuring abounds.
We face tough questions about
the multiple missions of our
Institutions, about the meaning
of our degrees, and about
standards and accountability.
The many facets of diversity
racial, ethnic, gender, age
and an increasing awareness

by Carol Cartwright
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Carol Cartwright is Chair of AAHE's
Board of Directors and President of
Kent Slate University,

of students with disabilities
challenge our traditional and
familiar ways of teaching and
learning.
New forms and conceptions
of community are critically
needed on campus, under-
girded by powerful new ways
of thinking about cooperation
and collaboration.
Current and coming genera-
tions of information technol-
ogies present both problems

and opportunities for changing
the way we work.
President Clinton's call to
national service has put the
spotlight on the breadth and
depth of our commitment to
both voluntary service and
service-learning.
These issues, and the challenges

and opportunities they represent,
will form the substantive core
of our conference program. In
more than 150 sessions, seminars,
and workshops, that program
will aim to offer the kind of cre-
ative "upside-down" thinking that
our opening plenary speaker,
Charles Handy, writes and speaRs
about. Join us, and together we
will work to chart a new future
for the academic workplace.

The 1994 conference is also
a time for ce/ebrating AAHE's

25th anniversary as an independ-
ent association serving higher
education. Starting with a
Wednesday evening all-conference
buffet reception, we will look back
at AAHE's past accomplishments
. . . and forward to what a next
generation of AAHE members
might accomplish on behalf of
our shared enterprise.

I hope to see you in Chicago.
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Registration discounts and sponsorship programs
for AARE members and newcomers.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
If you are not already a member of AAHE, we hope you'll join AARE on the
enclosed Registration Form; if you are a member, we hope you'll encourage

others to attend this important conference.

"Bring A Colleague
AAHE has always been a gathering place for "aca-
demic citizens" . . . individuals who extend their
focus and responsibility beyond their own discipline
or role and consider what's best for the larger
higher education community. In 1994, AAHE will
mark its 25th anniversary as an independent asso-
ciation serving higher education with a year-long
series of events "Celebrating Academic Citizenship."
In the spirit of that special 25th Anniversary theme,
AAHE invites its members to help build higher edu-
cation's next generation of "academic citizens" by
identifying such colleagues and sponsoring their
attendance at the 1994 National Conference.

Registrants sponsored through this "Bring A Col-
league" discount program receive $25 off the basic
conference registration fee. They also are invited
to participate in special events at the conference
designed to acquaint newcomers with AAHE's rich
diversity of people and resources.

Because the "Bring A Colleague" program is
intended to encourage veteran AAHE members to
help newcomers get involved in AAHE in a mean-
ingful way, only individuals who are not currenqy
AAHE members and have not attended a past
AAHE conference are eligible for this sponsorship
discount.

To sponsor one or more colleagues, (1) have them
join AAHE on their conference Registration Form
and register for the conference at the discounted
member rate, (2) have them write in your name as
"sponsor" on their Registration Form (by doing s-
they'll receive the additional $25 discount), and then
(3) make a point of finding appropriate ways you
can serve as their "conference mentor."

If you have questions about the "Bring A Col-
league" program, contact Judy Corcillo, Conference
Coordinator, at AAHE at 202/293-6440, x22.

Campus 'learns
If you know of at least five others on your campus
who are planning to attend the National Confer-
ence, consider registering together through the
Campus Team Program to entitle everyone on your
team to receive a 25% discount off their registration
fee.

To benefit from the Campus Team Program, the

group of six or more registrants from the same
institution (1) must contact AAHE before submit-
ting their registrations (to be designated as a "team"
and to receive special registration instructions);
(2) must send all their Registration Forms together
in one packet; and (3) must have at least one team
member who is an AAHE member.

In addition to the 25% discount off registration
fees, teams receive complimentary room space for
team meetings and help in arranging special "meet
the leaders" briefings for the team.

To be designated as a team, or for more details,
contact Judy Corcillo, Conference Coordinator, at
AAHE at 202/293-6440, x22.

National Colloquium on
Faculty as Citizens of the
Academy
This fall, AAHE mailed special invitations to all chief
academic officers asking them to consider selecting
a faculty member to attend the National Conference
to participate in a special celebration and collo-
quium "In Praise of Academic Citizenship," in honor
of AAHE's 25th Anniversary.

For more details about the program, contact
Brian Harward, National Colloquium Coordinator,
at AAHE at 202/293-6440, x53.

Forum on Exemplary
Teaching
At this year's National Conference, the AAHE Teach-
ing Initiative will sponsor the sixth annual Forum
on Exemplary Teaching, a program and series of
roundtable discussions designed for faculty working
to improve teaching in their 3wn classrooms and
beyond. In keeping with the 1994 conference theme,
Forum activities will focus especially on the chang-
ing character of teaching and learning in "The 21st
Century Academic Workplace." Participants in the
Forum become campus liaisons to AAHE's Teaching
Initiative.

For more details about the Forum, contact Erin
Anderson, Project Assistant, AMIE Teaching Ini-
tiative, at AAHE at 202/293-6440, x42.
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PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Below is a chronological listing of the sessions and other events in place as of press
time. Additional program offerings will be confirmed over the coming weeks. All
registrants will receive a final Cogference Program Book on site. All events are open
unless noted otherwise.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 2 3

Morning
Ticketed Event

Professional Development Workshops
Note: Advance registration and fee required. See page
16 for details.

Ticketed Event

AAHE Hispanic Caucus Forum and Luncheon
Sponsored by the AAHE Hispanic Caucus. Note: Advance
registration and fee required. See page 15 for details.

Afternoon

Ticketed Event

Professional Development Workshops
Note: Advance registration and fee required. See page
16 for details.

Ticketed Event

Career Development Seminar: "Confronting the
'Divide and Conquer' Syndrome"
Cosponsored by AAHE's Asian Pacific, Black, and His-
panic Caucuses. Note: Advance registration and fee
required. See page 15 for details.

Foram on Exemplary Teaching Opening Session
By special registration only. See page 4 for details.

AAHE Research Forum Preconference Planning
Session
By invitation only.

Exhibit Hall Grand Opening

Wednesday, March 23

ThUrsday, March 24

':i;"....1;;,`,.,--`4:, :2 :41

_ BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Friday, March 25

115_ 1:"

"Creativity and Collaboration:
A Conversation With the Disney
Imagineering Team"
To create the academic workplace of the
future will require special efforts of crea-
tivity and collaboration from all of us
in higher education. This exceptional ses-
sion is a chance to learn from people who
do both for a living. Talk with four
members of the Disney "Imagineering"
team about how they combine futuristic
vision with practical know-how, about
how to bring creativity to collaboration,
and about the place of imagination within
future-oriented organizations.

Presenters: Barry Braverman, Executive
Producer, Epcot Center; Tim Delaney, Exec- ,
utive Designer, Concept Design, Walt Disney
Irnagineering; George Gerba, Senior Concept
Designer, Creative Development. Walt Disney
Imagineering; Peggy Van Pelt, Creative
Resources Advisor, Walt Disney Imagineering.

Saturday, March 26
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Preliminary Program. cont.

Evening

Speciat Plenary

"Creativity and Collaboration: A Conversation
With the Disney Imagineering learn"
(See box on page 5.)

Opening Reception

Buffet Reception and Gala Salute in Words and
Music
See page 13.

THURSDAY MARCH 24

Morning

Welcome Breakfast for Newcomers
For new AAHE members and National Conference
newcomers. An opportunity to meet members of
the AAHE Board, staff, and volunteer leadership.

Opening Plenary

"Reimagining the 21st Century Academic
Workplace"
Presenter: Charles Handy, Visiting Professor, London
Business School, and Author of The Age of Paradox
(forthcoming from Harvard Business School Press in
spring 1994), as well as The Age of Unreason (1990), The
Future of Work (1984; and other books. (See box.)

Sessions

When Collaborative Learning Is the Norm: The
University of Aalborg Experience
Presenter: Sven Caspersen, Rector, University of Aalborg
(Denmark).

Less Cost, More Service: Organizing A University
Around Social Problems
Presenter: Judith Ramaley, President, Portland State
University.

Bringing the Baldrige to Higher Education
Presenter: Curt Reimami, Director for Quality Programs,
National Institute of Standards & Technology, U.S. Depart-
ment of Cort merce.

"Reimagining the 21st Century
Academic Workplace"
Observations on the
future and how to
manage the changes
it is bringing from
scholar and author
Charles Handy, a pro-
ponent and practition-
er of "upside-down
thinking," in which "new ways of thinking
about familiar things can release new
energies and make all manner of things
possible."

School, Work, College: Inward A New System of
Standards, Certificates, and Degrees
Presenter: Lauren B. Resnick, Director and Senior Sci-
entist, Learning Research and Development Center, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh.

Diversity, Multiculturalism, and Service
Presenters: Keith. Morton, Director, Project on Integrating
Service and Academic Study, Campus Compact; Bernice
Bass de Martinez, Assistant Provost, Mills College; J. Her-
man Blake, Vice Chancellor for Undergraduate Educa-
tion, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indiana-
polis; Jane Permaul, Assistant Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs, University of California, Los Angeles.

Reinventing System-Campus Relationships
Presenters: Terrence J. Maclaggart, Chancellor, Min-
nesota State Universities; Aims McGuiness, Senior Asso-
ciate, National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS); Charles W. Sorenson, Chancellor,
University of Wisconsin-Stout.

The New American College
Presenter: Frank Wong, Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs, University of Redlands.

Interactive Multimedia for the Mind: 'leaching
Opportunities . . . and Obstacles
Presenter: Maryam Mohit, Interactive Media Producer,
The Voyager Company.

Incentives for Using Multicultural Approaches
in College 'leaching
Presenters: Helen R. Roberts, Director, Academic Pro-
grams and Support, California State University System;
Barbara B. Lazarus, Associate Provost for Academic Proj-
ects, Carnegie Mellon University; Olita Harris, Associate
Dean, Division of Undergraduate Studies, San Diego State
University; Madelaine Marquez, Special Assistant to the
President, Mount Holyoke College.

How Shall We Be Judged? Reinventing Accred-
itation & College Guides
Presenters: Martin Nemko, Consultant in Higher Edu-
cation, Nemko & Associates; Ralph A. Viblff, Associate
Executive Director, Western Association of Schools & Col-
leges; Milton Blood, Managing Director and Director of
Accreditation, American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business.

Lunchtime

Lunch in the Exhibit Hall

Meetings

AAHE American Indian/Alaska Native Caucus
Business Meeting

AAHE Asian Pacific Caucus Business Meeting
AARE Black Caucus Business Meeting
AAHE Hispanic Caucus Business Meeting

Roundtable /look Discussions
Roundtable I: Reflective Faculty Evaluation, by John A.
Centra. Roundtable II: The Ultimate Advantage: Creating
the High Involvement Organization, by Edward E. Lawler.
Read either of these books before the conference, then
join in an informal discussion.
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Preliminary Program, cont.

Poster Sessions

These fifteen presentations will be repeated at lunchtime
Friday.

The Writing on the Wall: Implications of the
Faculty Reward Structure
Presenters: Mitchell Chang, Research Analyst, Higher
Education Research Institute (HERI), and Octavio
Villalpando, Research Analyst, HERI, University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles.

The Broad Area Pre-Major Retaining the
Undeclared Student
Presenters: Phil George, Professor, Animal and Food Sci-
ence Department, and Larry Harred, Associate Professor,
English Department, and Nan JordahL Associate Pro-
fessor, Communicative Disorders Department, and
Judson H. Taylor, Vice Chancellor, University of
Wisconsin-River Falls.

Empowering Students Through Portfolio
Assessment
Presenters: Linda Anstendlg, Assistant Professor of Lit-
erature/Communication, Pace University; Carol Solon,
Professor of English and Communication Skills, Norwalk
Community-Technical College.

Digitizing History: The Multicultural Archives
Project
Presenter: John Whaley, Coordinator of Electronic
Archives, Virginia Commonwealth University.

Obstacles: What Women of Color as
Administrators Are Facing
Presenttr: Felicenne Ramey, Professor and Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs and Research, School of Busi-
ness Administration, California State University, Sacra-
mento. Sponsored by the AAHE Black Caucus.

Developing Multicultural Campus Communities
for the 21st Century: Faculty Attitudes, Values,
and Actions
Presenter: Anna Ortiz, Research Assistant, ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Community Colleges, and Doctoral Student,
University of California, Los Angeles.

A System to Link Assessment and Curriculum for
Improving Education
Presenter: Paul Nichola, Research Psychologist, College
Outcome Measures Program, American College Testing
(ACT).

Creating an Electronic Portfolio: 40 Years of
Assessment, Educational Planning, and Academic
Advising at Penn State
Presenters: Judith J. Goetz, Associate Director, Division
of Undergraduate Studies, and James J. Kelly, Associate
Director, Division of Undergraduate Studies, and Eric
R. White, Director, Division of Undergraduate Studies,
Pennsylvania State University.

Survey of Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Students in
Postsecondary Education
Presenters: Bernie Greene, PEQIS Project Officer,
National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department

of Education; Laurie Lewis, PEQIS Survey Manager,
Westat, Inc.

International Students as Resource Specialists
for the Use of Language Across the Curriculuxn
Presenter: H. Stephen Straight, Director, Languages
Across the Curriculum, and Associate Professor of
Anthropology and Linguistics, SUNY, Binghamton
University.

Designing the Instructional Workplace
Presenter: Jay A. Halfond, Associate Dean, College of
Business Administration, Northeastern University.

Higher Education and Social Change
Presenters: Scott E. Evenbeck, Associate Vice Chancellor
for Undergraduate Education, and Anna Melodia, Exec-
utive Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Undergraduate
Education, Indiana University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis.

Mandates for Academe: Faculty Access to and Use
of Electronic Information Systems
Presenter: Judith Adams, Director, Lockwood Library,
SUNY at Buffalo.

Social Class Background: The Forgotten
Component of Faculty Diversity
Presenters: Jim Antony, Research Analyst, Higher Edu-
cation Research Institute (HERD, and KC Boatsmen,
Research Analyst, HER!, University of California, Los
Angeles. Sponsored by the AAHE Hispanic Caucus.

lbwn and Gown: How lechnology Can Bridge the
Gap Through a Geographic Information Systems
Initiative
Presenter: David Schmidt, Coordinator of Academic Com-
puting, Fort Hays State University; Hennes Zacharias,
Hays (Kansas) City Manager.

Afternoon

Briefing

AAHE's Programs to Improve Teaching and
Learning

Sessions

Institutional Priorities, Faculty Rewards, and the
Promotion and Thnure Committee
Presenters: Robert M. Diamond, Assistant Vice Chan-
cellor for Instructional Development, Syracuse University;
Paul Burgess, Professor and Chair, Department of Eco-
nomics, Arizona State University.

The Making of the Faculty: Fostering Professional
Development, Curri' 'liar Innovation, and Tbam-
work Through a Ce ..aborative Science Community
Presenters: Sherrie J. Nichol, Associate Professor of
Mathematics, University of Wisconsin-Platteville; Jacque-
line R. Ross, Senior Academic Planner and Director,
Woioen's Studies Consortium, University of Wisconsin
System; Rebecca D. Armstrong, Director, Women and
Science Program, University of Wisconsin-Madison;
Lanett* J. Thielman, Professor, Mathematics Depart-
ment, and Faculty Fellow, University of WIsconsin-Stout.
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Preliminary Program, cont.

Fulfilling the Promise of Academic Advising: Key
Concepts in Designing and Planning Successful
Programs
Moderator: Franklin P. Wilbur, Associate Vice President
for Undergraduate Studies, Syracuse University. Pre-
senters: Gary L Kramer, Professor of Educational Psy-
chology and Associate Dean of Admissions and Records,
Brigham Young University; Susan Frost, Director of Insti-
tutional Research, Emory University, Wes Mobley, Director
of Assessment, American College Testing (ACT).

The Promise of Connected Computers for
Collaborative Learning
Pree-Nters: 'Trent Batson, Professor of English, Gallaudet
University, and Director, Alliance for Computers and Writ-
ing; Fred Kemp, Associate Professor of English, Texas
Tech University, and Codirector, Alliance for Computers
and Writing; Ibrence Collins, Professor, Writing and Lit-
erature, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, and Regional
Director, Alliance for Computers and Writing.

Institutional Models for Minority Faculty
Recruitment and Retention: The Case of Four
Texas Institutions
Presenters: Ray Garza, Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs, University of Texas at San Antonio;
Roberto Villarreal, Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs, University of Texas at El Paso; Gloria Contreras,
Assistant Vice President for Minority Affairs, University
of North Texas; Jaime Chahin, Associate Vice President
for Human Resources and University Affairs, Southwest
Texas State University. Sponsored by the AAHE Hispanic
Caucus.

Mentoring American Indian Faculty: Passing the
Torch
Moderator: Michael Pavel, Assistant Professor, Graduate
School of Education, University of California, Los Angeles,
and Chair-Elect, AAHE American Indian/Alaska Native
Caucus. Presenters: Don Fixico, Professor, Department
of History, Western Michigan University; Karen Swisher,
Associate Professor, College of Education, Arizona State
University; John Tippeconnic HI, Director, Office of
Indian Education Programs. U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Sponsored by the AAHE American Indian/Alaska Native
Caucus.

Information Literacy: Implications for Teacher
Education
Moderator: Patricia Semi Breivik, Associate Vice Pres-
ident for Information Resources, Towson State University,
and Chair, National Forum on Information Literacy. Pre-
senters: William L Bainbridge, President, School Match;
Dennis Hinkle, Dean, College of Education, Towson State
University; David Imig, Executive Director, American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE).

Complementing Course Content: Diversity
Through innovative Pedagogical Methods
Presenters: Joanne Jones Barnett, Assistant Provost, Mul-
ticultural and International Affairs, and Miguel Campos,
Coordinator of Multicultural Research and Outreach, and
Stacy Holland, Coordinator, LaSalle Educational Access
Programs, LaSalle University. Sponsored by the AAHE
Black Caucus.

21st Century Academic Career Ladders:
Perspectives From Public, Private, and
Community College Presidents
Presenters: Josephine D. Davis, President, York College,
CUNY. and Chair, AAHE Women's Caucus; Michele T.
Myers, President, Denison University; Vivian B. Blevins,
Chancellor and President, Rancho Santiago Community
College. Sponsored by the AAHE Women's Caucus.

The 10th AAHE Research Forum: Creating a
Research Agenda for Reinventing Our Academic
Workplace
Organizers: Marcia Mentkowski, Professor of Psychology
and Director of Research and Evaluation, Alverno College;
K. Patricia Cross, Conner Professor of Higher Education,
University of California, Berkeley; Catherine Marienau,
Associate Professor and Graduate Program Director,
School for New Learning, De Paul University; Arthur W.
Chickering, Professor, Leadership and Human Devel-
opment, George Mason University.

Textbooks, Software, and More: A Collaborative
Approach to the Next Generation of Learning
lbols
Presenters: Gary Shapiro, Deputy Executive Director,
National Association of College Stores; James Lichten-
berg, Vice President, Higher Education Division, Asso-
ciation of American Publishers.

The Senior Year Experience: Successful
Transitions or Post-Parchment Depression?
Presenters: Stephen W. Schwartz, Dean, McDonough Cen-
ter for Leadership and Business, and Professor of English,
Marietta College; Gretchen Van der Veer, Assistant to
the Vice President for Student Affairs and Director, Senior
Year Experience, University of Maryland, College Park;
John N. Gardner, Director, The Senior Year Experience,
and Director, National Resource Center for the Freshman
Year Experience, University of Sm.++ Carolina, and Mem-
ber, AAHE Board of Directors.

Transforming Teaching With Thchnology
Presenters: Jerome Johnston, Research Scientist, Insti-
tute for Social Research, University of Michigan; Fred
Kemp, Associate Professor of English, Texas Tech Uni-
versity, and Codirector, Alliance for Computers and Writ-
ing; Ronald Thornton, Professor of Physics, Center for
Science and Mathematics Teaching, Tufts University.

Buildinfg riommunity Through Involvement (for
Nontraditional Students)
Presenters: Gretchen Schirmer, Student, and Evelyn
Ruff, Student, and Rick Leavitt, Student, and Tbny
Whyde, Student, Indiana University-Purdue University
at Indianapolis.

A Rin of Rights and Responsibilities for
Electronic Learners
Presenters: Frank Connolly, Associate Professor of Infor-
mation Systems, American University; Sally Webster,
Assistant Professor of Computer Applications, College
of Environmental Science and Forestry, SUNY; Chuck
Schneebeek, Director of Academic Computing Services,
California State University-Long Beach; Mildred Garcia,
Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, Montclair
State College, and Chair, AMIE Hispanic Caucus.
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Preliminary Program, cont.

New Definitions of Discipline and Profession:
Implications for the University
Presenters: Edward M. White, Professor of English. Cal-
ifornia State University, San Bernardino; Barbara L Cam-
bridge, Associate Professor of English, Indiana University-
Purdue University at Indianapolis; James F. Slevin, Pro-
fessor and Chair, English Department, Georgetown Uni-
versity; John 111mbur, Associate Professor of English,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

The Zero-Based Curriculum
Presenters: David Potter, Dean, College of Arts and Sci-
ences, and John O'Connor, Codirector, Instructional
Development Office, and Associate Professor of English,
and Ann Palkovich, Associate Professor of Anthropology,
George Mason University.

The Student of the Future: A Collaborative Action
Seminar
Facilitators: To be announced. Sponsored by the AAHE
Student Caucus.

Transforming At-Risk Students Into Powerful
Learners
Moderator: Howard B. London, Professor of Sociology,
Bridgewater State College. Presenters: Laura L Rendon,
Associate Professor of Higher Education, Arizona State
University, and Member, AAHE Board of Directors;
Romero Jalomo, Jr., Research Assistant, Division of Edu-
cational Leadership and Policy Studies, Arizona State
University. Sponsored by the AAHE Hispanic Caucus.

Faculty Job Satisfaction: Women & Minorities in
Peril
Presenters: Carol Logan Patitu, Executive Assistant to
the Vice President for Student Affairs and Coordinator
of Divisional Support, Miami University; Martha W. 'Dick,
Professor and Head, Department of Leadership and Coun-
seling, Eastern Michigan University. SponsOred by the
AMIE Black Caucus.

Refreshment Break in the Exhibit Hall
Cosponsored by the Professional and Organizational
Development (POD) Network in Higher Education.

Evening

Special Event

In Praise of Academic Citizenship
Presenter: Adele Simmons, President, John D. and Cath-
erine T. MacArthur Foundation, and 1987-88 Chair, AAHE
Board of Directors. (See page 13.)

25th Anniversary Banquet

A Special Evening at the Field Museum
A reception, dinner, and program of "Salute &
Satire."
See page 13.

Sven Como

FRIDAY MARCH 25

Morning

Diversity Breakfast

Diversity in the Academic Workplace in the 21st
Century
Convener: Michael Ego, Dean, College of Applied Sciences
and Arts, San Jose State University, and Chair-Elect,
AAHE Asian Pacific Caucus. Moderator: Hector Garza,
Director, Minorities in Higher Education Program, Amer-
ican Council on Education (ACE). Presenters: Yolanda
Moses, President, City College of New York, CUNY; Roy
Saigo, Provost, Southeastern Louisiana University; Donna
SI -dik, Director, Office of Women, American Council
on Education (ACE). Sponsored by AAHE's American
Indian/Alaska Native, Asian Pacific, Black, Hispanic,
Lesbian/Gay, Student, and Women's Caucuses.

Sessions

Educating for Ecological Literacy: Or, Why Reform
Must Be Radical
Presenter: David W. Orr, Professor of Environmental Stud-
ies, Oberlin College.

Public and Private Higher Education in Latin
America: lbward Collaboration
Presenters: William G. Tierney, Professor and Senior Sci-
entist, Center for the Study of Higher Education, Penn-
sylvania State University; Stanley Muschett, President.
Universidad Santa Maria La Antigua; Alfonso Fuentes,
President, University of Guatemala, San Carlos.

Pathways to Restructuring
Presenter: Robert Zemsky, Professor and Director, Insti-
tute for Research on Higher Education, University of
Pennsylvania, and Chair and Convener, Pew Higher Edu-
cation Roundtable.

Combining Form and Function: Classroom
Architecture Revisited
Presenter: Geoffrey T. Freeman, Principal, Shepley Bul-
finch Richardson & Abbott.

More Than the #2 Pencil: The College Admissions
Process in an Era of Reform
Presenters: Janice Wehunan, Executive Vice President
for Programs, The College Board; others to be announced.

Dialogues for Diversity
Presenters: nevor Chandler, Vice Chancellor for Diversity,
University of California at Davis; Ralph A. Viblfc, Associate
Executive Director, Western Association of Schools and
Colleges; Arturo Pacheco, Dean of Education, University
of Texas at El Paso; B. Lyn Behrens, President, Loma
Linda University.
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Preliminary Program, cont.

Service and Undergraduate Education as an
Apprenticeship in Citizenship
Presenter: Beniamin R. Barber, Director, Walt Whitman
Center for the Culture and Politics of Democracy, and
Whitman Professor of Political Science, Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey.

The Power of the Internet New lbols Bring
Resources Within Easy Reach
Presenter: M. Stuart Lynn, Vice President for Information
Technologies, Cornell University.

Enhancing the Productivity of Learning
Presenter: D. Bruce Johnstone, Chancellor, SUN?.

The Role of the Public in Defining Policy Problems
in Higher Education
Moderator: Virginia Smith, President Emeritus, Vassar
College, and Senior Advisor, California Higher Education
Policy Center. Presenter: Deborah Wadsworth, Executive
Director, Public Agenda Foundation; James Harvey, Pres-
ident, James Harvey & Associates; Joni Finney, Associate
Director, California Higher Education Policy Center. Reac-
tor: Arthur Quern, Chair, Illinois Board of Higher Edu-
cation (invited).

Special Concurrent Sessions

The Campus and National Service: Mutual
Initiatives
Presenter: Eli Segal, President and CEO, Corporation
for National and Community Service. (See box.)

All One System: An Action Agenda
Presenter: Albert Shanker, President, American Feder-
ation of Teachers (An). (See box.)

"The Campus and National
Service: Mutual Initiatives"
A discussion of next
steps for the Clinton
administration's
national service
initiative.

Presenter: Eli Segal,
President and CEO,
Corporation for Na-
tional and Community Service.

"All One System: An Action
Agenda"
Thoughts from the
AFTs president, Albert ,4
Sharicer, on rethinking
academic work across
the sectors.
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Lunchtime

Lunch in the Exhibit Hall

Meeting

AAHE Women's Caucus Business Meeting

Poster Sessions
A repeat of Thursday's Poster Sessions. (See page 7.)

Oversights, Overhypes, and Victories: A 25-Year
History of Technology in Higher Education in 25
Minutes
Presenter: Kenneth C. Green, Director, Center for Schol-
arly Technology, University of Southern California.

Afternoon

Sessions

Asian American Studies: Looking Forward After
25 Years
Moderator: Michael Ego, Interim Dean, College of Applied
Sciences and Arts, San Jose State University, and Chair-
Elect, AAHE Asian Pacific Caucus. Presenter: Shirley
Hune, Associate Dean, Graduate Division, University of
California, Los Angeles. Sponsored by the AMIE Asian
Pacific Caucus.

Collaborative Learning, Collaborative Teaching,
and New Media: Production and Use of Technology
to Support Collaborative Activities
Moderator: Roberta Matthews, Associate Dean for Aca-
demic Affairs, LaGuardia Community College, CUNY. Pre-
senters: Maureen Doyle, Assistant Professor of Human
Services, LaGuardia Community College, CUNY; Bret
Eynon, Director of Research and Education, Hunter Col-
lege, CUNY; Ben Schneiderman, Head, Human-Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College
Park (participating electronically).

Collaborative Scholarship: Reformulating
Academic 'fraditions
Moderator: Alfredo G. de los Santos, Jr., Vice Chancellor
for Educational Development, Maricopa Community Col-
leges. Presenters: Philip Fey, Director, Continuing Pro-
fessional Education, and Adjunct Professor, Adult and
Continuing Education, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, Virginia Gonzalez, Professor, Counseling,
Northampton Community College; Barbara Macaulay,
Associate Dean, Center for Lifelong Learning, Quinsiga-
mond Community College. Sponsored by the AMIE His-
panic Caucus.
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Envisioning and Engaging Change in the
'Classrooms' of the Future: A Group Conversation
Presenters: Peter Frederick, Coordinator, Learning and
Teaching Center, Carleton College; Jacqueline Mintz,
Academic Coordinator, Office of Graduate Student
Instructor Training, University of California at Berkeley;
Ed Neal, Director, Faculty Development, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Martin Nemko, Consultant
in Higher Education. Nemko & Associates; Diane von
Saal, Program for Excellence in Teaching, University of
Missouri-Columbia.; Marie Wunsch, Vice Chancellor, UW
Centers, University of Wisconsin System.

Blueprint for Leadership: A Report From the ACE
Women Presidents' Summit
Presenters: Donna Shavlik, Director, Office of Women,
and Judy Ibuchton, Deputy Director, Office of Women,
American Council on Education (ACE); others to be
announced. Sponsored by the AMIE Women's Caucus.

Using Multimedia Thchnology Inside the
Classroom to Improve Teaching and Learning
Moderator: Lillie P. Howard, Professor of English and
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, Wright
State University. Presenters: Iain Miller, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Biology, and Andrew Lai, Associate Professor
of Management Science and Information Systems, and
Charlie Funderburk, Professor of Political Science, Wright
State University. Sponsored by the AMIE Black Caucus.

K-16 Educational Teams: Are We on the Same
Page? Reading the Same Book?
Presenters: Claire W. Jackson, Assistant Superintendent
of Schools for Curriculum and Instruction, Brookline
(Massachusetts) Public Schools; Francis A. (Jerry) Grif-
fith, Coordinator, University Assessment Program, Uni-
versity of Northern Colorado; Diane Birckbichier, Direc-
tor, Foreign Language Center, Ohio State University; Louis
S. Albert, Vice President, AAHE.

The Transformation of Student Affairs: The
Concept of Fluid Structures
Presenters: Janina Montero, Dean of Student Life, Prince-
ton University; Michael Young, Vice Chancellor for Stu-
dent Affairs, University of California, Santa Barbara. Spon-
sored by the AAHE Hispanic Caucus.

What Every Academic Administrator Should Know
About Maldng Information Technology Decisions:
An Interactive Case Discussion and Presentation
Moderator: Gregory Jackson, Director of Academic Corn-

Anon) Pschoco WORM ember M. Mood Lynn

wary gram, cont.

puting, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Presenters:
Elizabeth R. Baer, Dean of Faculty and Vice President
for Academic Affairs, Gustavus Adolphus University; Ste-
phen C. Ehrmann, Program Officer, Interactive Tech-
nologies, Annenberg/ CPB Project; Robert Hahn, Pres-
ident, Johnson State College.

The End of the Ivory Thwer: Students,
Administration, and Community
Presenter: Marvin Wachman, Chancellor. Temple Uni-
versity. Sponsored by the AAHE Student Caucus.

Factors Affecting Access to Undergraduate
Education Among Immigrant Youth
Presenters: Maryann Jacobi Gray, Associr:e Behavioral
Scientist, and Allan Abrahamse, Mathematician, RAND.
Discussants: Antonio Gutierrez-Marquez, Associate Vice
Chancellor for Institutional Research, City Colleges of Chi-
cago; Yvonne M. Lau, Assistant Dean of Students and
Adjunct Professor of Sociology, Loyola University of
Chicago.

Using Information Technologies to Better Meet
the Needs of Students With Disabilities
Presenter: Norman Coombs, Professor of History, Roches-
ter Institute of Technology, and Chair, Project EASI
(Equal Access to Software and Information).

Successful Teaching in the Brave New World:
Encouraging and Supporting Effective Pedagogy
Through Information Thchnology
Presenters: Diane Balestri, Manager of Instructional and
Media Services, Princeton University; M.S. Vijay Kumar,
Director, Academic Computing, Mount Holyoke College.

Moving Instructional Development Closer to the
Disciplines: Department-Based Efforts to Improve
leaching and Learning
Presenters: Deborah DeZure, Director, Faculty Center
for Instructional Excellence (FCIE), and Gisela Ald-
brandt, Associate Professor of Mathematics and Associate
Director, FCIE, and Russell Larson, Professor of English
Language and Literature, Coordinator, Writing Program,
and Super.risor of Lectures, English Department, Eastern
Michigan University.

The Design and Use of Multimedia for Distance
Learning: Connecting College and High School
Students for Mentoring Across the Curriculum
Presenter: Ann Hill Duin, Associate Professor, Rhetoric
Department, Scientific and Technical Communication,
University of Minnesota.

Interdisciplinary Studies in the 21st Century
Presenters: Julie Thompson Klein, Professor of Human-
ities, Interdisciplinary Studies Program, Wayne State Uni-
versity; William H. Newell, Director, Institute in Inte-
grative Studies, and Matthew Farris, Student, School of
Interdisciplinary Studies, Miami University.

Classroom Ecolo&v: Climates for Improved
Student Learning
Presenters: Linda Scheible, Assistant Professor, Social
Science, and Jeana Abromeit, Assistant Professor, Social
Science, and Greta Salem, Associate Professor, Social
Science, Alverno College.
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Combining Form and Function: The George Mason
University Center as a Case Study
Presenters: Arthur W. Chickering, Professor. Leadership
and Human Development. and Charlene S. Hurt, Director
of Libraries. George Mason University.

Federal Update: Opportunities and Change
Presenters: Clifford Adelman, Senior Research Associate,
Office of Research, and Marianne Phelps, Chief of Staff.
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Edu-
cation, U.S. Department of Education; Robert Slater, Dep-
uty Director, National Security Education Program, U.S.
Department of Defense; others to be announced.

Evenir-,

Ibmás Rivera Lecture
Presenter: Norma Conti, Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights, U.S. Department of Education.

Tbnuis Rivera Reception
Sponsored by the AAHE Hispanic Caucus.

Ticketed Event

AARE Women's Caucus Dinner
Note: Advance registration and fee required. See page
15 for details.

SATURDAY. MARCH 26

Morning
Breakfast Plenary

The Hov--,:rj. Swearer Student Humanitarian
Awards

Sessions

Improving a Course Using a Student Management
Team
Presenter: Marilyn Cunningham, Assistant Professor,
Department of Nursing, Miami Uaiversity, Middletown
Campus. Sponsored by the AAHE Black Caucus.

Reforming Academic Departments Into Centers
of Excellence: A Strategy Exemplar
Presenters: Marilyn Myerson, Associate Professor,
Department of Women's Studies, and Associate Dean, Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, and Terrance Albrecht, Pro-
fessor and Chair, Department of Communications, Uni-
versity of So. th Florida.

New Approaches in Science Education for the
General Student
Presenters: James Courtright, Professor, Department
of Biology, Marquette University; Daniel Udovic, Associate
Professor and Chair, Department of Biology, and Deborah

Pr-71
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Morris, Coordinator, Workshop Biology Prqject. University
of Oregon.

Issues and Barriers Faced by Southeast Asian-
American Students
Presenters: Koua Vang, Southeast Asian-American Stu-
dent Services Coordinator, University of Minnesota,
Duluth; others to be announced. Sponsored by the AAHE
Asian Pacific Caucus.

Simplifying Multimedia
Presenters: Douglas b. Short, Consultant in Higher Edu-
cation, IBM, and Fellow, Institute for Academic Technol-
ogy, University of North Carolina; Darrell L. Bailey, Direc-
tor, Indiana University School of Music, Indiana
University-Purdue University at Indianapolis; William
H. Geoghegan, CInsultant in Higher Education, IBM Aca-
demic Information Systems.

An Academic Developer's Dozen: Lessons From
Research
Presenter: Thomas A. Angelo, Director, Academic Devel-
opment Center, Boston College.

Inventing the Future: Search Strategies for Whole
Systems Improvement
Presenter: Steve Brigham, Director, AAHE CQI (Contin-
uous Quality Improvement) Project, AAHE.

Prescriptions for Revitalizing a College or
University
Presenters: Ruth B. Cowan, Senior Associate, Organiza-
tion Development Associates; Robert Knott, President,
Tusculum College; Dolores E. Cross, President, Chicago
State University.

Closing Plenary

A Day in the Life of the College Professor: 2010
An interactive presentation organized by the Higher
Education Division of Apple Computer, Inc.

AAHE Itown Meeting
Presider: Carol Cartwright, President, Kent State Uni-
versity, and Chair, AAHE Board of Directors.

Afternoon
Ticketed Event

Professional Development Workshops
Note: Advance registration and fee required. Seepage
16 for details.

Ticketed Event

Goverr nice Leadership Retreat: "Academic
Citizens and Campus Leadership"
Note: Advance registration and fee required. Seepage
15 for details.

Tour

Black History Tour of Chical
Note: Advance registration and fee required. Seepage
15 for details. Sponsored by the AAHE Black Caucus.

Tour

A Chicago Adventure: History tuul Architecture
lbur
Note: Advance registration and fee required. Seepage
15 for details.
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Celebrating AAHE's 25th Anniversary
1994 will mark AAHE's 25th year as an independent association serving the higher
education community. A year-long series of activities is planned on the theme
"Celebrating Academic Citizenship," highlighted by these special events at this year's *II
National Conference . . .

-40r

"Gala Salute in Words and Music"
On the opening evening of the conference, enjoy a festive
taffet reception, followed by a "salute in words and music"
to 25 years of contributions by AAHE's membera tO the
improvement of our common enterprise of higher
education.

Open to all conference attendees.

"In Praise of Academic Citizenship"
This evening plenary session will honor the ideals upon
which AAHE was founded. The program will feature a pre-
sentation by Adele Simmons, President of the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation and 1987-88 Chair of
the AAHE Board of Directors.

Open to all conference attendees.

Thursday. March 24

25th Anniversary Banquet

"A Special Evening at the Field
Museum"
Celebrate AAHE's 25th Anniversary at a gala evening at
Chicago's world-class Field Museum of Natural History,

just named one of the nation's "10 Great Sci-
ence Museums" in the November 1993 Dis-

cover magazine. On this special evening, the museum will be closed
to the public, so you'll have private access to its permanent col-

lections, including the new African Continent exhibit and the
world's largest mounted dinosaur skeleton. The evening will

feature a cocktail reception, followed by dinner in the
majestic Stanley Field Hall, and a prognson of "Salute &

Satire" emceed by Frank Newman, President, Educa-
don Commission of the States.

7I Advance registration is required. (Note the change of day from
the September AAHE Bulletin announcement.) Fee: $M.

II1
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MISCELLA1W
.4A1-IE Technology Projects

Get the SPIRIT!
Are you a newcomer to the academic potential of
information technology? Are you a veteran, expe-
rienced in technology's use'? Or, does your level of
expertise place you somewhere in between'?

At the 1994 National Conference, AAHE will con-
vene the first meeting of "SPIRIT: a new community
for people at all levels of technological expertise
who share an interest in improving teaching and
learning through more effective uses of information
resources and technology. The mission of the new
community will be to build bridges among academic
leaders (both administrators and faculty), technol-
ogists, representatives from publishing and other
information industries, and other groups.

To learn more about SPIRIT between now and
the conference, or to help plan SPIRIT's agenda,
contact Steven W. Gilbert, Director, AMIE Technol-
oa Projects, at AAHE at (ph.) 202/293-6440, x54:
Internet: AAHESGat BITNET:
AAI-IESGGWI3VM.

To subscribe to AAHE's technology LISTSERV,
send the following message:

SUBSCRIBE AAHESGIT YOURFIRSTNAME YOURLASTNAME

to the following address:
LISTSERVErtGWUVM.G NW.EDU or LISTSERWGWUVM

Or, if you prefer. contact Gilbert to have him add
you to the LISTSERV.

ABOUT AMIE
The American Association for Higher Education
(AAHE) is a membership association of individuals
interested in improving the effectiveness of the
higher education enterprise as a whole and their
own effectiveness in their particular setting The
Association's membership includes more than
8,000 administrators, faculty, and students from
all sectors, as well as policymakers and leaders
from foundations, business, and government.

AAHE membas receive discounts on registration
to the National Conference as well as AAHE's
special-topic creerences on assessment/quality,
school/college collaboration, and faculty roles and
rewards. Members receive Change magazine and
AAHE Bulletin, discounts on all AAHE publica-
tions, and more. Member support enables AAHE
to initiate projects on a range of issues to create
change at the campus, local, state, and national
levels.

Annual membership is just $80 ($45 for stu-
dents). Join AAHE on the conference Registration
Form enclosed and save up to $85 on your con-
ference registration fee.

Registration Discount

Group Discounts
Discounts on conference registration fees are avail-
able to groups of six or more registrants who reg-
ister together. For details and rates, the group's
coordinator should contact Judy Corcillo, Confer-
ence Coordinator, at AAHE at 202/293-6440, x22.

(For information on Campus Team discounts,
see p. 4.)

Associated Organizations
As always, other higher education organizations are
invited to hold meetings during the AAHE National
Conference. The final Conference Program Book will
list any such meetings, with dates and times.

Call Judy Corcillo, Conference Coordinator, at
AAHE at 202/293-6440, x22, if you'd like informa-
tion on arrarging for your associated organization
to hold a meeting.

Win A Room!
All hotel reservations submittet' to the Hilton on
the official AAHE Hotel Reservation Form and
received by the Hilton by March 2, 1994, will be
automatically entered in a drawing for three nights
free accommodations during the conference (max.
value $250).

The drawing will take place in the Exhibit Hall
at the conference. Check the final Conference Pro-
gram Book for day and time. You must be present
at the drawing to win.

Registration Hours
The Conference Registration Desk will be open dur-
ing the following hours:

Tuesday, March 22
Wednesday, March 23
Thursday, March 24
Friday, March 25
Saturday, March 26

4:00-7:00 PM
7:30 AM-7:30 PM
7:00 AM-7:00 PM
7:30 AM-5:00 PM

7:30 AM-12:30 PM

Aerobics
Bring your gear and enjoy aerobic exercise classes,
led by Elizabeth Brooks, of the AAHE Assessment
Forum.

In the Spirit of
Community . . .

AAHE will be donating any surplus food from
conference-wide events to local charitable
organizations.
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TICKETED EVENTS
Register now to attend one or more of these conference activities by marking your choice(s)
on the Registration Form and adding the appropriate fee(s). Advance registration is required

for ticketed activities; tickets are NOT available at the door.
These activities are open to all conference attendees.

AAIIE Hispanic Caucus Forum and
Luncheon
Wednesday, March 23, 9:00 AM-I:30 PM
This annual event will focus on what the Latino
agenda must be for the remainder of this decade
if Latinos are to realize the potential for full aca-
demic citizenship in the 21st century. The forum
will employ ISDN teleconference technology to
enable real-time interaction with participants from
colleges and universities across the country. Panel-
ists will draw from their own experiences, expertise,
analyses, and dreams for the future to address the
topic. The goal of the forum is to begin to under-
stand and plan actions and strategies that will be
essential for more fulfilling professional and per-
sonal lives in the coming century. The forum will
be followed by a luncheon and the presentation of
the annual Hispanic Caucus awards. Sponsored by
the AAHE Hispanic Caucus.

lb. Award Presentations: Award for Distinguished
Leadership in Higher Education: Juliet Garcia,
President, University of Texas at Brownsville. Award
for Outstanding Support of Hispanic ISSIIRS in
Higher Education: Ada Lopez, Trustee, University
of Illinov Award for Outstanding Latino Faculty
in Higher Education: Frank Bonilla, Thomas
Hunter Professor of Sociology Emeritus, Hunter Col-
lege, CUNY.

Note: Advance registration is required. You do not have
to be a caucus member to attend. Fee: $25.

Career Development Seminar:
"Confronting the 'Divide and Conquer'
Syndrome"
Wednesday, March 23, 2:00-4:30 PM
This seminar is designed to help participants
enhance their career development by providing
them with strategies for overcoming obstacles to
their leadership growth. In particular, the presen-
ters will take a critical look at how "division" strate-
gies are sometimes used by others in dealing with
minority groups. Seminar participants will discuss
as a group collaborative approaches to promoting
diversity in campus leadership. Cosponsored by
AAHE 's Black, Hispanic, and Asian Pacific Caucuses.

Presenters: William Harvey, Associate Professor, Col-
lege of Education and Psychology, North Carolina State
Uaiversity, Laura I. Rendon, Associate Professor of Higher
Education, Arizona State University, and Member, AAHE
Board of Directors.

Note: Advance registration is required. Fee: Free for
members of AAHE's Black, Hispanic, and Asian Pacific
Caucuses; $50 for nonmembers.

AAHE Women's Caucus Dinner
Friday, March 25, 7:30-9:00 PM
Enjoy an evening out at a local restaurant with
members of the AAHE Women's Caucus.

Note: Advance registration is required. Fee: $25 for
AAHE Women's Caucus members, $35 for nonmembers.

Tour

Black History Tour of Chicago
Saturday, March 26, 3:30-6:00 PM
Enjoy a guided bus tour highlighting the history of
the African-American community in Chicago. A
knowledgeable guide will provide historical back-
ground on points of interest throughout the city.
Sponsored by the AAHE Black Caucus.

Note: Advance registration is required. Fee: $35.

Tour

A Chicago Adventure: History and
Architecture Tour
Saturday, March 26, 1:00-4:00 PM
This Saturday afternoon bus tour will highlight the
historic landmarks and gleaming new office towers
in Chicago. The citYs distinct architecture will be
explained by specially trained guides who know and
love Chicago. You'll see the city from the top of the
Sears Tower, and view the magnificent skyline from
Planetarium Point. You'll also see Chicago's famous
outdoor monumental art by Picasso, Chagall, Mir6,
and Calder, drive along the Gold Coast, and pass
through Lincoln Park.

Note: Advance registration is required. Fee: $25.

Governance Leadership Retreat:
"Academic Citizens and Campus
Leadership"
Saturday, March 26, 9:00 AM-4:00 PM
For the sixth consecutive year, the AAHE National
Network of Faculty Senates (NNFS) is sponsoring
a leadership retreat. The 1994 retreat will empha-
size how academic citizenship places special lead-
ership demands on senate officers and committee
chairs.

Experienced academic leaders will explore the
central role of campus senates in sustaining citi-
zenship values in the academic and the social
domains of the campus; how to incorporate assess-
ment and TQM principles into governance activities;
how to respond to demands for more-inclusive gov-
ernance bodies; and how to promote ideals of effec-
tive leadership within all campus constituencies.
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neketed Events. cont.

The workshop format will accommodate small
interactive groups directed by leaders with exten-
sive governance experience. Participation is encour-
aged of campus teams of faculty and administrators
with governance responsibilities. Participants often
continue to consult with one another after return-
ing to campus.

The retreat will break for the conference Closing
Plenary Session and for a working luncheon. Spon-
sored by the AAHE National Network of Faculty
Senates.

Organizers and Presenters: Joseph G. Flynn, SIJNY
Distinguished Service Professor. SUNY College of Tech-

nology at Alfred (Alfred. NY. 14802; ph. 607/587-4185);
Karen Markoe, SUNY Distinguished Service Professor.
SUNY Maritime College (Bronx, NY. 10465; ph. 718.409-
7252). More detailed information about the retreat is
available from the organizers.

Presenters: Kenneth Andersen, Professor, Speech Com-
munications, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign;
Sharon A. McDade, Assistant Professor, Higher Education
Administration, Teachers College, Columbia University,
Richard Dunham, Professor, Department of Psychology,
Florida State University, Robert Picken, President, Fac-
ulty Senate, and Trustee, CUNY.

Note: Advance registration is required. Fee: $60, includes
lunch.

WORKSHOPS
The pm- and postconference Professional Development Workshops are a small but valuable
portion of the conference offerings, providing intensive and practical learning experiences.

To register, mark your choice(s) on the Registration Form and add the appropriate amount(s)
to your registration fee. All workshops are $50 each, except the full-day workshops, W-17 and

W-18, which are $100 each.

Wednesday, March 23
Morning: 9:00 AM-Noon

W-1 0 Supporting Faculty Who
leach First-Year Students:
Part I
This two-part workshop will help
deans, department chairs,
faculty-development specialists,
and teaching faculty to under-
stand first-year students and to
create a seminar or workshop
series to support faculty who
teach them. In both parts, par-
ticipants will explore alternative
program formats, sample a vari-
ety of workshop and seminar
activities, and contemplate pro-
gram design on their own cam-
pus. You may register for Part
I (W-10) or Part II (W-19), or
both.

This part of the workshop will
focus on developing programs
to help faculty understand first-
year students their experien-
ces in high school, their expec-
tations for college, their learning
styles and developmental posi-
tions. You will receive a copy of
Tem-lting College Freshnzen, by
Erickson and Strornmer, and

workshop exercises and
handouts.

Presenters: Bette LaSere Erickson,
Instructional Development Specialist,
and Diane Weltner Strommer, Dean,
University College and Special Aca-
demic Programs, University of Rhode
Island.

W-1 1 Leadership Development
for Chairs
In a recent survey, more than
80 percent of department chairs
indicated they didn't know what
their deans or faculty members
expected of them, had not done
any goal setting with the deans
or department members, and had
never been evaluated in their role
as chair. This workshop will focus
on the "Leadership Matrix"
a tool to help academ'... chairs
determine the leadership needs
of their departments and then
consider their own leadership
development in terms of those
department requirements. The
matrix encourages the sharing
of expectations and needs, lead-
ing to enhanced productivity and
accomplishment. The rationale
and guidelines for using this
instrument as a vehicle for team

building, leadership enhance-
ment, and goal setting will be
explained. You will use the matrix
and receive a copy to take back
to use in your college and
department.

Presenter: Ann F. Lucas, Professor
of Management, Fairleigh Dickinson
University, Rutherford Campus.

W-1 2 What to Do About Assess-
ment Before the Accrediting
Review "&am Comes
How can you satisfy the demands
of the accrediting agencies and,
at the same time, answer the
questions about student learning
that are important to you? Cre-
ative ways to do both will be the
focus of this workshop. You will
examine and critique a wide
range :assessment instruments,
explore assessment philosophy
and goal statements, share cot.-
cerns and questions and then
see how these square with
accreditor mandates. You are
encouraged to bring to the dis-
cussion reflections on the edu-
cational experiences of students
at your campus.

Presenters: Karl L. Schilling, Direc-
tor, AAHE Assessment Forum, AAHE;
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Karen Maitland Schilling, Associate
Professor of Psychology and Univer-
sity Director of Liberal Education.
Miami University.

W-13 Aspirations and Practice:
A Collaborative Comparison
The workshop will begin with a
collaborative exercise designed
to elucidate and share your hopes
and goals for your work as an
educator. You will explore cur-
rent educational practice in the
light of these aspirations and
develop projections for the future,
using as a stimulus for discussion
"Upside-Down Thinking: A Con-
versation With Charles Handy"
(AAHE Bulletin, September
1993). You will be encouraged
to imagine alternative contexts
for evaluating your professional
work and for thinking about the
future in creative ways. These
exercises will provide a useful
framework for the conference
as a whole. Sponsored by the Col-
laboration in Undergraduate
Education (CUE) Network.

Presenters: Roberta Matthews,
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs,
LaGuardia Community College,
CUNY; William Whipple, Associate
Academic Dean, Albright College.

W-14 Using Computers to
Teach Writir g
Discover how you can use a new
communications environment

computer-mediated commu-
nication, or CMC to teach writ-
ing and facilitate other forms of
communication. Through CMC,
students and teachers are able
to interact in writing, supplanting
traditional social hierarchies and
often freeing minorities and
women to "speak up" more
readily. Students also get more
writing practice and learn to
write more communicatively over
a network, creating a bridge from
their speaking skills to writing.
This workshop will include a dem-
onstration of Daedalus Inter-
Change, the most widely used
network software for writing and
collaborative work.

Presenters: Rent Batson, Director,
Alliance for Computers and Writing,
Gallaudet University; Locke Carter,
CEO, The Daedalus Group, University

of Texas; Fred Kemp, Codirector,
Alliance for Computers and Writing,
Texas Tech University.

W-15 Information Literacy,
Undergraduate Improvement,
and the Regional Accreditation
Process
Starting with the Middle States
Association's 1990 Framework
for Outcomes Assessment, infor-
mation literacy has been increas-
ingly considered a measurable
outcome of student learning. This
workshop will introduce the
related concepts of information
literacy (the goal) and resource-

based learning (the means to that
goal) and help you prepare for
regional accreditation visits and;
or other undergraduate reform
efforts. You will focus on how
information literacy can improve
undergraduate learning, how it
can be integrated into the cur-
riculum. and what practical steps
you can take to implement such
efforts on your campus. You will
receive a copy of Information Lit-
eracy: Developing Students as
Independent Learners, edited
by D.W. Farmer and Terrence F.
Mech. Sponsored by the National
Forum on Information Literacy.

Presenters: Patricia Senn Breivik,

EXHIBIT PROGRAM
The Exhibit Hall at AAHE's National Conference provides a show-
case for products, services, programs, publications, and software
for the higher education market. You'll have opportunities through-
out the conference to meet vendors and try new products, ask
about services, compare programs, and get specialized information.
This year, the Exhibit Hall also will be the site of lunchtime Poster
Sessions on Thursday and Friday.

The Exhibit Hall will be open during the following hours:
Wednesday, March 23 3:00-5:00 PM
Thursday, March 24 9:45 AM-4:00 PM
Friday, March 25 8:30 AM-2:00 PM
Lunch will be available in the Exhibit Hall on both Thursday and

Friday.
Past exhibitors have included: American College Testing (ACT)

Program; American Language Academy; American Association of
Community Colleges (AACC); Anker Publishing; Association of
Amer'can Publishers; Bureau of the Census; The College Board; Col-
lege 6uivival; Conference Book Service; Council for Adult and Expe-
riential Learning (CAEL); Datatel; Eastern Michigan University;
Educational Testing Service (ETS); Encyclopaedia Britannica; ERIC
Clearinghouse on Higher Education; Florida Endowment Fund; Fol-
lett College Stores; Hispanic Outlook in Higher Edu,ation; Illinois
Bell; Internal Revenue Service-Taxpayer
Education; Jossey-Bass Publishers; Ket-
tering Foundation; Macmillan Publishing
Company; Magna Publications; MetLife;
Miami University; Michigan Colleges' Con-
sortium for Faculty Development;
National Center on Postsecondary Teach-
ing, Learning, and Assessment (NCPTLA);
National College of Education; NOVA University; Oryx Press; Part-
nership for Service-Learning; Peterson's Guides; Professional and
Organizational Development (POD) Network; Riverside Publishing
Company; Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Centers; Taylor & Francis
Group; TIAA-CREF; United Nations Publications; United Resources;
University of Missouri-Kansas City; U.S. Department of Education;
Wallace's Bookstores; Washington Center for Improving the Quality
of Undergraduate Education, and more!
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Associate Vice President for Infor-
mation Resources. Towson State Uni-
versity, and Chair, National Forum
on Information Literacy; David Lee
Parkyn, Professor of Religious Studies
and Director of Genoral Education,
Messiah College; Ralph A. i'Volff,
Associate Executive Director, West-
ern Association of Schools and Col-
leges; teams from Cleveland State
University and the University of
Northern Colorado.

W-16 lbtal Quality Manage-
ment (TQM) and Minority
Planning
This workshop will provide a crit-
ical look at total quality manage-
ment and its impact on minority
participation in higher education.
Specific attention will be given
to cost factors, faculty resistance,
political realities, and the poten-
tial impact on minority program-
ming. You will have the oppor-
tunity to develop strategies to
enhance minority programming
on your campus. Sponsored by
the AARE Black Caucus.

Presenter: Althia De Graft Johnson,
Assistant Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Mankato State University.

Wednesday, March 23
Full-Day: 9:00 AM-4:00 PM

W-17 The Invisible Faculty:
Improving the Status of Part-
Timers
This workshop will help you ana-
lyze your current part-time fac-
ulty resources and develop strate-
gies for improving quality in units
that employ many part-timers.
In small-group exercises, you will
focus on who part-time faculty
are, how institutions use them,
and how successful institutions
integrate them into the academic
community. The workshop will
be especially useful for deans and
department chairs who hire,
supervise, and evaluate part-time
faculty members. You will receive
a copy of Gappa and Leslie's book
The Invisible Faculty: Improving
the Status of Part-Timers.

Presenters: Judith M. Gappa, Vice

President for Human Relations,
Purdue University; David W. Leslie,
Professor of Education, Florida State
University.

W-18 The University 2001: An
"Open Space" Odyssey
Open Space Technology (OST)
is a h,ghly interactive, group-
direc;ed process that allows a
large group to address complex
issues in a short period of time.
The workshop will address this
"critical" question: What would
a high-performing institution for
higher learning look like in the
year 2001? Participants will for-
mulate and manage an agenda
of discussion and "issues" groups
that link to the question, in order
to create one or multiple visions
of a "University of the Year 2001."
This workshop is an ideal oppor-
tunity for faculty and adminis-
trators to explore together alter-
native perspectives, generate new
ideas, and gain novel insights into
optimal designs for higher-
learning institutions.

Presenters: Steve Brigham, Direc-
tor, AAHE CQI (Continuous Quality
Improvement) Project, AAHE; Mon-
ica M. Manning, Executive Director,
Academic Quality Consortium.

Wednesday, March 23
Afternoon: 1:00-4:00 PM

W-19 Supporting Faculty Who
Teach First-Year Students:
Part II
This two-part workshop will help
deans, depaitment chairs,
faculty-development specialists,
and teaching faculty to under-
stand first-year students and to
create a seminar or workshop
series to support faculty who
teach them. In both parts, par-
ticipants will explore alternative
program formats, sample a vari-
ety of workshop and seminar
activities, and contemplate pro-
gram design on their own cam-
pus. You may register for Part
I (W-10) or Part II (W-19), or
both.

This part of the workshop will

focus on workshops and seminars
for faculty who teach first-year
students. You will receive a copy
of Teaching College Freshmen,
by Erickson and Strommer, and
workshop exercises and
handouts.

Presenters: Bette LaSere Erickson,
Instructional Development Specialist,
and Diane Weltner Strommer, Dean,
University College and Special Aca-
demic Programs, University of Rhode
Island.

W-20 Busy, Noisy, and
Powerfully Effective:
Cooperative Learning in the
College Classroom
This high-energy, active-
participation, learner-centered
workshop will model cooperative
learning tools, strategies, and
activities for the college class-
room. This is the workshop for
you if you like to get involved,
want engaging teaching tools to
promote cooperative learning in
the college classroom, and are
ready to coach and mentor fac-
ulty toward effective implemen-
tation of cooperative learning.
Video representations of college
students and teachers using
cooperative learning will provide
"real" examples of the pedagogy.
Authentic assessments for the
cooperative college classroom
also will be discussed.

Presenter: Idahlynn Karre, Pro-
fessor of Speech Communication,
University of Northern Colorado.
Facilitators: Francis A. (Jerry) Grif-
fith, Director, University Assessment
Program, and Carolyn Cody, Assis-
tant to the Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs, and Roger Kovar,
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences,
and Dennis WarneMunde, Depart-
ment Chair, University of Northern
Colorado.

W-21 Classroom Assessment
for Higher Learning: A Hands-
On Introduction for Faculty and
Administrators
This workshop will prepare you
to begin using Classroom Assess-
ment, a simple and effective way
to find out how well students are
learning what you're teaching.
Classroom Assessment brings the
benefits of the assessment move-
ment into the classroom and
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under the control of individual
teachers and learners. YG a will
consider examples of successful
Classroom Assessment from var-
ious disciplines and practice sim-
ple techniques for assessing and
improving several dimensions of
higher learning. You will receive
a copy of Angelo and Cross's
Classroom Research: Early Les-
sons Prom Success and other
materials.

This workshop is designed for
those who have never attended
a Classroom Research/Assess-
ment workshop.

Presenter: Thomas A. Angelo,
Director, Academic Development
Center, Boston College.

W-22 Learning Communities:
A Viable Approach for Reshap-
ing the Academic Workplace for
the 21st Century
Learning communities provide
a variety of ways of restructuring
the curriculum to encourage
greater coherence and interaction
between students and faculty.
This workshop will explain the
rationale for learning commu-
nities and offer a practical ori-
entation to the different models
currently being used in diverse
campus environments and dis-
ciplines. Collaborative teaching
and learning, often associated
with learning communities, also
will be discussed. You will develop
an understanding of what learn-
ing communities are and the
many resources for implementing
them on your own campus. Spon-
sored by the Collaboration in
Undergraduate Education (CUE)
Network.

Presenters: Rosetta Hunter, Asso-
ciate Dean of Social Sciences and
Humanities, Seattle Central Com-
munity College; Barbara Leigh
Smith, Academic Dean and Director,
Washington Center for Improving
the r`uality of Undergraduate Edu-
cation, The Evergreen State College.

W-23 Video-Based
Supplemental Instruction
Video-based Supplemental
Instruction (VSI) offers a pow-
erful alternative to skill-building
remedial and developmental

courses by pairing content-
specific skills instruction with
core curriculum, required
courses. Students are enrolled
in a six-hour credit block com-
posed of (1) a three-hour core
curriculum course that the pro-
fessor has placed on video, and
(2) a three-hour course in skills
instruction delivered by the VSI
facilitator. Results based on iden-
tical testing and assignment
standards demonstrate that
underprepared students
including student athletes, pro-
bationary students, and condi-
tionally admitted students sig-
nificantly outperform regularly
admitted students enrolled in
the lecture section of the same
course. Data also indicate higher
retention for VSI students over
their non-VSI peers. In this work-
shop, you will participate in a
short demonstration of VSI;
receive descriptive materials and
cost analyses; observe a video of
VSI in action; and consider var-
ious applications of the model,
both national and international.

Presenters: Kay Blair, Campus
Director of VSI, University of
Missouri-Kansas City; Clark Chip-
man, Regional Representative for
Higher Education Grant Programs
(Region V), U.S. Department of Edu-
cation; Deanna Martin, Director,
Center for Academic Development,
University of Missouri-Kansas City.

W-24 Service-Learning: Linking
Community Service, Teaching,
and Research on College
Campuses
This workshop will examine
strategies for linking community
service to higher education's core
missions of teaching and
research. In particular, it will take
up two issues: (1) how to link ser-
vice to the teaching and research
of individual faculty members
and (2) the relationship between
the efforts of individual faculty
members and institutional sup-
port. Specific examples will be
drawn from the experiences of
institutions that have partici-
pated in Campus Compact's
Summer Institute on Integrating
Service With Academic Study and
in the Compact's Action/Research
grant program. You will receive

a copy of Rethinking Tradition:
Integrating Service and Aca-
demk Study on College Cam-
puses. Both academic adminis-
trators and faculty are
encouraged to attend. Sponsored
by Campus Compact.

Presenters: Fleda Mask Jackson,
Director, Historically Black Colleges
and Universities Network/Campus
Compact, Spelman College; Keith
Morton, Director, Project on Inte-
grating Service and Academic Study,
Campus Compact; R. Eugene Rice,
Vice President/Dean of Faculty, Anti-
och College.

W-25 A Different Introduction
to the Internet: Wonderful
Resources! Daunting Frustrations?
This workshop will introduce and
briefly demonstrate some of the
wonderful resources and tools
now available on the Internet.
The presenters will examine
higher education's role as a piece
of a very large national (and
international) puzzle, and high-
light major relevant public policy
issues. The options and frustra-
tions associated with connecting
the "last mile" from the Internet
network to individual desktop
computers also will be carefully
reviewed. Presenters hope to offer
realistic expectations of what an
individual, a small department
or institution, or a larger insti-
tution can accomplish on the
Internet with varying amounts
of time, funding, and adminis-
trative support.

Presenters: David Bantz, Director,
Academic and Public Computing,
University of Chicago; Steven W. Gil-
bert, Director, AAHE Technology
Projects, AAHE; Susan Perry, Direc-
tor, Departmental Systems, Stanford
Data Center, Stanford Ur iversity,
and Cochair, Teaching and Learning
Working Group, Coalition for Net-
worked Information (CNI); David
Smallen, Director, Information Tech-
nology Services and Institutional
Research, Hamilton College.

W-26 Fulfilling the Promise
of Academic Advising: New
Roles for Faculty and Staff
Improvements in training,
accountability, evaluation, and
recognition/reward are the most
significant ways of improving
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advising programs. Unfortunately,
according to the Fourth National
Survey of Academic Advising,
these same components currently
are the least-effective elements
of such programs. This workshop
will involve you in the strategic
planning of an academic advising
program, with emphasis on rela-
tionships of "shared responsibil-
ity" and outcomes of students'
success. The workshop also will
introduce the use of technology
as a tool to enable advisors to
be more student-centered. Spon-
sored by the National Academic
Advisors Association.

Presenters: Susan Frost, Director
of Institutional Research, Emory Uni-
versity; Wes Habley, Director of
Assessment, American College Test-
ing; Peggy King, Assistant Dean, Stu-
dent Development, Schenectady
County Community College; Gary
L. Kramer, Professor of Educational
Psychology and Associate Dean of
Admissions/ Records, Brigham Young
University, and President, National
Academic Advisors Association; Faye
Vowell, Associate Academic Vice
President, Emporia State University.

W-27 Learning by Doing: Using
External Environmental
Scanning and Forecasting to
Advance Institutional
Effectiveness
In this workshop, you will learn
how specific institutions success-
fully use scanning and forecasting
to help them determine their mis-
sions and goals, chart curriculum
development, and undertake
function unit planning. As part
of a "scan team," you will analyze
an article about a particular soci-
etal change; assess the implica-
tions of the change on programs,
services, funding, development,
technology, faculty development,
and other areas; and then rec-
ommend a course of action for
the next three to five years. You
also will learn how to decide what
to scan and will receive guidelines
for starting and sustaining an
organization-wide scanning effort.
You will receive a packet of infor-
mation for use in the wo:kshop
and at your institution. Spon-
sored by the AAHE Community
College Network.

Presenter: Joel Lapin, Professor
of Sociology, Catonsville Community
College.

Saturday, March 26
Afternoon: 12:30-3:30 PM

S-30 Reengineering the
Academic Workplace
Is process reengineering the latest
management fad, or an innovative
approach to solving the quality
and productivity problems con-
fronting many universities and
colleges? In this workshop, you
will examine the concepts, metho-
dologies, and strategies for imple-
menting process reengineering.
Case studies and discussion will
center on four issues: (1) man-
aging massive organizational and
cultural change; (2) reengineering
key business processes; (3) deter-
mining the most effective pace
and place for changes in struc-
ture, personnel, and management
processes (including planning
and budgeting); and (4) effec-
tively deploying technology during
reengineering. You also will exam-
ine the applicability of corporate
models, the relationship between
TQM and process reengineering,
and strategies for change man-
agement. Senior administrators
for academic and support func-
tions will benefit the most from
this presentation. Sponsored by
the AAHE Asian Pacific Caucus.

Presenter: Susy S. Chan, Vice Pres-
ident for University Planning and
Information Technology and Asso-
ciate Professor, Department of Com-
puter Science and Information Sys-
tems, De Paul University.

S-31 Moving Ahead on
Assessment Designing
Assessments to Move the
University Into the 21st Century
To be worth the time and effort,
assessment must help an insti-
tution identify its strengths and
weaknesses in a way that can be
tied into institutional planning,
particularly for improving the
educational experiences of stu-
dents. This workshop, which is
targeted to people in the early
stages of campus assessment
efforts, will focus on the creation
of assessment activities that can
make a difference. Both quan-
titative and qualitative

approaches will be examined,
with an eye toward their useful-
ness in campus quality improve-
ment and planning processes.
You will be encouraged to share
your questions, anxieties, and
dreams about assessment in the
workshop.

Presenters: Karl L. Schilling,
Director, AAHE Assessment Forum.
AAHE; Barbara Wright, Associate
Professor of German, University of
Connecticut.

S-32 Redesigning Collegiate
Leadership: Teams and
Teamwork in Higher Education
On our increasingly diverse and
complex campuses, the ideal
administrator is one who knows
how to find and bring together
diverse minds reflecting variety
in points of view, thinking pro-
cesses, and question-asking and
problem-solving strategies. In this
workshop, "leadership" will be
defined as what people in lead-
ership positions do together,
rather than independently, and
you will learn to move toward
a model of collaborative leader-
ship. Drawing on case studies
from their book, Bensimon and
Neumann will involve you in a
series of exercises to examine
(1) differences between "real" and
"illusory" administrative leader-
ship teams; (2) how team
members may contribute indi-
vidually to the collective thinking
of the group; (3) the relations
and interpretive skills needed to
build and maintain teams; and
(4) other strategies for creating
teams that lead, act, and think
together. You will receive a copy
of their book Redesigning Col-
legiate Leadership: Teams and
Teamwork in Higher Education.
Sponsored by the AAHE Hispanic
Caucus.

Presenters: Estela S. Bensimon,
Associate Professor and Senior
Research Associate, Center for the
Study of Higher Education, Penn-
sylvania State University; Anna Neu-
mann, Associate Professor, Depart-
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ment of Educational Administration,
Michigan State University.

S-33 Introduction to Ibtal
Quality Management
"Continuous improvement" and
"managing by fact" are two prin-
ciples of total quality manage-
ment (TQM) that can help higher
education develop and implement
fundamental change both in
how we administer our colleges
and universities and in how wa
carry out our missions of instruc-
tion, research, and service. Using
a problem-solving model for pro-
cess improvement, this workshop
will introduce you to the statis-
tical foundations of TQM and to
the conceptual principles on
which the pursuit of quality relies.

Presenters: G. Gregory Lozier,
Executive Director, Planning and
Analysis, Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity Deborah J. Meter, Director,
Institutional Research and Planning,
University of Kansas.

S-34 Developing, Strengthen-
ing, and Evaluating Writing
Across the Curriculum
Writing Across the Curriculum
(WAC) programs are designed
to improve student writing and
enhance learning through writing
in all disciplines. In this work-
shop, participants will discuss
WAC program theory and prac-
tices, methods of implementation,
pitfalls to avoid, and connections
with other faculty-development
programs. Discussion also will
focus on WAC in relation to out-
comes assessment and program
evaluation. You will have an
opportunity to develop long-range
plans for your own WAC pro-
gram. This interactive workshop
will be especially appropriate for
faculty, deans, and other admin-
istrators involved in WAC or
ether faculty-development pro-
grams. Sponsored by the Council
of Writing Program
Administrators.

Presenters: Barbara Walvoord,
Director, Writing Across the Cur-
riculum, and Codirector of Research,
Project for Improving and Rewarding
Teaching, and Professor of English,
University of Cincinnati; Edward
White, Professor of English, California
State University, San Bernardino;

Gail F. Hughes, Coordinator of Pro
gram Evaluation, Minnesota Com-
munity College System.

S-35 Building an Engaging
Undergraduate Curriculum
Using Assessments of General
Education
This workshop is designed for
faculty, department chairs, and
deans at institutions with dis-
tributional general-education
requirements. You will examine
techniques for building course
clusters and sequences that
engage students and promote
specific learning gains. You will
learn how to link the courses stu-
dents take with their improve-
ment in learning by using an
assessment plan that not only
meets accreditation and account-
ability standards but also points
to more effective teaching, learn-
ing, and advising. Portland State
University's recent curriculum
reform effort will be used as a
model. You will receive a copy
of Portland State's General Edu-
cation Working Group Report
and Recommendations (1993)
and What We Can Learn From
Coursework Patterns About
Improving the Undergraduate
Curriculum (1993). Sponsored
by the National Center for Post-
secondary Teaching, LEarning,
and Assessment.

Presenters: James L Ratcliff;
Director, National Center for Post-
secondary Teaching, Learning, and
Assessment, Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity; Michael Reardon, Provost,
Portland State University, Patricia
Yaeger, Research Assistant, Center
for the Study of Higher Education,
Pennsylvania State University.

S-36 Assessment as a Means
of Inclusion in the Academic
Workplace
This workshop will introduce you
to a variety of assessment imple-
mentation strategies that have
proven effective in a diversified
academic workplace. Emphasis
will be placed on assessment as
a means of inclusion rather than
exclusion of minorities in higher
education. Sponsored by the
AAHE Black Caucus.

Presenter: James Anderson, Dean,
Division of Undergraduate Studies,
North Carolina State University.

S-37 Portfolios for Professional
Growth
This leadership-development
workshop is designed for faculty
and administrators interested
in alternative strategies for doc-
umenting professional growth.
One such strategy currently being
explored in a variety of educa-
tional settings is the "professional
portfolio" a tool that allows
for attention to context, ration-
ale, and personal strengths. Port-
folios hold particular promise
for women and others whose
work may not receive full rec-
ognition through existing, more
standardized mechanisms for
evaluation. You will learn about
the use of portfolios for both eval-
uation and improvement, and
how to develop a portfolio of your
own, structured around your own
professional goals. You will
receive helpful materials. Spon-
sored by the AAHE Women's
Caucus.

Presenters: Josephine Davis, Pres-
ident, York College, CUNY, and Chair,
AAHE Women's Caucus; Pat Hutch-
ings, Director, AAHE Teaching Ini-
tiative, AAHE.

S-38 Making Instruction More
Accessible to Students With
Disabilities Through the Use
of Information Technologies:
Computers as Adaptive Devices
Computer-related technologies
can make instruction more acces-
sible to students with disabilities
by helping them prepare course-
work, participate in classroom
experiences, and use libraries and
other information resources. This
workshop will review such tech-
nologies and related campus pol-
icy issues, including compli.-Lnce
with the Americans With Disabil-
ities Act. You will receive guide-
lines for establishing a computer
lab that is acceptable to people
with various disabilities, as well
as an overview of the Project
Equal Access to Software and
Information (EASI) Seminar Ser-
ies and other resources available
to help meet the rapidly growing
range of learning needs for
students.

Presenter: Norman Coombs, Pro-
fessor of History, Rochester Institute
of Technology, and Chair, Project
EASI.
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Hotel Reservations and Discounts

The site of the 1994 National Con-
ference on Higher Education is
the Chicago Hilton & Towers.
AAHE has negotiated special
room rates for conference par-
ticipants at the Hilton. The dead-
line for reservations at these spe-
cial rates is March 2, 1994. Rooms
are assigned on a first-come, first-
served basis.

a To get the special rates
shown, you must mail or fax your
completed Hotel Reservation
Form (below) to: Chicago Hilton
& Towers, Attn: Reservations
Dept., 720 South Michigan Ave-
nue, Chicago, IL 60605; fax 312/
663-6528. (Do not send your form
to AAHE.)

List definite arrival and
departure times. The hotel will
hold your room only until 4:00
PM, unles: your reservation is
confumed by credit card.

If you are sharing accom-
modations with others, submit
only one form for your group. List
the name(s) of your roommate(s)
on the form.

The meeting rooms of the

Chicago Hilton are accessible
by wheelchair. Note any special
housing needs.

Do not send payment with
your form. Once you are assigned

a room, the hotel will send you
a confirmation and notify you
if a deposit is required.

a Do not send the Hotel Res-
ervation Form to AAHE.

Registration Form Instructions

Mail or fax your completed
Registration Form (right) with
your payment or purchase order
to NCHE Registration, AAHE, One
Dupont Circle, Suite 360, Wash-
ington, DC 20036-1110;
fax 202/293-0073.

if you pay by credit card and
fax in your Registration Form,
do not send a duplicate form by
mail, unless you mark the dupli-
cate "Confirmation Duplicate."

Make checks payable to
"AAHE National Conference."

AAHE is an individual mem-
ber association; your institution
cannot be a member. You must
be an AAHE member, or join on
the Registration Form, to get the
discounted member rate.

Registrations postmarked

or faxed after March 4, 1994, are
subject to a $20 late fee.

The "Full-Time Faculty"
rates are only for faculty teaching
full course loads; they are not
available to faculty on admin-
istrative assignment. "Student"
rates are for students engaged
primarily in study, not employment.

The names of registrants
whose forms are received after
March 4, 1994, will not appear
in the Preregistrants List dis-
tributed at the conference.

The information marked on
the Registration Form with an
asterisk (5) will appear on your
conference badge; please type
or print legibly.

If you need more informa-
tion, call 202/293-6440.

r
HOTEL RESERVATION FORM AMIE National Conference on Higher Education, March 23-26, 1994

Mail form to: Chicago Hilton & Towers, Attn: Reservations Dept., 720 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
IL 60605; fax 312/663-6528

Arrival Date Time Departure Date Time

Name (please print or type) Daytime phone

Address

City State Zip

Name(s) of Roommate(s)

Special Access/ Participation Needs 6.

Room Type: 0 Single Room (1 person) 0 Double/Twin-Bed Room (2 persons) 0 Suite
0 Nonsmoking 0 Smoking

Location: 0 Hotel o Towers

Hotel 7bwers

Rates (check one): Studio Single: $ 80 (parlor w/ rollaway bed) N/A
Single: 0 99 0 4109 0 $111 0 $185
Double: 0 $119 0 8129 0 $139 0 4210
Suites: 0 $391( and up 0 8440 and up
Additional Person: o $ 25

Use credit card to confirm reservations bmond 4:00 PM arrival:

Credit Card Name Credit Card Number Exp. Date

Deadline for reservations at the spelial rates is March 2, 1894. lf the rate you request is not available, the next higher available rate will be con-
-. firmed. Rooms will be held until 4:00 PM on the stated date of arrival unless a later time is confirmed by credit card. Rates are subject to combined

state and city tax of 14.9%.
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Registrar:on Form
AAHE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HIGHER EDUCATION March 23-26;1994 Chicago, IL

',au HOMO ,31

90s4.0r1

letslftrOn

Address (Swards VSO HOMO 1401061/ Cap*. Poona

-Gay 'S:ako Z9 Cayorno Fax

PWoca r*cano anr Kraal across or oancoatoon nords 6.

A. CONFERENCE REGISTRATION'

If Your registration will be postmarked alter March 4. 1994. add $20 late lee in
Box F. If You are already an AAHE member, provide membership number below
oft your mailing label. Check one box.

.AAHE Members:

Nonme. hers:

.3 Regular S235
D Retired SI45

Regular S320
D Retired SI95

Family members (outside education): .3 S30 each.
Provide namets) below:

7 FT Faculty SI85
D Student $115

3 FT Faculty S270
D Student 5165

B...WORKSHOPS .

To register. mark the appropriate workshop(s) below and add the appropriate
rectal in Box F. To be enrolled in an alternate workshop if your first choice is 1U11,
indicate your second and third choices. Workshops are Filled on a first«une. first-
served basis. Your confirmation will indicate the wolkshopts) in which You have
been enrolled.

Wednesday AM IS301 W-10

Wednesday all day ($100)

Wednesday I'M (S50) W-19

_W-24

Saturday I'M (S50) S-30

_S-35

W-11

_W-17

W-20

_W-25

S-31

_S-36

W-12

_W-18

W-21

_W-26

S-32

_S-37

W-13

W-22

W-27

S-33

_S-38

W-14

W23

S-34

W-15 W-16

10TAL $

C. AAHfi MEMBERSHIP

Join AMIE and register at the discounted member rate. Check one box:

Regular: .3 1 rear S80 D 2 years S155 D 3 years $230

StudenuRetired: 1 year S45

TOTAL S

D. CAUCUS MEMBERSHIPS

Optional. but You must be an AAHE member to join anv caucus: join caucus for the
same number of years as your membership. All caucuses are open to all AAHE
members. Indicate choice(s) helms. and add the appropriate feels) in Box F:

yr(s) American Indian/Alaska Native Caucus $10/yr

yr(s) Asian Pacific Caucus S15/yr

yr(s) Black Caucus 515ivr

yr(s) Hispanic Caucus $25/yr

yr(s) Lesbion:Gay Caucus S I 0/yr

yr(s) Women's Caucus S I 0/vr

Turm. s

Ref.

JAR mum

E. TICKETED ACTIVITIES/EVENTS .

Check the activities you are interested in attending below and add the
appropriate feets) in Box F.

Governance Leadership Retreat .3 S60

Chicago Ads enture Bus "Four S25

Black History Bus "lour ZI S35

Field Museum Reception:Banquet D S85

Black. Hispanic. and Asian Pacific Caucus Career Development Seminar

Caucus members 3 free

Nonmembers .] S50

Hispanic Caucus Forum. Luncheon .3 S25

Women's Caucus Dinner

Caucus members 3 S25
Nonmembers S'35

. PAYMENT DUE

Farm. s

Basic Registration Fee (See Box .41

Workshop Fee(s) (See Box B)

AAHE Membership Dues (Joining or Renewing( (See Box C)

AAHE Caucus Membership Dues (See Box D)

Ticketed Activities Fee(s) (See Box El

Fall 1993 Membership Promotion
(Subtract $25 and atun h coupon.)

Sponsored by an AAHE member (See "Bring .4 Colleague-)
(Subtraa $25 and provide sporbor's name.)

Blizzard Discount
(Subtract S100 and atta(h NCHE Blizzard Coupon.)

Late Fee (add $20 if this form us postmarkedfaxed atter
March 4. 1994)

TOTAL PAYMENT DUE
(*Registrants may apply only one discount

G. PAYMENT METHOD (FID052-0891675)

Payment must be in U.S. dollars. Check one box:

D Purchase Order (no purchase requmuons accepted)

.3 Check (payable to .4.4HE National Conference)

D VISA 3 MasterCard (Val and MasterCard only)

Col* card num*, .0 dal*

Catcrooldre name

CantvOdac *ramp

Registration fees are transferable within fee categories. AAHE will refund fees (less processing
charge of $50 for registration fees and $5 for workshop/event fees) provided refund request is
made in writing and postmarked by March 4, 1994. &fun* will be made after the conference.

AAHE OFFICE USE ONLY
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In this issue:

What do this Bulletin. AAHE's most
recent conference, and a member of our
Board have in common? While I can
imagine a number of quite pleasant

possibilities, I have in mind, unfortunately, that all
three suffered at the hands of Mother Nature in
January.

In Washington, D.C., unusually low temperatures.
cold-related power shortages, and icy roads during
the production cycle for this issue forced the AAHE
office itself to shut down twice! and on several
other occasions to close early or open late. Work
backed up; proofs were delayed; on one occasion.
even Federal Express couldn't deliver (that and the
closing of the federal government tipped us off that
things had gotten serious!). As a result, this issue
reaches you late, and for that we apologize.

In New Orleans, AAHE's 2nd Conference on

Faculty Roles & Rewards (January 28-30) suffered a
different weather-related effect. AAHE staff who
arrived early to set up the conference found it a
balmy 75 degrees outside. But on the 28th, a cold
front hit, dropping temperatures to the 40s and
bringing rain. While the event went off as planned
smashingly much worse weather up north
prevented or delayed the arrival of dozens of
registrants.

Finally, as Ted Marchese notes in his "Bulletin
Board" this month, California's January earthquake
devastated CSU-Northridge, the campus of AAHE's
past chair, Blenda Wilson. At least one student was
killed in the collapse of an apartment building; every
structure on campus sustained damage. An
occurrence like that certainly puts all the petty
annoyances of a little snow, ice, and cold in
perspective. BP

3 The Contract Alternative/an experiment in testing and assessment in undergrad-
uate science/by Sheila Tobias, with Ralph Dougherty and Jacqueline Raphael

7 Collaborative Faculty Writing/practical advice from two authors who have been
there/by Thomas B. Jones and Chet Meyers

10 Service and Service-Learning/a guide for newcomers/by Brian M. Harward and
Louis S. Albert

Departments

13 AMIE News
15 Bulletin Board/by Ted Marchese
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THE CONTRACT
ALTERNATIVE
An Experiment in Iesting and Assessment

in Undergraduate Science

by Sheila Tobias
with Ralph Dougherty and Jacqueline Raphael

How does an instructor
get his or her students
to do the kind of
studying that produces
mastery of the subject

and, as an ancillary benefit for
students, a good or at least pass-
ing grade in a course? Instructors
generally know what their stu-
dents need to do to learn the
material and get a good grade,
and may even (piously) lecture
them about the work that is
required. But and this is the
theme of this report because
professors generally test their
students only on the outcome of
that work (assuming good study
habits will produce good out-
comes and bad study habits, poor
ones), students are not motivated
to do what the instructor advises,
only to do what they know
already how to do and, when the
exam comes, hope for the best.

Students who do not do well
will often concede that they didn't
put in "enough effort"; others,
rationalizing their study skills,
will attribute a poor (or even a
good) grade to "luck" or to the
fact that the exam was "harder"
(or "easier") than they expected.
But even those students who
attribute their poor performance
to "not enough effort" might not
know what it is they did or didn't
do that made the difference.

And so we ask, is it not the
responsibility of instructors to

INN

Sheila Tobias is an author and
consultant on science education to
Research Corporation; she can be
reached at PO Box 43758, Tucson, AZ
85733. Jacqueline Raphael is a free-
lance education writer in Tucson.
Ralph Dougherty is a professor of
chemistry at Florida State University.

motivate their students to do the
work required, and to teach them
how to do that work most effec-
tively and expeditiously? And
if so, how can instructors who
have only examinations and
examination grades to employ
as motivators succeed in
teaching such study skills?

An Experiment
Ralph Dougherty, a professor

of chemistry at Florida State Uni-
versity, thinks he may have an

answer to that question. On the
first day of his Organic Chemistry
class, he tells the 200-plus stu-
dents that he knows two things
they don't, and he is prepared
to help them learn both. The first
thing is, of course, organic chem-
istry, a subject in which he has
decades of experience as a
learner, as a practitioner, and
as a teacher. The second is, as
he puts it, "how f o study organic
chemistry."

Dougherty is so certain that
students will learn organic chem-
istry if they diligently follow his
detailed prescriptions about how
to study that he takes the next
radical step: He promises them
that if they will contract with him
to follow his prescriptions, he will
guarantee them a passing grade.

On the surface, this might
sound like pedagogical socialism
("from each according to his abil-
ity, to each according to his
needs"). But Dougherty's radical
shift to a contract system began
not in theory but with a compas-
sionate observation: that only 50
percent of the students taking
Organic Chemistry at Florida
State typically passed the course
with the necessary C or better;
D's, Fs, and Ws (withdraws)
accounted for the rest.

It was hardly his teaching that
was at fault; Dougherty is a prize-
winning instructor, meticulous
in his preparation and deeply
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dedicated to his students.
Instead, it was in part the rep-
utation of Organic Chemistry as
a "weeder" course. Students were
inthniciated before they even
began it, and the classroom cul-
ture was competitive, almost
frantic. Dougherty was disturbed
that Organic Chemistry was "the
kind of course that gives science
a bad name on this campus."

All these concerns caused
Dougherty "to go for the jugular"

the failing student instead
of attacking the veins, shall we
say, by attempting to change the
content or pace of the course.
Instead of complaining ut the
ciiasra between teacher er dec-
tations and student out ,mes,
Dougherty and his associaes
devised a strategy they believed
could "rescue" the able student
who was having difficulty early
in the course. Dougherty set him-
self a simple goal: to raise the suc-
cess rate in Organic Chemistry
to that of other science and engi-
neering courses without lowering
standards.

Along the way, Dougherty was
able to address aspects of his
teaching that had bothered him
in the past. For one, he was not
meeting the students he needed
to see most and most often,
namely, those who were working
hard but not passing. Also, he
had reason to believe from hear-
say and anecdote that even "good
students" were taking lecture
notes, writing up lab reports, and
studying and reviewing the mate-
rial in a haphazard and incon-
sistent manner.

Instead of student-bashing, as
some instructors are wont to do,
Dougherty decided that it was
his students' lack of systematic
training in how-to-study-science
that was getting in their way. And
he decided to do something about
it. The result was an optional
"performance contract," put into
place as an experiment for the
first time in the spring of 1993.

On the first day of class, Dough-
erty offers students two options:
(1) to take the course on a non-
contractual basis and rmeive a
grade based solely on their per-
formance on the 1.3ur in-class
interim examinations and one

fmal, or (2) to sign the perfor-
mance contract, meet (or exceed)
its obligations, and be guaranteed
at least a C- (the lowest passing
grade). If at any time a student
fails to meet the requirements

The Innovation takes
each step of grading

as an opportunity
for further teaching,
and for converting
a failing experience
into a positive one.

of the contract, the contract is
voided and the student is back
on his or her own. (The contract
appears in the box, right.)

Dougherty's performance con-
tract is very specific, detailing
the work he believes a student
should do to learn the material.
Because he is so sure that the
work, rather than something less
controllable, such as "ability," will
make the difference, Dougherty
puts his belief on the line and will
pass students who fulfill the
terms of the contract, even if
their in-class exam scores don't
warrant it.

On the surface, Dougherty's
deal seems too goo, to pass up,
and most students do sign. But
fulfilling the requirements of the
contract is far from easy. Some
of those requirements are:

Read all pertinent text mate-
rial prior to the lectures.

Attend all lectures and rec-
itation sections and take com-
prehensive notes; the notes must
be transcribed into a bound note-
book, together with notes from
the required text, including head-
ings and complete examples.

Outline the entire course,
providing an overview of course
materials.

T:ie bound notebooks are an
important component of the con-
tract because the students must
bring them along for mandatory
meetings with their instructor.

To guarantee original and sus-
tained effort, Dougherty requires
that students use a bound book
with preprinted page numbers

so pages cannot be deleted
or inserted. This means that notes
cannot be photocopied from
other students and must be kept
up-to-date.

The notebook figures in the
contract in a number of ways.
If a student under contract
scores below a 70 on an exam
during the semester, he or she
must come see the instructor,
notebook in hand. If the notebook
is incomplete, or if the student
does not come in on schedule
within forty-eight hours of being
called the contract is voided.

Dougherty conveys to his stu-
dents a clear notion of how much
time is needed to learn organic
chemistry. As part of the con-
tract, he requires them to log
their hours spent and work done,
requiring a minimum of nine
hours of work per week, exclusive
of lectures and recitations, with
no more than two hours counting
in any one day. He knows some-
thing his students do not yet
know: that sustained effort is
more valuable than sudden
spurts and all-nighters.

He also is trying to get them
to discover for themselves how
much out-of-class time is actually
needed to get the work done. Stu-
dents coming out of high school,
where classes routinely accom-
modate after-school work and
activities, do not always know
what "three hours outside of class
for every hour in class" actually
entails.

Dougherty's contract also
requires students to:

Work all assigned problems
and cooperate with a peer group
to turn the problems in for credit.

Work with that same group
on all quizzes and pretests.

Review all notes for the
course not less than once a week,
and note the review in the log.

Preliminary Results
In the first semester in which

Dougherty's performance con-
tract was offered, 85 percent of
his Organic Chemistry students
signed on (191 of 225 students).
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During the course, about 30
percent of the contract students
had their contracts voided by the
instructor, either by their own
request or because they failed
to meet the contract's terms.
Dougherty reports that the most
common reason was a student's
failure to appear for a required
in-office interview. More than ten
students were dropped from the
contract list after each of the four
in-class exams for this reason,
or because they did not improve
their notebooks after Dougherty
had told them to do so.

In the first year in which the
contract was offered, the per-
centage of students who received
D's, F's, or W's dropped from the
typical 50 percent to 19 percent.
Further, the failure rate among
those students who did not sign
the contract was higher than was
the proportion of contract stu-
dents who would have failed had
their adherence to the contract's
conditions not guaranteed them
a C-.

Still, what about those contract
students who would have failed
without the guarantee? Why did
they perform so poorly even
though they were meeting the
conditions of the contract? The
principal cause, Dougherty
believes, was fear of failure; the
second most important was
poorly developed study skills. Of
the nine, seven were women, one
African-American. One of the two
male students was Hispanic and
spoke English as a second lan-
guage. Another of the nine was
dyslexic. More than half of the
group commented in post-exam
interviews that they suffered
"exam anxiety."

Important to Dougherty was
that the contract arrangement
forced interaction with the very
students he had been missing in
the past: students who worked
hard but still did poorly. And
under the contract arrangement,
a number of those students did
pass. (It is impossible to say
except by statistical inference
how many students would have
failed had they not followed the
terms of the contract.)

Further, the students in the
experimental class were learning

organic chemistry. After using
t he contract again in the summer
of 1993, Dougherty came to
believe that these students' six-
month retention of the subject
matter would compare favorably

in the contract class. He believes
that although many of these A
and B students did not maintain
the contract throughout the term
(because their exam scores were
high and they were not worried

CHM 3210
Organic Chemistry
Performance

ContractIn return
for a guarantee

of a grade
not less than

C- in CHM
3210, Spring

1993 I,
SS*

agree to faithfully
meet or exceed

all of the following requirements:(1)
Read all appropria:e

text material
prior to the lectures;

(2)
Attend all lectures and take comprehenaive

notes; attend one

recitation
per week;

(3)
olecat3u.r6e

a oCoomobe required for this course) with my name, address,
phone number

and e-mail address
on page 1;

the transcribed
notes will contain

all material
covered in the lectures,

supplemented
with the text, in

clear, easily readable,
outline form,

with headings
and complete

examples;
prepare a course outline

that lists all of the reactionsentire courze);
and mechanisms

covered in a highly organized
way (10 pages forKeep a blue laboratory notebook (National

Brand 43-571)
/og of all

time spent
studying Organic

Chemistry
with my name, address,

phone number
and e-mail address

on page 1,
and the date, hours

spent and topic for all work in Organic Chemistry;
the log will

show a minimum
of nine (9)

hours of work per week exclusive of
for any day;

lectures
end recitations,

with no more than
two (2) hours countingWork all assigned problems

and cooperate
with my group to turn

them in tor credit; work with my group
on all quizzes

and

protests;

I will thoroughly
review all notes for the course

not fess than once

a week,
and note the review

in my log;If I make a score of
less than 70% on any of the four exams for

the course, I will be
available by

email so that I will appear
in the

instructors
office within

48 hours of being called.
OreOefed with

my exam, transcribed
notes, outline,

tirne log, and problems;

(4)

(5)

(6)

17)

(8) Transcribed
notes and time logs

MI be turned
in at the last exam

so they
can be checked

against the requirements
above.

The object of this
exercise is to earn a grade above

a C based
upon normal scores

.

with that of students taught with
a traditional approach. To test
his hypothesis, Dougherty col-
laborated with a colleague to give
an ACS standardized organic
chemistry test to all the Organic
Chemistry students in his two-
semester sequence and in his col-
league's traditional class. The
results indicated that Dougherty's
students did at least as well as
the control class did on the test.

Also significant was that the
number of A's and B's was higher
in the class in which the contract
was offered compared, again,
with the control section. To
Dougherty, this suggests that the
innovation influenced the study
habits of even the best students

about failing), the presence of
the contract created a positive
classroom culture that affected
a large proportion of the students
in his experimental class.

Changing the Nature of
Teaching

Dougherty sought to improve
student performance by man-
dating and teaching effective
study habits. Two groups bene-
fitted immediately from the con-
tract: students who would have
failed if their final grades had
been based solely on their exam
scores, and students who hadn't
known how to study organic
chemistry but learned.

Another benefit, expressed by
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one of Dougherty's students in
a post-course, open-ended eval-
uation, was that the course con-
tract forced studeats to "face fail-
ure." One student said, "The
thought of being interrogated was
enough to make me do well on
the exams." Students learned to
deal with failure constructively,
that is, to use exams as oppor-
tunities for feedback and help.

It is certainly true that Dough-
erty's method reorients the
nature of teaching around assess-
pent. The innovation takes each
step of grading as an opportunity
for further teaching, and for con-
verting a failing experience into
a positive one. For example, in
the individual post-exam con-
ferences (required, not just
recommended, for low-scoring
students in Dougherty's scheme),
the student's exam, notebook,
and study habits are discussed
and redirected.

In a subsequent trial, Dough-
erty experimented by eliminating
the requirement that contract
students keep a study log. He dis-
covered that the log had been
particularly useful for students.
It made them more aware of their
role in the contract and the
course more generally. So he
brought the log back, and sug-
gests it strongly as an important
aid to the contract.

The innovation also represents
a new domain for assessment:
auditing the work done by stu-
dents throughout the semester
and giving a grade based on more
than just exam performance.
Indeed, in describing his contract,
Dougherty uses the word "aud-
itable" to describe his new-found
ability to monitor students' work
for class, not just their compre-
hension (which might simply be
immediate retention) of the sub-
ject matter. Scores on exams, he
argues, used to tell him only what
his students knew at the moment.
His audits of "contract perfor-
mance" show him the how and
why behind exam results and
help him focus on deeper, longer-
term learning.

Conclusion
Many before us have noted that

exams as they are currently

structured bear too large a bur-
den. They are employed variously
to measure student performance,
provide students with feedback
about their performance, provide
a department with feedback

In the first year in which
the contract was offered,

the percentage of
students who received
D's, F's, or Ws dropped

from the typical 50
percent to 19 percent.

about an instructor's perfor-
mance, and motivate students
to do the work. Physicist Peter
Kennedy has, gone so far as to
claim that there is a pernicious
if unwritten "contract" between
students and their professors to
the effect that "students will
accept bad teaching so long as
it is accompanied by bad
examinations.",

Arnold Arons and others have
complained that, given the class-
room culture already in place in
science classrooms, students tend
not to pay attention to lessons
from their instructors on heu-
ristics, study habits, and cogni-
tion., Students are primarily con-
cerned about their grades on
exams. Therefore, it is unlikely
that they will try out, on their
own, new study techniques that
might result in failure.

By now, most instructors recog-
nize that there are limitations
to the standard arrangement.
If a student is potentially quite
talented in organic chemistry,
say, but doesn't know how to
study for the course, or if a stu-

1. Quoted in Arnold Arons, "Uses
of the Past: Physics Curricular
Reform, 1955-1985," Interchange
(Toronto: OISE Press, 1992).

2. Ibid.
3. David Hestenes and Malcolm

Wells, "A Mechanics Baseline Test"
The Physics Teacher 30(March
1992):159-166.

dent uses practices that were suc-
cessful in other courses but do
not transfer as successfully to
the next one, the student might
never recognize that the problem
is his or her studying style. The
poor grade tells the student only
that he or she "doesn't have the
stuff." The student, eager to sur-
vive, then sees no option but to
drop the course or to accept the
failing grade.

Another problem in the stan-
dard scheme, as pointed out by
physicist David Hestenes, is this
one: By grading only performance,
an instructor is conveying to his
or her students that any way they
can master the material is as
good as any other way. An A
grade arrived at through short-
term cramming holds (but ought
not to) the same weight as an
A based on patient, daily study
of the material so that it is well
integrated into the student's
mind.,

One of Dougherty's students
makes this quite explicit, writing
in an end-of-course evaluation:

Before the contract, I would
study for the tests by doing my
studying in big hour blocks. I
found the suggestion of only
studying two hours per day to
be the most useful [recommen-
dation] of the contract.... I also
found that, by followitlE the notes
that I had recopied, I was able
to immerse myself totally in
material thai- I normally would
have looked at only once or twice.

This particular student had opted
not to sign the contract, but
found it useful to follow its terms,
nevertheless.

Note
Sheila Tobias and Jacqueline Raphael
are compiling an interpretive sum-
mary of examination innovations
in undergraduate science, called In-
Class Examinations: New Theory,
New Practice for the Teaching and
Assessment of College-Level Science,
to be published by California State
University Press. Readers who would
like to contribute to the collection
should send a description of their
new examination form and/or prac-
tice, including where and how long
they have been using it and how they
can be reached, to Sheila Tobias, PO
Box 43758, Tucson, AZ 85733.
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COLLABORATIVE
FACULTY WRITING

Toro Heads Are Better Than One

by Thomas B. Jones and Chet Meyers

What happens when
two college teachers
from different dis-
ciplines, each with
his own distinct

writing style and personality,
try to write a book together?
And what if that collaboration
involves mutually writing every
line in an entire manuscript

combining
different
strengths and
perceptions,
striving for con-
sensus in tone
and style, and
seeking a com-
mon voice
throughout?

We faced those
issues recently
while writing
a book about
active learning,
but found few
guidelines or
helpful hints to
aid our efforts.
We also learned
much about the
collaborative process in terms
of editing and rewriting, peaks
and pitfalls, and the overall qual-
ity of mutual writing. What fol-
lows is the story of our collabor-
ative effort.

f

Thomas B. Jones
of humanities at
Minneapolis, M

The Project
Four years ago, our state uni-

versity system held its first
annual teaching conference.
Rather than inviting some aca-
demic circuit rider as a keynote
speaker, the conference coordi-
nators solidted workshop pro-
posals on innovative teaching

ideas from faculty throughout
the system. The conference
turned out so well that many par-
ticipants wanted to capture its
essence in print for colleagues
who could not attend.

As participants in that con-
ference, we saw an opportunity
to work on something that inter-
ested us both and also could be

W e realized that our academic
audience would want these prac-
tical items grounded firmly in
educational theory and research
on student learning, so we faced
a tremendous task one that
likely would have overwhelmed
us as individual writers. However,
the encouragement and prodding
of colleagues, along with our own

fascination with
what we were
discovering about
teaching, kept
the project alive.
The result:
Promoting Active
Learning:
Strategies for
the College Class-
room (Jossey-
Bass, 1993).

A few weeks
after the book
was published,
we found our-
selves discussing
what we had
learned and
how we felt
about our col-

laboration. We agreed that writ-
ing the book had been an over-
whelmingly positive experience
but also recalled some anguished
and trying moments. Both of us
care about good writing, study
it, and strive for improvement
as we publish in our respective
fields. Naturally, we had devel-
oped strong inclinations toward
our individual writing styles and
voices quite strong inclinations.
Though we never engaged in mor-
tal combat over our differences,
we did have disagreements. Our
individual shortcomings as writ-

(left) is professor of history and Chet Meyers is professor
Metropolitan State University, 730 Hennepin Avenue South,

N 55403.

a useful faculty-development
resource for our own university.
What started out as a modest
in-house "cookbook" of teaching
recipes soon expanded into a full-
length book. We wanted to
encourage teachers to move
beyond the traditional college
lecture and use instead a variety
of active learning strategies in
their classrooms. The book would
suggest practical models and pro-
vide guidelines for strategies such
as small groups, simulations, case
studies, and cooperative student
projects.
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ers use of the passive voice
and hackneyed phrases, poor
word order, purple prose all
mounted the scaffold at one time
or another.

Thankfully, we had started this
project as good friends the
result of fifteen years of teaching
and working together at the same
university. This common ground
helped to soothe some of the
more painfully honest exchanges
we had to have about each other's
writing. In the end, cheerfulness
and goodwill usually won out over
petulance and inflated egos.

The Collaborative Process
How did we do it and what did

we learn? To meet our challenges
and manage our tasks, we agreed
to a general outline for the book
and divided up the chapters
according to our personal teach-
ing experience and interests.
Each of us took initial respon-
sibility for researching and writ-
ing a first draft of our assigned
chapters. Naturally, in our
researcn, we always looked for
sources and materials that would
help each other. That part was
easy. The process of moving from
our individual initial drafts to
mutual redrafts proved to be
more of a challenge, however.

When one of us had completed
the first draft of a chapter, we
handed it over to the other, often
attaching comments about unre-
solved questions and possible
trouble spots. First drafts
changed considerably as we gave
each other a free hand to ques-
tion, edit, reorganize, and rewrite.
In this manner the emerging
chapter became a mutual effort.

In returning a second draft to
the original writer, we always
talked about it. These discussions
often boiled down to some fairly
basic questions: What's the main
point of this chapter? Will it make
sense to the reader? Is this piece
of information so important that
it can't be omitted, or is it best
used in another chapter? We also
tripped over each other's tran-
sitions from one paragraph to
another and discovered a few
leaps in logic that would have
challenged Baryshnikov. Once
we had discussed and eliminated

these stumbling blocks, the orig-
inal writer prepared a third draft,
and another round of discussions
followed.

Finally, we sat down in front
of the computer to work out what
would go to our potential pub-
lisher. With the third draft in
hand, one of us would read aloud
(it helped tremendously to hear
the words) while the other fol-
lowed along on the screen. In this
manner we resolved conflicts,
slogged through the inevitable
differences in writing style and
voice, and improved the logic of
our arguments and the order of
our paragraphs. Submitting our
polished drafts to an expert col-
league for her opinion helped to
resolve those disagreements for
which we could fmd no
compromise.

Later, as critiques came in from
outside reviewers assigned by our
publisher, we once again sat
together to rework each chapter
on the computer.

This was how we wrote the
book. But what is more important

and more interesting is
what we learned in the process.

Struggles and Difficulties
Most of our disagreements

revolved not around what was
said but rather how it was said.
Although college teachers were
our primary audience, within this
group were individuals who were
already convinced about the
value of active learning; remained
skeptical of its uses; or were "sit-
ting on the fence," perhaps willing
to try something new. Our ideas
about writing for this mixed audi-
ence sometimes clashed consid-
erably. We had to establish a com-
mon voice, somewhere between
Tom's "Just let them have it," and
Chet's more guarded "Let's
remember that we are writing
for academics."

Treading lightly on each other's
likes and dislikes in phrasing and
grammar proved a bold adven-
ture, and our collaboration pro-
duced some painful moments.

Learning to compromise as
writers knowing when to let
go and when to stand firm on
issues of content and style
proved a challenge. But our over-

all commitment to collaboration
and our desire to write a good
book, combined with a growing
realization that often a colleague's
criticism was true, helped smooth
the road to compromise. We also
quickly discovered the wisdom
of returning drafts with hearty
doses of praise for examples of
clear thinking and good writing.
Honest praise made equally hon-
est criticism more palatable.

In retrospect, our struggle to
develop a common voice had as
much to do with differences in
our learning styles as it did with
our writing styles. Tom's
approach reflected a divergent
learning style taking one
thought or idea and spinning out
a number of connections and
alternatives. Chet's learning style
was more convergent seeing
the common root in a number
of dfferent ideas. So, for example,
a draft of Tom's writing might
spill over with ideas and possi-
bilities but lack coherence. In
rewriting, Chet could corral the
variety in Tom's thought and give
it a coherent pattern; yet, without
Tom's breadth and richness, the
writing would have bypassed
some key considerations.

We thought that our different
disciplines (Tom, history, and
Chet, theology) might pose a chal-
lenge. But that difference turned
out well for our collaboration.
Usually collaborations in aca-
demic writing are between col-
leagues in the same discipline,
and sometimes differing percep-
tions of disciplinary "verities" lead
to internecine academic combat.
We were able to avoid such bat-
tles because we came from dif-
ferent disciplines and because
our writing focused on a neutral
ground college teaching.

Advantages of
Collaborative Writing

The speed of the writing pro-
cess amazed us particularly
with regard to the problems that
writers usually stumble over. With
two heads working together, we
breezed through such difficulties
as:

Paragraph transitions. Writ-
ers always struggle with para-
graph transition because of the
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unstated assumptions bumping
around in our brains as we write. :

Connections between paragraphs
and ideas seem so obvious to us
because of those unstated
assumptions. But such implicit
connections give our readers fits,
precisely because we mistakenly
assume they are thinking right
along with us. With another
writer collaborating on redrafts
of each chapter, we quickly dis-
covered these transition glitches.

Finding the right word. How
often have you stared at your
computer screen or poised your
fingers over a typewriter key-
board, hopelessly stuck, waiting
for the right word to magically
propel your writing forward? How
many times have you overused
a particular word or phrase for
lack of an alternative? Each of
us ran into these problems, and
a computer thesaurus didn't
guarantee an automatic solution.
During our computer writing ses-
sions, we noticed that two brains
loaded with somewhat different
vocabularies worked wonders.
Also, each of us provided the
other with a built-in check on
most cliches and time-worn
phrases.

Audience sensibility. We
both understood that talking
down to our audience would spoil
our writing, yet we had a bad
habit of doing it all the same. (Did
we mention how collaborative
writing engenders a sense of
humility particularly when you
are caught red-handed after
pointing out a similar failing to
your writing partner?) Some-
times, when reading a draft out
loud, we heard these tonal prob-
lems for the first time. As we
developed a more harmonic writ-
ing voice, examples of "talking
down" leapt out at us, and we
routinely corrected our mistakes.

Loss of ego. Everyone who
writes has encountered the prob-
lem. You pen a brilliantly poetic
phrase on a subject you care
about immensely. You spin away
from your computer with a smile
of triumph, having achieved the
academic equivalent of a Michael
Jordan slam dunk. Yet your edi-
tor excises your brilliant word-
smithing from the draft. Why?

It may have been a wonderful
thought, but it simply didn't
belong in the piece you were writ-
ing. We are so infatuated with
our own writing when t is
good, and especially at fi A blush

that we cannot depend on our-
selves to discard these beautiful
but unmatched pearls. In these
matters, the appraising, objective
eye of a collaborator helps bring
us back to earth.

Working on final drafts, dis-
carding these unmatched pearls,
we discovered some of them
could no longer be traced to their
source. One day, Tom stopped
reading and said, "I really like this
section, but it just doesn't fit."
Reading the section over, Chet
responded, "You're right. Fine
with me if we drop it, but didn't
you write it?" "No," Tom replied,
"I'm pretty sure it was yours."
Now, admittedly, we are both over
fifty, and more brain cells are
dying than regenerating, but that
aside, often we simply could not
remember who had written what.
Clearly, the process of working
on draf:s together and making
compromiseb had tempered our
writing egos. As we worked our
way through various drafts, we
became more objective and less
protective of our own writing
turf.

Momentum. All writers go
through spurts and stalls of writ-
ing momentum. Given our teach-
ing schedules and other univer-
sity responsibilities, neither of
us could devote as much time
as he wanted to the book. Hap-
pily, when one of us was bogged
down with a faculty search com-
mittee or departmental woes, the
other had free time to write;
when the energy and enthusiasm
of one slowed to a crawl, the
other picked up the workload.
Coincidence? Perhaps, but it did
help to know that when one of
us had stopped writing, for what-
ever reason, the other's momen-
tum carried the book forward.

Parting Thoughts
In commending collaborative

writing to others, we realize that
some risk is always involved and
all collaborative ventures will not
be crowned with success. Still,

the opportunity to learn about
oneself and to improve one's writ-
ing makes the risk well worth it.
It was for us.

When the reviews came back
from the first completed draft
of the book, each of the three
reviewers commented on how
well the manuscript read.
Unaware of our process of mutual
writing, one reviewer found it "dif-
ficult to tell where one stopped
writing and the other started."

Though we had much to
rewrite and more material to
include as a result of these
reviews, the fact that our writing
collaboration had succeeded
pleased us considerably. We had
proven that two very different
learning and writing styles could
be blended successfully. Both of
us had learned to be more objec-
tive about our writing and to
broaden our writing styles in
effect, to write in a voice different
from the ones we had developed
over many years as individual
writers.

At the same time, the process
of collaboration and compromise
did not water down our com-
bined intellectual effort. Indeed,
the process of mutual writing
enhanced it. Collaborating on
every chapter forced us to con-
tinually clarify what we wanted
to say. Of course, we couldn't pre-
dict how our readers might judge
the success or failure of our writ-
ing efforts. But each day, as we
wrote and exchanged manuscript
drafts, we had an immediate
audience in each other. If we
couldn't understand each other,
how could our larger audience
understand us? Mutual writing
encouraged a higher level of intel-
lectual discipline in terms of clar-
ifying concepts, making connec-
tions, and considering
alternatives than individual writ-
ing because the two of us were
thinking together. Thus, our
mutual writing process allowed
us to think and reason in ways
we could not have imagined on
our own.

Although our readers will be
the final judges of our success,
we believe the book is much bet-
ter because of our combined writ-
ing and thinking efforts.
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National Initiatives and Campus Opportunities

SERVI CE
AND SERVI CE -LEARNING

A guide for newcomers.

by Brian M. Harward and Louis S. Albert

Voluntary service . . . public service . . . community
service . . . service-learning. . . . Under one or
(mother of these headings, colleges and universities
have fbr years and with increasing frequency been

organizing "service" programs. In some cases, students take
the lead; in others, faculty and administrators do so. On
many campuses, what started out as voluntary service has
evolved into course- and curriculum-based requirements. The
extent and variety of such programs and the resources com-
mitted to them vary by institution.

Last year, President Clinton introduced a new element into
the service conversation, the National and Community Ser-
vice Trust Act (NCSTA), most often referred to as "Ameri-
Corps." Beyond its much-talked-about connection between
service and financial aid, the NCSTA has had the general
effect of sparking or deepening campus interest in service-
related issues, particularly in "service-learning," in which
experiences in service to others are incorporated into teach-
ing and learning.

I n response to that heightened interest, this year's National
Conference on Higher Education (March 23-26, 1994, Chi-
cago) will include presentations by two key participants in
the service and service-learning conversation Eli Segal,
president and CEO of the newly created Corporation for
National and Conrmunity Service, and Benjamin Barber,
director of the Walt Whitman Center for the Culture and Pol-
itics of Democracy at Rutgers. (For more about the conference
program and registration materials, see the January issue
of the Bulletin.)

For newcomers to the se'rvice-leam ing concept, we offer
these answers to some commonly asked questions and some
suggestions for those readers seeking more information. '

Brian 411. Harward is special project
assistant at AAHE. After his gradu-
ationfrom Gettysburg College, he spent
a year at its Cen1er for Public Service.

Louis S. Albert is vice president qf the
American Association for Higher
Education, One Dupont Circle, Suite
360, Washington, DC 20036-1110. He
also is a member of the board of the
Partners hip for Service-Learning.
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Is there a "typical" service-
learning program?

Service-learning takes many
forms, including internships,
action research, courses with
required service components, ana
more. The common denominator
across them is the deliberate link-
ing of service, academic study,
and structured reflection.

Increasingly, it is faculty who
are taking the lead in establishing
curricular connections to service.
Faculty also are taking the lead
in establishing connections
between campuses and off-
campus communities.

In some instances, the service-
related activity takes place within
the structure of a particular
course; in others, faculty work
with students and community
agencies to organize free-standing
semester- or year-long programs
of service-learning. Some pro-
grams even provide opportunities
for service-learning in other
countries.

How do such programs connect
service with academic study?

Many campuses are incorpo-
rating service into their curricula
under the rubric of "civic edu-
cation," where the linkage of ser-
vice and learning aims to develop
in students the knowledge and
skills required for responsible cit-
izenship in a democracy.

Other campuses embrace the
linkage of action, study, and
reflection as a means of devel-
oping "character" in students;
there, service experiences provide
students with a context for
reflecting upon their responsi-
bilities both to one another and
to the larger communities of
which they are a part.

Still other campuses take an
epistemological approach to link-
ing service and learning, through
exploring the complexity of con-
nections between knowledge,
practice, and responsibility. Pro-
grams of that nature lend a com-
munal quality to learning, a qual-
ity that recognizes and draws
upon the learners' appreciation
of their responsibilities to the
larger community.

Are some disciplines better

suited than others to developing
courses that integrate service
and learning?

Service-learning courses can
be found in virtually every dis-
cipline biology and chemistry
courses that require students to
participate in programs of lead-
paint testing in inner city homes

; . . business management courses
that have students work with
local not-for-profit organizations
. . . environmental studies courses
that investigate the impact of pes-
ticides on the health of migrant
workers . . . student-developed
independent study or thesis pro-
grams invoiving significant work

Organizations

Campus Compact: The Praject for Public and Community Service
Campus Compact, a coalition of snore than 400 college and university
presidents, was established to foster in students a sense of civic responsibility
and to contribute to the welfare of local communities through public service.
Campus Compact provides technical assistance, administers the Howard
R. Swearer Student Humanitarian Awards, and maintains two focus projects:
one on mentoring programs and the other on integrating service and
academic study.

Contact: Campus Compact, Brown University, Box 1975, Providence, RI
02912; ph. 401/863-1119, fax 401/863-3779.

Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL)
COOL is a national organization that supports student involvement in
community service through a national conference (April 14-17, 1994, Boston ),
a newsletter (Campus Outreach), campus-based workshops, grant programs,
resource materials, and technical assistance. COOL also sponsors "Into the
Streets," a yearly national event to develop student involvement and
leadership in community issues.

Contact: Campus Outreach Opportunity League, 411 Washington
Ave. North, Suite 110, Minneapolis, MN 55401; ph. 612/333-2665,
fax 612/333-0854.

Natioaal Society for Experiential Education (NSEE)
NSEE is an association of individuals, institutions, and organizations that
provides consulting services and publishes a bimonthly newsletter,
monographs, and other publications. NSEE hosts an annual conference on
experiential education (November 9-12, 1994, Washington, DC). NSEE also
functions as a clearinghouse of information relating to experiential education
and service-learning.

Contact: National Society for Experiential Education, 3509 Haworth Dr.,
Suite 207, Raleigh, NC 27609; ph. 919/787-3263, fax 919/787-3381.

The Partnership for Service-Learning
The Partnership for Service-Learning is a consortium of colleges, universities,
service agencies, churches, and related organizations. The Partnership
provides semester- or year-long service-learning opportunities in Ecuador,
England, France, India, Israel, Jamaica, Mexico, the Philippines, and Scotland,
in addition to US. sites in Appalachia and South Dakota. Students from
more than 150 U.S. colleges and universities have participated in Partnership
programs. The Partnership also provides support for curriculum development
and holds an annual international conference.

Contact: The Partnership for Service-Learning, 815 Second Ave., Suite 315,
New York, NY 10017; ph. 212/986-0989, fax 212/986-5039.

The Corporation for National and Community Service
The Corporation was established in 1993 under President Clinton's National
and Community Service Trust Act. Funds will be used to assist states,
nonprofit organizations, colleges and universities, consortia, and Indian tribes
in creating full- or part-time national service programs that engage
participants In meaningful, community-based service addressing unmet
human, educational, environmental, and public safety needs. Program
funding is available to colleges and universities on a competitive basis.

Contact: The Corporation for National and Community Service, 1100
Vermont Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20525; ph. 202/606-5000, fax 202/606-
4854.
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Suggested Readings

Barber, Benjamin R. An Aristocracy of Everyone: The Politics of Education
and the Future of America. New Yoric Random House, 1992.

Strong Democracy: Participatory Politics for a New Age.
Berkeley University of Califoxnia Press, 1984.

Bellah, Robert, et al. Habits of the Heart: Individualism and Commitment
in American Life. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985.

Boyte, Harry, and Sara Evans. Free Spaces: The Sources of Democratic Change
in America. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992.

Campus Compact. Rethinking Tradition: Integrating Service With Academic
Study on College Campuses. Ed. Tamar Y. Kupiec. Denver: Education
Commission of the States, 1993.

Coles, Robert The Call of Service: A Witness
Mifflin Company. 1993.

Gorham, Eric B. National Service, Citizenship and Political Education.
Albany: SUNY Press, 1992.

Honnet, Ellen Porter, and Susan J. Poulsen. Wingspread Special Report:
Principles of Good Practice for Combining Service and Learning. Racine,
WI: The Johnson Foundation, 1989.

K ndall, Jane. Combining Service and Learning. 2 vols. Raleigh, NC: National
Society for Internships and Experiential Education, 1990.

Nozaki, Roger. Higher Education and National Service: A Campus Compact
Guide to the National and Community Service Trust Act of 1993. Denver:
Education Commission of the States, 1993.

to Idealism- Boston: Houghton-

The Natirmal and Community Service Trust Act

The Natio-:. -;-0..1 Community Service Trust Act (NCSTA) creates a decentralized
federal framework for national and community service, integrating
existing efforts and initiating a new full- and part-time national service program.

National and community service, as defined by the NCSTA, addresses human,
educational, environmental, and public safety needs through service that provides
a direct benefit to the community in which it is performed; it develops public-
spirited, effective citizens by instilling an ethic of civic responsibility; it strengthens
a spirit of community by engaging individuals of all ages and backgrounds in
common activities with common goals; and it does so without displacing or
duplicating the functions of existing workers.

The centerpiece of the act, the national service program, supports full-time
and part-time service participants in community-based programs, offering a stipend
during service and a post-service award of $4,725 per term of full-time service
to be used for past or present educational expenses (awards are smaller per
term of part-time service). One term of full-time service is defined as 1,700 hours
over 9-12 months; one term of part-time service is 900 hours over two years
(or over three years for enrolled college students). Participants also receive health
and child care benefits when necessary.

The act calls for the establishment of a new national Corporation for National
and Community Service and bipartisan commissions for national and community
service in each state. In addition to the national service program, the corporation
will continue the programs previously administered by the Commission on National
and Community Service (youth corps; national service demonstration programs;
and school-based, community-based, and higher education service-learning
programs), ACTION (VISTA and the National Senior Volunteer Corps), and the
White House Office of National Service. The corporation was established in October
1993 The national corporation will provide an overall administrative structure for
the federal initiatives, but the state commissions will administer two thirds of the
national service funding, selecting sites, recruiting participants, and providing
technical assistance.

The grants process for the NCSTA's national service program is expected
to begin in early 1994, with funding announcements made in the spring and
summer of 1994. The program will fund up to 20,000 participants in the first
year and up to 100.000 participants over the first three years. w

Reprinted from Higher Education and National Service: A Campus Compact Guide to
the Nallonal and Community Service Trust Act of 1993, with permission from Campus
Compact. Copies of the booklet are available from Campus Compact

with community agencies. For
more examples, Cam us Com-
pact (see Organizations box ) has
compiled a guide, Rethinking
Tradition: Integrating Service
With Academic Study on College
Campuses, that includes a col-
lection of syllabi used in service-
learning courses at a number of
institutions.

What connections do colleges
and universities need to make
with their local communities
in developing service-learning
programs?

Colleges and universities, more
than ever before, have a need to
make meaningful community con-
nect.'^ns, and service-learning
programs are well suited to meet-
ing that need. Service-learning
programs enable students, fac-
ulty, and staff to "get involved"
by bringing campus resources
to bear on local community prob-
lems, while at the same time pro-
viding important opportunities
for student growth and
development.

But to make those connections
effectively, community voice and
leadership must be part of the
equation. Communities are not
"laboratories" in which colleges
and universities may experiment,
nor are they merely "extensions
of the classroom." Ultimately, it
is the responsibility of the insti-
tution to be a "good listener"
to understand more deeply the
needs and capabilities of the com-
munity in which the institution
is located, as well as how the
institution can best put its know-
how, resources, and motivated
learners to work in partnership
with that community.

Next Steps
Resources like the Campus

Compact guide mentioned above
reflect the myriad of possibilities
for incorporating service through-
out the curriculum. For those
readers interested in taking next
steps on behalf of their institu-
tion, we have provided descrip-
tions of several other organiza-
tions prominent in the service-
learning arena, and a list of sug-
gested readings.
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AAHE Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards

New Director
Announced
AAHE is pleased to announce
that R. Eugene Rice, vice pres-
ident and dean of the faculty at

Antioch Col-
lege, will
become direc-
tor of AAHE's
Forum on Fac-
ulty Roles &
Rewards effec-
tive July 1. He
replaces cur-

rent Forum director Clara Lovett,
who is leaving AAHE in the spring
to assume the presidency of
Northern Arizona University.

As senior fellow at the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching from 1988-1990, Rice
worked closely with Carnegie
Foundation president Ernest
Boyer on Scholarship Reconsid-
ered a report that sparked the
current round of campus interest
in the reexamination of faculty
priorities. Lately, Rice has been
much in demand as a speaker
and consultant on the topic "the
new American scholar."

The Forum recently hosted the
Second AAHE Conference on Fac-
ulty Roles & Rewards, in New
Orleans. Speakers and 600+
attendees, including campus
teams from more than eighty
institutions, discussed the theme
"Rethinking Faculty Work and
Its Evaluation."

AAHE National Office

Change Wins an
Award
The Council of Independent Col-
leges (CIC) recently recognized
Change Magazine for its "visionary
advocacy for higher education."
The award was formally pre-
sented at CIC's 1994 Presidents
Institute, held in January. Change

AAHE NEWS

Early Iiird
Regist rat i.on!

I! 1

;it I( )11 ;11 (.()111( 'I

1l trc 1,1 ). ;

11 ;

Deadline
IVIarch 4!

is published by Heldref Publica-
tions under AAHE's editorial lead-
ership and is provided as a ben-
efit of AAHE membership.

AAHE CQI Project

New CQI Listserv
on Line
In January, the AAHE CQI Project
began conducting a national mod-
erated discussion group a List-
serv that focuses on philosoph-
ical and application-based CQI
issues. Questions are posed
biweekly and subscribers are
given two weeks to respond. Proj-
ect staff synthesize the responses
for each topic and publish them
as one file a few days after the
response deadline.

118

Anyone with an Internet or
BITNET address is welcome to
join. To subscribe, simply send
the following message:
SUBSCRIBE CQI-L FIRSTNAME

LASTNAME

to the following address:
LISTSERWN R.NET

The format will adapt as the
Listserv evolves and gathers feed-
back from customers. The Project
welcomes and encourages your
participation!

AAHE Teaching Initiative

Two Faculty
Conferences
AAHE is cosponsoring two
summer conferences for faculty:

Collaborative learning. The
first, a conference on collabo-
rative learning hosted and organ-
ized by the National Center on
Postsecondary Teaching, Learn-
ing, and Assessment (NCTLA),
will be held June 25-27, 1994, on
the campus of The Pennsylvania
State University, in State College,
PA. For additional information,
contact Kelly Parsley, NCTLA,
The Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, 403 South Allen Street. Suite
104, University Park, PA 16801-
5202; ph. 8141865-5917, fax 8141
865-3638.

Reflective k __dice. The second
conference, cosponsored by
AAHE's Teaching Initiative and
Pace Universitys Center for Case
Studies in Education, is entitled
"Improving Teaching Through
Reflective Practice," and will be
held July 20-23, 1994, in Van-
couver, British Columbia. The
conference will focus on the use
of cases, faculty narratives and
stories, and classroom research
and assessment and will help par-
ticipants understand how to use
these techniques most effectively.
For more information, contact
Erin Anderson, Project Assistant,
AAHE Teaching Initiative, at
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FAX/ACCESS

A service provided for MHE
by E-Fax Communications, Inc.

Immediate delivery by fax
of useful papers from

AAHE's conferences, and more.

instruaions:

1. Phone 510/2718164 from a fax
machine or touch-tone phone. Follow
the voice prompts.
2. Be ready with the following:

The item number(s).
If you are an MHE member, your

Membership Number (the eight-digit
number on your Bulletin mailing label.)

A major credit card (you will be
billed automatically at the applicable
member/nonmember price).

The number of the fax machine to
receive the document(s).
3. If you have problems with any
transaction or transmission, call the
E-Fax Customer Service Line at
510/836-6000

Newest Offerings
(each. $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

103 "Assessment, Quality, and
Undergraduate Improvement" by
Theodore J. Marchese.

104 "Displaying Teaching to a
Community of Peers" by Lee S.
Shulman.

Also Available
(each: $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

100 "Remembering the Heart of
Higher Education" by Parker J.
Palmer.

101 "Reinventing Accreditation:
Should Accreditation Survive Into
the 21st Century?" by Ralph A. Wolff.

102 "Access and Retention:
Caring About Outcomes & Doing
Something About Them" by Gregory
R Anrig.

Free

10 Menu of Documents More
detail about each offering.

11 1994 National Conference on
Higher Education Registration
Materials, "The 21st Century
Academic Workplace"

For more detail,
order the free Menu (#10).
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AAHE, ph. 202/293-6440, x42;
fax 202/293-0073.

AAHE Teaching Initiative

Peer Review of
Thaching
AAHE has announced that it will
work with a group of twelve uni-
versities that are exploring new
methods for evaluating and
improving college teaching.

"Over the next two years, cam-
pus and disciplinary-association
leaders will work together to
design new roles that faculty as
professional peers can play in
the evaluation and improvement
of teaching," explains AAHE pres-
ident Russ Edgerton. "Student
evaluations are important but
not enough." The project is
entitled "From Idea to Prototype:
The Peer Review of Teaching."

"When academicians think of
the peer review of teaching, they
automatically think of classroom
visitation," says Stanford Univer-
sity professor Lee Shulman,
AAHE's partner in coordinating
the project. "But there are many
ways to evaluate teaching. We
want to explore ways that
teachers can document and dis-
play the pedagogical reasoning
that lies behind their own teach-
ing, so colleagues next door and
across the country can examine
and contribute to the develop-
ment of each other's teaching as
they do when it comes to
research."

Participating universities are:
Indiana University-Purdue Uni-
versity at Indianapolis, Kent State
University, Northwestern Uni-
versity, Syracuse University, Tem-
ple University, University of Cal-
ifornia at Santa Cruz, University
of Georgia, University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, University
of Nebraska at Lincoln, and Uni-
versity of Wisconsin at Madison.
Stanford and one other private
research university have the proj-
ect under review.

Project activities will involve
faculty teams from pilot depart-
ments on the twelve campuses.
Chemistry, mathematics, history,

engineering, and business will be
widely represented among the
pilot departments, with a number
of additional fields also likely to
be included. "Our aim is not only
to develop methods," says Pat
Hutchings, director of AAHE's
Teaching Initiative. "but to foster
campus cultures in which atten-
tion to the quality of teaching is
seen as an important faculty
responsibility."

Watch future issues of the Bul-
letin for further details, or con-
tact Pat Hutchings, Director,
AARE Teaching Initiative, at
AAHE for more information.

Board of Directors

1994-95 Board
Election Slate Set
This spring, all AAHE members
will elect by mail ballot four new
members of AAHE's Board of
Directors a Vice Chair and
three others.

In January, a nominating com-
mittee selected the slate of can-
didates listed below. The com-
mittee was chaired by the Board's
past chair, Blends Wilson, pres-

(Continued on back cover)

AAHE in Action

1994 National Conference on Higher
Education. Chicago, IL March 23-
26, 1994.

Discount Hotel Rate Deadline.
March 2, 1994.

Early Registration Deadline.
Registration increases $20. March 4,
1994.

111 Registration Refu- nd Deadline.
Requests must be made in writing
and postmarked/faxed by deadline.
Mani' 4, 1994.

1994 AAHE Conference on Assess-
ment/CQI. Washington, D.C. June
12-15, 1994.

Collahorative Learning Conference.
Cosponsored by NCTLA and AAHE.
See February Bulletin 'AMIE News"
for details. State College, PA. June
251Z 1994.

"Improving Machias Through Reflee-
dm Practice" Coafereace. Cospon-
sored by Pace University and AAHE.
See February Bulletin "AAHE News"
for details. Vancouver, British Colum-
bia. Jsdy 20-23, 1994.
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by Ted Marchese

Welcome back, and happy new year . . . here we
go with news of AAHE members (names
in bold) doing interesting things.

EARTHQUAKE: Our thoughts go first this
month to AAHE board member Blenua
Wilson, president of earthquake-ravaged
CSU-Northridge . . . as I write, Blenda had
just moved her "office" from a tent to an
RV. there to confront what must seem
insurmountable tasks of physical and
spiritual rebuilding . . . the destruction is
near-total, $300 million . . . it's a leadership
challenge few of us will ever face . . . Blenda
will make it happen . . . a short note can
go to her at campus, Northridge, CA 91330.

PEOPLE: Frank Newman and Kay
McClenney of the Education Commission
of the States have their hands full with
new commitments to lead the charge in
school reform, but now also $15 million
in Annenberg money to fuel that charge.
. . . on ECS's higher education front, Aims
McGuinness departs for NCHEMS and
Charlie Lenth comes on board from
SHEEO. . . . Michigan's Mike Nettles steps
in as the new board chair of the Journal
of Higher Education, published by Ohio
State U. Press . . . 1,430 of you subscribed
to JHE this past year on your membership renewal.
. . Maricopa C.C. president Paul Elsner chairs the
League for Innovation board this year.. . . Memphis
State's Patricia Murrell visited the office recently
to tell us about the status of universities in Moldova,
where she spent a good part of the fall. . . . CSU-
Stanislaus provost Horace Judson gets the nod for
the presidency of SUNY-Plattsburgh.. . . At San Jose
State, president J. Handel Evans removes the
"interim" from the appointment of Michael Ego
(incoming chair, AAHE Asian Caucus) as dean of
the College of Applied Sciences and Arts.. . . Bethany
(WV) has a new VPAA, Bill Whipple of Allegheny
. . . Bill is best known for his work with honors
colleges, but he's also the inspiration behind AAHE's
Student Caucus.. . . Ernst Benjamin has announced
that he'll step down as AAUP's general secretary
this June . . look for a successor to be named "early
March."

ACCREDITATION: Against the odds and all inertia
lots of people predicted this meeting would flop
it was a joy to witness the success of that Tucson

"summit" January 26-28 involving top presidents,
association heads, and accreditation leaders for a
"reinvention" of institutional accreditation . . . the
resulting vision a three-tiered system that starts
with a nationwide, uniform process of basic
approval, a second-stage focused around under-
graduate learning outcomes, and a voluntary third-- , level process that would recognize excel-

lence is a consummation devoutly to
be wished. . . . Hats off to the co-leaders
of the effort, Bob Atwell of ACE and Jim
Rogers of SACS, and to Kay McClenney
for her deft facilitation.

GOOD WORK: AAHE has helped out with
the recent series of TA training conferen-
ces, last November's drew 500+ . . . now
that work expands into a National Con-
sortium on Preparing Graduate Students
as College Teachers, backed by a four-year
Pew grant of $300,000 . .. project leaders
are Nancy Chism (614/292-3644), Marilla
Svinicki, Leo Lambert, Jody Nyquist, and
Ann Austin.. . . We're all aware of the high
need to attract greater numbers of
talented people into teaching careers in
the schools, Recruiting New Teachers
(Belmont, MA) leads the charge here;
terrific data and publications, contact
Elizabeth Fideler for help (617/489-
6000). . . . Leading the way in building
undergraduate science and math reform
communities is Project Kaleidoscope,
smart and energetic, led by Jeanne Narum
(202/232-1300).. . . For a good read about
internationalizing your campus, pick up

Beyond Borders, by AAC's Joe Johnston and
AACSB's Richard Edelstein, $20 prepaid from AAC
(202/387-3760).. . . I'Vlassachusetts has an intriguing
college-to-school feedback project featuring TQM-
like "blame-free" information to schools on the math-
English preparation of their graduates, plus faculty-
teach k.i. curriculum confabs; info from Margaret
Storch at the MHECC, 617/727-7785.

Atwe

Rogers

LAST NOTES: Many thanks, on behalf of my Change
coeditors, to the Council of Independent Colleges
for bestowing its Outstanding Service award on the
magazine. . . . Your May/June copy is one to look
forward to, a 25th anniversary "Best of Change"
issue. . . . 1994 is also, of course, AAHE's 25th
anniversary, a year highlighted by a marvelous
National Conference on Higher Education, March
23-26 in (yes) the Hilton in Chicago . . . hope you'll
all try to make this one ... I'll look for you there.



frontinued from page 14)
.ident of California State Univer-
sity, Northridge, and included
AAHE members UH Deisman,
professor of mathematics and
director, Charles A. Dana Center,
University of Texas at Austin; and
Mildred Garcia, assistant vice
president for academic affairs,
Montclair State College..

AAHE bylaws state that addi-
tional candidates may be nom-
inated by petition. Two hundred
(200) member signatures are
needed to nominate a candidate
for the position of Vice Chair; 100
signatures are needed for any
other Board position. Petitions
must be submitted at Conference
Headquarters (in the Chicago Hil-
ton & Towers) before the end of
the first full day of the 1994
National Conference (by mid-
night, March 24, 1994).

This year's slate of candidates
for the 1994 AAHE Board of
Directors is:

Vice Chair
(Four-year term on the Executive
Committee; Chair in 1996-97)

Robert M. Berdahl, president.
University of Texas at Austin

Judith Ramaley, president, Port-

,c

' ,:eaL

1'

Berdahl Ramaley

land State University
Barbara Leigh Smith, academic

dean and director, The Washington
Center for Improving the Quality of
Undergraduate Instruction, Ever-
green State College

Board Position #2
(Four-year term)

Blandina Cardenas, director,
Southwest Center for Values, Achieve-
ment, and Community in Education,
Southwest Texas State University

'froy Duster, professor of soci-
ology, University of California at
Berkeley

Brian Hawkins, vice president,
academic planning and administra-
tion, Brown University

I

Smith
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Board Position #3
(Four-year term)

Juan Gonzalez, vice president
of student services, California State
University, San Bernardino

Theodore Fiske, author and
editor

Israel 'fribble, president, Florida
Education Fund

Board Position #4
(Four-year term)

Danny Goroff, Harvard Univer-
sity Math Center

Dominic Careri Runk, chief
executive officer, Take the Lead, Inc.
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In this issue:

Right up front. I confess: .c never been on the Internet
myself: I don't even have an e-mail address. I just never
had the need. But after a fascinating couple of weeks

..ir this Bulletin. I have to admit, I'm eager to get a firsthand
look at what all the fuss is about.

That's precisely the reaction Steven Gilbert, director of
AAHE's Technology Projects. hopes to provoke in you. That
if you aren't already Internet-savvy. you'll at least give it a
try. (And if you are, that you'll pick up some new information
resource to check out, fresh insight into a problem, perhaps
a technical tidbit, or at least fodder for a campus discussion.)

That said, a few disclaimers are in order.
First, all of us authors and editors worked hard to

assure accuracy. (We particularly thank Ci.a.ig Summerhill,
systems coordinator and program officer. at the Coalition for
Networked Information, for his technical review.) But beware:
The Internet is in a constant state of flux. Any of the on-
line resources that existed as we went to press could be gone
tomorrow, having changed their "address," been replaced by
something more powerful, or vanished altogether.

Second, because there is no central governance of the

Internet. standards ol' style are still evolving: that is. there's
no "right" or "wrong" yet for capitalization (Net news or Net
News'? Listserv or LISTSERV or listserv'?) ... hyphenation
(email or e-mail'?) . .. usage (is it okay to say you'll "gopher
to" somewhere'?).

A particularly knotty problem was how to handle the
(sometimes very longggg) character strings you must type in
from your keyboard. For this Bulletin, we avoided breaking
them on separate lines, and settled on the convention of small
caps to denote e-mail addresses (e.g., "contact Steven Gilbert
at AAHESG.GWUVM.EDU") and instructions ("send the message
SUBSCRIBE usEs"). If you have trouble, try typing in lowercase
letters. Because most URLs are case-sensitive, we have shown
them in lowercase, with caps where it matters, as in
http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html.

If you're ready to dip your toe into the Internet ocean, a
good place to start might be with MBE's own Internet offerings
(described on p. 4). Consider participating, even if you're a
network novice. Steve says you'll find that joining a Listserv
is no more difficult than sending/receiving e-mail to an off-
campus address, and he should know. BP

)ve rvi AN'
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WELC 7ATE TO

What is this thing
called the "Internet"?
At its simplest level,
it's many thousands
of computers con-

nected by telephone lines used to
exchange messages and fmd or offer
other forms of information. There
is no recognized governing body,
just widespread and rapidly growing
agreement among users on some
standard ways of packaging and
sending information.

The number of people using the
Internet and the amount and variety
of information available through
it are all growing at an extraordi-
nary rate, if unsystematically. It's
something like a library already
overflowing with books, with more
arriving all the time, but there's
nothing like an Internet Dewey deci-
mal system yet to help you find what
you need. It's becoming a librarian's nightmare

or paradise, depending on how you look at it.
That said, this issue of the Bulletin is intended

to introduce readers to some of the issues, tools,
and approaches that can help you decide
whether and how to use the Internet.

T , NTV
N,

Nightmare or Paradise?

by Steven W. Gilbert

Steven W. Gilbert is director, Technol-
ogy Projects, at the American Asso-
ciation for Higher Education,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 360, Wash-
ington, DC 20036-1110; Internet:
AAHESGOGWUV144.GWU.EDU.

Gettinu )riented
To begin, let me offer what I believe are among

the most important ideas to help you better
understand and cope with (maybe even appre-
ciate) the complexities of the Internet:

Your own computer setup. Your Internet expe-
rience is strongly colored for better or worse

by the power and organization of your par-
ticular computer. Your computer's own oper-
ating system, telecommunications software,
modem or local area network, the quality and
capacity of the wires from your machine to the
next "node," and many other such factors each
affects how fast and how pleasant your use of
the Internet is. Yet, none is part of the Internet,
per se.

It's something
like a library

already
overflowing
with books,
with more
arriving
all the

time, but
there's
nothing
like an

Internet
Dewey

decimal
system.
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Before you get too excited or frus-
trated about the potential impact
of the Internet on your life, learn
how to cope with this 'local" part
of your connection to the Internet.
Remember that most people who
talk about the resources and pitfalls
of the Internet are not talking about
the resources and pitfalls of your
local system. In particular, the char-
acteristics of your electronic mail
system strongly influence the ease
with which you can exchange mes-
sages with others through the
Internet.

Your path to the Internet. The
service or system that provides your
path to the Internet is as important
as your computer setup. During
1994, the number and variety of
new commercial and nonprofit ser-
vices providing access to the
Internet for both individuals and

institutions will likely escalate wildly. Again, the
ease with which you can "navigate" the Internet
is strongly influenced by the service you use.

Watch for major changes in who is able to use
the Internet (and in what ways), as different
methods of charging for Internet access emerge.
Unlike the users of most other telecommuni-
cations systems, faculty typically are not being
charged fees based on how much or how often
they use the Internet. But if access services begin
to require colleges and universities to pay for
incremental usage of the Internet by their faculty
members, much of the Internet's free-wheeling
atmosphere may disappear.

Your Internet toolbox. Your ability to find
people or information on the Internet also
depends on who has decided to make informa-
tion available, where, and in what form. Things
change so fast on the Internet that the quantity
of information available and the forms that infor-
mation takes are hard to know and hard to
track. Just as important, the choices of software
"tools" for "navigating' the Internet change

AMIE BULLErIN/MARCH 1994/3



AAHE on the Internet
Information Resources/Technology Ustserv. On-line discussion
of matters such as how having access to the Internet can change
a faculty member's concept of a "course" and how to "deliver"
it "teaching materials of the future; collaborative work: copyright;
and more. To subscribe, either send your electronic mail address
to Steven Gilbert and he will acd you, or subscribe yourself by
sending the message SUBSCRIBE MHESGIT YOURFIRSTNAME
YOURLASTNAME to one of thee') addresses:
(Internet) USTSERV@GWIAIMGWU.EDU or (BITNET) USTSERV@GWUVM

Con Mct Steven W. Gilbert Director, MHE Technology Projects.
Ph: 202/293-6440 x54. Internet: AAHESG@GWUVM GWU.EOU.

COI LIstserv. On-line discussion of continuous quality improvement
(CQI) issues in higher education. A moderated discussion format
in which questions are posed biweekly and subscribers are given
two weeks in which to respond. Questions include both philosophical
and campus practice-based issues. To subscribe, send the message
SUBSCRIBE COI-t YOURFIRSTNAME
YOURLASTNAME to the address USTSERV@MRNET.

Contact Steve Brigham, Director, MHE CQI Project. Ph: 202/
293-6440 x40. Internet: SBRIGRAM@CNI.ORG.

Cuss Ustserv. A cooperative effort of MHEs Teaching Initiative.
Ball State University and others. (See "MHE News," p. 18.) Intended
to promote a larger conversation among faculty who have an interest
in writing and using cases about teaching and learning as a vehicle

almost as fast. Consequently, you need to keep your toolbox
stocked and up-to-date. The good news is that most new
Internet tools are more effective and easier to use than were
the earlier ones.

A good rule of thumb is to avoid being the 'first on your
block' to adopt a new tool, but not to be the last either. If
you wait too long, you miss out on all the tun, communica-
tions, and potentially valuable information you might get
access to. If you jump in too soon, you get the glory of being
a pioneer but also the frustration of using tools that haven't
yet been fme-tuned to the needs and activities of all their
users including yourself.

Your rights and responsibilities. One of the tasks made
even more challenging by the rapid, uncontrolled growth
of the Internet is that of developing guidelines for ethical
and legal behavior in a new and unstable intellectual and
telecommunications environment. Make an effort to learn
about your rights and responsibilities regarding confiden-
tiality, copyright, and so on in sending/receiving messages
or disseminating information.

Frank Connolly, of American University, is leading a group
that began as an EDUCOM project on developing a "Bill of
Rights and Responsibilities for Electronic Learners." The
group, now affiliated with AAHE, offers a "Bill of Rights" doc-
ument as a starting point for establishing campus policies.

Two useful resources on this are the March/April 1994
Change Magazine, which contains several technology articles,
and the May/June 1993 EDUCOM Review, which includes
that "Bill of Rights."

Beyond the Internet. Once you are able to access the
Internet, a bigger and older challenge remains: how to trans-
form the information you capture into something useful for
teaching and research. The authors of the articles that follow
recognize that the Internet however powerful is just
sort of a technological prerequisite for that transformation.
And that once the Internet prerequisite is satisfied, we still
must apply the more fundamental skills ofjudging and
manipulating information.

(Advocating the learning of those more fundamental skills
is the mission of the National Forum on Information Literacy,
an umbrella group of national organizations. For more on
the Forum, see the March 1992 Bulletin or contact its chair,
Patricia Senn Breivik, ph: 410/830-2498, Internet:
E720BREW0E.T0WS0N.EDU.)
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for improving teaching. To subscribe, send the message SUBSCRIBE
CASES YOuRFIRSTNAME YOuRI.ASTNAmE to the address
MAILSERV@BSUVC.BSU EDU.

Contact Robert Blomeyer (fist manager), Ball State University.
Ph: 317/285-5464. Internet: OORLBLOMEYER@LEO.BSUVC BSU.EDU

EASI Ustserv and AXSUB-1 Uststord, Project EASI (Equal Access
to Software and Information), which had been housed at EDUCOM
and just recentty came to AA1-1E. provides information and guidance
on campus applications of adaptive computer technology to support
access to information resources, instruction, research, and
employment of people who have disabilities. The EASI Listserv
focuses on adaptive equipment, access issues, and other disability
and computer topics. The AXSUI3-1 Listserv focuses on library
access ssues. To subscribe to these Ustservs, send the message
SUBSCRIBE EASI YOURFIRSTNAME YOURtASTNAME or SUBSCRIBE
AXSLIB-1 YOURFIRSTNAME YOuRLASTNAME to the address
USTSERV@SJUVMSTJOHNS.EOU.

EASI also has several publications available on line, and it
publishes a quarterly electronic journal, Information Technology and
Disabilities.

Contact (Internet) EASI@EDUCOM.EDU or
CSMICLC@MVS.OAC.UCI.A.EDu. Or call, Carmela Castonna, Editor,
Project EAR at 310/640-3193.

The Rest of "This Bulletin
This special issue's first article, by Susan Perry, of Stanford,

describes some of the uses of the Internet that have proven
especially attractive to faculty, as well as the frustrations
associated with those uses. She offers a variety of specific
examples and opportunities uses that work. A sidebar
by Shirley Showalter, currently a Lilly fellow at Valparaiso,
describes an interesting case of one such use in teaching.

The next article, by David Smallen, of Hamilton College,
offers only-slightly-tongue-in-cheek insight into the trials and
tribulations of trying to provide computing support services
in a campus environment in whichfaculty are increasingly
asking more-interesting questions and proposing more-
interesting projects using the Internet and related
technologies.

Last, in the spirit of trying new tools without being "the
first on the block," David Bantz, of the University of Chicago,
offers a detailed discussion of the "World-Wide Web" a
highly organized collection of an already-impressive range
of resources and techniques that has been used by enough
people to have lost most frustrating rough edges. Bantz has
selected the WWW to show how Internet information resour-
ces can become a scholar's conceptual workspace. (His article
also includes a useful glossary of Internet-related terms.)
The goal is to offer resources so powerful and access so trans-
parent that faculty can focus on the intellectual problems
raised and solved in this new medium.

Make che EfforT
We hope some of these authors' suggestions will make your

Internet journey more pleasant and useful This Bulletin
is offered only as an introduction. Some of the recent books
about the Internet cited in the articles also are increasingly
useful, but be careful that anything you read including
this Bulletin is up-to-date enough for your purposes.

Of course, an even better way to begin your Internet adven-
ture is to work with people who have the combined skills
and knowledge of a reference librarian AND an academic
computing support professional (AND, perhaps, expertise
in your academic discipline, as well). Unfortunately, such
people are in much too short supply. Getting started without
them can be frustrating; but it is still worth the effort. Believe
me, there is light at the end of the fiber.

Good luck!
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FACUL
ON THE INTERNET

The Library of the Future?

by Susan Perry

Two cartoons recently made
the rounds on my hall at
work. One shows a dog sit-
ting at a computer saying
to another dog: "On the

Internet, nobody knows you're a dog"
The other has a character asking, "If
the computer is turning the world into
a global village, and I can't figure out
how to use the thing, does that make
me a global village idiot?" The cartoons
make us laugh, but behind the laugh
for many of us may lurk the question:
Am I the Internet-savvy dog, or the
global village idiot?

Because I work mostly with com-
puting professionals, I decided to ask
some faculty friends, primarily human-
ities and social science professors, how
they use the Internet. Their responses
were telling.

All of them use the Internet for elec-
tronic mall and to search the card
catalogs of large libraries. (One col-
league working on a bibliography for
a book reported that his search for
the full citations for SOO items, which
would have taken him a couple of
weeks the traditional way, took just
a day and a hal! using on-line library
catalogs on the Internet. He was
thrilled.)

Still, for the most part, these faculty
friends found little on the Internet that
interested them. Several had tried look-
ing at discipline-based lists, but had
found the lists to be a waste of time
. .. either compilations of information
available from other sources (where
they would be easier and faster to
skim), or clogged with trivia from peo-
ple who seemed to have time to waste.
Several faculty cautioned that sub-
scribing to lists had overloaded them
with a glut of information they couldn't
use.

Yet, they all felt that the Internet

Susan Perry is director; Departmental
Systems Group, Stanford Data Center,
Stanford University, Room 262, Polya
Hall, Stanford, CA 94305-4136;
Internet: SUSAN.PERRY@FORSYTHE.
Sl'ANFORD.EDU.

is important, if not for right now, at
least for the future.

And what might that future look
like? Some believe that the Internet
could well become in society what
libraries have been in the past: that
is, a resource for self-education. Among
those is Gerhard Casper, Stanford's
president, who believes that the
Internet could become the "university
of the twenty-rust century." In a recent
Stanford Campus Report, Casper posits
that In the near future, the small-world
phenomenon, combined with infor-
mation technologies, could well eclipse
the importance of the university as
a corpor al unit."

Personally, however, I believe that
just as self-study in libraries never sup-
planted the higher education system,
the Internet will not replace the uni-
versity. Instead, in the years ahead it
will be fully incorporated into our aca-

demic work lives, to be used for com-
municating with colleagues, research,
and teaching.

But we don't have to wait until the
next century to see the Internet's
impact (both actual and potential)
on academic work lives. There's already
much to see now.

Electronic Collaboration
The Internet and e-mail already have

allowed subspecialists in various dis-
ciplines to build communities of
national and international colleagues,
with whom they oftentimes have closer
intellectual ties than they do with their
departmentarcolleagues across the
hall.

As electronic networks allow distant
scholars from like disciplines to become
ever more immediately linked, the con-
cept of a home university as a "com-
munity of scholars" becomes less and
less a reality. Should those of us who
worry about the health of higher edu-
cation be concerned about this evo-
lution, or should we be excited about
how easily technology allows us to pro-
duce new knowledge?

The "brewing" of good ideas now
takes place in electronic space rather
than in real time and space. This issue
of the Bulletin, organized completely
on the Internet, is a good 'Ample:
Although I have never met two of my
coauthors, we've exchnged outlines
by e-mail, and it is evident we have
much in common. Collaboration on
papers, projects, research proposals,
and books now is possible with col-
leagues anywhere, anytime, because
of the Internet and electronic mail.

Research
The precursor to the Internet,

ARPAnet, began as a means for
researchers from universities and the
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U.S. Department of Defense to com-
municate with one another and to
transfer large amounts of data over
long distances. Today, the place of elec-
tronic networking in scientific research
is well established. In fact, the sciences
have an especially rich culture of shar-
ing data and work-in-progress, and
of making preprints of research avail-
able on-line. But the Internet has made
an impact on research in many fields
and takes many forms:

On-line catalogs. In the last few
years, many libraries have made their
catalogs available over the Internet,
hence my colleague's delight and aston-
ishment when he could verify citations
so rapidly. The most convenient way
to gain access to these catalogs is via
the Internet exploration tool Gopher,
by "gophering" to GOPHEILUTDALLASEDU.

A very large list of on-line catalogs,
compiled by Billy Barron, is available
via anonymous ftp from FTP.ITTDALLAS.EDU

in the directory /pub/staff/billy/libguide.
[For a Glossary of Internet-related
terms, see Bantz, pp. 1647. Eds.)

Electumic journals. Another
Internet phenomenon is the electronic
journal Many organizations offer news-
letters via the Net, and peer-reviewed
journals are becoming a standard offer-
ing. Obviously, electronic distribution
of research is an excellent way to dis-

serainate findings rapidly. Michael
Strangelove and Diane Kovacs's Direc-
tory of Electronic Journals, Newsletters,
and Academic Discussion Lists (1993)
offers a good overview of what's avail-
able. This publication is available only
in printed form from the Association
of Research Libraries (Office of Sci-
entific and Academic Publishing, Orders
Dept., 21 Dupont Circle, Washington,
DC 20036; ph: 202/296-2296; $42, plus
$5 U.S. shipping/handling).

Listservs. Various groups sponsor
special-interest discussion lists and
post collections of information acces-
sible to users on their distribution lists.
Such setups, called Listservs, are avail-
able for nearly every academic disci-
pline and subdiscipline. Essentially elec-
tronic mailing lists, most Listservs let
users add themselves to the list, take
themselves off, and participate in
discussions.

These electronic discussions can be
moderated or unmoderated. In a mod-
erated list, an overseer provides some
editing and bunching of like topics.
In unmoderated discussions, partici-
pants are free to respond as they like,
even if that means filling your electronic
mailbox with information that has little
to do with the topic you signed up to
discuss.

Some examples of discussion lists

A Few Resources to Help You Get Started
Books

Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide, 2nd ed. (Prentice-Hall,
1993), by Brendan P. Kehoe, is a standard. One of the first and most popular
guides, it is a good introduction for a novice and covers basics such as electronic
mail, FfP, Telnet, newsgroups, and tools. The fffst edition was distributed for
free on the Internet and is still available at many anonymous ftp sites, eg., at
NIC.MERIT.EDU in the directory /introducing.the.internet, under the filename

zentxt.
Internet Companion: A Beginner's Guide to Global Networking (Addison-

Wesley, 1993), by Tracy LaQuey, is very readable, and has a preface by Vice Pres-
ident Al Gore. It's also designed for the novice and is also available via anon-
ymous ftp from FrpsrD.com, in the directory /OBS/TheInternet.Companion.

Other useful books include The Whole Internet User's Guide & Catalog
(O'Reilly, 1992), by Ed Krol, and Crossing the Internet Thmshokl: An Instruc-
tional Handbook (Library Solutions Institute, 1992), by Roy Tennant, John Ober,
and Anne G. Lipow.

"Finding" Lists
As their experience with the Internet grows, librarians are beginning to develop
discipline-specific "finding" lists of Internet resources that are particutarly use-
ful Subject-specific lists are being published monthly in The College and
Research Libritries News, available in most academic libraries.

One particularly useful set of subject-specific files is being produced at the
University of Michigan's School of Library and Information Studies. This file
is available on-line by gophering to GOPHER.L1B.UMICILEDU.

6/AAHE BULLET1N/MARCH 1994

(and their topics) are the following:
DERRIDA (James Derrida and decon-
struction), EARLYM-L (early music),
LASPAU-L (Latin America), MILTON
(John Milton), AMWEST-H (American
western history), CHINA (Chinese stud-
ies), OBJ-REL (reliOon and its roles
in society). The list of Listserv discus-
sion groups is available via anonymous
ftp from KSUVKAIENT.EDU and by

gophering to GOPHER.USASK.CA.

On-line collections. An example of
an interesting collection of information
is the on-line library being developed
by the University of Pennsylvania
humanities department and the Center
for Computer Analysis of Texts. The
collection offers sacred texts that can
be searched electronically (using key-
words) to produce a display of all pas-
sages containing particular terms of
interest, which users can bring back
to their home computers and print
off. The collection also includes course
syllabi, glossaries, and essays, as well
as a wide variety of Internet-related
documents and connections to other
humanities-related files available over
the Internet. This collection is available
by gophering to CCAT.SAS.UPENN.EDU.

A number of scholarly societies are
enhancing their formal communities
by building on-liai collections of infor-
mation. The American Philosophical
Association is one such group; its on-
line collection includes information
about the organization, electronic mail
address books, an international philo-
sophical preprint exchange, books and
journals, and calls for papers. (For this
and other scholarly society servers,
gopher to UWINFO.UWATERLOO.CA.)

Other scholars are beginning to
organize information around a specific
person or body of work. One interesting
example of this kind of network plan-
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(AND I CAN'T
FIGURE ow-
ROW TO USE
WE TANG_

ning is the Peirce Telecommunity Proj-
ect, supported by a group of philos-
ophy scholars interested in the work
of Charles S. Peirce. The gyoup hopes
to build a network-based academic
center, by digitizing all of Peirce's work,
assembling all of the articles and bib-
liographies related to his work, and
maintaining a list of Peirce scholars.
(For more, contact Joseph Ransdell,
Texas Tech University, at
BRIMR@TTACS.TMEDU.)

Teac hi n g
Using electronic networks and net-

worked information to enhance teach-
ing and learning is still a pioneering
enterprise. As illustration, I offer my
experience with the Coalition for Net-
worked Information (21 Dupont Circle,
Suite 800, Washington, DC 20036), a
collaborative effort of the two major
administrative and academic comput-
ing associations (CAUSE and EDUCOM)
and the organization representing the
largest research libraries in the country
(the Association of Research Libraries).
The Coalition's goal is to assure that
future networking developments in
the United States provide for the teach-
ing and research needs of faculty and
students. (For more, gopher to the
Coalition for Networked Information
at GOPHERCNI.ORG.)

For the last two years, I have admin-
istered the call for project proposals
for the Coalition's Teaching and Learn-
ing Working Group. Submissions must

demonstrate exemplary uses of net-
works and networked information to
enhance teaching and learning. In the
first year, we received fifteen proposals.
In 1993, that number increased to
thirty-five. Four-year colleges, univer-
sities, state departments of education,
community colleges, and even primary

schools were represented. Projects
came from diverse disciplines, including
art, math, philosophy, political science,
and earth sciences, and from profes-
sional schools, including business, edu-
cation, medicine, and library science.
(These proposals are all available on
the CM Gopher Server under "Teaching
and Learning Working Group.")

Last year, several of the projects
came from teachers working with pri-
mary and middle school students. One
particularly impressive project linked
800 middle school students and 250
teachers from all over the world with
technologi experts in the field of mete-
orology to work together on weather
projects.

Such experiences raise important
questions: If primary school students
are becoming adept network users now,
what will they expect from their college
experiences? If part of our responsi-
bility as educators is to prepare stu-
dents for the workplace of tomorrow,
should we college faculty all become
network users ourselves?

FrusTrat ions
When I fust started thinking about

the Internet and all of its wonders, I
tried to make sense of it by comparing
it to an academic library lots of re-
sources, treasures to be discovered
as you went along, constant additions
of new materials. But I found that the
Internet isn't nearly as reliable nor as
easy to use as is an academic library.
(Perhaps I'm prejudiced by my twenty-
plus years of experience as a librarian.)

As it exists today, the Internet is
much more like Tower Records, my
local *superstore" for anything having
to do with books, records, CDs, and
videos. Both Tower Records and the
Internet are exciting and dynamic
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information spaces, but specific items
are difficult to fmd. And they emphasize
the latest ideas, but not necessarily
the most cogently reasoned or argued.

The Internet discussion lists are one
example here: Such lists facilitate the
sharing of information, but that infor-
mation is not necessarily well docu-
mented or supported by scholarship.
Too often, discussions offer very little
in the way of quality content but
require much in the way of time-
wasting scanning. Very high quality
discussions do take place, but some
discussion lists I have used were dis-
appointments. (Another big surprise
for novice Internet users is how rapidly
their mailboxes can fill up once they've
signed onto a distribution list or two.)

Moreover, my librarian's background
makes me uncomfortable with the scant
consideration given on the Internet
to maintaining an historical record
of knowledge. That a field of knowledge
can be traced from its beginnings to
the present has always been one of
the academic library's greatest
strengths. And the Net comes nowhere
near offering the coherent selection
of materials for teaching and research
in a specific institution with a specific
curriculum and research agenda that
an academic library offers.

Navigating the Net is another frus-
tration. Despite the improvements
brought by tools such as Gopher, WAIS,
World-Wide Web, Mosaic, and others,
finding specific information is still
sometimes difficult. Returning to spe-
cific information a second time is too,
unless you have recorded the path you
used the first time. Often Internet users
are unable to retrieve specific infor-
mation unless they have a specific
address for it. (At a recent Coalition
for Networked Information meeting,
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A CLASSIC CASE
An Augustinian Seminar

by Shirley H. Showalter

"No spit wads! Quiet in the back of the

class!"
These two rules in the syllabus for Prof.

James O'Donnell's University of Pennsyl-
vania graduate seminar on the fourth-
century scholar Augustine remind the
390 class members who are "attending"
via the Internet that they are participating
in a new form of education in which many
of the old rules are irrelevant and the new
rules are as yet unwritten.

O'Donnell a self-described "prose-
lytizer" for technoloq had been using

...,mputers in his research for more than twelve years. Taking his Augustine

seminar on-line seemed a right next step.
O'Donnell advertised the Spring 1994 class in the usual channels on his

home campus, then also through a range of national and international com-

puter networks, bulletin boards, and Listservs. such as HTEACH, MEDTEXTL,

IOUDAIOS. HUMANIST. CLASSICS, BMCR, and BMMR, and other religion

and philosophy groups. Ten "liveware" Penn grad students registered for

the course; another 525 people have "dropped in" on the Internet at some
point, with 390 of them continuing.

In-class and Internet students receive the same syllabus; class notes are
posted to the network after each class meeting; and all participants are
encouraged to join in an on-line conversation. On any given day, those con-
versations can stretch from Istanbul to Indiana, from Hong ICong to Wales.

O'Donnell was afraid that the class might be deluged with bulletin board
"chit-chat," so he made up a list of rules. "Far from cluttering the discussion,

the comments are usually cogent, relevant, and economical. In fact, they

have been so good that I had to give my Penn students a pep talk about

going on-line... . I tell them the only way to look stupid is to allow the fear
of looking stupid keep them from jumping in."

Positive Outcomes
Improving the experience of his own graduate students was O'Donnell's

first goal, one that he is confident he has met. He reports that going on-line

has had three significant outcomes: First, it's not necessary to "prime the

pump" before the class discussion gets interesting. "1 come into class and

the students are already into a debate on, say, Augustine's degree of neo-

platonism.. . . The Internet has accelerated the amount of material students
can absorb and has helped them focus on their own points of interest,"

O'Donnell says.
Second, the authority in an electronic classroom is "downloaded," that

is, O'Donnell mediates ideas instead of generating most of them himself. The

list of Internet participants includes other Augustine scholars, so the Penn
students encounter "strongly voiced different views" on-line, and must
become critical thinkers in the process.

Finally, the Internet allows all voices to be heard, not just those of students
with Type-A personalities. When the discussion reaches the topic of sex-

uality, for example, O'Donnell will assign each student a gender-free user-

name, so that on-line respondents react to oneanother's ideas instead of

1 .1

one participant mentioned that a.n item
was available on the Net, "if you can
fmd it," and we all laughed nervously.)

Even when you know where to fmd
materials, retrieving them can be a
challenge. Protocols for search and
retrieval still have a very technical feel,
and they require "FETCHING" and "down-
loading" and "FTP-inge and "FINGERING"

in ways that make those of us who don't
live in a computer science world (and
even some of us who do) uncomfort-
able. A much simpler protocol is
needed.

Making the Internet
a Better Academic Resource

For the Internet to be a more useful
resource for, academic research and
teaching, faculty will have to become
users in sufficient numbers to carve
out a place on the Net for academic
work. They will need to shape an infor-
mation space that is useful to them,
in much the same way that they have
shaped the publishing of academic
monographs and journals.

The electronic journal juried,
edited, published, and disseminated
over the Net has tremendous poten-
tial for restructuring the way commu-
nities of scholars record, save, and
employ their findings. Electronic pub-
lishing can reform and streamline the
way we communicate with one another,
if we can maintain and organize the
material for easy retrieval.

If networked information resources
are to be useful to their communities
of scholars, then faculty, academic
librarians, and computing professionals
must all play active, collaborative roles
in developing and organizing networked
information and in setting standards
for its storage, maintenance, and retrieval.

We must ensure that the Internet's
navigational tools are at least as easy
to use as are the on-line catalogs, in-
dexes, and reference materials available
today; and we must assure that future
scholars can obtain information at least
as easily as they can today. In fact,
because most scholars will access and
use materials from their offices or
homes, we must develop on-line resour-
ces that can be used with very little
training.

Much of the technical work has
already begun. Some of it involves the
development of tools to allow com-
puters to pass bibliographic search
information back and forth in the back-
ground, regardless of the structure



of that information on the different
computers; most of this work is being
done under the rubric of an interna-
tional standard called 729.50.

Other work is going on in the devel-
opment of the applications that people
use to navigate the Internet ocean.
Many universities are working on such
graphical user interface tools already.
Project Mandarin, at Cornell, and the
Portfolio Project, at Stanford, are two
examples. (For more information on
Mandarin, contact Nancy Van Orman,
project manager, Mandarin Consortium
at NLVL@CORNELLED1.1. Portfolio will

be accessible via Gopher in mid-April
1994; for more information, send mail
tO PORTFOL1OOSTANFORDSTANFORD.EDU.)

The Internet has the potential of
moving information management to
a vastly different scale. The sheer mag-
nitude of information that users can
access on their personal computer
makes critical-thinking and informa-

reacting to their gender.
O'Donnell already considers his Internet experiment successful, and has

a fund of ideas for the future. He wants to try a class using a 'MOO envi-
ronment,' in which Augustine himself (as created by O'Donnell) would inter-
act with the students, like a character in a video game does with the players.
He also wants to figure out ways to offer credit to the Internet students. 'The
way I see it,' he says, "we can either jump on the electronic superhighway,
or we can be roadkill."

Shirley H. Showalter, a professor of English at Goshen College, currently
is a senior fellow in the Lull. Fellows Program in Humanities and the
Arts, at Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, IN 46383; Internet:
SSHONVALTEReEXODUS.vALPO.EDU. Prof. O'DonnelL can be reached at
JODOCCATSAS.UPENN.EDU.

tion-literacy skills more important than
ever. Just as faculty and academic
librarians have worked together in the
past to help students understand how
to fmd and manage information, we
will need to do so in the future. A col-

(continued from p. 17)
work in different ways, and sometimes raising problems for
scholars.

What little organization of documents there is on the
Internet is a complex of cross-referenced documents (a web),
rather than a clear hierarchy. Few authoritative indexes of
significant scope exist, and there is no classification scheme.
As a result, serendipity plays a significant role in your finding
resources on the Internet.

While many people have attempted to provide subject
guides and indexes, the absence of de facto standards even
for naming resources and for authors and as well as the tran-
sitory nature of many electronic files give us little reason to
expect that authoritative or long-lasting meta-resources,
such as exist for printed materials, will emerge soon.

The life of an information resource on the Internet can
be transitory. Because hypertext links between documents
are not systematically updated, links can fail, as documents
are revised or moved. Moreover, a given resource might be
revised or amended substantially between the time a link
or reference is created and the time that you follow that link
or use the resource. Thus, you should generally think of ref-
erences and hypertext links as pointers to an evolving infor-
mation source rather than to a particular formulation or
set of data.

That relation is quite different than exists between a
printed reference and a printed work, in which an adequate
reference including publication information is to a
static and particular text.

As yet, there are no generally adopted standards of qual-
ity control or certification (often no "publisher") for infor-
mation on the Internet. You might encounter questionable
editions of printed materials or information. Even materials
prepared carefully by scholars might not have easily discern-
ible documentation of editorial or authorial decisions. Clearly,
conventions must be adopted to more clearly attribute

laboration of faculty, librarians, and
computing professionals can result
in an on-line network that is central
to both teaching and research and that
paves the way for the Internet as -the
library of tho future."

authorship and editorial responsibility in electronic
resources.

Preservation is another function of scholarship and
library management that is often ignored in discussions of
information access. The notoriously ephemeral nature of
electronic resources, coupled with distributed purveyors of
information and lack of firm standards on archival media,
means that there is no guarantee of long-term preservation
of materials available in this medium. There is no inherent
technological reason preventing the preservation of materials,
but techniques need to be adopted and responsibilities
assumed for determining what materials should be archived.

Protecting copyrighted materials that appear on the
Internet and charging for their use remain unsolved prob-
lems. Unless and until publishers can assure themselves that
their works will be reasonably protected, many valuable

A Few Useful Books
The Online Users Encyclopedia, by Bernard Aboba

(Addison-Wesley, 1993). 800 pages.
The Whole Internet User's Guide & Cgtalog, by Ed Krol

(O'Reilly & Associates, 1992). 400 pages.
The Whole Earth Online Almanac, by Don Rittner (Brady

Publishing, 1993). 1024 pages.

works will remain unavailable in the medium. On the other
hand, the value users place on-line resources is creating
opportunities traditional publishers cannot ignore.

Broad and fair access to the Internet remains a legitimate
concern. By many measures, the technology keeps getting
cheaper; but full utility of the World-Wide Web requires sub-
stantial hardware and network access, requirements that
limit access at present to a fraction of the university com-
munity. Will participation be open and general, or restricted
to a small fraction of potential users who can command the
resources needed?
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Not quite fiction.

"MANVI SAILS THE
-"o mT-IVriJ

1
t is the start of another day for
Manny Cervuses, director of
computer services at Imok
("Pm-okay") College. Today
is his twentieth anniversary as

head of computing services for the
small liberal arts college of twelve hun-
dred students, centrally isolated in
upstate New York. Over his morning
coffee, he muses that in those twenty
years he's seen, or at least heard, it
all: teaching machines . .. computer-
assisted instruction ... the rise of the
microcomputer. . . . the promise that
simulations would revitalize instruction
. .. the flattening of organizational
structures .. . computer-mediated 1

instruction .. . TQM .. . decentralized
computing . . . and now, client/server
computing and global networking.

It reminds him of the times he spent
as a child at the beach in Brooklyn,
sailing the Atlantic on his small inflat-
able raft. He'd watch the waves
approach, preparing for their impact.
Again and again they would wash over
him, toss him about, and then recede,
leaving the water around him relatively
calm and peaceful, his raft resuming
its steady course.

But lately, the waves of technological
change have been breaking closer and
closer together, their intensity ever
greater, making the periods of relative
calm few and far between. Manny and
his small staff have worked hard to
keep the college's computing resources
easy to use and supportable, partic-
ularly in the last two years, since Imok
sailed into the vastness known as the
Internet. He's managed to get a slightly
bigger boat, and his crew has gotten
slightly larger. But the waves lately are
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The Support Issues

by David L. Smallen

David L. Smallen is director of infor-
mation technology services and insti-
tutional research at Hamilton College,
198 College Hill Road, Clinton, NY
13323; Internet DSMALLEWHAMILTONVEDU.

enormous, with all forecasts for the
immediate future pointing to continued
storm conditions. And now he has been
told by the Admiral that he'll not be
getting any more staff to help stabilize
the boat.

What is it about this Internet that
has so destabilized the relatively calm
technological seas at Imok, and in
higher education more generallY? What
are the opportunities that made him
set sail in the ocean in the first place?
What strategies has he utilized to keep
the boat from capsizing? Let's review
with Manny the events of the last few
years.

.1

Boundless Opportunities
and Promises

It used to be that Imok College had
an arrangement with a large research
university to provide Imok's faculty
with computer accounts on the uni-
versity's large mainframe computer
system. Imok paid the university for
the time and computer resources its
faculty used. The university, in turn,
was connected to an electronic mail
network known as BITNET, which
allowta Imok faculty and staff to com-
municate with colleagues worldwide.

Several of them joined on-line dis-
cussion graups, that is, collections of
people who agree to share their exper-
tise. Members of the Mathematics
Department participated in an e-mail
discussion of the use of a particular
approach for teaching calculus. From
faculty members at an institution two
thousand miles away, they were able
to learn a great deal that helped
improve student learning at Imok In
another instance, a member of the Eco-
nomics Department participating in
another discumion learned about the
availability of data collections that her
students could use to explore the work-
ings of the stock market. Manny's own
staff regularly followed a discussion
among people who provide computer
services at small colleges, and from
it learned about a discount program
that saved Imok five hundred dollars
on new software last year!

The information to be gleaned from
discussion groups alone was a sufficient
incentive for Imok's faculty and staff
to learn the complexities of e-mail on
the university's system. Access to these
long-distance discussion groups helped



to alleviate the isolation felt at Imok,
especially during the cold winter
months.

The arrangement with the university
was especially economical in the late
1980s, while the number of Imok users
was small. But over time, Imok's usage
grew, and by 1991 Manny determined
that it made more sense for Imok to
connect directly to a larger network
known as the Internet. Since Imok
already was paying the research uni-
versity for use of its system, it became
a straightforward economic argument:
The cost of Imok's obtaining and main-
taining a small computer to serve as
its Internet connection point, plus the
cost ofjoining the regional network
that would manage that connection
(see Finding Partners), was less than
what Imok had been paying annually
to the university for e-mail services.

Of course, for Imok to devote insti-
tutional resources to this activity, it
was important that Imok's faculty and
staff had developed experience using
electronic mail and discussion groups,
and so could explain to senior admin-
istrators how important that use was
to their teaching and scholarship. The
strategy of starting small and devel-
oping experience before fully embracing
a new information technology appli-
cation is one that Manny has applied
in several settings.

Manny was amazed at how small
the new computer was (it fits on a
desktop in the telephone switch room).
The direct connection to the Internet
provided his colleagues at Imok with
access not only to electronic mail but
also to a variety of other information
services and resources being created
daily by thousands of individuals world
wide. Among these resources were on-
line public-access catalogues (OPACs),
such as indexes to the library holdings
of many larger institutions; electronic
versions of newsletters and journals,
such as parts of The Chronicle of
Higher Education; free software; the
full text of Supreme Court decisions;
digitized images of the full text of clas-
sic books whose copyrights had expired;
and much, much more. What was so
striking was not so much what was
available at this time, but the rate of
change in what was becoming available.

Even the local newspaper occasion-
ally wrote about someone using this

Manny's staff determined
the mission of the

Computer Services unit
would have to be to

encourage Imok's faculty
and staff to be self-

sufficient Of course,
achieving self-sufficiency
is easier said than done,

but Manny found that
having such a mission
helped guide decision
making. And generally,
things proceeded along

as well as could be
expected.

"fabulous" network known as the
Internet. Moreover, national publica-
tions that crossed Manny's desk, at
home and in the office, were filled with
discussions of Internet services, prom-
ises, frustrations, and folklore. Espe-
cially since the national election of
1992, metaphors abounded about
"information highways," 'information
infrastructure," "virtual communities,"
"information ecosystems," and so on.
Manny could see a wave building again
on the horizon, and this time it looked
positively enormous.

.kiming for Self-SuffIciency
Five years ago, even before Imok's

interest in the Internet, Manny had
realized that he never would have suf-
ficient staff to keep pace with the ever-
increasing expectations of the Imok
community. The 1970s model of a com-
puting staff located and managed in
one place and sufficient in size to meet
all of the campus's information tech-
nologi needs was impossible in the
1990s, given the pace of technological
change.

Instead, Manny's staff determined
the mission of the Computer Services
unit would have to be to encourage
Imok's faculty and staff to be self-
sufficient. Of course, achieving self-
sufficiency is easier said than done,
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but Manny found that having such a
mission helped guide decision making.
And generally, things proceeded along
as well as could be expected. One sign
of success is that Imok's faculty report
that they often get their questions an-
swered by their colleagues over lunch
in the dining room.

Self-sufficiency is not a theory at
Imolc it is a practical reality, evidenced
by growth in the size of the applications
of information technology without a
corresponding growth in the size of
the computing support staff. Manny
found there were two keys to achieving
that success: to get people to accept
responsibility for decisions about their
use of computing; and to have the com-
munity understand, reinforced by state-
ments from senior administrators, that
constraints existed on the growth of
the computing support staff. Imok's
attempt at achieving self-sufficiency
is not 100 percent successful, but what
ever is?

Imok encourages and supports self-
sufficiency on the campus in many
ways, often unnoticed by the commu-
nity members. One strategy is that soft-
ware distribution is self-service. For
example, campus users can retrieve
new versions of a virus-detection pro-
gram (that Manny's unit obtained for
free over the Internet) from a central
campus repository. They also can use
any of several licensed programs
located in the same repository, the
number of simultaneous users con-
trolled by special software. All done
automatically. And efficiently.

Software copyright issues are
explained in a variety of forums, and
Imok's many campus users are
expected to police themselves, for the
most part. Manny is adamant that col-
leges be models of ethical behavior,
and Manny's staff fmd many oppor-
tunities to educate the Imok commu-
nity on the issue. It's a continual and
important process if people are to
accept responsibility for their use of
information technology resources.

To make navigating the Internet eas-
ier, Manny has encouraged the use of
several software tools such as
Gopher, hytelnet, and LIBS that
make access to information resources
as easy as choosing an item on a menu.
Manny's staff has become proficient
with a small number of such tools, and
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encourages other users to try them.
Most of these menu-driven tools were
created in the last year by people at
other institutions and distributed free
over the Internet. Making them avail-
able to the Imok community took some
effort including assistance from col-
leagues at other institutions (see Find-
ing Partners). Manny remembers that
when Imok first connected with the
Internet, access to its information
required the use of arcane commands.
At that time, only the most motivated
faculty gained a modest level of pro-
ficiency. But no more.

Documentation now is kept short
and to the point, getting people started
without overwhelming them. Training
is organized around a described need,
at the request of a department, and
customized to the needs of the
members of that department. Much
useful documentation is available from
other institutions over the network
Mannys staff has retrieved some of
it, and customized it to the Imok
environment.

Finding Partners
Forming internal and external part-

nerships with other organizations has
been another important strategy for
Imok. Manny realized, fortunately at
an early stage, that the Internet was
not fundamentally about networks,
computers, modems, routers, and tech-
nical jargon; instead, it was about infor-
mation, and the people who create
it, store it, share it, and use it. Among
the frustrations of the Internet are
determining what information resour-
ces exist, evaluating their relevance,
fmding where they are located, figuring
out how to get them, and, once
retrieved, learning how to make appro-
priate use of them.

Lo and behold, Manny found that
the reference librarians at Imok were
already expert at helping people with
the what, why, and where questions!
And his own service staff were good
at helping people obtain things and
learn how to use them. A partnership
was necessary. And so the reference
librarians, at first tentatively and later
enthusiastically, agreed to help pilot
Imok's technological boat. These librar-
ians had a pretty good idea where
shoals might lie, especially since they
had direct and extensive contact with
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Imok's Internet connection
has spurred an interest
in the use of computing
technology on campus.
Discussions, now, are

not so much about
hardware and software

but rather about
information. Lurking
in the background are
fimdamental issues

of "control vs. freedom
of information," "openness

vs. confidentiality,"
and "charging for services

vs. providing them as
part of the overall cost

of doing business."

a portion of the community who typ-
ically were new to technology faculty
in.the humanities and the arts.

The librarians at Imok were already
ahead of the rest of the campus in deal-
ing with access to electronic informa-
tion resources. For many years, they
had relied on electronic searches to
help faculty and students with their
research. In addition, library associ-
ations, such as RLIN (Research Librar-
ies Information Network), OCLC
(Online Computer Library Center),
and the Library of Congress, had been
dealing for many years with issues of
standards for electronic access to infor-
mation. (A good overview can be found
in Campus Strategies for Libraries
and Electronic Information, Caroline
Arms ed., Digital Press, 1990)

It was the technical side to the
Internet that made Manny most
depressed. He understood it only at
a certain level, which was often a few
levels below that necessary to make
anything work! More than two thirds
of all higher education institutions are
small colleges, and these places were
facing the same problems Imok was
facing. There must be companies that
could help, or colleagues who had sailed

further in the ocean who could lead
the way. Other partnerships were
needed and, fortunately, were
available.

The company (NYSERNet) that oper-
ated the regional network that con-
nected to the Internet sort of the
Thruway Authority of the information
highway had a connection service
that suited Imok's needs. For an annual
fee, the regional organization would
take care of most of the hardware,
phone lines, software, and technical
support that Imok would need to main-
tain its connection to the Internet. The
rest Imok could obtain by training its
own staff and tapping the knowledge
of colleagues at other institutions.
(Other means of connecting to the
Internet are now available. A variety
of options should be explored if an
institution is just getting started.)

This "black box" service was just what
Manny needed. Imok regularly budgets
money for access to knowledgeable
consultants to solve difficult problems.

Further, when it came time to set
up his electronic mail software for the
campus, Manny called up his colleague
Leo, at Stopless College. Leo had con-
nected with the Internet the previous
year and already had accumulated
a wealth of expertise; he was not only
knowledgeable but wonderfully per-
sonable. Leo came down for a day and
voila!, Imok's e-mail system was oper-
ational! (By the way, Leo received an
honorarium Manny doesn't believe
in free lunches.) There are many people
out there who can provide such ser-
vices, and discussion groups on the
Internet often are one way to locate
them.

Old Issues
in Internet Guises

Imok's Internet connection has
spurred an interest in the use of com-
puting technology on campus. Discus-
sions, now, are not so much about hard-
ware and software but rather about
information. Lurking in the background
are fundamental issues of "control vs.
freedom of information," "openness
vs. confidentiality," and "charging for
services vs. providing them as part of
the overall cost of doing business." Here
are a few examples.

Inappropriateness. Usenet News,
also known as Net News, is a service



provided on the Internet consisting
1 of electronic discussion groups, more
, than a thousand, on every conceivable

topic. The groups are available "free"

and some (or all) of these groups
may be received by each institution.
The rub comes in that some of the
groups are of dubious value. In par-
ticular, several that deal with frivolous
topics or with strong, explicit sexual
content, including hardcore porno-
graphic visual images, have caused a
stir among trustees and legislators,
who in some cases have moved to
remove access to them. And, of course,
nothing is completely free! At a mbi-
imum, such Information" uses up on-
line storage space, delaying traffic for
other information and occupying a
portion of Imoks computing resources
for reading and printing.

Deciding which information resources
to own or to pay to access is not a new
problem. In his discussions with the
head of the library, Manny learned that
the library has an analogous problem

I of deciding which books and periodicals
to purchase with its limited budget
and shelf space. In checking with his
computing colleagues, Manny has found
that most have 'handled" the issue
within the computing unit itself; that
is, the decision about which Usenet
newsgroups to receive is often made
on purely technical grounds.

To what degree is the selection of
which newsgroups to receive a cen-
sorship issue or a resource issue, and
who should make the decision? It's a
wave that will bit the Imok community
at some point in the future, but Manny
hopes that wave hits only after he has
run the issue by the appropriate policy
committees.

Confidentiality. A collection of easy-
to-use tools has been created to allow
users to navigate the Internet without
having to learn many of its technical-
ities. Among the most prominent tools
on the Imok campus is a software prod-
uct called "Gopher." Developed orig-
inally at the University of Minnesota
and named after its school mascot,
the beauty of Gopher is that it allows
the vast information resources of the
Internet to be viewed as a series of
choices on a menu. Gopher has been
a big hit on the lmok campus, and in
Computer Services, because it allows
users to be relatively self-sufficient in

Several years ago, Manny
came across a Chinese

expression, pronounced
"way-gee,"which means

"crisis." Contained
within this expression

is the character for
"opportunity." It's an

expression that captures
the essence of the

Internet's impact on
a college campus.

"way-gee"

searching for, locating, and retrieving
Internet resources.

Imok has used the Gopher to make
a variety of Imok-specific information
available in electronic form, in par-
ticular, the weekly and daily campus
news bulletins, the campus telephone
directory and other reference docu-
ments, and notices from academic and
administrative departments that for-
merly were distributed only on paper.

But the Gopher software also makes
it possible for off-campus users on the
Internet to access that Imok-specific
information. What information should
be made available to individuals off
the campus? Is it okay for someone
to use the information in the Imok tele-
phone directory to compile a mailing
list? For Imok alums to use "gopherized"
information provided by the Career
Center to help them deal with a chang-
ing job market? What are the confi-
dentiality issues? A joint Imok Library/
Computer Services task force has been
set up to begin to deal with them, and
to recruit additional members of the
Imok community to steer that boat.

Cost. And what about the cost of
information? Imok has a tradition of
providing services to its community
without "additional" cost. Imok's stu-
dents pay a hefty fee for room, board,

and tuition, but not specifically for
access to computing or library resour-
ces. Currently, staff and students have
their complex bibliographic searches
for information handled free by trained
reference librarians, who carefully con-
struct each search to minimize its cost
and maximize its benefit to the client.
By contrast, the Internet offers a vast
collection of "for fee" services accessible
by individual users who are generally
less well trained in the complexities
of searching an electronic database.
For Imok to give its Internet users
unlimited access could be financially
draining!

What are the appropriate control
mechanisms to encourage economy?
Shall Imok just lay open its checkbook
to pay for the convenience of individ-
ualized searching by unsophisticated
users? Even Imok's trustees could see
that wave coming when the situation
was described to them at last year's
meeting. It's an important issue yet
to be resolved.

Hope for the Future
"Way-Gee-

These are exciting, albeit frustrating
times for star responsible for guiding
their campuses across this vast global
ocean. Essentially, the Internet promise
is one of the creation of a "virtual' col-
lege, an "institution" that collectiNely
shares its expertise and information
on a global scale. Such access is par-
ticularly important for small colleges.

What makes the Internet at the same
time exhilarating and daunting is that
it changes daily. It does so largely
because it is a truly cooperative activity
on a world-wide scale ... "among the
most grand examples of a populist
movement I've ever experienced," as
one economist at Imok is fond of saying.

Several years ago, Manny came across
a Chinese expression, pronounced
"way-gee," which means "crisis." Con-
tained within this expression is the
character for "opportunity." It's an
expression that captures the essence
of the Internet's impact on a college
campus. With this concept of each crisis
containing a potential opportunity in
mind, a talented group of computing
professionals, alongside their library
colleagues, are sailing the Internet
ocean, looking for opportunities to help
Imok achieve its educational mission.
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The %rid-Wide Web.

BEYOND EXPLORATION
Integrating Internet Information Resources Into

Research, Scholarship, and Teaching

Enough diverse material is
now available through
Internet connections to
make it relatively easy to
provoke with live dem-

onstrations of Library of Congress
records, or up-to-the-hour satellite
images, or museum exhibitions a
"Gee whiz!" from all but the most jaded
(or most experienced) faculty. But pre-
suming (as I believe we should) that
most faculty are not and should not
be pressured to become technology
junkies, how should a faculty member
think of Internet resources today?

In other words, what sort of con-
ceptual model of these resources and
access to them is appropriate and rel-
evant to the research and instruction
concerns of faculty?

My claim is that one can construct
a view of resources on the Internet
and the tools to use them that is suf-
ficiently rich to be important and suf-
ficiently distinctive from other information resources to war-
rant attention and mastery by many faculty as an important
component of the infrastructure of the international com-
munity of scholars and educators. True, the Internet's under-
lying technology is rapidly evolving and, therefore, subject
to substantial transformation. But adequate and easily mas-
tered constructs exist for even nontechnical faculty to mcor-
porate Internet resources into their 'maps' of information
resources, along with their library collections and catalogs,
printed reference works and bibliographies, and scholarly
journals.

You are likely to encounter a good deal of newly coined
jargon about the Internet, and fat guide books and instruc-
tions, all of which can be off-putting. Fortunately, you needn't
understand Gopher, Telnet, FIT, or other protocols very
deeply to make effective use of Internet resources; indeed,
it is possible for you to get by initially ignoring them alto-
gether. Here's how.

by David Bantz

David Bantz is special assistant to the
provost for academic information
technology, University of Chicago,
1155 E. 60th Street, Chicwo, IL 60637-
2745; Internet: DBANunmcs.NET.

THE WORLD-WIDE WEB

The World-Wide Web (or WWW) is an umbrella title for many
kinds of information resources and services made available

ar

on the Internet from many sources.
Lilce the underlying technology of the
Internet itself; there is no central
authority or control, and consequently
a lot of variability in these information
resources. However, WWW provides
a single framework, encompassing sev-
eral kinds of information resources
that otherwise would require separate
discussion. You can use these resources
from your own personal computer
through a single convenient interface.

Information in the World-Wide Web
is contained in (electronic) documents.
Documents may contain text, indexes
or references, pictures, sounds, ani-
mations, or any combination of these
ingredients. With the appropriate soft-
ware (such as Mosaic) installed on your
personal computer, documents are
displayed with color graphics and for-
matted and styled text for readability.
Documents in the World-Wide Web very
often contain references to other doc-

uments; these references are in the form of hypertext links,
typically signaled as appearing as underlined and/or colored
text. To view those other documents, you follow the hyper-
text link (or "reference") by using your mouse to point to
and click on the link.

A couple of simple examples should make this paradigm
clean

A schedule of conferences or public lectures, for exam-
ple, might contain a hypertext link from each entry in the
schedule to another document containing details or an
abstract for that entry; you click on the underlined date or
topic in the schedule to view the details contained in the
linked document.

A collection of visual images say, different views of
a temple, or satellite images at different times of year
might be listed by text descriptions and/or by small
thumbnail-sized images, each of which is a hypertext linlq
you click on a description or on a 'thumbnail" to view the
document containing the image.

Each entry in a list of institutions providing on-line
library catalogs might contain a hypertext link to its catalog;
you click on the name of the institution to be connected to
that institution's on-line catalog.
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At its most basic, that's all there is in the Internet's World-
Wide Web: nicely formatted documents you can browse, con-
taining hypertext links pointing to other documents. Since
any document could contain links to other documents, it
is possible to build up complex network (or "web') of
documents.

The specifics of formatting documents for viewing and for
following hypertext links to other documents can be thought
of as hidden machinery for now. (This hidden machinery
encompasses some of the other tools you are likely to hear
about in connection with the Internet, such as Gopher,
Telnet, WAIS, and FTP, briefly described in the Glossary. The
different protocols used by the different types of documents
all are handled through encodings and conventions within
the documents themselves and do not require further action
by a reader.)

The power of World-Wide Web is that these hypertext links
can reference documents (or even specific passages within
a document) located anywhere on the Internet. Hypertext
links also can point to many kinds of documents: a document
might be a high-resolution color image, with resolution and
color fidelity to the original far superior to VCR or broadcast
video; it may be an audio or video sequence, which can be
played on your personal computer (provided it is suitably
equipped).

Of special interest are documents that are essentially
indexes to other documents; dictionaries, full-text databases,
and a few library catalogs are available in this form. When
presented with such an index, you are prompted to type a
word or phrase, and the index is searched for entries con-
taining that phrase. The result of the search is presented
as unique document (a catalog entry, or a passage from
a text database) or as a listing of several documents (several
catalog entries or several passages), each of which contains
the phrase. In the latter case, of course, you can click on any
entry in the list to view that document.

An Effective Medium for
Research, zicholarship. and Instruction

Even a very partial listing of resources may provide a sense
of the diversity and relevance of information resources av-il-
able in WWW. Each brief description is followed by a URL,
that is, a reference in the format used in WWW. (See
Glossary)

"Gopheur L111E,RATURES" at the University of Montreal
is, according to Christian Allegre (Department of French
Studies; Internet: ALLEGRE@ERE.UMONTREALCA), the first

Gopher dedicated to teaching, research, and publications
on French literature, Quebecois literature, and francophone
literatures, and also is the first Gopher to do so in French,
"albeit without the accents for the moment."

gopher.//gopherlitteratures.umontrealca:7070

The Intemational Philosophical Preprint Exchange is
a forum for sharing prepublished work in philosophy for crit-
icism and commentary by readers. This server also contains
an excellent listing of philosophical conferences and calls
for papers.

gopher://apa.oxy.edu

Internet Tools Summary describes software tools that
can be used for information retrieval over the Internet. This
list gives a one-line description of each tool, what each tool
does, and references to documentation and demonstrations

asiouvaiiit

through hypertext links to other sites. Maintained by John
Arthur December (Internet: DECEMJ@REBECCAITS.RPIEDU).

ftp://ftp.rpiedu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.html

'The EXPO" is a collection of electronic exhibits. The
collection includes materials from the Library of Congress's
recent on-line exhibit "Rome Reborn: The Vatican Library
and Renaissance Culture," including some 200 extremely
high quality color images of selected manuscript pages from
the Vatican LibrarYs collection of this period. Al.zo included
is a second Library of Congress exhibit on the Dead Sea
Scrolls. (See below.)

http://sunsite.unc.edu/expo/ticket_office.html

The UIUC Weather Machine, maintained by the Depart-
ment of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Illinois,
contains large amounts of weather data that are updated
hourly. Included are color images of the U.S. from visible
*infrared satellite images, current and projected maps show-
ing fronts and precipitation, and more.

gopher://wx.atmos.uiuc.edu/11/Images

NCSA Mosaic WASS Windows -
I de I .10 ()Wm. Navoiate A JJJJJ lalr :3aclinq I 'ands I trip

17,-1;1 Laigji Tilj
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Etienne Dupers's:Mc Pao,: t.lajeutv in the Smone (hanel

Emmy. 1578

An early engravmg of the Sistrie Chapel shows the full pomp of a papal rehglous
eremony. with the pope, the enure papal cuna, and the smgest tri their box (lower

nght) gathered mufti a lectem. Every sonortam pa:Lessont is idennted by a tranber
orresponding to a legend at the bottom of the page The pope on ins throne at the le&

ts no 4. and the papal stagers oi then 'r..smona' are no 51
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presentag the Lansaw:ion to the master of the papal chapel. with the smgcre of the
chapel Imeehog belmii tan
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Library of Congress on-line exhibit of Vatican Library,
viewed in Mosaic for Windows (from NCSA).

IUBio, maintained at Indiana University, has a wealth
of important research materials, including gene sequence
data from Genbank, tables of contents of molecular biology
journals, and software for biology.

gopher.//ftp.bio.indiana.edu/1

Another molecular biology server, at Geneva University Hos-
pital, provides protein sequences and other data.

http://expasy.hcuge.ch
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The English Server contains many reference works and
documents on languages and linguistics, including
dictionaries.

http://english-server.hss.cmu.edu/langs,html

Whimsical "wisdom and lore" provides Tarot card, I
Ching, and biorhythm readings.

http://cad.ucla.edu/repository/useful/usefulltml

The Chronicle of Higher Education provides a weekly
calendar of events, a news summary, and the week's complete
job postings. Job postings can be searched by classification,

.E' . Glossary
Client/Server When the work of providing infor-
mation to you on your computer is dMded appropriately, -.

a remote computer provides the information and is
termed the server, while your personal computer pro-
vides a familiar and easy-to-use interface for that infor-
mation and is termed the client The intent is to optimize
the speed and ease of use by allowing each of the
computers to do work for which it is best suited, and
to minimize the exchange of information on the network,
which is usually the bottleneck.

FTP In contrast to Telnet, File Transfer Protocol is '`'
used to send whole documents or collections of doc-
uments stored in one comouter to another through the
Internet. (See Teinet.)

Gopher Developed at (and named after the mascot
of) the University of Minnesota, Gopher prevideSa aim-
pie means of presenting information to users in i_Seilist
of menus. In the relativety short time since MinnesottikT
released its software, Gopher has been adopted
hundreds of institutions to provide directories of stu-. j',"47;
dents and faculty, course lists, and thousands of othee'''"
documents. Internet resources provided on Gopher .
servers generally can be viewed as WWW documents
that lack formatted text or hypertext links.

HTTP Formatted documents with hypertext links
are sent and received using Hyper Text Transmission ;

Protocol. In order for hypertext documents to be sent
and displayed properly, and to have active hypertext
links, software on both the sending and receiving end
must use liTTR

Internet A worldwide network of interconnected
computer networks defined by adherence to standards
for names and TCP/IP communications protocols.
Growing at a sustained rate of nearly 15 percent per
month, the Internet connects some 1.5 million corn-
puters and at least ten times that number of people
who use them. - . -
Ustserv An electronic mailing list of individual sub-
scribers who agree to share information on S particular
topic. As contrasted with Usenet News, a Listserv auto-
matically sends individual electronic mail messages
to members of the list; subscription to Listserv mailing
lists (also called "discussion groups") is thus possible
for anyone who can receive electronic mail, even those
users without direct access to a Usenet News server.
(See Usenet News.) .1 ;

SUP Serial Line Internet Protocol is an older pro-
tocol serving the same purpose as PPP.for Internet use.
(See PPP)

Telnet A text-based interface from one computer
to another. Typically, though net necessarily, the infor-
mation is presented in a simple text format, line by line.

geographic region, or by any phrase you choose.
gopher.//chromele.meritedu/ II

Several.recently published books (see Box on p. 9) provide
extensive lists of information resources available. In addition,
several institutions provide guides and indexes to such
resources. With a little inquisitiveness and e erimentation
you will discover those resources of value to you. The soft-
ware you use to access the resources should allow you easily
to keep a list of them and to connect directly to them by
choosing a name on the list.

Contributing to WWW
Of course, scholars not only read the literature of their

discipline, they contribute to it and make special provisions
to make portions available to their students. Analogously,
realizing the full potential of the Internet and the World-
Wide Web requires that scholars, researchers, and teachers
publish materials in the medium. There are unique features
of electronic information on networks that are well suited
to certain materials. Large text corpora or other large col-
lections of data can be searched rapidly in electronic form,
and made available without the printing and distribution
costs of paper publication. Also, in electronic form, the data
might be more readily used by other researchers.

Material subject to continual revision, such as directories,
phone lists, or bibliographies, can be kept current more easily
if they are in electronic form. Visual images and multimedia
documents, which are very hard to distribute in "hard copy°
or even on diskettes, can be readily published in the World-
Wide Web. Distributing class notes, course syllabi, assign-
ments, and problem solutions to students can be practical
and convenient via WWW, if students have Internet access.

Even if your computing support organization does not pro-

Some WWW Softwarel

DOS Windows Macintosh X-Windows2

WWW Linx3 Cello or

Mosaic

Masa X-Mosaic

Notes
1. Software available at no or nominal charge to

higher education institutions:
Cello Tom Bruce, Cornell Law School:
ftp://fatty.law.cornelledu/pub/UI/Cello
Lynx Lou Montulli, et al., Distributed Computing
Group, University of Kansas:
ftp://ftp2.cc.ukans.edu/pub/lynx
Mosaic (all versions) National Center for Supercom-
outing Applications:
ftp://ftp.ncsa.uioc.edu/Mosaic

2. By convention, running X-Windows software on
your workstation or personal computer makes your
computer a Windows server; the (remote) computer
providing the contents of the windows is the Windows
client, reversing the application of the terms "server"
and "client" for information-resources.

3. Lynx client software runs on Unix or VMS infor-
mation servers; using a vt100 terminal emulator (such
as PC/TCP or NCSA Telnet) on the DOS computer con-
nected to a server running Lynx provides full-screen
text-only viewing of WWW sources.
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vide this service, software is readily available that will allow
your networked personal computer to provide information
in WWW or Gopher format.

Practical Access
What do you need to begin using the World-Wide Web?

Without attempting to provide detailed instructions, here
are the requirements:

a Your personal computer must have a connection to the
Internet. You likely will have to acquire a networking card
for your computer and connect to your campus network.
If you don't have access to a network connected directly to
the Internet, or you need a connection off campus (at home
or while traveling), you can use a modem, for an indirect
Internet connection.

You need software that enables your computer to send
and receive information using specific protocols of the
Internet, TCP and IP (see Glossary), and that uniquely iden-
tifies your computer to the rest of the Internet. This software
includes extensions to the operating system enabling it to
use the networking hardware, and the TCP/IP protocols.
Examples of the latter are MacTCP (from Apple Computer,
Inc.) for Macintosh computers, and PC/TCP (from FTP Soft-
ware, Inc.) for Intel-based computers running DOS or
Windows.

The hardware and software needed to connect your per-
sonal computer to the Internet typically cost about $250-
$300. Many institutions charge for wiring your office to the
campus network, and most charge a $10-$25 monthly fee

; to maintain your connection.
And you need the software application you directly use

on your personal computer to access and view information
resources. For most users, the software application called
Mosaic provides the most complete and easy-to-use full-
featured interface for resources on WWW. Mosaic is a product
of the Software Development Group of the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications, which makes free versions
of Mosaic available for Macintosh, Windows, and a variety
of Unix workstations.' (See Chart.)

As you accumulate your own list of pointers to documents
and useful guides, you can consistently think of WWW and
Mosaic as the core framework for network navigation and

' While Mosaic is usefully thought of as a viewer for WWW documents,
the design of WWW and Mosaic is, in fact, much more open and modular.
Rather than attempting to recognize and directly display all conceivable
types of documents, Mosaic makes use of 'helper" applications, which
can open specific types of documents. On a Macintosh, for example,
large images usually are displayed using the application JPEGView:
QujckTime movies are played using Apple's Simple Player. In general,
allowing specific applications to open and view documents provides
a great deal of flexibility in the Web for future expansion, and allows
developers to concentrate their effort on a core of expertise.

Thus, to fully utilize the Web and the range of documents you can
encounter, you need to acquire and install several helper applications.
Fortunately, many of these are available at nominal or no charge
through WWW!

History of the WWW project, a list of client and server software,
details of the HTI? protocol, and a bibliography are available on-line
from the original WWW developers, Tim Berners-Lee et al., of CERN,
the European Particle Physics Laboratory:

http://info.ceritch/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html

core reference tool, respectively. But you need to be prepared
to explore new sources by following links and following up
hints from colleagues and printed sources, for the WWW is
in a state of constant flux.

New Tools Pose
New (411tions and Challenges

What is unique to resources in this model, as contrasted,
for example, with printed reference works in the library?
The differences are important, sometimes requiring you to

(continued on p. 9)

Telnet is widely used for connecting personal com-
puters to mainframe or other time-shared computers,
to log on and use software on the remote computer.
(See FTP.)

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protoca/internet
Protocol are the basic communication protocols used
on the Internet.

PPP - Point-to-Point Protocol is used over a modem
connection to allow TCP/IP communications (or other
network protocols) over a telephone connection. If a
computer running PPP connects by modem to a service
that supports PPP, software at each end of the con-
nection translates between the two different protocols,
and enables the connected computer to act as a peer
to other computers on the Internet and use Internet
services such as Telnet, FTP, Gopher, and VAS. (See
FTR Gopher, TCP/IP, Tolnet, and WAIS.)

URL Uniform Resource LocStor is a convention
used in WNW to uniquely identify both the format and
the location of information resources. The first portion
of the URL indicates the type of resource (Gopher, FTP
archive, WAIS, etc.); the next portion identifies the
named address of the computer with the resource; and
the third portion indicates the location of the particular
document in that computer's file system, including
directory levels denoted with slashes.

Example: ftp://ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Web/mosaic-paperS
is an ftp archive on a computer with the registered
name of FTP.NCSA at the University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign (UIUC), in directory Web/mosaic-papers.

URLs should be copied exactly as written; additional
optional information is occasionally included in a URL,
such as a nonstandard port. While the case (upper or
lowercase) of text is frequently irrelevant, some servers
are case-sensitive.

Usenet News Individual messages, categorized
with conventional labels by topic into "newsgroups,"
and distributed through the Internet and other con-
nected networks. There is no central authority or control
of messages or newsgroups; there aie thousands of
newsgroups on virtually every imaginable topic. To read
Usenet News, you typically connect to your institution's
news server and use any of several available client soft-
ware packages.

WAIS WAIS (Wide Area information Servers) pro-
vides a protocol for searching text databases. Utilizing
standards under development by the library community
and others (Z39.50), WA1S servers accept a word or
phrase and display a list of thow documents in the
database containing that phrase. The full WAIS speci-
fication allows much greater sophistication than simple
pattern-matching, but it is that simple level of indexed
search that is widely used. Simple WAIS searches are
supported by most Gopher software, as well as by
MosaicMWW. (See Gopher.)
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FAX/ACCESS

A service provided for MHE
by E-Fax Communication% Inc.

. .

Immediate delivery by fax
of useful papers from

AAHE's conferences, and more.

-Instructions:

1. Phone 510/2714164 from a fax
machine or touch-tone phone. Follow
the voice prompts.
2. Be reedy with the following:

The item number(s).
ft you are an AAHE member, your

Membership Number (the eight-digit
number on your Bulletin mailing label.)

A major credit card (you will be
billed automatically at the applicable
member/nonmember price).

-The number of the fax machine to
receive the document(s).
3. if you have problems with any
transaction or transmission, call the
E-Fax Customer Service Line at
510/836-6000.

Newest Offerings
(each: $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

106 "The Neglected Art Of
Collective Responsibility: Restoring
Our Links With Society" by Peter T
Ewell.

105 "Why Don't We Have More
Teamwork in Higher Education?" by
Paul L Burgess.,
104 "DIsplaying Teaching to a
Community of Peers" by Lee S.
Shulman.

103 "Assessment, Duality, and
Undergraduate improvement" by
Theodore J. Marchese.

Also Available
(each: $5 members/$10 nonmemb-ers)

100 "Remembering the Heart of
Higher Education" by Parker J.
Palmer.

101 "Reinventing Accreditation:
Should Accreditation Survive into
the 21st Century'?" by Ralph A Wolff

102 "Access and Retention:
Caring About Outcomes & Doing
Something About Them" by Gregory
R. Anrig.

Free
10 Menu of Documents More
detail about each offering.

11 1994 National Conference on
Higher Education Registration
Materials, "The 21st Century
Academic Workplace"

For mote detail,
order the free Menu (#10).
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AAHE Teaching Initiative

Cases Listserv!
To promote a larger conversation
among faculty with an interest in writ-
ing and using cases as a vehicle for
improving teaching, the AMIE Teaching
Initiative now offers a Listserv devoted
to the topic. Cosponsored by the Pace
University Center for Case Studies in
Education; the Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and Devel-
opment; and Ball State University, the
Listserv will be housed at Ball State,
thanks to support from Roy Weaver,
dean of Teachers College, and Mark
Fissel, director of the Center for Teach-
ing and Learning.

The list manager is Robert Blomeyer,
a faculty member in Teachers College
at Ball State, who has been active in
the development and use of cases and
who attended AAHE's conference on
cases at Mills College last summer. For
more information about the Listserv,
or for assistance in subscribing, contact
Blomeyer at 317/285-5464, or send
him an Internet message at
OORLBLOMEYER@LEO.BSUVC.ESU.EDU.

To subscribe to the Listserv yourself,
send the message SUBSCRIBE CASES

YOURFIRSTNAME YOURLASTNAME to the

Internet address
MAILSERYOBSUVC.BSU.EDU.

AMIE Assessment fbrum

More Conference
Speakers
Announced
AAHE's Ninth Assessment & Quality
Conference is scheduled for June 12-
15, 1994, in Washington, DC. The con-
ference preview mailed to all AAHE
members in mid-March; if you haven't
received one by mid-April, contact
Elizabeth Brooks, Project Assistant,
at AAHE at 202/293-6440, x21.

Several conference speakers who
will be of particular interest to assess-
ment practitioners were confirmed
after that preview went to press: Clif-
ford Adehnan, director, Division of
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Higher Education, Office of Education
Research and Instruction, U.S. Depart-
ment of Education; Trudy Banta, vice
chancellor for planning and institu-
tional improvement, Indiana University-
Purdue University at Indianapolis; and
Marcia Mentkowski, director of
research and evaluation, Alverno Col-
lege, who will lead a discussion about
the ethics of assessment and the effort
to revise the Standards for Educational
and Psychological Testing.

AAHE Caucuses

Mexico Study
Tour
The AAHE Hispanic Caucus will spon-
sor an educational/cultural study tour
to Guadalajara, Mexico, July 31 to
August 7, 1994. The tour will feature
seminars and informal exchanges with
Mexican educators, designed to deepen
understanding of multicultural issues
and educational processes in Mexico,
facilitate the developmAt of educa-
tional exchange programs, and develop
an educational network for future pro-
gram enhancement. Rodolfo Arevalo,
provost, Fort Hays State University,
is organizing the tour.

A tour brochure will be mailed to
all AAHE members in March. If you
would like additional information, con-
tact Brian Harward, Special Projects
Assistant, at AAHE at 202/293-6440,
x53.
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by Ted Marchese

Welcome back for news of AAHE members (names
in bold) doing interesting things, plus news
of note . . . do send me items!

PEOPLE: Out in Washington state, Elson
Floyd comes in as head of the higher-ed
commission. . . . Odus Elliott leaves the
FIPSE staff to head Nebraska's commis-
sion.. . . Bucknell's Larry Shinn accepts the
presidency at Berea (one of our most
distinctive and valued colleges).. . . Former
AAHE Board chair Martha Church lets
Hood trustees know she'll step down from
her presidency there (20 accomplishment-
filled years) in 1995. . . . Monique Amer-
man is the new president of Mountain View
College, a campus of the Dallas CC district
. . . (you didn't know there was a mountain
to view in Dallas?). . . . On a more serious
note, many tears in Albany February 24th
as Bruce Johnstone stepped down from
the SUNY chancellorship, citing inoperable
cancer. . . . this year and next, as a search
gets under way, provost Joe Burke fills the
post.

"r Hats off to the Institute
for International Education, 75 years old
this month . . . it's the largest U.S. nonprofit
educational and cultural exchange agency,
running 285 programs, 10,000 person-exchanges a
year, 380 employees in a dozen offices around the
world . . . IIE president Richard Krasno hosted a
reception March 8th at IIE's UN Plaza headquarters.
. . . The Association of American Colleges, for 80
years "the voice for liberal learning," added "and
Universities" to its name in January, reflecting the
fact that more than half its members are the latter
. . . so it's "AAC&U" now. . . . The League for
Innovation in the Community College, 25 last year,
is giving mainline AACC a run for its money these
days. . . . At the other end of a spectrum, COFHE

a consortium of 32 of the best and priciest
privates elects Trinity (CT) president ibm Gerety
to a two-year term as chair.. . . Welcome to COPLAC,
a new consortium of public liberal arts colleges, nine
members so far, with Ramapo's Bob Scott initially
in the lead. . . . Former ECS chief Bob Andringa

based Christian College Coalition, 85 institutions
strong, July 1st start.

tAYKS: I want to recommend two new books, to
members who are teaching right now: the ninth
edition of Bill McKeachie's classic Teaching Tips
(Heath, for a very affordable $15), and a worthy
new competitor, Tools for Teaching by Barbara
Gross Davis (Jossey-Bass; $27.95). . . . I learned
things reading Educating Professionals by Jon

Wertgn et al. (Jossey-Bass) and Assessment
in Higher Education: Politics, Pedagogy,
and Portfolios by Patrick Courts
(Praeger). . . . Finally, there's a completely
new, second edition out of one of the most
influential books of the past 25 years, Art
Chickering's Education and Identity
(Jossey-Bass, $34.95).

Scott

Meaty

will be the next president of the Washington, DC-

sr,

Congratulations to two
institutions with many AAHE ties, Alverno
College and Miami U., winners of this year's
TIAA/CREF Hesburgh Award for Faculty
Development to Enhance Undergraduate
Teaching . .. and to their respective
VPAAs, Sr. Austin Doherty and Ron
Henry. . . . Cynthia Secor reminds me of
the April 5th application deadline for this
summer's HERS institute for women in
higher-ed administration (at Bryn Mawr,
an excellent program); 303/871-6866 for
details. . . . For info on this summer's
Seminar for New Presidents, at Harvard,
call 617/495-2655. . . . AAHE's Women's
Caucus, headed this year by CUNY-Yorles
Josephine Davis, looking for a step-up in
activities, institutes $10 annual dues. . . .

FIPSE's ibm Carroll has been detailed to
the Secretary's office to help emphasize

and coordinate Department of Education efforts on
behalf of service-learning, including liaison to the
Corporation for National and Community Service
and AmeriCorps. . . . Within the Department, too,
there's an ambitious "management reform" nffort
under way aimed at building "a model high-
performance, results-driven, client-focused agency
with employees who feel empowered to do theirjobs"
(one can only cheer it on). . . . Speaking of TQM,
Vanderbilt grad student John Barker has set up
a Listserv for dissertation writers on that topic in
higher education, with some three dozen conver-
sants at the moment . . . to connect with it or similar
TQM/CQI Internet conversations, call Steve
Brigham here in the office.

R OWN 2:3171: Lots of anticipation surrounding our
forthcoming National Conference, AAHE's 25th as an
independent organization.. . . Hope to see you there!

BEST"IN
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Search
AAHE begins a search this spring for
a successor to Karl Schilling, who has
served as director of the AARE Assess-
ment Forum for the past two years.
Schilling will return to his home cam-
pus, Miami University, after the Forum's
Assessment & Quality Conference, June
12-15 in Washington.

The AAHE Assessment Forum began
in 1987 and has been a center for
thought, debate, and networking
around an issue whose importance
continues to grow; its annual confer-
ences now attract close to 1,500 attend-
ees. The Forum has helped to fashion
versions of assessment that are faculty-
owned, close to the classroom, and
helpful to improvement; it also works
closely with AAHE's CQI Project. There
is a new sense in the assessment com-
munity Wven developments at the
federal level that the Forum's next
lines of work should extend to
institutional-level assessment and ques-
tions of accountability.

AAHE is looking for a director who
has the intellectual depth to guide and

shape the substantive work of the
Forum; who understands preferably
fusthand the power and difficulties
of assessing institutional learning out-
comes; and who has the ability to speak
and write clearly about these issues.
Because the new director must pick
up quickly on work already in prowess,
preference will be given to candidates
with substantive experience in the
issues of concern to the Forum.

Salary is negotiable, though con-

strained by available funds. It is hoped
that the new director could take the
post by late sununer and remain for
at least two years. AARE is open to
creative arrangements, including a
leave of absence, less-than-full-time
appointment, etc. Candidates should
submit a letter of interest, a resume,
and any (brief) supporting materials
to Brooke Bonner, Executive Secretary
to the President, at AAHE, by April
13, 1994.

Need help? Memo other AAHE members by submitting items to RE: In a few words, describe
the information/material you need and an address where it should be sent, including a
contact name.

The Institute for Research on Adults in Higher Education (IRAHE) at the University of
Maryland University College (UMUC) houses two projects that would like to share
information. The Diverse Students Program (DSP) seeks to increase the number of students
of color and to enhance their success rates once they are enrolled. In cooperation with
ten partner institutions (five 4-year and five 2-year), DSP has conducted a comprehensive
search and analysis of related literature, developed a model action plan (MAP), and
created a research design to measure program results. IRAHE would like to exchange
materials and ideas with other projects and will share its MAP; a search summary;
and an article describing the project, the research design, findings to date, and some
of the research instruments. The Effectiveness in Learning Program(ELP) is sharing reports
of case studies and pilot projects on college instructional programs that strive to reduce
costs (to both learner and college) while achieving superior learning outcomes. IRAHE
would like to learn of additional reports and share those it already has. Contact
Barbara Mayo-Wells, c/o IRAHE, UMUC, University Boulevard at Adelphi Road,
College Park, MD 20742; phone 301/985-7031; fax 301/985-7008; Internet
MAYO_WELLS%HPDESK@UMUC.UMD.EDU.
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AAHE members receive free the AAHE Bulletin (ten issues/year) and Change
magazine (six issues/year); discounts on conference registration and publications;
special rates on selected non-AAHE subscriptions; Hertz car rental discounts;
and more. To join, complete this form and send it to AABE, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington, DC 20036-1110.
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In this issue:

hoose one: Faculty are (a) self-absorbed, cynical,
more interested in complaining about student

shortcomings than in addressing their own; (b)
dedicated, self-sacrificing professionals who answer
a sacred calling for the good of students and society;
or (c) both of the above. This month, the Bulletin
chooses (c), and offers up a pair of articles that
express, respectively, the "yin" and "yang" of faculty.

Contributing the yin (with coauthor Elizabeth
Dreyer) is John B. Bennett, provost at Quinnipiac,
for whom campus health and harmony is a recurring

interest. We last heard from him in an October 1991
essay, "Collegiality as 'Getting Along'." As for the yang,
veteran administrator Sam Schuman tells what it's
like to recapture one's "calling' in the classroom.

Morris Keeton began teaching in 1946. Thirty years
ago, he would have been on anyone's academic "most
influential" list; in 1972, while vice president at
Antioch, he was elected chair of AAHE's Board. Today,
more than ever, gladly are we taught by him, as you'll
see on pp. 9-13.

TJM and BP

Erratum: In the February 1994 Bulletin, authorship of the article "The Contract Alternative: An
Experiment in Testing and Assessment," by R. Dougherty, S. Tobias, and J. Raphael, was not properly
attributed. We sincerely regret this error. For information about this article, please contact Ralph
Dougherty, Department of Chemistry, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-3006.

3 Gladly Thaching/an administrator is suddenly returned to the classroom/by
Samuel Schuman

7 On Complaining About Students/are faculty part of the problem?/ by John B. Ben-
nett and Elizabeth A. Dreyer

Productivity Revisited

9 Benclunarking for Efficiency in Learning/by Morris Keeton and Barbara Mayo-
Wells

12 More Response to "Enhancing the Productivity of Learning"/three letters/by Jon-
athan D. Mfe, David B. Andrews, and Horace S. Rockwood III

Departments

14 AMIE News
15 Bulletin Board/by Ted Marchese
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GLADLY
TEACHING

One administrator's sudden and involuntary return to teaching
triggers fresh appreciation for the trials and the joys

of professorial life.

An eschatological
falling-out with the
chief executive officer
of our sixteen-campus
state university system

startlingly catapulted me from
my position as chancellor of a
campus to full-time professor of
literature and language. This is
a transition that, while seriously
unnerving to the victim, is far
from unusual in the unsettled
condition of contemporary Amer-
ican higher education. What has
proven interesting to me about
the abrupt change is not that it
is unique, but how instructive it
has been. I have learned lessons
that will make me a better aca-
demic citizen, whether as instruc-
tor or administrator.

I returned to teaching after
sixteen years of administrative
assignments as honors director,
then chief academic officer, and
fmally campus leader. During that
time which, I have been graph-
ically reminded, is almost the
age of the youngest students I
am now teaching I taught at
least one course every year, some-
times one a term. I saw myself
as an administrator who kept
clear instructional priorities,
remained close to faculty col-
leagues, was aware of student
trends, and remembered the pri-
macy of the classroom. I was
partly right.

Continuing to teach as a direc-
tor, vice president, and chancellor
did keep me from drifting too
far from my pedagogical past.
Mercifully, whatever skills I once
had as a discussion leader and

by Samuel Schuman

lecturer are proving not to have
completely rusted to obsolescence
through inactivity. During those
administrative years, I sought
to encounter in the classroom
students who were neither in the
top nor bottom 5 percent of their
class; neither the presidents of
student government, who were
my frequent partners in my chan-
cellorial public relations activities,
nor the hopeless petitioners who
would haunt my office with a
vigor that, if applied to their stud-
ies in the first place, might have
kept them out of trouble.

So, it was worthwhile and
important to remain a part-thne
instructor while a full-time
administrator. But it was not the
same thing as being a full-time

tt

-

Samuel Schuman is a professor qf
Literature and language at the Univer-
sity qf North Carolina at Asheville, 1
University Heights, Asheville, NC
28804-3299.

teacher, indeed, it was much
more different than I suspected.

Much More Different
Just as an example, consider

the gap in what might be called
"support services." As chancellor,
I had two full-time secretaries
in my office and an energetic,
highly skilled assistant. A work-
study student completed our
team. Our office had a copier and
a fax machine, and we were
rather well linked by computer
to one another and to the cam-
pus. Compared with what I have
seen of the office arrangements
of other college and university
presidents and chancellors, ours
were good but by no means
extraordinarily lavish
arrangements.

My new campus home the
Language and Literature Depart-
ment has twenty-four faculty
members, of whom fourteen are
full-time. Three faculty members
from other departments have,
for idiosyncratic, individual rea-
sons, been assigned to our quar-
ters, as well. We share one very
competent and rather over-
worked secretary and a single
student assistant. The depart-
mental office has a computer,
a printer, and a copier, which we
also share, except for the indi-
vidual faculty who, have pur-
chased their own machines.
About one quarter of the depart-
ment's faculty are electronically
linked to the campus's main aca-
demic computer, via terminals
in their offices; the rest have the
option of standing in line for the
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central, office machine. There is
no fax terminal in our building.
I have the sense that ours is not
an eccentrically parsimonious
situation.

When I taught part-time as an
administrator, I had the full use
of all the support facilities of my
managerial position to help with
my classes. I could, for example,
ask a secretary to photocopy a
syllabus or supplementary read-
ing for my class, or to arrange
for a slide projector, or to call
to check on a too frequently
absent student. Alas, no more.
I realize now that as an admin-
istrator, I had considerably
greater clerical underpinning
(who, of course, spent most of
their time helping me be chan-
cellor, not part-time instructor)
for doing much less classroom
work.

My first revelation, then, is that
full-time teaching is qualitatively
as well as quantitatively different
from teaching as an administra-
tor: It is not just doing three
times more of something, it is
doing a different thing.

A second discovery is very
closely related: I had forgotten
just how much time professors
spend (misspend, I believe) push-
ing paper. Some people think of
academic administration as
"deskwork" reading and writirtg
letters, reports, notes, budgets.
While that perception is far from
inaccurate, it is easy to forget the
daunting volume of paper that
comes into and goes out from
the office of a busy teacher.

:n my own case, I began one
course in my renewed teaching
career by distributing in class a
2-page general course description,
a 4-page reading list, two 2-page
"handouts," a 5-page list of forth-
coming local cultural events, and
the first of fifteen 2-page study
guides! Mine was one section of
a multisectioned, required core
curriculum humanities course,
and I assume the teachers of the
other sections generated an
equivalent mountain of paper
for their first day of class. I have
come to a richer appreciation
of the legitimacy of faculty com-
plaints about spending too much
time stapling and too little time
reading, writing, and thinldng.

1 confess, with
amused shame,

that I did not know
where to get a pencil

or a piece of chalk
on my campus.

I did not know what
forms needed to
be submitted to

claim travel money.
. I found myself

as helpless and
disoriented as a

brand-new faculty
member on a brand-

new campus . . .

at an institution
I had led for several

semesters.

Another, more neutral, rev-
elation is just how much of the
mechanics of faculty life I had
forgotten. I confess, with amused
shame, that I did not know where
to get a pencil or a piece of chalk
on my campus. I did not know
what forms needed to be sub-
mitted to claim travel money. In
fact, I did not know how much
(little, actually) travel money I
was allowed, and what it could
be used for. I was fuzzy on the
differences between the benefits
package offered to twelve-month
administrators and that offered
to ten-month facalty (sick leave,
for example).

Some of these matters were
more familiar to me as a chief
academic officer than as a chan-
cellor, but not much. Looking
back at my ignorance now, it
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seems predictable and under-
standable. But when I first
encountered it, I was shocked
and intimidated; I found myself
as helpless and disoriented as
a brand-new faculty member on
a brand-new campus . . . at an
institution I had led for several
semesters.

Somewhat more serious, I pan-
icked when confronted with my
first student advisee. While I have
an abstract knowledge of my
institution's graduation require-
ments, I proved to be an absolute
babe in the woods when it came
to the mechanisms by which stu-
dents meet (or elude) those
requirements and document hav-
ing done so. For example, from
many proud chancellorial
speeches about my institution's
curriculum, I knew what general-
education courses all our stu-
dents take; but I had no idea in
what order or when, in the typical
undergraduate career, the
courses were best attempted. I
had no idea how a student's
placement in English composition
was determined within my own
department, much less placement
in foreign language, math, or
science.

The Power, and Pressures,
of Thaching

Like the physical presence of
mountains, powerful events tend
to diminish to more comfortable
size in memory. This is true of
the surprisingly powerful event
of a good class hour. Few expe-
riences are more stimulating and
more draining than the daily
experience of teaching. It is cer-
tainly true that making a public
presentation, attending an impor-
tant meeting, or soliciting a major
gift can be a moment of high
adrenal stimulation. But I do not
recall that these chancellorial
tasks in any way outpaced the
exhilaration and the exhaustion
of teaching thirty-five sopho-
mores why it is worthwhile to
understand the rhythmic organ-
ization of Old English poetry.

No matter what is going on in
other times and places, the act
of teaching is an exciting and an
all-consuming one. I have been
amazed by what a high it is to
plunge into an actual instruc-
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tional situation . . . and how tired
and wrung-out that plunge leaves
me.

At a recent cocktail party, an
amiable convivant, whose motives
I know were consoling and kind,
remarked that I must now feel
a real release from the daily pres-
sures of administration. In the
process of framing what I hope
was a courteous and pleasant
reply, I realized that this fairly
common perception both is and
is not true.

On the one hand, it is certainly
accurate to observe that a faculty
member has fewer mandatory
engagements, and most of those
are probably less "stressful"
(whatever that means) than are
chancellorial obligations. During
my time as campus chief exec-
utive, it was not uncommon dur-
ing a week to have an official
engagement every evening and
throughout the weekend. I can
recall several stretches where as
many as three weeks might go
by with something to do as chan-
cellor every night. Often, my days
would be mostly full from 7:30
AM until after 10:00 PM.
Obviously, such a schedule can
be tiring, and can involve a con-
siderable dose of "pressure."

On the inevitable other hand,
though, the tasks of administra-
tion have a kind of discreteness
and fmiteness that is absent in
teaching. I have been recalling,
vividly, the literal way in which
the professor's work is never
done. A great many of the chan-
cellor's duties are rigidly bounded:
You give a speech, and that is
more or less that. Not so when
you are a faculty member. There
is always at least one more book
or article that could be read in
preparation for that next class
. . . always one more audiovisual
aid that could be found some-
where in the library, if there were
just time . . . always one more
paragraph of comment that could
be written on each student essay
. . . tomorrow's assigned reading
could be reviewed just once more.
And, of course, there is always
that article you've been meaning
to write . . . that student you
really need to ask to come in to
the office hour.. . . next semester's
schedule to be pondered.

I have felt acutely
just how creaky

cen sin of my
cereb, al gears
little used for a

decade and a half
have grown.

And, I confess,
some people to

whom I might have
been just a bit
patronizing as

chancellor suddenly
are intimidating

to me as a professor.
After piously

declaring for years
that faculty members

were the richest
treasure and the

central constituency
of a good college

or university, I now
remember what

I meant.

In short, there is a kind of
open-endedness about teaching
work that is, in its way, less dra-
matic but more persistent than
the pressures of administration.
Sure, as a full-time faculty mem-
ber I can go home at 4:30 some-
times if I feel like it, but whether
I go home at 4:30 or 2:30 or 7:30,
I always take home with me the
feeling that there is probably just
a bit more I could and there-
fore should have done.

A related issue I have had to
learn to think about again is not
how much time is available but
rather how to divide it. This is,
of course, a major issue for
administrators, too, but with a
different set of conflicting
demands. As chancellor, I
debated what proportion of my
work day to devote to on-campus

issues, and what time to spend
off campus in activities such as
fund raising and community rela-
tions. As a faculty member, I am
expected to divide my profes-
sional energies among the pro-
fessorial trinity of 'teaching, cam-
pus/community service, and
scholarship.'

This faculty struggle seems
much more private and some-
times even lonely. As an admin-
istrator, I had to weigh competing
demands upon my time, demands
that were usually quite specific
and often articulated with vigor
by their various champions: A
faculty member might sharply
urge me to spend more time
meeting with academic depart-
ments to assess the university's
core curriculum, while a com-
munity leader might be quite
insistent about the importance
of having lunch every day at the
downtown business dining club.

As a faculty member, those voi-
ces are absent, or at least inter-
nal. I come in to my office and
have to decide, all by myself,
whether to rei ead a candidate's
application folder, revise an arti-
cle on "Nabokov's Use of the Gog-
olian Sentence," or spend another
half-hour preparing for that
afternoon's class.

The Challenge of
Collegiality

Dealing with faculty members
as colleagues is a good way to
remember just how sharp, how
bright, and how quick they often
are. Administrators typically
interact with faculty only about
administrative matters, on which
faculty work is valuable, neces-
sary, informed, and intelligent;
but such matters are not the pri-
mary interest of most professors.
On their own turf for example,
in a discussion within the Lan-
guage and Literature Department
of current trends in literary and
cultural studies, or of how to
teach introductory writing
courses, or of the latest books
by Southern feminist novelists

faculty members are dazzling.
In such discussions, I have felt

acutely just how creaky certain
of my cerebral gears little used
for a decade and a half have
grown. And, I confess, some peo-
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ple to whom I might have been
just a bit patronizing as chan-
cellor suddenly are intimidating
to me as a professor. After piously
declaring for years that faculty
members were the richest trea-
sure and the central constituency
of a good college or university,
I now remember what I meant.

For Love of Students
As a faculty member, I'm

reminded every day (well, M-T-
W-Th-F) of just how irritating,
and just how precious, students
are. My students irritate me not
because they don't pay attention
to me (although they often don't)
but because it seems to me that
they also don't pay attention to
themselves. The further one gets
from one's college years (and
everything else connected with
youth), the more cherished and
lamented those times become.
If only, I wish, I could somehow
inspire my students to a kind of
voracity for the experiences of
these few, unrepeatable, years.

But more often, students are
precious in their openness, in
their ability to grow and change,
in their willingness to be taught.
Surely there are few more grat-
ifying moments in life than when
students get something that they
didn't apprehend before. Occa-
sionally not often, but occa-
sionally an eye lights up, a
head bobs in affirmation (not
sleepiness), I can see a student's
understanding unfolding like a
flower or exploding like fireworks.
Nothing in the life of an admin-
istrator, no matter how success-
ful, competes with that moment.

Finally, and most important,
my return to teaching has reper-
suaded me of what I can only call
the sanctity of that vocation.
Hard-working, dedicated admin-
istrators, doing vital and useful
things for their college or uni-
versity, can forget that the work
they do, valuable though it surely
is, is not as important as what
goes on in the classroom between
students and teachers. My labors
as an administrator, the manager
of an academic enterprise, if
effective, preserve and improve
a valued institution. My efforts
as a teacher, if effective, preserve
and improve human beings and

My return to teaching
has repersuaded
me of what I can

only call the sanctity
of that vocation.
Hard-working,

dedicated
administrators,
doing vital and

useful things for
their college or

university, can forget
that the work they

do, valuable though
it surely is, is nvt
as important as
what goes on in
the classroom

between students
and teachers.

their culture.
Some of us have gifts as

teachers and some have gifts as
administrators; I, myself, may
have more of the latter than the
former. But I am as convinced
now as I was when I first taught
a college class a third of a century
ago that while administration
is (or can be) a noble profession,
teaching is (or can be) a sacred
calling.

Remembering the Joys
It can be imagined that I have

drawn several conclusions from
my experience, some personal
(some, indeed, shamefully venge-
ful), but others public.

I now think that for admin-
istrators who are serious about
their role as educators, not as
merely managers of an enterprise
that just happens to be in the

business of education, it is not
a good idea to avoid full-time
instructional duties year after
year. A semester or even bet-
ter, a year spent teaching a
full load, in a department,
removed from an administrator's
community and fund-raising obli-
gations, seems to me not cute or
interesting but close to an abso-
lute necessity. Having not given
myself that opportunity, I dis-
covered only by unhappy accident
how many things about being a
classroom teacher I had allowed
myself, or been allowed, to forget.

I would urge institutions and
individual administrators to
arrange sabbaticals that require
total immersion in the profes-
sorial life. (Perhaps even requir-
ing a faculty salary; it is not a bad
idea to have to be reminded how
fmancially crippling, say, an auto-
motive breakdown can be to vir-
tually everyone except top
administrators.)

Obviously, I have remembered
to value, cherish, and celebrate
the challenges and the central
joys of professing. During my
years of administration, those
delights, and those frustrations,
had slipped further from me than
I knew. I now believe that such
a slippage must have made me
less effective and valuable as an
administrator, as an educator.
And, I believe that my situation
is not at all unique or even
atypical.

I could not recommend the
method by which I was forced
to refamiliarize myself with the
life of the teacher; no matter
what profession one goes to, it
is certainly no fun to go from it
an unwilling victim of executive
fiat. But, if my experiences, these
learnings and rememberings,
these awakenings, are the con-
sequence of my "failure," I also
cannot say I envy my former
administrative cohorts, whose
"success" keeps them away from
such a potent and gratifying turn.

For me, and I suspect for many
others, past and future, my unex-
pected return from administra-
tion to teaching has been a kind
of spiritual knight's move, a veer-
ing from a straight path that
seemed productive and reward-
ing, back toward magic.
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ON COMPLAINING
ABOUT STUDENTS
Some complaining about students is natural, and even useful.

But when faculty complain as a means of
evading responsibility, they become part of the problem.

Facuity complaining
about students' defi-
ciencies has become a
cottage industry. No
institutional type or sec-

tor of higher education seems
spared. Each fall, last year's grim
stories are updated and enhanced
in offices and lounges and at
national meetings. Students' his-
torical, geographical, linguistic,
and scientific ignorance is out-
lined; their underdeveloped com-
munication skills are remarked;
and their passivity in their own
learning is lamented. Such stories
not only point to substantial aca-
demic deficiencies in students
but often reflect their poignant
insularity and provincialism.

The problems are substantial,
and solutions are elusive. Yet, fac-
ulty preference for discussing the
former rather than the latter is
striking. Indeed, even otherwise
wooden faculty can wax eloquent
in expressing outrage at student
indifference, inattention, or igno-
rance. Far less passion typically
is reserved for discussing strate-
gies to address these maladies,
or for sharing successes in dealing
with them.

How are we to understand the
phenomenon? Have faculty them-
selves become part of the prob-
lem? Much depends on what we
might call the "economy of com-
plaining," within which we have
observed at least four "accounts."
While the first three point accep-
tably to what we all recognize as
the human condition, the fourth
is both problematic and a threat
to faculty integrity.

Faculty Are Only Human
Faculty readiness to describe

how bad things are, coupled with

by

John B. Bennett

and
Elizabeth A. Dreyer

John B. Bennett is provost at Quin-
nipiac College, Hamden, CT 06518.
Elizabeth A. Dreyer is an associate
professor of history at Washington
Theological Union, 9001 New Hamp-
shire Avenue, Silver Spring, MD
20903.

their comparative reticence
regarding solutions, might be
simply a moment of catharsis
in the broader fulfillment of their
responsibilities. Such understand-
able grousing in the midst of a
challenging job has as its aim to
enlist from colleagues, and to pro-
vide to them, sympathy in the
lxecution of a common, difficult
task. Afterward, participants feel
renewed and more able to con-
tinue on.

From this point of view, some
quantity of faculty complaining
is normal, perhaps even helpful.
Decrying student incompetence
leads to renewed efforts to over-
come it. Rather than being prob-
lematic or destructive, such com-
plaining signals in faculty a
positive outlook and a serious
commitment to teaching.

Alternatively, faculty might
complain about student incom-
petence in order to gain public
recognition for how hard indi-
vidual faculty have to work. Good
teaching is demanding. It
requires faculty to address real
and substantial deficits in stu-
dents' knowledge and learning.
It requires creativity and imag-
ination, not simply enthusiasm
and content expertise.

In this context, faculty com-
plaining may be an insistence that
the truth about teaching be
explicitly acknowledged by those
in positions of authority by
department chairs and deans,
for instance. Such complaining
for recognition works only if it
is heard and its recipients provide
a validating response; the simple
cathartic expression to colleagues
is insufficient.

Whether intended as catharsis
or to demand acknowledgment,
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complaining also may be linked
myth nostalgia the private
recollection and then public
rehearsal of how different (and
better) things used to be. And,
of course, things were in fact
quite different twenty or thirty
years ago: Enrollments were
much smaller, higher education
was more focused and homoge-
neous, and its public standing
seemed more assured.

These three accounts share
a common trait, for they remind
us that the act of complaining
is an eminently human behavior.
Indeed, its absence would be
unusual, for it seems part of our
humanity that we seek catharsis,
require validation of our work,
and recall earlier and better days.
But it is quite a different matter
if, instead of supporting faculty
work, complaining becomes a
means of disclaiming responsi-
bility for it.

Evading Responsibility
It is in this last regard that fac-

ulty complaining is troubling.
Complaining is problematic when
it serves to shield the complainer;
when problems are projected and
assigned elsewhere; or when
faults are presented as always
occurring in learning, never in
teaching. Complaining in this way
is like issuing a limited guarantee

instruction is warranted only
if the student-consumer is not
defective.

Clearly, something is wrong
here. Such evasive complaining
displaces the generous giving of
time, energy, and self that are
the marks of good teaching. The
illegitimate underside of cathar-
sis, recognition, and nostalgia
may be at work.

First, complaining can be an
exercise in self-protection. After
all, the very act of teaching makes
faculty vulnerable. Teaching
requires the daily exposure of
self before a live and often crit-
ical audience. Good teaching
may require revealing private
preferences, passions, and con-
victions. And students don't
always appreciate that vulner-
ability, thereby helping to under-
mine the collegial nature of intel-
lectual inquiry. Faculty
enthusiasm about ideas and their

effects can be met with dull stares
. . . minor slips of the tongue, with
snickers. Certainly, no faculty
member can "control" the edu-
cational process, and sometimes
the fire simply refuses to catch.

As a consequence, the need
for faculty to be patient, to be
openly self-critical, and to risk
further vulnerability never ends.
But complaining about students
functions as a handy substitute
when faculty cannot own this
responsibility. Such complaining
presents the trappings of cathar-
sis, but not its reality. It becomes
a moment in the evasion of fac-
ulty responsibility, rather than
in its fulfillment.

Second, institutions themselves
can contribute to the problem
by failing to encourage self-
criticism. Institutional mechan-
isms such as periodic posttenure
evaluation often are weak, and
it is the rare institution that
encourages its faculty to identify
flaws and promote improvements
in teaching through collegial
means. Indeed, some faculty
actively shield themselves by re-
fusing colleagues entry to their
classroom. Others disregard stu-
dent evaluations, and rarely invite
informal reactions from students
to course material and its
presentation.

Institutions that do not chal-
lenge these behaviors certainly
contribute to them. But institu-
tions can be no better than the
faculty and administrators who
constitute them. Complaining
that seeks to prompt appropriate
institutional recognition and
acknowledgment of the difficulty
of faculty work presupposes a
continuing personal commitment
by faculty to that work and
that commitment is precisely
what seems to be in question
here.

Perhaps the most disturbing
part of negative complaining by
faculty is its oppressive impact
on students. While complaining
that is rooted in self-protection
or that demonstrates personal
or institutional ennui is troubling,
we can only cringe at nostalgic
complaining indulged in at stu-
dents' expense. Such complaining
means that faculty have forgotten
their own earlier student days.

Most of us in higher education
were nourished by those profes-
sors who saw and encouraged
our potential, and surely some
of their vision became self-
fulfilling. So, faculty who instead
see their task as "weeding out"
students who don't measure up
betray their own heritage, tram-
ple on the collective character
of the teaching/learning enter-
prise, and take false advantage
of the power they have over stu-
dents' lives and futures. Belittling
those in our care is a betrayal
of trust, and raw cynicism always
undermines the very essence of
the teaching/learning process.

A Price to Pay
Eventually, faculty who over-

indulge in stories about the hor-
rors of students' deficiencies
expose their own teaching
inadequacies, and their stories
become a source of embarrass-
ment to others. Conscientious
and creative faculty recognize
such complaining for what it is
and gradually move away, leaving
the complainers to themselves.

In the end, the price paid for
excessive, self-absorbed complain-
ing by faculty is a loss of con-
structive, collegial tone within
the institution and a diminished
capacity for growth. Colleagues
who fail to challenge such cor-
rosive complaining contribute
to it. If the complainers are few,
the damage they do often can
be contained; but, if their number
is significant, everyone around
them suffers and is diminished.
The result is an environment in
which honest self-evaluation,
excellence in teaching, creative
pedagogy, and the glad celebra-
tions of student (and faculty)
successes are the exception
rather than the norm.

The need for faculty to renew
their commitment to effective
teaching is perennial. Such
renewal may involve seeking
catharsis; asking for acknowl-
edgment; and remembering ear-
lier, better days. Let us do these
things. But let us also confront
our colleagues who have fallen
into chronic, negative complain-
ing about students, for that self-
protecting, dishonest, and self-
defeating practice harms us all.
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BENCHMARKING
FOR

EFFICIENCY IN LEARNING
by Morris Keeton and Barbara Mayo-Wells

For higher education
to make substantial

and sustainable
change in efficiency,

we must come up
with a new

paradigm that
builds efficiency

into its basic
structure and

functioning, and
then develop tools
and strategies to
benchmark our
progress and

success.

Morris Keeton is director and senior
scholar and Barbara Mayo-Wells is
director of planning and administra-
tion, at the Institute for Research on
Adults in Higher Education, Univer-
sity qj Marylan4 University College,
c/o 10989 Swanefield Road, C.olum-
bia, MD 21044-2707.

In 1984, IBM discovered that it was spending nearly $1 billion on

employee education and training. After a two-year study, IBM eliminated

nice-to-have courses ... redesigned its training program ... with a
heavy reliance on instructional design and assessment of student
outcomes. ... By 1989, IBM had moved fully half of its training out

of the classroom to self-paced instruction; it expects to reduce
classroom instruction to 25 percent of all training [by the year 2000,

thereby reducing] its per student costs from $350 per day for classroom

instruction to $125 per day for satellit delivery and $75 per day for

computer-, video-, or print-based independent studv. [By 19921 a
paradigm shlft had been accomplished and increases in both student

outcomes and productivity had been documented (lWigg and Doucette,

1992).

The shift Twigg and
Doucette described
saved IBM many mil-
lions of dollars per year
and yielded increases

in learning at the same time. The
result is efficiency in learning
a bigger bang for the education
buck

If IBM "can do it," we ask, then
not 'why can't we?" but "how can
we?" Not by chipping away at the
edges of current budgets. The
sum of hundreds of isolated and
small efficiency gains is often
zero. Whys? Because someone else
sops up the gain by doing less.
When one teacher serves ninety-
five students instead of the usual
twenty-five, as one of us once did
for a required general-education
course, ten other teachers teach
seven fewer students that term.
The college gains no efficiency.

The first thing IBM did that
colleges also must do was to take

a systemic approach to cost
reduction (that is IBM's grand
strategy). Within that systemic
design and only so IBM's
human resource developers (our
teachers, deans, and students)
could take an overview of their
tools and their expertise to come
up with a highly productive edu-
cation and training system,
instructional design, and imple-
menting strategies (their minor
strategies).

By contrast, the prevailing
paradigm in higher education
has been to introduce many
enhancements to learning and
let the systemic cost structure
accommodate them. Thereafter,
we complain of, and try to reduce,
the resulting "administrative lat-
tice, academic ratchet, and
growth by accretion" (Hollins,
1992). Essentially, we are trying
to "contain costs," not reduce
them, within the same basic para-
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d:grn for higher education as
More.

To make substantial and sus-
tainable change in the efficiency
of higher education, its leaders
must come up with a new para-
digm that builds efficiency into
its basic structure and function-
ing. To quote Twigg and Doucette:

As long as technology is applied
in the existing paradigm, . . .

productivity is not likely to
increase; in fact, it may decrease
as technology becomes an add-
on cost. . . . Common percep-
tions of what constitutes "col-
lege" invariably include sequen-
tial study for young people
delivered primarily face-to-faze
in classrooms, usually in residen-
tial institutions that include
complete lifestyle bundles.

Notice two unstated assumptions
underlying that paradigm: learn-
ing activities are institution- and
teacher-controlled; education
occurs only or almost entirely
within colleges.

An alternative paradigm might
look like this: Learning at the
higher-education level is contin-
uous study, controlled mainly by
the learners, using primarily the
work site and home as learning
sites and nonformal study aided
by technologies that access col-
leges from a distance and at
dispersed sites, supplemented
by learner support groups (some-
times meeting via computer),
with all nonteaching services
unbundled and randomly
accessible.

In this alternative paradigm,
the college uses faculty primarily
as mentors (coaches), expert
resources, instructional designers,
managers of learning services,
and consultants to noncollegiate
education providers (such as cor-
porate human resource devel-
opment centers). Like the new
IBM, the college-to-be will have
built into its basic mission and
structure an economy and pro-
ductivity not achievable within
the current paradigm.

But within this new paradigm,
all that we now know about how
teaching and learning best work
can be applied to enlarge and
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enhance the benefits achieved.
All that we now see possible with
emerging technologies of learnlng
can be used to support and
undergird these principles of
effective learning at advanced
levels. Applying this alternative
paradigm can be higher educa-
tion's grand strategy.

BENCHMARKING
WITHIN

THE NEW PARADIGM

To do the most useful bench-
marking for efficiency in learning,
we who administer educational
programs will need to begin with
an overall design for educational
programming, establishing, as
IBM did, target cost levels for dif-
ferent delivery modes. Within that
overall strategy, we need to
develop models of instructional
delivery that use the best of
implementing strategies to enable
students to achieve their learning
goals efficiently.

To evaluate the effectiveness
of these delivery systems, two key
tools must be developed:

measures of learning (course
credit is not a reliable or clear
measure of learning) and instru-
ments for measuring graduates'
achieved learning and capabil-
ities; and

measures of the costs
incurred in delivering the pro-
grams. (Costs to learners should
also be a measure of concern,
since lowering those is a key to
customer interest, hence to ongo-
ing enrollments.)

In the case of a University of
Maryland University College
(UMUC) degree program in
nuclear science, the charge to
clients is one-quarter to one-fifth
of the amounts billed by com-
petitors to comparable clients,
but the learning and capabilities
achieved are at the top of the
range available. Meeting, approx-
imating, or surpassing those per-
formance levels could be the
benchmark used for similar
programs.

Stanford University's philos-
ophy department delivers instruc-

1 rk 1

tion in logic with the aid of a
teaching laboratory, in which stu-
dents can move at their own pace
from the entering level of begin-
ning college logic through the
most advanced courses in con-
temporary symbolic logic. The
cost per student credit hour is
considerably lower than for com-
parable work in other universities
that do their teaching entirely
via classroom instruction. The
cost per achieved level of sophis-
tication in symbolic logic is doubt-
less even more impressive. The
combination of the cost level and
the achievement level for course-
equivalent achievements in this
field is a useable benchmark for
others to shoot at.

MEASURING UP
TO THE BENCHMARK

It is one thing to set a benchmark
and know how to measure
whether it is being reached or
surpassed; it is another thing
actually to perform with the
intended level of success. As
noted in the introductory exam-
ple from IBM, to perform at a
superior level requires both a
suitable paradigm as to how to
perform efficiently and an array
of strategies and tactics for apply-
ing that paradigm in specific pro-
grams. In the Offectiveness in
Learning Program of the UMUC,
such strategies and tactics were
reported in case studies and pilot
project plans of twelve partic-
ipating colleges and universities
and are reported in the literature
on effective teaching and
learning.

Before we attempt a summary
of these strategies and tactics,
notice that the most costly
resource essential to college
learning is time. In focusing on
learning and teaching in the next
paragraphs, we will assume that
the learning strategies are applied
within the grand strategy already
articulated. Some efficiencies in
the learning processes also will
save further time of administra-
tors and may reduce other insti-
tutional costs.



The strategies recommended
will in the aggregate save time
in two ways: (a) by eliminating
activities that do not contribute
to learning, or even delay or inter-
fere with it; (b) by substituting
for current practices others that
save time while enhancing
learning.

Notice, second, that there are
three primary roles that take time
for learning to occur most expe-
ditiously: the roles of learner, of
facilitator of learning (teacher,
mentor, tutor, coach), and of
other support staff.

Saving Time by Reducing
Work That Yields No Learning

In today's colleges, the main
sources of work that yields no
learning for students are arrange-
ments for the convenience of
management, for nonteaching
purposes for the benefit of pro-
fessors, for support services, and
for leisure for young students.
Chancellor Bruce Johnstone of
SUNY urged reducing the time
students spend on nonlearning
activities, minimizing duplicative
learning, reducing aimless drift
through college, and removing
lockstep provisions in the aca-
demic calendar (Johnstone,
1993).

Here are two examples of ways
to reduce those and other costs
without loss to students'
learning:

Reengineer student services
to cut up to 50 percent of their
costs. According to the newslet-
ter Total Quihlity Management
in Higher Education (Magna Pub-
lications), a number of colleges
already have begun to reengineer
these services. They typically
redesign and reequip the staff
to improve such tasks as deter-
mining eligibility to enroll; reg-
istration; academic advising for
degree planning; applying for
fmancial aid; dropping and
adding courses; receiving help
with obstacles in the student's
noncollege life (child care, sched-
uling to fit workplace hours,
counseling on family matters,
interplay with welfare offices or

other governmental agencies, cer-
tification for graduation).

On each of these processes, the
reengineering study maps the
steps now used, the number of
handoffs required, the waiting
time between handoffs, the num-
ber of approvals required at each
step, and so on. Then the process
is reconsidered, and an alterna-
tive designed that reduces hand-
offs, reuuces time waiting, redu-
ces approvals, delegates authority
downward in the hierarchy, and
uses information systems and
computers to enable students
to bypass human beings for mat-
ters requiring no judgment Some
steps, such as the last one (which
requires new equipment and staff
time for data input), cost money
initially but save enormous time
and money over the years.

Another most-fundamental
change may be that the service
will be reorganized to provide,
for example, four sets of staff
teams where previously there
were eight. The new units might
be (a) Student Services Teams:
case management teams, who
have all of the direct contact with
students, each student being
assigned to one specific team,
who serve that student through-
out his or her college career and
who are accountable for the effec-
tiveness of college support ser-
vices overall to that student; (b)
Information Systems: who build
and maintain the data banks and
ways of access and use of them;
(c) Operations Support Team:
who do behind-the-scenes tech-
nical services (transcript services,
class rosters, records storage,
ordering diplomas, providing
logistic support); and (d) Staff
Support: who recruit staff, train
and develop staff, manage per-
formance reporting and evalu-
ation, including management of
benchmarking and CQI.

It is not strictly true that these
services normally make no con-
tribution to learning. For exam-
ple, good academic advising can
play a substantial role, and the
reengineering effort is designed
to enhance that role. But activ-

ities such as registration, getting
financial aid, and getting certified
for graduation are normally mat-
ters of getting organized for work
or checking on adherence to reg-
ulations, rather than of eliciting
learning.

There are other ways of getting
some of these economies. Empire
State College (ESC), for example,
is said to save 30 percent of the
costs of the average SUNY edu-
cational and general expense by
a combination of strategies, one
of which is the combining of stu-
dent support and teaching func-
tions in the role of mentor. FSC
uses the mentor in lieu of the case
management team contemplated
in the example just described.

Removing dysfunction:1J arran-
gements in the organization of
learning. Requiring class atten-
dance for activities that are
wasteful or unnecessary for some
students; failing to recognize prior
learning and requiring students
to undergo classes that repeat
already mastered skills and
knowledge; limiting classes and
other services to times and places
inconvenient for students (espe-
cially working adults); and keep-
ing students waiting for teacher
feedback on their performance
all are examples.of such
arrangements.

Saving Time in the
Processes of Learning

There are numerous well-
known, widely used, and
research-tested practices that,
if used in a coherent, integrated
strategy for expediting learning,
can yield great efficiencies in
learning. Here are some, listed
by the persons enabled to con-
tribute to efficiency:

Enabling learners to "work
smart" (Candy, 1991).

Help them become adept at
managing their own learning.

Teach them to seek and use
peer support in learning well.

Enable them to build supe-
rior learning skills.

Teach them how to seek and
use instructor support.

Equip them to make best

tee
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More Response to
"Enhancing the Productivity

of Learning"

In the December 1993 Bulletin, we reprinted a shorkform ver-
sion of a provocative (and much longer) paper by SUM'
chancellor D. Bruce Johnstone entitled "Learning Produc-

tivity: A New Imperative for American Higher Education,"
accompanying it with invited responses from si.x AAHE
members. In that issue, we also invited further comment from
readers. Three such comments appear below. Our thanks to their
authors for taking the time to write. Eds.

Change the Procedures
The importance of Bruce Johnstone's article is not the call for
more accelerated programs or faster learning but the acknowl-
edgment that institutions must stop settling for the status quo.
. . . Johnstone has challenged the assumptions that guide current
practices; let me suggest six necessary changes in procedures:

1. Clearly define the desired outcomes. We value what we
can see and measure. Conversely, we rarely accomplish that
which we only vaguely define.

2. Understand the major interrelationships for creating the
change. Create a map of the interrelationships that may influ-
ence, even control, the change process. This would include under-
standing basic values, cultural norms, idiosyncratic needs, as well
as the individuals involved.

3. Identify all the parties involved in the education process
and get them involved in the change. Faculty, students, employ-
ers all need to be engaged in the process.

4. Create a long-term partnership between those who have
the power to reinforce and sustain the change and those who
are involved with it. Significant change occurs over a long period
of time, so specific commitments on how the change will be pro-
tected and nourished must be secured from the beginning from
those who control both the resources (political and fmancial)
and the rewards.

5. Identify and develop programs to strengthen the new
knowledge and skills necessary for change. Team teaching, out-
comes assessment, and education goal setting are examples of
skills not often formally developed in most of an institution's fac-
ulty. Continuous development is necessary if change is to be
enduring.

6. Use the existing knowledge base to support the creation
of new knowledge. This means reviewing the current research
on how people learn. Some of this research is very good and
should be used; where there are gaps, new research should be
proposed and conducted by those involved.

Jonathan D. Fife, Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher
Education, and series editor, ASHE-ERIC Higher Education
Reports, George Washington University

Ibaching Motivation
Bruce Johnstone should be commended for breaking the dirty
little silence that allows teaching productivity to be dissociated
from learning. As the "assessment movement" moves to the end

uses of technology.
Help them learn to use their

own time efficiently.
Enabling teachers to "work

smart" (Brookfield, 1990; Davis,
1993).

Clarify, intended learning out-
comes early and repeatedly.

Engage learners in choosing
the learning outcomes, thus
enhancing commitment to those
outcomes, thus raising students'
motivation levels.

Assess progress frequently,
provide instructive feedback, and
renegotiate the learning plan
when this assessment reveals the
need to do so.

Drill to mastery on essential
foundation tasks before going on
to their use in more complex
tasks.

See that students get first-
hand experience of what is being
studied, or use techniques for
simulation and practice that
approximate direct experience
of the realities being studied.

Use learning-enhancing tech-
nologies e.g., on routine skills,
use computer-managed practice,
assessment feedback, and re-tries;
on complex applications, use
computer-managed simulations;
on communications among
teachers and students, use elec-
tronic mail and conferencing.

Make learning active for stu-
dents (Meyers and Jones, 1993).
Provide options for collaborative
learning with peers.

Use Classroom Assessment
techniques (Angelo and Cross,
1993).

Having administrators who
"work smart" on facilitating
learning.

Engage or develop expert,
enthusiastic, student-centered
teachers committed to developing
their craft as teachers (Davis,
1993).

Provide ongoing help to
teachers in evaluating and
improving their performance.

See that the institution pro-
vides a welcoming climate for stu-
dents of all cultural and ethnic
identities.

Provide the institutional
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framework suited to efficient
learning (see the discussion above
on a new paradigm and the major
strategy for making learning
efficient).

CONCLUDING NOTE

IBM's experience in restructuring
its education and training to
develop its personnel while low-
ering its costs is a model that can
be adapted and applied in higher
education with great benefit to
all parties.
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of its first decade, it is time to accept that learning (i.e., nonmat-
urational changes in our students) is what education is about.
It is time we focus on the factors that limit learning, not the more
restrictive notions of productivity based on class size, credit
hours generated, etc.. . .

I believe Chancellor Johnstone comes closest to the mark in
his item number 4: "Students, on average, can learn far more in
any given span of time than they now do." . . . I conclude the
major obstacle to learning productivity is the "on average"
absence fin students] of genuine, disbelief-suspended motivation
to learn. We can change the calendar, the curriculum, the artic-
ulation with secondary education, class structure, the grading
system, the pedagogy; but, if we don't focus on "teaching"
motivation-to-learn along with teaching content, we will continue
to struggle with students who have mastered the fine art of
"negotiation for lowered expectations."

We know that students can "learn" much faster and more effi-
ciently when they are "interested." We know less about how to
create an intersection of Interest" and our subject matter. It
would be well if, in the pursuit of productivity increases, we were
to ask How is what we do making students more motivated to
learn?

David B. Andrews, Professor of Psychology, Keene State College

Seriously Out of 'Much
D. Bruce Johnstone appears so seriously out of touch with the
problems facing higher education that his proposal would only
make the problems worse. At least three assumptions in his
introduction flaw his approach beyond recovery: that produc-
tivity gains in teaching have "very nearly run [their] course in
most colleges"; that an increase in productivity would result from
"beginning college-level learning at an earlier age"; and that time
spent by college students on "activities other than learning"
represents wasted time.

First, we can measure the many kinds of productivity in many
ways.. . . The national impact of using active-learning methods
and varying teaching styles to account for different learning
styles and then assessing the effectiveness of teaching has so far
been minuscule. But the emphasis on and interest in effective
teaching Ls increasing, at least in pockets, throughout the coun-
try. What the movement needs now is recognition, organization,
and support from every quarter, especially administrations.

Second, as a group, today's incoming students are unprepared
for higher education in every way. They are intellectually and
socially immature, educated only to "feel good about themselves"
and to believe that "everyone has the right to express their own
personal [sic] opinion." . . . Starting students earlier or pushing
them through faster would produce only younger, less mature
graduates.

Third, Johnstone seems to assume a direct relationship
between time spent learning and amount learned, and to be gen-
erally uninformed about learning processes. In classroom dis-
cussions about grading, even my s;udents usually without the
terminology, of course recognize a difference between surface
and deep learning, some realizing that the most significant learn-
ing can occur long after a course has ended.

Horace S. .1?-3ckwood III, Professor of English, California Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, and Coordinator, Summer Academy
Expansion Project

Note
Single copies of the Johnstone paper still are available from the Chan-
cellor's Office, SUNY Plaza, Albany, NY 12246.
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AAHE Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards

Progress Report
and Future
Directions
The third year of the Roles &
Rewards project will begin this
coming summer, under the lead-
ership of new director R. Eugene
Rice. The success of the Forum's
two national conferences (3an
Antonio, January 1993; New
Orleans, January 1994) and of
regional gatherings in Minnesota,
Nevada, New England, Maryland,
and the Denver and Detroit met-
ropolitan areas "confirmed that
the reexamination of faculty
priorities is indeed, in the words

AAIIE NEWS

of AAHE president Russ Edger-
ton, higher education's 'master
issue of the 1990s,'" says outgoing
director Clara Lovett, now pres-
ident of Northern Arizona
University.

The internal concerns of the
academy (e.g., the need to pay
more attention to faculty diver-
sity and to undergraduate teach-
ing, the wisdom of rethinking
excessively narrow definitions
of scholarship) are "converging
in a powerful way with renewed
external interest in faculty work
and with calls for increased insti-
tutional accountability for the
quantity and quality of that
work," says Lovett. That is why,
from the beginning, the Forum's

January in New Orleans

1

4

ID

,

2

3

More than 600 faculty, administrators, and other stakeholders in higher edu-
cation gathered in New Orleans for a timely discussion of faculty work and
its evaluation. Ernest Boyer (1), president of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, opened the conference with a preview of Schol-
arship Reassessed, the follow-up to his influential report Sr' Ilarship Recon-
sidered. Participants spent an industrious three days in livt .:onversation,
both in and out of the meeting rooms (2,3). Postconference feedback con-
firmed that interactive, "hands-on" sessions, such as the consulting lunches
(4), were most effective and appreciated. (More workshops and sessions of
that type will appear in next year's program.)

Planning for the 1995 conference is already under way. The Call for Pro-
posals & Participation will appear as an insert in the June 1994 Bulletin
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conferences and seminars, as well
as the field-based investigations
and experiments the project calls
its "lines of work," brought cam-
puS leaders together with policy-
makers and leaders of scholarly
associations, she says.

In its first eighteen months,
the Forum has been able to
assemble "intellectual capital that
can sustain the reexantination
of faculty priorities beyond the
expiration in June 1995 of the
FIPSE grant that helped it get
started," reports Lovett. That
"intellectual capital" includes:

Commissioned papers from
two annual conferences and
other resources.

Several articles on faculty
issues in the July/August 1993
issue of Change.

A line of work on the peer
review of teaching, in partnership
with Stanford University's Lee
Shulman (the leading advocate
of making college teaching the
"community property" of groups
of scholars within a discipline
or academic unit). (See the Feb-
ruary 1994 "AAHE News.")

Plans for future Forum projects
include:

A monograph by Virginia
Commonwealth University's Jon
Wergin, the Forum's interim
director in the fall of 1992, to
focus on "unit accountability"
a faculty reward system centered
not on the contributions of indi-
vidual professors but on the per-
formance of academic units.

Publication of a "departmen-
tal audit" instrument.

R&D work on defmitions of
and rewards for extramural pro-
fessional service.

Publication of an anthology
of "statements of professional
responsibility for academic
members" drafted by scholarly
societies and professional
associations.

Future directions. With a
change of leadership at the
Forum comes the potential for

Continued on p. 16



by Ted Marchese

Welcome back for news about AAHE members
(names in bold) plus news of note . . . do keep
sending me items.

OUR 25TH: AAHE's 25th anniversary
National Conference was a rousing event
that brought 1,700 of you to the Chicago
Hilton. . . . Highlights for me: a captivating
keynote by Charles Handy (order the
tape!), a spirited Tomds Rivera lecture (the
tenth) by Norma Cantd, and a concluding
breakfast at which Frank Newman and
Chicago State's Dolores Cross interviewed
the five winners of this year's Howard R.
Swearer Student Humanitarian Award.. . .

Lots of "birthday" hoopla, of course,
starting with a "Gala Salute in Words and
Music" organized by Russ Edgerton, Carol
Cartwright, and Ken Fischer, featuring an
appearance by AAHE founding father
Stephen Wright . . . the next evening, an
anniversary banquet for 600 in the Field
Museum's hall of dinosaurs (no wry
remarks here; they've already been made),
with Newman as emcee and Art Levine
doing a turn as historian.. . . Notable also:
a sparkling all-conference reception
hosted by AAHE's Hispanic Caucus
(thanks! to chair Millie Garcia) . . . the
tenth convening of the AAHE Research
Forum (by Art Chickering, Pat Cross,
Catherine Marienau, and Marcia Ment-
kowsld). . . . Notable, too: the swell of
interest in service-learning, and the high attendance
at the string of technology sessions, organized by
Steve Gilbert.

and the North Central Association runs an evening-
long workshop on its assessment expectations.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES: I suspect no sector has
been buffeted by change more, nor has been readier
to question its own orthodoxies. . . . At the AACC
annual meeting earlier this month, new winds were
blowing . . . an "action agenda" for community
colleges in Choosing the Future, a recent report
prepared by a 23-member California commission

put together by chancellor David Mertes
. . . fmdings from a national dialogue group
led by Macomb's Al Lorenzo released in
A Framework for Fundamental Change in
the Community College: Creating a Cul-
ture of Responsiveness ($15; call 301/490-
8116) . . . and a very useful (and widely
applicable) little publication, amtmunity
Colleges: Core Indicators of Effectiveness,
on the construction of statistical "indica-
tors" that would tell your institution's story
to the public (also available from AACC)
... credit it to a group led by Kay
McClenney of ECS and Michigan's Richard
Alfred . In a related development, the
March NCHEMS newsletter features a list
of performance indicators (developed by
Dennis Jones and Peter Ewell) aimed not
at outcomes but at "good practice" in un-
dergraduate education . . . an intriguing idea.

Wdgb

Garcia

Schmed

ON TO DC: At AAHE's upcoming Assessment &
Quality conference (June 12-15, here in DC) a
volatile mix of issues accreditor pressures to step
on the gas with assessment; the grapples with quality
management, reengineering, and productivity, the
accountability schemes staring us in the face
promises a yeasty, even feisty four days. . . . Peter
Ewell, Howard Gardner, Pat Cross, Richard Light,
Dan Seymour, and Alexander Astin headline. . . .

Organizers Karl Schilling and Monica Manning
received quadruple the number of proposals this
year as last, expect 1,500 for the 170-session event.
. . . Late program additions: Steve Brigham hosts
an invitational, first-ever convening of campus TQM/
CQI coordinators; fax him at AAHE at 202/293-0073
if you know someone who should be included . . .

er

ACPA: At March's American College Per-
sonnel Association meeting in Indianapo-
lis, a group of forward-thinking student-
affairs leaders, led by Missouri's Charles
Schroeder and Indiana's George Kuh,
brought forth the draft of a potentially
important statement, 'The Student Learn-
ing Imperative," a call to colleagues to

"restructure their work," to step out of self-isolating
roles and vocabularies and "form partnerships with
students, faculty, academic administrators, and
others to help all students attain high levels of
learning and personal development."

ED WEEK: I doubt many of you have time to read
Education Week, a Otronicle offshoot aimed at K-
12 professionals, but right now it's the vehicle for the
best education journalism around. . . . Special to
AAHE members: a copy of Ed Wteles April 13th 24-
page supplement, 'Enlisting Higher Education in the
Quest for Better Schools,"free to the first 500 members
who write or fax us (c/o Sonya, at AMIE). Do it!

NEXT UP: The AMIE Board meets here, April 28-
29 . . . its main substantive topic: whether and how
AMIE ought to get more involved in accountability
issues. . . . In May, members have a big treat coming
the 25th anniversary issue of Change



Continued from p. 14

a change in direction. Should the
Forum worry less about improv-
ing what is and instead work on
prototypes of what might be?
Should it work on issues of fac-
ulty careers, including the future
of tenure, the limitations of tra-
ditional forms of faculty govern-
ance, or the status of part-timers?

Beyond the FIPSE grant, which
expires in June 1995, might the
Forum, with its already extensive
network of presidents, provosts,
faculty leaders, scholarly socie-
ties, and federal and state policy-
makers, become AAHE's clear-
inghouse and catalyst for serious

"upside-down thinking" not only
about faculty priorities but about
the changing nature of academic
organizations?

Specific pilot projects, espe-
cially the one about peer review
of teaching, hold much promise
of improvement. But, the external
forces that led AAHE to conceive
the Forum on Faculty Roles &
Rewards in the first place "are
gaining momentum and threat-
ening to overwhelm slow, incre-
mental reforms," says Lovett, cit-
ing as examples the near-collapse
of the traditional accreditation
system, the probable impact of
intrusive new regulations like the
SPREEs, and the steady growth

Need help? Memo other MHE members by submitting items to RE: In a few words, describe
the information/material you need and an address where it should be sent, including a
contact name.

1. What approaches has your campus used to answer such questions as: "What does
it mean for a student to get an 'A' on our campus?" "How much time do students
spend studying?" "What kinds of materials do students read each week? How many
pages?" "What kind and amount of work is expected of students in their classes?' The
AAHE Assessment Forum currently is studying how institutions assists their
xpoctations for student performance. If your campus has undertaken such a program,
please send a short description of your efforts to Kari L Schilling, Director, AAHE
Assessment Forum, at MHE; fax 202/293-0073.

of proprietary schools.
Members are invited to send

their feedback and suggestions
to R. Eugene Rice, Incoming
Director, AAHE Forum on Faculty
Roles & Rewards, at AAHE.

AARE in Action

1994 AAHE Conference on Assess-
ment & Quality. Washington, DC, June
12-15, 1994.

Discount Hotel Rate Deadline.
May 13, 1994.

Early Bird Registration Deadline.
Registration increases $40. May 13,
1994.

Registration Refund Deadline.
Requests must be made in writing and
postmarked/faxed by the deadline. May
27, 1994.

Collaborative Learning Conference.
Cosponsored by NCILA and AAHE. See
February Bulletin "AAHE News" for
details. State College, PA. June 25-27,
199.4.

"Improving Teaching Through Reflec-
tive Practice" Conference. Cospon-
sored by Pace University and AAHE. See
February Bulletin 'AAHE News" for
details. Vancouver, British Columbia.
July 20-23, 1994.

Flfti AAHE National Conference on
School/College Collaboration. Wash-
ington, DC. November 17-20, 1994.

Third AAHE Conference on Faculty
Roles & Rewards. Phoenix, AZ. Janu-
ary 19-22, 1995.

AAHE members receive free the AAHE Bulletin (ten issues/year) and Change
magazine (six issues/year); discounts on conference registration and publications;
special rates on selected non-AAHE subscriptions; Hertz car rental discounts;
and more. To join, complete this form and send it to AAHE, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington. DC 20036-1110.

MEMBERSHIP (Choose one)
Regular: 0 1 yr, $80 0 2 yrs, $155 0 3 yrs, $230
Retired: 0 1 yr, $45 Student: U 1 yr, $45
(For all categories, add $8/year for membership outside the U.S.)

CAUCUSES (For AAHE members; choose same number of years as above)
Amer. Indian/Alaska Native:
Asian/ Pacific American:
Black:
Hispanic:
Lesbian/Gay:
Women's:

O 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20 0 3 yrs. $30
O 1 yr, $15 0 2 yrs, $30 0 3 yrs, $45
O 1 yr, $15 0 2 yrs, $30 0 3 yrs, $45
O 1 yr, $25 0 2 yrs, $50 0 3 yrs, $75
O 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20 0 3 yrs, $30
O 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20 0 3 yrs, $30

Name (Dr./Mr./Ms ) C MID F

Position

Institution/Organization

Address (0 horneiC1 work)

City St Zip

Daytime Phone
El Bill me 0 Check enclosed (payment in U.S. funds only)

4/94
Rates expire 6/30 94

1

Moving? Clip out the label
below and send it, marked
with your new address, to
"Change ofAddress,"AAHE,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 360,
Washington, DC 20036-1110.
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In this issue:

Last spring at this time, I was visiting the Montreal
campus of the Université du Quebec and stumbled
upon an Expo of provincial manufactures, most

bearing a distinctive label: "Qua lite Québec."
I asked a business professor at the university what

this meant. Well, he said, in '86 and '87 TQM was
all the rage here; consultants from Toronto came up
in their three-piece suits and made a killing with
seven-step workshops. After a year, of course, it all
went away. Then two or three years ago, industrial
sales started to get tougher and tougher; jobs were
lost. The markets wanted quality and we weren't
providing it. Suddenly our firms had to take this
quality-management stuff seriously. Seven years ago,
an aggressive pursuit of quality could have given us
a market edge; now, it just keeps us in the game.

I thought of that conversation when I read the
report from David Entin, beginning on the facing page,
and mentioned it to Dean Hubbard in asking him
for an interview. Despite triumphalist claims by
quality's advocates and the imprecations we hear
from business, for every TQM champ like Motorola
or Federal Express there are dozens more that came
to grips with this new theory of organizational life
only when they had to, and then only partially. It's
hard to believe things will be much different in higher
education.

It will probably take ten or fifteen years to see and
sort out the impacts of quality management on higher
education. We're in year three or so of that journey,
a fact to keep in mind as you read the two pieces
that follow. TJM

VHflER TQM?

3 A Second Look: TQM in len Boston-Area Colleges, One Year Later/by David H.
Entin

8 Quality for the Long Haul/an interview with Dean Hubbard, of AAHE's Academic
Quality Consortium/by Ted Marchese

11 A Recognition of Student Public Service/the 1994 Swearer Student Humanitarian
Awards

12 Remembering the G.I. Bill/a 50th anniversary project/by Brent Breedin

Insert: Fifth National Conference on School/College Collaboration, Ca11 for Proposals

Departments

14 AMIE News
15 Bulletin Board/by Ted Marchese
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WHITHER
TQM?

In a report published a year ago in Change,
David Entin chronicled TQM's progress at ten
Boston-area colleges and universities, all early

into their "quality journeys." A year later, Entin re-
visited these same institutions, asking the question,
"How's it going'?" only to he told by most, "Not so
hot."

In spite of its negative tone, Entin's check-up
report elicited interest within AAHE's Academic
Quality Consortium. A joint project of AAHE and

the William C. Norris Institute, the AQC has as its

Two
perspectives

on the
future

of
"quality"

in
higher

education.

aim "the intelligent adaptation of continuous quality
improvement to higher education"; its membership
consists of twenty-two institutions that made early
commitments to CQI implementation.

What lessons, if any, should we draw from the
Boston fmdings? Entin offers his in "A Second Look,"
below. For another perspective, AAHE vice pres-
ident Ted Marchese turned to the chair of the AQC,
Dean Hubbard, president of Northwest Missouri
State; that interview begins on page 8.

Eds.

A SECOND LOOK
TQM in Tbn Boston-Area Colleges,

One Year Later

by David H. Entin

Much of the growing lit-
erature on TQM in higher
education (or CQI, "con-
tinuous quality improve-

ment") is promotional and typically
features a claim of successful imple-
mentation at a single institution.
What, on the other hand, would we
fmd instead if we took an objective
look at TQM progress across a range
of typical institutions in a metro-
politan area?

In summer/fall 1992, I visited ten
Boston-area institutions of higher
education that were then just a year
or two into their "quality journeys."
I interviewed key players on each
campus, and reported what I found
in an article published in the May/
June 1993 Change (see Note).

At that time, each of the ten insti-
tutions had one or more quality
champions, and most felt on the

1
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David Entin is dean qf arts and
sciences at New York City Technical
CAlege, CEINy Namm Building *805,
900 Jay Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201.
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verge of a "breakthrough' in itnple-
menting quality-management prin-
ciples. Although TQM then had "a
firm hold" on only one campus, and
just six of the ten claimed campus
participation or commitment beyond
one or two units, all ten were
involved to some degree in TQM activ-
ities, primarily on the administrative
side.

When I returned to these ten insti-
tutions this past winter, I found a
changed scene. Five of the ten insti-
tutions had stopped, delayed, or were
not implementing TQM. Four more
are carrying out some form of TQM
in at least a few units where there
are TQM champions. Only the tenth
college is working systematically to
implement TQM and feels that quality
is becoming a "way of life."

Is there a conclusion we can draw
from such a change in just one year?
Let's look at the data.

KEY QUESTIONS

My study group consists of nine pri-
vate colleges and universities affil-
iated with the Center for Quality
Management a private, industry-
created organization in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, that promotes and
sponsors training in TQM for area
businesses. Those nine institutions
are Babson College, Bentley College,
Boston College, Boston University,
Lesley College, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, Tufts University,
Wentworth Institute of Technology
(where I was dean of the college of
arts and sciences when this project
began), and Worcester Polytechnic
Institute. 1 added a tenth, unaffiliated
institution University of Massa-
chusetts at Boston to include a
public institution in the study. The
field interviews covered seven basic
questions.

What progress has your institution
trade in implementing TQM in the
past year?

Frankly, I was surprised to find
this winter that five of the ten insti-
tutions in the group no longer claim
to be pursuing TQM.

The previous year, TQM seemed
to lack a serious foothold at only one
institution. This year, that institution
reported again that it was "not into
TQM." A senior official there said TQM
didn't fit the organizational culture,
though he had no argument with

Of the four other
institutions that
seem now to

have abandoned
TQM after hopeful
starts, three report

facing
unprecedented
crises. Major
deficits and
prospective

employee layoffs
have captured

top-level attention.

the goal of improved management
and thought some of the things his
college had done through the years
resembled TQM, namely "making the
customer king," tracking progress,
and improving processes and
services.

Of the four other institutions that
seem now to have abandoned TQM
after hopeful starts, three report fac-
ing unprecedented crises. Major defi-
cits and prospective employee layoffs
have captured top-level attention.
One of these colleges said TQM was
"on hold" while it dealt with a fiscal
crisis. Another reported that reduced
budgets had left "absolutely no slack
in the system," implying that TQM
implementation would require
resources and time that no longer
exist. The vice president of the third
institution said it was "taking a
breather from TQM" to focus on
larger problems.

Interestingly, the fourth institution,
which declared "formal implemen-
tation of TQM has stopped," reported
that TQM had been replaced as a
priority by "multiculturalism." A
senior officer saw this new thrust
as still another "vehicle" to move the
institution "forward" in a progressive
direction.

Two of the five remaining insti-

tutions are implementing TQM, but
only in administrative offices. Two
other universities report TQM imple-
mentation in both a few adminis-
trative units and academic areas,
notably in business/management.
All four institutions could name sev-
eral exciting pilot projects and report
clear progress in using TQM to
improve operations within particular
units. None of these four yet claims
that TQM has captured the culture
of the institution or the heart of its
president. At best, TQM implemen-
tation in these four colleges has
occurred in selective units in which
there is a devoted champion of con-
tinuous quality improvement.

In the tenth college, TQM has
strong support from the president
and several business administration
faculty leaders and is being imple-
mented, at least to some degree, in
most major divisions. This is Babson
College, which in 1992 already had
taken steps to institutionalize TQM.
Babson is proud of its leadership in
this area and reports that it is now
"managing by fact instead of by intu-
ition and anecdote." Quality is being
"ingrained" into the culture of the
institution: "Good enough isn't good
enough anymore."

Which organizational units are
employing TQM?

I found examples in all ten insti-
tutions of particular administrative
offices employing TQM, at least to
a degree. The most common office
sites were in business operations,
management information, and
human resources/training. A few
institutions reported examples in
admissions and financial aid, focusing
on student-related services. One insti-
tution has its alumni office, and
another its development office, pur-
suing TQM.

On the academic side, all business
management schools or departments
report doing something with regard
to TQM. Two of the ten institutions
are, in fact, specialized business
schools; five others have such schools
within the larger institution. In each
of the seven, the business/manage-
ment unit is the primary or exclusive
TQM user in the academic area. Why
might this be so? One explanation
is the closeness of business schools
to the corporate world, which has
been implementing TQM for more
than a decade. Business school fac-
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ulty feel the need to prepare their
students to use quality principles
and tools in future employment.

The only other academic depart-
ments/schools that are using TQM
are in engineering units and a few
professional schools at the graduate
level. There was only one instance
of other academic units or liberal
arts faculty using TQM . . . a circum-
stance unchanged from the previous
study.

What are the sources of opposition
or obstacles to the use of TQM?

The most common response to
this question, from administrators,
is 'faculty," or in the case of special-
ized business schools, "liberal arts."
Senior administrators at a few insti-
tutions spoke almost derisively about
faculty. One declared: "Faculty will
never agree on who the customer
is." He said he believes that "TQM is
antithetical to the university model."
because it gives power to customers,
which faculty do not want. Academ-
ics are "not entrepreneurially
oriented," complained the business
vice president at another college:
"Maybe if they have no raises for a
couple of years, they'll do something."
Several administrators observed that
faculty are skeptical, seeing TQM as
a "new gimmick" or the "latest fad,'
and claiming they are already pur-
suing excellence. The chief academic
officers at a number of campuses
reflected these faculty concerns and
were hesitant to jump on the TQM
bandwagon.

What are examples of TQM in use
in both administrative and academic
settings at your institution?

Administrative. Most institutions
offered administrative examples,
which illustrate clear parallels with
the business world. Such examples
include these:

extensive surveying of copy cen-
ter users three times a year to aid
in improving service;

sitting down with finance depart-
ment customers to explain opera-
tions and receive feedback

recommending changes in
overnight-stay programs for prospec-
tive students to increase their accept-
ance rate;

creating a TQM team that dra-
matically reduced book jacket errors.

Academic. Academic examples
are more interesting because they

The fourth
institution, which
declared "formal
implementation

of TOM has
stopped," reported

that TOM had
been replaced
as a priority

by
"multiculturalism."

address areas where education
differs from ordinary business proc-
esses. Curriculum development arid
classroom instruction are two such
components that distinguish edu-
cation from other endeavors, and
they are the traditional province of
faculty, not administrators.

In the study, I heard several
impressive examples of how TQM
is being employed to revise curricula
in business schools:

In August 1993, Babson College
invited its constituents, including
faculty, parents, students, business-
people, and alums, to a three-day
retreat to examine its specialized
undergraduate business curriculum.
A third of the faculty attended. Cus-
tomer data from current and pro-
spective students and from employer
surveys (including critical comments)
were published for all to examine.
Task forces have been set up to
address particular concerns and
begin an undergraduate curriculum
overhaul

Another business school devel-
oped a radically revised curriculum
after conducting focus groups of
employers. This institution feels that
increased competition forces it to
"concentrate on responding to cus-
tomer needs." An employer feedback

group will be established when the
first students complete the new cur-
riculum, ensuring an 'external feed-
back loop." Faculty now are discuss-
ing development of exit
competencies.

A third management school has
as a goal "to continuously improve
all products and services so es to
represent the highest quality," with
an emphasis on teaching quality. A
committee of students and faculty
revised the student course evaluation
forms to get more specific input from
students. Student evaluation results
are reviewed annually with each fat-
uity member, and the contracts of
faculty who receive unsatisfactory
evaluations from students are not
renewed. This school also has added
a course on TQM to its curriculum.

Perhaps the most interesting area
for TQM consideration is actual class-
room instruction. Here, tOo, the num-
ber of approaches to and examples
of TQM applications is growing, with
the emphasis on receiving feedback
from students. The "one-minute
paper" promoted by K. Patricia Cross
is the most commonly cited formal
feedback mechanism.

Many faculty who accept student
input about instructional delivery
draw the line at accepting students'
input on grading. But contrary exam-
ples do exist:

A faculty member at a business
school wants to eliminate "scrap hnd
re-work," a TQM term from manu-
facturing engineering. He allows stu-
dents to re-take tests to demonstrate
subject-matter mastery.

One faculty member leads a col-
lective discussion of grades in class
and establishes 'threshold criteria'
of material mastery, rather than
wrades.

Another uses team-grading in
a statistics class, basing the grade
for all team members on the "worst
performer." Students object, but he
counters, "That's part of life; if you
can't get your team working, you're
going to have a tough time."

There were several other inter-
esting academic examples. One aca-
demic administrator reported that
training faculty volunteers in TQM-
like meeting facilitation greatly
improved the effectiveness of faculty
meetings. This same administrator
has initiated a system of upward
feedback in the academic hierarchy,
having faculty evaluate department
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chairs, the chairs review the deans,
and so on. He uses a simple form that
asks three questions: "What should
I start doing? What should I stop
doing? What should I continue
doing?" He also has revised the fac-
ulty worNoad measurement system,
providing teaching credits for faculty
who prepare new courses or teach
writing-intensive classes.

What is your concept/defmition
of TQM? What TQM tools have you
employed?

Conceptions ofjust what TQM is
have not sharpened since the pre-
vious round of visits in 1992. A num-
ber of institutions do not employ the
term "total quality management" or
even "continuous quality improve-
ment." One university calls its efforts
"process improvement," while another
uses "service value improvement."

A focus on the customer is the only
universally agreed-upon component.
Most institutions distinguish between
internal and external customers, but
the debate about who exactly those
customers might be students?
other administrative units? parents?
society? employers? is greater in
the academic sector than in others.
One professor declared that the "cus-
tomer is not always right even in
business." One private college calls
students its "$100,000 customers."
People across the institutions believe
TQM encompasses improved effi-
ciency, teamwork, some degree of
employee "empowerment" or par-
ticipation, and greater use of data
(fact) in managing.

Except for Babson and the two
business graduate schools, the ten
campuses' understanding and use
of the tools of TQM, such as Pareto
charts, fishbone diagrams, and so
on, was either very elementary or
nonexistent.

Across the ten, I again and again
found people who believe that they
are practicing total quality manage-
ment but whose knowledge of the
fuller concept is thin or corrupted.
One college vice president described
TQM as "just good management prin-
ciples," using committees and focus-
ing on the customer. For him, the
key question is, "How to get the juices
flowing," i.e., how to motivate
employees to come up with inno-
vative solutions to problems. A senior
manager at one university went so
far as to say that TQM was "only an

In the tenth college,
TQM has strong

support from
the president
and several

business
administration
faculty leaders

and is being
implemented,

at least to some
degree, in most
major divisions.

extension" of the "Vince Lombardi
principles" found in Lee Iacocca's
book, and defined TQM as "the golden
rule." When asked about employing
TQM tools, he replied, "You don't need
it. Don't worry about getting too
technical."

What has been the stance of your
president toward TQM? Does your
institution have a quality "council"
or "coordinator"?

Babson College is the one insti-
tution where the president is actively
hivolved in and a strong proponent
of total quality management. The
president arrived there a few years
ago after many years as a vice chair
of Xerox Corporation, which credits
TQM with turning around the com-
pany's fortunes. At Babson, two codi-
rectors of the college's Office of Qual-
ity, one full-time from the
administrative ranks and one part-
time from the faculty, report directly
to the president on TQM develop-
ments. Their office has a separate
budget and works with all units of
the college in implementing TQM.

Babson's situation might not be
unique, but it is certainly not typical.
Most college presidents come from
the academic ranks; theeve heard
about or been exposed superficially
to TQM but have little or no actual
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experience with using it on a sus-
tained basis. Beyond Babson, four
other presidents of institutions in
the study are considered "supportive"
of TQM. One reportedly "uses TQM
language' and is "genuinely for it."
However, this CEO must deal with
a "day-today crunch" and is reported
to have 'dttle time for TQM. A second
supportive president "listens to inter-
nal customers" and works to build
consensus on issues; he was credited
with launching new initiatives to
improve relations with industry. A
third supportive president has put
TQM "on hold" as the institution con-
fronts budgetary problems. The
fourth president "may not use TQM
terms" but is "committed to customer
service."

Of the five remaining colleges, TQM
did not fit the "president's style" or
"organizational culture" in two insti-
tutions; in two others, vice presidents
conceded that the president was not
really committed to TQM; in the fifth,
the president was not in the picture
because TQM is considered pertinent
only for administrative units under
the executive vice president.

Despite the absence of serious pres-
idential involvement in nine of the
ten institutions, I found a good num-
ber of TQM proponents who advocate
for and push quality in their par-
ticular administrative or academic
units. In all instances where there
was TQM progress, it could be traced
directly to a campus champion who
understood, studied, promoted, and
implemented TQM. These champions
tend to fmd one another, work col-
laboratively in training efforts, and
share information and stories on
quality.

In addition to Babson, three insti-
tutions reported having a quality
council or steering committee. These
implementation groups vary in role,
activity level, and power. Two insti-
tutions report having "informal" qual-
ity committees. Only one institution
besides Babson has a designated
quality coordinator, but her other
duties had increased to such an
extent that she felt there was little
or no time left for TQM; her proposed
"Quality Plan" had been scaled back
from even its modest recommenda-
tions. Within several institutions, peo-
ple expressed a need for a designated
quality coordinator or officer to
ensure continued progress in imple-
menting TQM.



Does TQM relate to the major
issues feting your institution?

Seven of the ten institutions in this
study currently are facing fiscal cri-
ses. Do they believe TQM can help?
Is TQM apt for cost-cutting? There
is no agreement on the issue.

One university official who is a
strong TQM proponent observed that
you cannot say, as some corporations
have, that in implementing TQM "no
one will lose their job." He stated
emphatically that TQM "does and
will" save money, that increased pro-
ductivity and efficiency will have to
mean fewer staff. This official sees
cutting costs as a primary motivating
factor in implementing TQM: "My boss
[the vice president for administra-
tion] wouldn't be enthusiastic oth-
erwise." He sees TQM leading to
longer-term savings, even if the initial
investment in time is greater.

Many TQM purists would argue
against undertaking TQM primarily
for cost-cutting. TQM's purpose, they
say, is to improve customer satis-
faction, and thereby market share
and revenue; quality cannot be
gained "on the cheap" and may actu-
ally require new, up-front investment.

More common in this study is the
feeling that more drastic measures
than TQM are needed to respond
to the current budgetary crises. One
vice president said, "TQM is the least
of my problems," noting that budget-
cutting does affect quality and that
"bold new measures" are needed,
"major restructuring." Another school
decided to "put TQM on hold" while
it completes cost-cutting including
staff layoffs and reductions in
employee benefits since the result-
ing low morale and increments of
time spent carrying out the reduc-
tions are not considered a conducive
climate for moving forward with
TQM.

OBSERVAIICIONS &
CONCLUSIONS

This report raises serious questions
about the future of TQM (or CQI)
in higher education. Much of the opti-
mism about TQM expressed on these
campuses last year now seems
unwarranted, if not naive. Arguably,
there is now some basis to the charge
by TQM's early skeptics that it will
go down as the latest management
fad.

All ten schools have accomplished

Conceptions
of just what TOM

is have not
sharpened since

the previous
round of visits

in 1992. A number
of institutions
do not employ
the term "total

quality
management"

or even
"continuous quality

improvement."

some project or improvement in the
past year that a campus proponent
attributes to continuous quality
improvement. However, five of the
ten institutions that last year were
beginning their TQM journeys now
no longer are going down that path.
In four of the remaining institutions,
TQM is being tried, with some clear
examples of success, but in only two
or three major organizational units,
primarily in administrative and busi-
ness departments. Only Babson Col-
lege, a specialized business school,
can legitimately claim to have estab-
lished TQM in the culture of the insti-
tution. Such overall fmdings have
to be disappointing to believers in
total quality management.

Why has TQM not succeeded so
far in most settings? Why has it
worked in a few?

A number of reasons help explain
why it has failed in several instances.
One reason is the campuses' inad-
equate understanding of and training
for TQM. TQM is more than just
"effective management" or "common
sense." Though it may be these, it
is also a disciplined approach with
special tools and ways of doing busi-
ness that need to be learned and
practiced.

A second reason is the particular
culture of academic institutions.

.164V

Although higher education faces a
variety of crises, the average liberal
arts faculty member apparently
remains focused on the traditional
roles of classroom teaching and
scholarship. Faculty may have some
awareness of the problems facing
their institutions, but as a group they
appear unready as yet to make major
changes or try new approaches in
response.

A third reason is that the initial
interest in TQM often came from
administrators responding to calls
for tougher management that would
address serious fiscal problems. But
TQM is not a tool or approach
designed to lower budget deficits.
It has a broader purpose, the
improvement of quality, and real
gains in quality may cost more rather
than less. In this sense, the setting
aside of TQM for a while may indeed
make sense.

On the positive side, TQM has led
to a number of concrete adminis-
trative improvements in most of the
institutions that tried it. More
broadly, it also has led to a greater
customer focus, awareness of proc-
esses, and to new questions about
outcomes and data, all of which can
be taken as favorable developments.
On the administrative and academic
sides, alike, the new vocabulary of
"customer" has led to greater student-
centeredness.

As I stated in my Change article,
"Those supporting TQM consider it
a long process that may take perhaps
five to ten years to impact the culture
of the organization and its ways of
doing business." These ten colleges
and universities now are completing,
at most, their third year of engage-
ment with quality. At the moment,
half of them are no longer con-
sciously pursuing TQM. Does this sig-
nalfad . . . or phase?

Note
David Entin's May/June 1993 Change
article, "Boston: Less Than Meets the
Eye," is available in AAHE's publi-
cation PQM: Will It Work on Cam-
pus?, along with six other articles
on TQM reprinted from that special
TQM issue of Change. The seven-
article reprint (Item #CQ9302) costs
$8 for AAHE members ($10 for non-
members), plus $4 shipping. AAHE
members may be invoiced; all other
orders must be prepaid. Bulk dis-
counts are available. For more infor-
mation, contact AAHE Publications
Orders at 202/293-6440 x11; fax 202/
293-0073.
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QUALITY
FOR THE

LONG HAUL
An interview with Dean Hubbard,

of AAHE's Academic Quality Consortium

by Ted Marchese

MARCHESE: Dean, I know you've
read David Entin's latest report.
What's your reaction?
HUBBARD: I wasn't surprised by
the mixed results he found in Boston.
What did surprise me was his reac-
tion to them, especially in light of
what he said last year in his initial
report, in Change. I dug it out, and
let me read it to you, Ted: 'Those sup-
porting TQM consider it a long proc-
ess that may take perhaps five to
ten years to impact the culture of
the organization and its ways of
doing business." Having said that,
he turns around and comes back
to these colleges a year later and says
about them: I can't find this radical
change that I'd hoped for, therefore
quality's not working.

That baffled me . . . the disconnect.
1 sti think his original judgment is
the right one: If you want to know
which parts of this work, come back
in ten years. The ten-year time frame
certainly has bevn the case here, at
Northwest Missouri State.
MARCHESE:Okay, what else?
HUBBARD: The second problem I
have is with the study's apparent
understanding of quality manage-
ment. It seems to equate TQM with
"tools and techniques." I ,,hink that's
a very, very fundamental error. The
quickest way to trivialize TQM on
a campus is to start ta)king about
fishbone diagrams and Pareto charts,
rather than about the core values
of the institution.
MARCHESE: But it is also possible
to concoct romantic versions of qual-
ity management that omit any of the
discipline its practice requires .. .
maybe that was Entin's concern.
HUBBARD: I don't denigrate the
value of tools and techniques. I do
worry about "solutions' looking for
problems.

Dean L. Hubbard is president of
Northwest Missouri State University,
800 University Drive, Maryville, MO
64468-6001. Ted Marchese is vice
president at the American Association
for Higher Education.

MARCHESE: One of the vice pres-
idents interviewed in the study is
quoted, not favorably, as claiming
that quality is nothing more than
using committees, focusing on the
customer, and motivating employees
to come up with innovative solutions.
HUBBARD:Of course that's not the
whole quality message. But it's a
pretty good set of starting propo-
sitions. That vice president is talking
values, which is the right idea.

Let me make one other observation
about many of the views cited in the
article. I think some of the admin-
istrators the two investigators talked
to exhibit what I call a "pantry men-
tality" you know, we go back into
the pantry and pull out some sort
of management gimmick to fix higher
education.

It's a mentality we see all the time
in this country, in industry, govern-
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ment, and in education, often as a
way to dodge the harder, longer-term
work that cultural change demands.
It only breeds cynicism. And when
TQM gets picked up by these same
administrators as some thinly under-
stood pantry item, of course it's
greeted with cynicism, which will
defeat it. That makes us all the more
cynical, but still stuck for better
answers.
MARCHESE:Which may have been
there all along.
HUBBARD: Exactly. One more thing:
I take strong exception to the claim
of those administrators that faculty
aren't willing to respond . . that
they'll never buy into quality-
management ideas. Those admin-
istrators still think of quality s a
worker problem, not a management
problem. I note that in the one Bos-
ton school where the faculty did
respond, where the institution really
made gains, there was administrative
leadership for quality.

Let me recall for you, Ted, that
you saw this same syndrome in
industry, where management in the
auto companies, for example, always
blamed poor quality on the workers,
and in health care, where the admin-
istrators blamed physicians. In both
cases, things changed only when
managers looked themselves in the
eye and got clearer about their own
responsibility for quality.
MARCHESE: Well said, but at the
same time you don't underestimate
the sheer difficulty of changing cul-
tures, whether in an auto plant or
on campus?
HUBBARD: No, it's not easy, for a
lot of reasons. For one, we have an
academic culture that goes clear back
to the Middle Ages, that focuses on
individual autonomy but seldom on
collective acts or what we now call
teamwork.

CULTURE OF
QUALITY

MARCHESE: Spend a minute here
on your own experience at Northwest
Missouri. You were the initiator, I
take it.
HUBBARD:Yes, in a sense, but I got
the conversation going here some
ten years ago with a question, not
a program. I remember that we were
always hung up on some problem
or another, and it struck me that
the common thread across them was



that we didn't have what I came to
call a "culture of quality" here. So
I wrote a letter to the faculty.

In the letter, I asked them: What
are the changes we need that would
create a "culture of quality" on this
campus? Then I explained I was
using that expression because I
wanted them to think about every
part of the institution, not focus only
on what goes on in the classroom
as the only contributor to learning,
and also because I believed that we'd
never begin to continuously improve
quality until we had a major cultural
change.

Interestingly enough, people picked
up on it right away. Many conver-
sations later, we had a plan in place.
That took to 1987.
MARCHESE: A plan for what? TQM?
HUBBARD: That's not where we
started. We began by trying to figure
out what, for ourselves, were some
core values and concepts for under-
graduate quality.
MARCHESE: Tell us what those
were, Dean.
HUBBARD: We eventually developed
seven. The first is that "quality edu-
cation is talent development." Sec-
ond, that "high expectations is a
starting point for quality" . . . you
don't get what you don't expect.
Third, "learning is an active not a
passive process." Four, "assessment
must focus on the prevention of fail-
ure and the improvement of instruc-
tional processes, not ranking and
sorting. Feedback must be frequent
and timely."

Let me pause here, Ted, to state
what I hope is obvious: that these
are core values of higher education

you see the Wingspread "Seven
Principles for Good Practice" running
throughout and they are precepts
straight from TQM, and from the Bal-
drige criteria. We started with values
important to us as educators, then
looked to TQM as a set of ideas for
building a culture that would get us
there.
MARCHESE: Good, keep going.
HUBBARD: Our fifth value was more
educationese, that "instruction
should be holistic, connecting subject
matter to the world of work while
challenging students to utilize all lev-
els of cognition." The sixth one looked
toward curricula that would promote
"sustained interaction and teamwork
between students and faculty." Seven,
"time on task is an important con-

sideration when improving educa-
tional quality."
MARCHESE: Okay, these aft clear
enough, but how does quality nik.n-
agement come into the picture?
HUBBARD: One approach developed
by quality practitioners is that of
benchmarking, the systematic
attempt to identify 'best practices"
and to emulate or improve on them
yourself. So our faculty, from a much
longer list, developed some three
dozen benchmarks for our academic

a set of key quality indicators, self-
developed but validated with its
customers.
MARCHESE:Even the arts and
sciences? . . .

HUBBARD: Every department did
it. And most of our programs now
have advisory councils, wth.sre they
try to make sure that what they think
people want is indeed what they
want.
MARCHESE: . . . I'm thinking here
of the Entin report that arts and

A Snapshot of
Northwest Missouri State

"The most visible and applauded result of the Culture of Quality program at
I Northwest has been cost savings through increased efficiency... faculty

salaries hove risen at 150 percent of the CPI for the last ten years, equipment
and operating budgets have been greatly enhanced, campus facilities are in
top shape, and healthy reserves are now in place.. . .

"Academic changes have been equally profound, although not as dra-
matic. The most modern and extensive campus computer network in the natic n
links every faculty member and student by placing terminals in every office ono
residence hall room. Video, voice, arta data are transmitted via this system. A
Writing Across the Curriculum program has increased writing assignments 72
percent. A widely acclaimed undergraauate research program is in place. A
Talent Development Center manages a comprehensive assessment program. . . .

"The most exciting current successes center on faculty teams working
toward restructuring Northwest's general-education program into an entirel) dif-
ferent format based upon TQM concepts of trust, empowerment, and acccunt-

Who Else Is Doing COI?
The summary above of Northwest Missouri

State's "key successes" is part of a much longer
"snapshot" of the institution's Cal efforts, contained
in a new MHE publication titled 25 Snapshots of
a Movement, to be released in mid-June 1994.

A product of AAHE's CQI.Project, 25
Snapshots profiles Northwest Missouri State and
twenty-four other colleges and universities
involved in the quality movement. Each profile
addresses ten key areas: The Institution,
Reasons for Embracing Cal, Getting Started,

Strategic Framework, Obstacles, Key Successes,
Academic Activity, Faculty Resistance to Cal, Next Steps, and

Hindsight. The name and address of a contact person on each campus also is
provided.

To order: A single copy of 25 Snapshots is $13 for AAHE members,
$15 for nonmembers, plus $4 UPS shipping. Orders for two or more copies,
add $6 UPS. MHE members may be invoiced; all other orders must be pre-
paid. For more, including information about express delivery and foreign ship-
ping, call MHE Publications Orders, at 202/293-6440, x11; fax 202/293-
0073.

program, sought out from other col-
leges and the literature the reigning
best ideas, then set about trying to
improve upon them. An example?
Student writing, which is up 72 per-
cent from before.

On another front, each of our indi-
vidual academic programs now has

sciences faculty may be less inclined.
HUBBARD: I haven't sensed that.
Believe it or not, our art department
set the pace here in developing
advanced-standing and assessment
programs. In fact, one of our art pro-
fessors bought me Peter Senge's The
Fifth Discipline when it first came
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out. He brought it to the house, and
said, "You're going to love this book.
It's exactly what you're talking
about."
MARCHESE: These kind of state-
ments "the arts and sciences
denartments . . ." or "faculty, in gen-

will never buy this" become
self-fulfilling prophesies.
HUBBARD:Absolutely. With faculty
we started not with TQM but with
a problem how to improve quality

and with their own deep values.
People go into teaching, Ted, because
they enjoy seeing students learn and
succeed. That's what this whole effort
has been about.
MARCHESE:Dean, what about out-
side the academic area?
HUBBARD: Let me start by saying
that the most important step we took
was beginning with the faculty,
because otherwise you'd see at North-
west Missouri what Entin saw in Bos-
ton and elsewhere today: people
thinking that quality management
is about improving the cafeteria ser-
vice or maintenance.

I guess it was a year after the facul-
ty's work was in motion that I met
with the support staff in a town hall
meeting and somebody raised a hand
and said, "Why can't we be part of
this culture of quality, too?" "Love
to have you!" I said, and off they went.
There have been spectacular changes,
in the custodial and other areas. The
improvements have been so welcome,
and saved so much money, that
theyNe deepened faculty support
for the approach.
MARCHESE: You mention saving
money, but Entin is correct, is he not,
that the original point of TQM was
not to cut expense but to enhance
quality and thereby customer sat-
isfaction, market share, and net
income.
HUBBARD: True, and maybe we
made a mistake, but we did in fact
marry the quality effort to an
attempt to cut expenses. All the
internal reallocation of resources,
the reduction of administrative over-
head, the outsourcing, all these things
were done under the canopy of the
"culture of quality."
MARCHESE: You could, of course,
have undertaken cost-cutting without
a big quality focus.
HUBBARD: That's true, I suppose.
But the quality focus provided, in
my mind at least, an organizing prin-
ciple. The theory gave me a level of

Legislators will
give you money
if they think you
are good. We've
gotten a lot of

additional dollars
from the Missouri

legislature for
our culture of
quality.. . . in

a state that ranks
43rd or 47th

in terms of funding
for higher
education.

comfort that in the end we'd be bet-
ter off, not just weakened. You can
go through retrenchment and cut-
backs, cutting here and there without
an idea for the future, and the whole
institution ends up anemic with
everybody mad at each other.

Quality goals help you not only
to retrench but to do so in ways that
improve quality, not diminish it. If
you know the goals are to flatten the
organization, improve cycle time,
create an atmosphere that empowers
people, and so on, then those goals,
not just a sense of who's weak, drive
your decisions.
MARCHESE: It says something about
people's perceptions of TQM that
Entin's Boston respondents thought
it had nothing to do with confronting
financial stringency.
HUBBARD: Or with the gaining of
resources. I mean, legislators will
give you money if they think you are
good. We've gotten a lot of additional
dollars from the Missouri legislature
for our culture of quality.. . . in a
state that ranks 43rd or 47th in
terms of funding for higher educa-
tion. More and more, people in the
business and governmental sectors
have come to know and value quality
management. When they see a college
with a systematic program to
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improve quality, it's a cause they
want to back.

ARE WE
INDISPENSABLE?

MARCHESE: Dean, to take you back
to the Entin fmdings, I've been struck
by the fact that in the corporate
world, despite the imprecatiors of
gurus and academics, rost compa-
nies didn't get into quality until they
absolutely had to. Same in health
care; most hospitals undertook CQI
only when their competitive envir-
onments demanded it.

Looking at these Boston-area insti-
tutions, I wonder if their sense of
felt-need about all this remains low,
and whether their more fundamental
engagement with these ideas will
have to await still-tougher times.
HUBBARD: How true. But, you know,
quality is not going to go away. It's
the best set of ideas we have for
transforming our work, in education
and out.

Where it never does catch on, then
I'm afraid Jim March's observation
may, indeed, come to pass. In a book
edited by Lew Mayhew, March has
a very clever essay, in which he starts
off with a quote about how vital
something is to society, and it is edu-
cation, and the quote goes on and
on, and at the end March says: In
fact, this was written in England back
in the 1700s, and I made one change,
I took out the words domestic ser-
vants and substituted educators.

His point was: We may think we're
absolutely indispensable just the way
we are, but we're not. Unless we
respond and adapt, we're history.
As March describes it, when some
"essential" societal element fails to
meet the needs and expectations
of the broader society, at first there's
a period of extreme turmoil, then
society begins to back away and look
for alternative ways of accomplishing
the function, then there's indifference
and neglect, followed by funding
declines, and new agents move in
to meet those needs.

I don't have any difficulty seeing
alternatives to us popping up, like
Motorola University.. . . as Motorola's
president Bob Galvin has told me,
the company's not spending all the
money that it is on education and
training for their health, it's because
educators aren't doing it for them.
MARCHESE: Dean. thank you.



A RECOGNITION OF
STUDENT PUBLIC SERVICE

Each year, Campus Compact presents the
Howard R. Swearer Student Humanitarian
Awards to five college students for their
outstanding convictions and commit-
ments to public service. Students are

nominated for the award by the president of their
institution, and the winners receive $1,500 each for
their service project. The award is named after How-
ard R. Swearer, fifteenth president of Brown Uni-

Meghan McGrath,
Brown University,
worked with the
Women's Center of
Rhode Island to
develop and support
an advocacy net-
work for battered
women in family
and divorce court.
As a Brown Univer-
sity President's Com-
munity Service Fel-
low, McGpth
surveyed these
women, and the
results of her survey led her to design a public sym-
posium to raise awareness of battered women and
a group independent study project to examine
social and cultural solutions to domestic abuse in
immigrant and refugee families.

versity, who believed that universities should be
communities of compassionate people involved in
serious intellectual pursuits but never divorced from
the reality of their communities.

This year's awards were presented at a plenary
session at AAHE's 1994 National Conference by
Dolores Cross, president of Chicago State Univer-
sity, and Frank Newman, president of the Educa-
tion Commission of the States.

L to R: McGrath, Marra, N.
and Newman

Desiree DeSurra, University of California, Los
Angeles, cofounded Women in Support of Each
Other (WISE), an effort to empower young Latina
women, reduce the number of unplanned teen preg-
nancies, and provide resources that will enable
young women to mate education and career choic-
es. WISE works with community organizations to
provide speakers, workshops, counseling, and dis-
cussion groups on the realities of teen pregnancy
and possible barriers facing young parents.

Liz Newport, Centralia College, initiated an indi-
vidualized tutoring program for juvenile offenders;
designed a model workshop for literacy tutors in
the juvenile court system; and established SMART-
Kids, a program that allows pregnant and parenting
teens to become trained volunteer tutors to local
elementary students and act as literacy advocates
in the community. With college and community col-
laboration, she works to "promote career and edu-
cational options, engaging teens in responsible and
challenging projects. The results are seen as teens
develop a sense of social responsibility, advocacy,
and active citizenship."

..?!1
-

Nyasha Spears,
Grinnell College,
created a student
organization dedi-
cated to promoting
highway safety
through education.
FEARLESS provides
student-run work-
shops to educate
people in the com-
munity about per-

, sonal safety issues,
researches highway
safety legislation,
and lobbies with

other colleges and service groups for safety legis-
lation. FEARLESS also has published a brochure
on highway safety, sponsored car maintenance
workshops, and hosted a conference for legislators
and local citizens to discuss highway communica-
tion systems.

Marcus Robinson, DePauw University, has for
three years led the Riverside Project, a mentoring
project in which students from DePauw University
act as role models to boys and girls at an inner city
school in Indianapolic. He designed the project's
curriculum, which focuses on respect for oneself,
others, and society. Robinson also has created
Brothers and Sisters Striving (BASS), an academic
study and support group for African-American stu-
dents at DePauw.

Campus Compact is a coalition of more than 400
college and university presidents committed to
developing opportunities for public and community
service in higher education and encouraging the
integration of those experiences with academic
study. The Compact's members promote civic par-
ticipation through their own leadership and
through the active involvement of their institutions
in their communities. Campus Compact is a project
of the Education Commission of the States.

For more, contact Campus Compact, Box 1975,
Brown University, Providence, RI 02912; ph: 401/
863-1119, e-mail: compact@brownvm.brown.edu

wport, Spears, Robinson, Cross,
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REMEMBERING
THE

G.I. BILL
By making a college education accessible and virtually free,

the G.I. Bill changed everything for a whole generation.

On the occasion of
the fiftieth anniversary

of the G.I. Bill,
I am coordinating

a national
history project to

recognize the
impact

and implications of
the legislation.

by Brent Breedin

1
n the history of American
higher education, nothing
before or since so rapidly
transformed our campuses
as did the G.I. Bill of Rights,

signed into law by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt on June
22, 1944. Not surprisingly, fifty
years later most of the nation's
people, even its educators, have
little or no recollection of this
landmark legislation and its
implementation.

People under the age of 60 fmd
it hard to recall that prior to
World War II, college was limited

Brent Breedin has held campus
responsibilities at Rice University
and other higher education institu-
tions, and he is former associate
director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Higher Education. As coordinator of
the G.I. Bill 50th Anniversary Project,
he can be reached at1829 Senate Street
#4C, Columbia, SC 29201-3837.

to an elite 10 to 15 percent of the
nation's college-age population.
Within five years of the signing
of the G.L Bill, college enrollments
more than doubled, with veteran
attendance peaking at 1,158,000
in December 1947. The nation's
degree production for the years
1949-52, averaging 443,580
degrees awarded annually, was
more than double that of the
best four years before the war
(1939-42).

The G.I. Bill essentially demo-
cratized higher education in the
United States. It proved to the
nation's skeptics including
many of its educators that col-
lege could benefit a much higher
percentage of the nation's citi-
zens. Educators learned, too, that
mature students were good stu-
dents, for veterans generally
earned better grades than non-
veterans. Studies also began to
show that veteran students of
modest economic means did bet-
ter than students (veteran and
nonveterans, alike) :rom more
well-to-do families.

Good Return on
Investment

With memories of the Depres-
sion fresh in mind, one of the G.I.
Bill's objectives was to keep the
returning veterans from joining
the ranks of the unemployed.
Education and job training was
key. The new law provided mil-
lions of veterans with educational
benefits in the form of federal
funds paid directly to "approved"
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colleges and universities, other
educational institutions, and job-
training establishments for each
veteran enrolled.

By 1950, some 40,800 educa-
tional institutions and 500,000
job-training establishments were
on an approved list to receive
these federal funds; they, in turn,
certified the veterans to receive
monthly stipends. Some problems

group said that without the G.I.
Bill they would not have con-
tinued their studies after World
War II.

Of the 2.2 million World War
H veterans who attended college
with the help of the 1944 legis-
lation, perhaps a million either
would not have gone at all or
would have stopped short of
graduate and professional

President Roosevelt signs the G.l.

in the massive program did occur,
and a 1952 Congressional inves-
tigating committee was disturbed
by tales of abuse and fly-by-night
operators. With need for a Korean
G.I. bill approaching, federal
agencies decided to abandon the
"approved list" scheme and
instead to "recognize" accrediting
bodies to act as the determiners
for institutior.al eligibility.. . . a
system still in place today.

In spite of any abuses, we know
from studies done a quarter-
century or more ago that the G.I.
Bill's costs were projected to be
repaid as much as eight times
over from the newly college-
educated veterans, in the form
of additional income taxes col-
lected over and above what they
would have paid had they pos-
sessed only high school educa-
tions. Further, a study of 1,000
G.I. Bill-educated veterans, then
under the age of 46 and cited for
their accomplishments in the
1960-61 Who's Who in America,
reported that 20 percent of the

Bill of Rights

L.

degrees. Today, these graduates
reside in every community in the
nation one or two in tiny
Podunk, and thousands in cities
such as New York and Los
Angeles. Most are between the
ages of 65 and 75.

Given access to college by the
G.I. Bill, they broadened their
career goals from blue collar and
clerical to white collar and pro-
fessional, and they presumably
served and are mostly serving
today, in retirement their com-
munities well in the process. Col-
lectively, they grew up in the
Great Depression, served their
country in a war against evil,
were rewarded with previously
unknown educational opportun-
ities, and parlayed all this into
a multitude of success stories.

Of course, the biggest success
story undoubtedly was higher
education's. Veterans who had
been squeezed into crowded and
inadequate pre-World War H
facilities and later found them-
selves serving in state legislatures

or in Congress in the 1960s and
1970s success they attributed
to their G.I. Bill educations
were most generous in support
of both public and private insti-
tutions. By 1970-71, state appro-
priations to public higher edu-
cation had increased more than
45 times over the best pre-war
year of 1939-40: from $145 million
to $7 billion. Private institutions,
competing with sophisticated
fund raiging, planning, and mar-
keting, also blossomed. The result-
ing higher education system
became the envy of the world.
In the 1950s and 1960s, one
heard that system proudly
referred to as "our cathedrals,'
in reference to Europe's fmest
structures.

A 50th Anniversary Project
On the occasion of the fiftieth

anniversary of the G.I. Bill, I am
coordinating a national history
project to recognize the impact
and implications of the
legislation.

One objective of the project
is to increase public awareness
of the important benefits that
came to veterans and their com-
munities; this will be achieved
by generating media coverage
based on interviews with the vet-
erans themselves. Another objec-
tive is to encourage educators
to take a second look at the
results of the original G.I. Bill and
its successor bills, plus various
scholarship programs created
during the past forty years. Per-
haps the stories of how influential
the generous benefits and full
scholarships of the 1944 bill were
to veterans' continuing their stud-
ies will bring about more cre-
ative approaches in support of
financial aid to young people
today.

Among the project's first activ-
ities is to collect and catalog the
stories of such veterans, even-
tually finding a depository for
them at an appropriate site, for
the benefit of future research on
the G.I. Bill and post-World War
II America. Readers who want
to contribute information about
the impact of the G.I. Bill on their
lives, particularly its educational
benefits, are invited to contact
me.
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FAX/ACCESS

A service provided for MHE
by E-Fax Communications, Inc.

Immediate delivery by fax
of useful papers from

AAHE's conferences, and more.

Instructions:

1. Phone 510/271-8164 from a fax
machine or touch-tone phone. Follow
the voice prompts.
2. Be ready with the following:

The item number(s).
If you are an AAHE member, your

Membership Number (the eight-digit
number on your Bulletin mailing label).

A Visa or MasterCard (you will be
billed automatically at the applicable
member/nonmember price).

The number of the fax machine to
receive the document(s).
3.1f you have problems with any
transaction or transmission, call the
E-Fax Customer Service Line at
510/836-6000.

Newest Offerings
(each: $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

106 "The Neglected Art of
Collective Responsibility: Restoring
Our Links With Society" by Peter T
Ewell.

105 "Why Don't We Have More
Teamwork in Higher Education?" by
Paul L Burgess.

104 "Displaying Teaching to a
Community of Peers" by Lee S.
Shulman.

103 "Assessment, Quality, and
Undergraduate improvement" by
Theodore J. Marchese.

Also Available
(each: $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

100 "Remembering the Heart of
Higher Education" by Parker J.
Palmer.

101 "Reinventing Accreditation:
Should Accreditation Survive into
the 21st Century?" by Ralph A. Wolff

102 "Access and Retention:
Caring About Outcomes & Doing
Something About Them" by Gregory
R Anrig

Free
10 Menu of Documents More
detail about each offering.

For more dote,
order tho free Mom WO).

AAIIE NEWS
AAHE Assessment Fbrum

Conference
Speakers Added
AAHE is pleased to announce
that the following gpeakers have
been added to the program of
its 9th Annual Assessment &
Quality Conference, to be held
June 12-15, 1994, in Washington,
DC:

Archie Lapointe, executive
director, Center for Assessment
of Educational Progess, Edu-

cational Test-
ing Service, will
discuss the les-
sons higher
education can
learn from the
National Adult
Literacy Sur-

Lapointe vey. This survey
produced distressing results
regarding the performance levels
of college graduates and individ-

uals with grad-
uate degrees.

J. Herman
Blake, Barbara
Hetrick, and
Clifford Adel-
man, members
of the National

Blake Institute of
Education panel that wrote Involve-
ment in Learning, will discuss
the impact of that 1984 report,

address its
unfinished
agendas, and
assess the
needs of higher
education in
the 1990s.

Steve
cannon Spangel, of

the North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools, will lead
a two-hour work session on
accreditation and assessment
plans for the North Central
region.

Belinda Cannon, educational
consultant and editor of I.E. in
Thous, will lead a 21/2-hour
Wednesday Morning Special that
will address assessment in com-
munity colleges.

If you are interested in attend-
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ing the conference but have not
received a conference preview
or registration materials, please
contact Elizabeth Brooks, project
assistant, AAHE Assessment
Forum, at 202/293-6440, x21.

Regional
Conference
To broaden the national conver-
sation on faculty roles and the
reward system, AAHE is cospon-
soring a Midwest regional con-
ference on faculty roles and
rewards with the University of
Wisconsin System and the Wis-
consin Association of Indepen-
dent Colleges and Universities.
Coordinated by the UW System's
Undergraduate Teaching
Improvement Council, the con-
ference will be held in Madison,
Wisconsin, October 28-29, 1994.
Faculty and administrators from
institutions across the Midwest
are encouraged to attend.

This is one of a series of
regional events cosponsored by
AAHE's Forum on Faculty Roles
& Rewards.

The conference will focus on
the broad, integrative notions of
scholarship proposed by Ernest
Boyer, Eugene Rice, and others;
suggestions for implementing
these new paradigms in faculty
members' everyday lives, as well
as throughout their careers; fac-
ulty obligations to their depart-
ments, institutions, and disci-
plines; the roles of departments,
institutions, and broader schol-
arly communities in shaping fac-
ulty cultures and expectations;
the assessment of faculty work,
particularly teaching; and the
exploration of change as a proc-
ess especially the relationships
among individual, institutional,
and societal change in the con-
text of higher education. Sessions
will emphasize practical models
and hands-on approaches to
implementing change.

Presenters will include Ernest
Boyer, Lee Shulman, Eugene

continuod on p. 16
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Rice, Patricia Hutchings, Lany
Braskamp, William Cerbin,
Deborah De &ire, Alan Knox,
Robert Menges, James Rhem,
Tim Riordan, Dan Wheeler, and
others.

The conference registration
fee will be approximately $130,
which includes lodging, meals,
and materials. Institutions are
encouraged to send teams of fac-
ulty and administrators. For pro-
gram information, contact Susan
Kahn, Undergraduate Teaching
Improvement Council, 1664 Van
Hise Hall, 1220 Linden Drive,
Madison, WI 53706; fax 608/263-
2046. For registration informa-
tion, contact Pat Gaitan, Wiscon-
sin Center, 702 Langdon Street,
Madison, WI 53706; fax 608/262-
8516.

National Office

Board Election
Ballots Deadline!
This year, AAHE members have
the privilege of selecting four new
board members, who will help
choose future National Confer-
ence themes, set policy, and oth-

erwise guide AAHE for the next
four years. Candidate biographies
and ballots for AAHE's 1994
Board of Directors election were
mailed to all members in mid-
May. To be counted, your ballot
must be postmarked by June 15,
1994. Election results will be
announced in the September
Bulletin.

The Education Trust

Insert: Conference
Call for Proposals
This issue of the Bulletin contains
the Call for Proposals for AAHE's
1994 National Conference on
School/College Collaboration. The
submission deadline is July 1, 1994.

AAHE Caucuses

Mexico Tour
Postponed
The AAHE Hispanic Caucus Study
Tour to Guadalajara, Mexico,
originally scheduled for July 31-
August 7, 1994, has been post-
poned. Alternative dates cur-
rently are under consideration.
If you are interested in receiving

more information on the Study
Tour, please contact Brian Har-
ward at AAHE at 202/293-6440,
x53.

AAHE in Action

1994 AARE Conference on Assess-
ment & Quality. Washington, DC.
June 12-15, 1994.

Collaborative Learning Contereace.
Cosponsored by NOMA and AARE.
See February Bulletin "AARE News*
for details. State College, PA. June
25-27, 1994.

"Improving 'leaching Through Reflec-
tive Practice" Conference. Cospon-
sored by Pace University and AAHE.
See February Bulletin "AAHE News'
for details. Vancouver, British Colum-
bia. July 20-23, 1994.

Midwest Regional Faculty Roles &
Rewards Conference. Cosponsored
by AAHE's Forum on Faculty Roles
& Rewards, the University of Wisconsin
System, and the Wisconsin Association
of Independent Colleges and Univer-
sities. See May Bulletin 'AARE News'
for details. Madison, WI. October 28-
29, 1994.

Fifth National Conference on School/
College Collaboration. Washington,
DC. November 17-20, 1994.

Third AARE Conference on Faculty
Roles & Rewards. Phoenix, AZ. Jan-
uary 19-22, 1995.

AAHE members receive free the AAHE Bulletin (ten issues/year) and Change
magazine (six issues/year); discounts on conference registration and publications;
special rates on selected non-AAHE subscriptions; Hertz car rental discounts;
and more. To join, complete this form and send it to AAHE, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington, DC 20036-1110.

MEMBERSHIP (Choose one)
Regular: 0 1 yr, $80 0 2 yrs, $155 0 3 yrs, $230
Retired: 0 1 yr, $45 Student: 0 1 yr, $46
(Tbr au; ,:ategories, add $8/year for membership outside the U.S.)

CAUCUSES (For AAHE members; choose 6:ane number of years as above)
Amer. Indian/Alaska Native: 0 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20 0 3 yrs, $30
Asian/Pacific American: 0 1 yr, $15 0 2 yrs, $30 0 3 yrs, $45
Black: 0 I yr, $15 D2yrs,$30 0 3 yrs, $45
Hispanic: 0 1 yr, $25 0 2 yrs, $50 0 3 yrs, $75
Lesbian/Gay: 0 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20 0 3 yrs, $30
Women's: 0 1 yr, $10 0 2 yrs, $20 0 3 yrs, $30 /

Name (Dr./Mr./Ms ) 0 M/0 F

Position

Institution/Organization

Address (0 home/0 work)

City St Zip

Daytime Phone
0 Bill me CI Check enclosed (payment in U.S. Ands only)

5/94 Rates expire 6/30/94

Moving? Clip out the label
below and send it, marked
with your new address, to
"Change of Address," AAHE,
One Dupont Circle, Suite 3430,
IVashington, DC 20016-1110.
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by Ted Marchese

Welcome back for news of AAHE members (names
in bold) doing interesting things, plus news of note
. . . fax, mail, or phone me items, this is your column.

PEOPLE: Let me start by congratulating my friend
and Change co-editor Art Levine on his
appointment to the presidency of Teachers
College, Columbia University.. . . the April
28th announcement has Art making the
move (from Harvard) to TC on July 1st
. . . Mike Tintpane, TC's president for the
past ten years, is off to Princeton for a
term as VP of the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching . . . Art and
Mike are former AAHE Board members.
. . . Another active AAHE member, VPAA
Stephen Portch of the Wisconsin system,
moving to Atlanta as chancellor of the
Georgia system.. . . Penn State scholar Bill
Tierney accepts call to become director
of Southern Cal's Center for Higher
Education Policy Studies.. . . Russ %%wren
tells his board that he'll step down this
summer from the presidency of Northeast
Missouri State . . . Charles McClain, who
moved from that post to head Missouri's higher-
ed coordinating board, accepts gubernatorial
persuasion to put off his retirement for another year.
. . . Speaking of moves, the entire staff of the North
Central Association relocates to larger digs this
month, at 30 North LaSalle, Chicago 60602.. . . Our
Teaching Initiative's senior associate Parker Palmer
completes a year at Berea May 20th . . . you can
now reach Parker back in Wisconsin, at Box 55063,
Madison 53705.

educational enterprise" in Winona that includes the
state's math & science academy, a parochial high
school, an Institute for Effective Teaching, plus work
with the public schools. . . . AU 's former provost
Milton Greenberg is serving a May-June stint here
in the office as visiting scholar with our Forum on
Faculty Roles & Rewards. . . . ACE's Suzanne
Forsyth is the newly elected president of the
National Association for Women in Education
(NAWE). . . . Finally, on a less happy note, Dan

Perlman succumbed to cancer March 30th,
at the age of 59 . . . Dan had successful
presidencies at Suffolk and Webster.

Forsyth

Portman

HIGH TECH: Loved that article in the May 1 1 th
Chronicle on office-mate Steve Gilbert . . . he wants
to reinvite members to a debate on his LISTSERV
(address: AAHESGIT) about whether technology
tends to individualize or standardize teaching.. . .

There's been lots of e-mail about that "Bill of Rights
and Responsibilities for Electronic Learners" in the
March/April Change . . . project leader Frank
Connolti of American U. reminds readers that "the
published statement is a starting point for campus
policy, not a take-it-or-leave-it statement."

MORE PEOPLE: Althia deGraft-Johnson, my host
on a recent visit to Mankato State, is now the VPAA
at United States International U. in San Diego. . . .

Enjoyed a recent visit with Bro. Louis DeThomasis,
the dynamic president of St. Mary's College of
Minnesota . . . he's helped create a high-tech "virtual

CHANGE: This year's EdPress national
awards contest for education writing drew
1,500 entries, everybody from Newsweek to
National Gwgraphic and, to our delight,
Change nabbed two major prizes: best
article for "Good Talk About Good
Teaching," by Parker Palmer (Nov/Dec '93)
. . . and best theme issue for "Students
of the '90s," edited by Art Levine (Sept/
Oct '93). . . . Hurray!

SERVICE-LEARNING: The topic is hot,
and more than 430 colleges sent in
applications for the initial round of
Corporation for National and Community
Service grants . . . some 108 readers (many

of them AAHE members) were in town the first week
of May to review the proposals . . . $10 million is
set aside for higher-ed programs.. . . At our National
Conference last March, I learned that the Campus
Compact, which started out with a handful of
schools, now has 450 member institutions . . . Nancy
Rhodes heads that organization, headquartered at
Brown. . . . Also at the conference, I heard a
wonderful story from VP Eilene Bertsch that you'd
love to see repeated: to commemorate its 30th
anniversary, the students, faculty, staff, and alums
of Sacred Heart U. committed themselves to 30,000
hours of community service, a goal they met and
passed in April.

AT AAHE: The Board paid fond and admiring
farewell April 29th to three members whose terms
expire this summer: Western Michigan's Lisa Baker,
South Carolina's John Gardner, and Texas A&M's
David Sanchez. . . . You'll receive your Board-
elections ballot shortly . . . there are wonderful
candidates, so give it thought and cast that ballot.
. . . My colleagues Karl Schilling and Monica
Manning have outdone themselves in putting
together our Assessment & Quality Conference, June
12-15 here in Washington . . . the program now lists
more than 100 sessions on assessment and 65 on
TQM/CQI . . hope I have a chance to see you
there!
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In this issue:

As is AAHE's tradition, this last issue of the
publishing year offers you a sampling of pre-
sentations from this spring's National Con-

ference on Higher Education, our flagship convening
and the event that most captures AAHE's spirit.

Our lead feature is by Tom Angelo, a favorite of
Bulletin readers and conference-goers alike. The
article beginning on the opposite page was adapted
from his Chicago session (#83), which he delivered
to high attendance. His last appearance in the Bul-
letin (another conference session adaptation) was
April 1993, entitled "A 'Teacher's Dozen': Fourteen

General, Research-Based Principles for Improving
Higher Learning in Our Classrooms." We've received
numerous requests to reprint that article; we believe
this latest Angelo contribution will be just as useful.

As always, most of the National Conference ses-
sions including Angelo's, and the Norma Canal
(#77) and Eli Segal (#52) sessions adapted else-
where in this issue are available on audiotape
from Mobiltape Company, Inc. For more about tape
sales, see "AAHE News" in this issue.

See you in September.
BP

3 From Faculty Development to Academic Development/by Thomas Anthony
Angelo

8 The Campus and National Service: Mutual Initiatives/a challenge to higher edu-
cation from the president of AmeriCorps/by Eli J. Segal

11 Civil Rights in the 1990s: Empowerment of Students and Parents/the 1994 Tomas
Rivera Lecture/by Norma Cantit

16 Images from Chicago 1994/photography by Robert Shiverts

Third Conference on Faculty Roles & Rewards, Call for Proposals

Departments

15 AAHE News
19 Bulletin Board/by Ted Marchese
20 Two Books on CQI
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1994 National Conference on Higher Education

FROM FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
TO

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

1
f your work involves the
improvement of undergrad-
uate education, there's
never been a more prom-
ising time than now. At last,

after a decade of criticism and
calls for reform, almost everyone
seems convinced that higher edu-
cation really does need improving,
and that, in the words of Pres-
ident Clinton, "we can do better."

Within the ranks of AABE, for
example, academic reformers are
everywhere. Some are redesigning
faculty evaluation and reward
systems, reinventing i' cc redita-
tion, or refming assessment; oth-
ers are promoting cooperative
learning and reflective teaching,
discovering new uses for tech-
nology, or fostering academic
partnerships.

But all this heady innovation
won't result in lasting improve-
ment unless it helps individual
teachers and students do better.
To make that happen, we'll need
thousands of local change agents,
what I call academic developers

professionals knowledgeable
about and skilled at improving
teaching and learning. And we'll
need a new agenda for their task

to transform teaching and
learning improvement.

Good News, Bad News
The good news is that ovei the

past two decades, faculty-
development programs have
become increasingly accepted
and widespread throughout
higher education. The best esti-
mates suggest that at least a third
of all U.S. colleges and universities

by Thomas Anthony Angelo

(4

Thomas Anthony Angelo is director of
the Academic Development Center at
Boston College, 140 Commonwealth
Avenue, Chestnut Hill, MA 02 167-
3810.

now have some form of organized
faculty development. The bad
news is that, despite this tremen-
dous growth in activity, there is
little evidence yet of its effective-
ness in improving teaching and
learning.

Why, when the interest in fac-
ulty development is strong, are
its impacts often less than
impressive? As Maxwell and Kaz-
lauskas (1992) put it:

These [faculty-development]
programs ... muster only mod-
erate or even little participation,
often are relatively ineffective,
and have particularly little
impact on those who most need
to improve their teaching (p. 352).

Indeed, survey research and
my own talks with practitioners
suggest that most campus-wide

instructional-improvement pro-
grams suffer to some degree from
the very problems noted above.
That is, first, a relatively small
percentage of faculty take advan-
tage of the programs; second,
those faculty who do participate
are often the ones who seem to
need them least; and third, most
faculty-development efforts seem
to result ct little if any measur-
able, long -...erm improvement in
tf-7,-.1.-.1..g and learning.

"Additive" Limits
College and university faculty

overwhelmingly view teaching
as their primary role. If we
assume that most faculty mem-
bers are motivated to teach well,
why do so few participate in the
new programs? "Lack of time"
is the most common reason fac-
ulty give, but that response simply
begs the question of priorities.

Studies show that many college
teachers, especially novice ones,
invest great amounts of time, on
their own, trying to improve their
courses and teaching (Boice,
1992). Why do so few of them
choose to become involved in
organized efforts on campus? And
why does faculty development
so often fail to achieve measur-
able success with those faculty
who do participate?

Some answers to these ques-
tions can be found in the model
of learning implicit in most
faculty-development efforts. It
is a quantitative, "additive" model.
That is, its underlying assumption
is that by participating in a num-
ber of faculty-development activ-
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ities regardless of their content
or coherence teachers will
somehow improve. In this model,
what matters most is the quantity
of participation, not its quality.

Additive faculty-development
programs often encourage or
require teachers to earn a given
number of "credits" for faculty/
staff development during the
year. Faculty typically accrue
these credits by selecting from
a smorgasbord of workshops, lec-
tures, seminars, field trips, and
individual projects on topics
ranging from syllabus design or
teaching tips to stress reduction
or dressing for success. In such
programs, which often are stip-
ulated in faculty contracts, little
attempt is made to forge con-
nections or achieve coherence.
This scattershot, additive
approach to learning is, unfor-
tunately, a familiar one, since it
is so like the smorgasbord of
course requirements students
face in riany colleges.

Seven Barriers
One major reason why many

faculty-development programs
fail to make much impact on
teaching and learning is that they
involve too few faculty. But why?
A plausible explanation is that
most teaching-improvement pro-
grams contain barriers to par-
ticipation unwittingly built in.
Some of these barriers spring
directly from the additive model
of learning; others are psycho-
logical or logistical. Individually
and in concert, these barriers
serve as "disincentives," discour-
aging teachers from investing
time and effort by lowering the
expected benefits of participa-
tion, raising the expected costs,
or both.

To actively involve a greater
percentage of the faculty in
improving teaching and learning,
academic developers must recog-
nize and remove, or at least lower,
seven common barriers:

1. Most faculty-development
efforts focus primarily on
improving teaching and only
secondarily, if at all, on improv-
ing learning.

Most faculty-development
efforts emphasize the improve-
ment of teaching and focus on

changing the faculty member's
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and
behaviors While improving teach-
ing is one way to improve student
learning, and a potentially pow-
erful one, it is hardly the only one.
For example, a program to help
faculty help their students
develop more effective study skills
and strategies might be a more
direct, productive route to
improved learning.

A by-product of a teacher-
centered focus is the conception
of "good teaching" as an end in
itself and "deficient faculty" as
the problem. Focusing on teach-
ing and teachers, rather than on
learning and learners, can inad-
vertently leave faculty feeling
threatened about their status and
professional autonomy. Some fac-
ulty see participation in faculty-
development programs as a tacit
admission of inadequacy or fail-
ure, or at least as a sign that they
lack self-confidence in their
teaching performance. For other
faculty who, as is typical,
develop and teach courses
entirely on their own partic-
ipation in programs that involve
videotaping, observation by fac-
ulty developers or peers, team
projects, or even discussions with
other faculty can threaten their
sense of professional autonomy
and control over the classroom.

2. Many programs try to
"develop" faculty, rather than
helping them become truly self-
developing.

Rather than helping faculty
develop self-awareness as
teachers and the higher-order
skills they need to diagnose and
improve both their own teaching
and their students' learning,
many faculty-development pro-
grams simply dispense informa-
t ion and techniques. To slightly
alter the famous adage, such a
focus gives the faculty fishsticks,
rather than teaching them how
to fish. Thus, additive approaches
limit faculty development to rel-
atively trivial, short-term out-
comes, at best.

3. Many programs do not
recognize the importance of
discipline-specific "ways of
knowing," teaching, and
learning.

Faculty-development programs

often fail to take into account
the discipline-specific nature of
cAlege teaching and of faculty
thinking. The skills and knowl-
edge students must master to
succeed differ greatly from field
to field. As a consequence, college
faculty develop their ways of
knowing, learning, and teaching
within a disciplinary framework;

Studies show that many
college teachers,

especially novice ones,
invest great amounts
of time, on their own,
trying to improve their
courses and teaching.

Why do so few of them
choose to become

involved in organized
efforts on campus?

And why does faculty
development so often

fail to achieve measurable
success with those faculty

who do participate?

the intellectual "world view" of
a biologist is likely to be quite dif-
ferent from that of a specialist
in English literature, a psychol-
ogist, or even a chemist. A 1990
survey showed that faculty
instructional goals differ more
by academic discipline than by
type of institution, gender, age,
or race (Angelo and Cross, 1993).

Given the differences between
disciplines, it's not surprising that
many faculty are skeptical of the
idea that some "developer" from
outside their discipline can
understand its specific teaching
and learning issues. Even those
faculty who avidly participate
in faculty development often have
trouble understanding the rel-
evance of teaching innovations
or suggestions from disciplines
other than their own. This dif-
ficulty often arises because gen-
eral ideas about teaching aren't
translated into discipline-specific
terms and concepts that a
teacher of a particular course
can act upon. (Such translations
are most powerful and convincing
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when faculty make them for
themselves, often by identifying
analogous issues within their own
experiences.) In other cases, what
works well in general sometimes
will not work at all in a specific
setting.

4. Many college teachers fail
to recognize the need for and
potential usefulness of faculty-
development activities in their
own teaching.

This barrier arises primarily
from faculty members' lack of
awareness of how well they are
doing. Indeed, most faculty think
they are doing a better job teach-
ing than they probably are a
factor that reduces their felt need
for assistance. In their survey of
nearly 300 college and university
teachers, for example, Blackburn
et al. (1980) found that 92 per-
cent believed their own teaching
was above-average ... evoldng
Garrison Keillor's Lake Woebe-
gone, a place where all the
women are strong, all the men
are good-looking, and all the chil-
dren are above-average.

Faculty tend to overestimate
their teaching effectiveness not
because of immodesty but for lack
of specific, accurate information
on how well (or how poorly) their
students are learning. They also
lack a comparative perspective,
since faculty rarely observe their
colleagues' teaching.

Most college teachers have had
little or no formal training in
assessing student learning or in
diagnosing teaching or learning
problems, nor have they the habit
of productively discussing such
matters with their colleagues. Not
surprisingly, then, they fail to
"see" the problems their students
have learning course material.

The above is relevant because
research on student evaluations
indicates that the faculty most
likely to change in response to
feedback are those whose student
ratings are lower than their self-
ratings (Levinson-Rose and
Menges, 1981, pp. 417-420). Sim-
ilarly, gaps between expected and
received feedback seem to moti-
vate faculty who use Classroom
Assessment to change their
teaching. Until teachers can "see"
the problems and gaps for them-
selves which is not at all the

same as having them pointed out
by others there is little use in
trying to interest faculty in poten-
t ial solutions.

5. Many programs fail to cap-
italize effectively on faculty
motivation.

Simply lowering barriers and
removing disincentives is not
enough to ensure broader par-
ticipation; a campus has to
increase the incentives for engag-
ing in faculty development.

By their very choice of vocation,
college faculty indicate that they
are not likely to be highly moti-
vated by extrinsic rewards
(McKeachie, 1979). When college
and university teachers do get
involved in organized faculty
development, they tend to be
motivated most by intrinsic fac-
tors: professional pride, intellec-
tual challenge, the fulfillment that
comes from helping students
learn.

This does not mean that money
and recognition cannot motivate
faculty; they obviously can and
do. But in terms of their power
to change teaching behaviors and
improve learning, extrinsic
rewards probably have little long-
term effect. It's not necessarily
a bad idea, for example, to pro-
vide outstanding teachers with
public praise and cash awards,
but the practice seldom prompts
either the winners or their col-
leagues to teach better once the
plaques and checks are handed
out. Under most circumstances,
it is equally unlikely that award-
ing faculty release time from
teaching will, in and of itself,
improve their classroom
performance.

Even when faculty are self-
aware and motivated to improve
their teaching, the generic nature
of many faculty-development
workshops often doesn't respond
to a given teacher's highly per-
sonal and specific needs. Faculty
needs are often problem-
centered, while faculty-
development programs typically
are topic-centered. Even when
discussion or training sessions
are explicitly problem-centered,
it is usually the faculty developer
who has defined the problem,
not the faculty. Understandably,
many faculty won't invest time

and energy in programs not
directly related to their imme-
diate, very specific teaching
needs.

6. Many programs are per-
ceived to lack intellectual
substance.

To interest teachers, many
faculty-development programs
search for "new and different"
topics, themes, or speakers to
highlight each year. This gives
faculty the (sometimes accurate)
impression that faculty devel-
opment is faddish and superficial,
"content-lite" or "content-free,"
or merely trendy.

Good research on teaching and
learning does exist, and some
faculty-development activities
are solidly grounded in it. Too
often, however, the faculty who
are asked to participate are not
made aware of the scholarship
behind the innovations being pro-
posed. Only intellectually credible
programs are likely to convince
the majority of faculty members
to reconsider their deep-rooted
teaching attitudes and behaviors.

7. Many programs are not
planned and organized for
success.

Many campus programs lack
the planning, leadership, support,
and long-term follow-through
necessary to improve teaching
and learning. The dispositions,
attitudes, and habits that guide
teaching behavior develop over
many years, beginning with the
future teacher's college experien-
ces, or even before. Consequently,
any program that seeks to change
teaching behavior must be for
the long term.

On many campuses, however,
leadership for staff/faculty devel-
opment is a part-time position,
often held by a different person
each year or two. This approach,
while seemingly inexpensive and
democratic, makes it almost
impossible to achieve coherence
and continuity. And while faculty
will react against new structures
or "leadership" imposed on their
teaching from outside, they know
well enough not to take short-
term, unstructured, inexpert
activities seriously. They are more
apt to respect well-planned, well-
organized, well-led enterprises.

Faculty-development programs

AP
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also can undercut their effective-
ness by failing to invest suffi-
ciently in follow-up and ongoing
support for long-term efforts,
choosing instead to offer a large
number of less-demanding one-
shot or short-term options.
Research on effective faculty
development suggests that a few
well-organized, long-term efforts
are a better investment, if change
is the goal (Levinson-Rose and

Menges, 1981, p. 419).

Transfonnative
Academic Development

To this point, I have asserted
that most faculty-development
programs are based on an "addi-
tive" view of learning, and that
they contain several self-imposed
barriers to effectiveness. To over-
come these, college and univer-
sities need to adopt a tramfor-
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motive model of learning one
in which the quality of learning
matters most. And they need to
adopt a transformative academic
development agenda.

There are three ways in which
the focus I'm recommending
would represent a significant
change from current practice.
First, a transformative agenda
would focus directly on helping
faculty help their students
improve learning, and only indi-
rectly on improving teachh g. Sec-
ond, it would promote faculty
and student self-awareness, self-
assessment, and self-
improvement. And third, it would
help faculty understand how "tra-
ditional" research on teaching
and learning and Classroom
Research and Assessment
might be applied to their partic-
ular courses and students.

Within that context, the chal-
lenge is to overcome or lower the
seven barriers I mentioned above,
by shifting the focus of faculty-
development efforts. Such shifts
should help academic developers
increase both the quantity and
quality of faculty participation,
and thereby improve teaching
and learning.

1. Shift the focus from improv-
ing teaching to improving learn-
ing. Shir from placing faculty's
teaching interests first to con-
sidering students' learning needs
first Shift from trying to make
teachers better pelformers to help-
ing faculty help students peribrm
better.

By focusing programs directly
on improving student learning,
academic developers can avoid
or lower many of the barriers dis-
cussed above. Making improved
learning the goal of in5tructional
development focuses everyone's
attention on the desired outcome
and encourages a wider range
of approaches to achieve that
goal. A focus on learning can
bring together administrators.
student affairs personnel, factity,
and students in a common enter-
prise rather than singling out
faculty for "development." It can
lower the likelihood that faculty
will feel their status and auton-
omy threatened; and it can
encourage students to accept
more responsibility for the out-



comes of their classroom
experiences.

2. Shift the focus from pro-
viding answers to helping define
questions. Shift from providing
general solutions to helping fac-
ulty discover, define, and
respond to the specific questions
and problems in their
classrooms.

Programs can promote self-
awareness by encouraging and
assisting faculty to become skilled
observers of their own teaching
and assessors of its effects on stu-
dent learning. To develop these
skills, programs should offer prac-
tical, ongoing training, support,
and consultation for teachers
who are interested in learning
how to assess and improve stu-
dent learning.

3. Shift the focus from the
general to the specific. Shift
from treating faculty as program
consumers to encouraging them
to be creators of knowledge about
teaching and learning. Shift from
offering faculty general teaching
tips to helping them to tease out
the implications and applica-
tions of research for their specific
courses and students.

Respect discipline-specific ways
of knowing by recognizing faculty
members as potential "experts"
on teaching and learning in their
fields. Encourage faculty to adapt
and apply the discipline-specific
research skills they already have
to studying and improving learn-
ing in their own classrooms. Cap-
italize on shared "world views"
by organizing project working
groups along disciplinary and
departmental lines.

4. Shift the focus from indi-
viduals to communities. Shift
from assisting isolated individ-
ual faculty members to assisting
faculty as members of depart-
mental, program, and institu-
tional teaching-learning com-
munities. Shift from considering
the needs only of certain groups
within the faculty such as full-
time, tenured teachers to
engaging the entire community
in helping one another.

Build in personal investment
by helping individual faculty
define and pursue questions they
want to address, but help faculty
connect those individual concerns

to the larger departmental or
institutional agenda. Provide
ways for faculty to engage in indi-
vidual and collaborative learning-
improvement efforts. Respect fac-
ulty autonomy by encouraging
faculty ownership of learning-
improvement programs. Let fac-
ulty participants in each program
determine the appropriate level
of administrative involvement
and support. Involve part-time
and full-time, novice and veteran
faculty.

5. Shift the focus from extrin-
sic to intrinsic motivations. Shitt
from appealing primarily to
short-term, extrinsic motivations
to appealing to a wide range of
more intrinsic, longer-term moti-
vations to participate.

Capitalize on intrinsic moti-
vation by focusing on teaching
and learning issues that capture
the intellectual interest of faculty.
Build in regular success by offer-
ing clear-cut, step-by-step proce-
dures that help faculty set and
achieve their goa.L. Help faculty
collaborate productively with
their departmental colleagues
and with like-minded others from
across the disciplines. Teachers
often fmd the personal and social
rewards of such collaboration
highly motivating.

Consider using extrinsic
rewards primarily as a way to
"tip the scaks," to convince those
who need only a slight nudge to
get involved. Recognize partic-
ipants publicly for their interest
and involvement. Celebrate risk
taking and experimentation, not
just successes. This form of
extrinsic motivation costs little
and yields many benefits. When
funds are available, consider pro-
viding support for clerical help
and research assistants for Class-
room Research, rather than pay-
ing faculty directly for their par-
ticipation. Reserve high-status
awards and monetary rewards
for extraordinary performance
or improvement; and consider
rewarding teams or departments,
rather than individuals.

6. Shift the focus from adopt-
ing new ideas to adapting prom-
ising ones. 57tift from asking
what works to asking what works
for whom, when, where, how, and
why.

Faculty-development program-
ming should help participants
make explicit connections to the
releva.a research on teaching
and learning in their specific dis-
ciplines. Yes, there are useful gen-
eral principles for effective college
teaching and learning based on
research. But academic devel-
opers need to help teachers build
on that base by discovering
discipline- and context-specific
principles that fill out the "for
whom, when, where, how, and
why" questions that arise in real
classrooms. Fortunately, there
are many new journals and other
information sources on teaching
in the disciplines (see Weimer,
1993).

7. Shift the focus from short-
term quantity to long-term qual-
ity. Shift from framing and eval-
uating program success in terms
of faculty participation and sat-
isfaction rates only to also aim-
ing for and assessing SUCCeSs in
terms of long-term improvements
in teaching and learning
per.formance.

Building a faculty-development
program aimed at real improve-
ments in student learning is a
much more daunting task than
putting together a calendar of
workshops and speakers for the
semester. A long-term focus
requires time for planning, ongo-
ing human and material support,
stable leadership, and a well-
organized but flexible process
within which faculty can define
and accomplish individual agen-
das that are linked to the overall
campus academic-development
plan. To encourage ongoing fac-
ulty involvement, create a struc-
ture that allows participants to
start small, to build incremen-
tally, and to set limits on the
amount of time and energy they
will invest in such programs.

Note
This article was excerpted and
adapted from a presentation at
AAHE's 1994 National Conference
on Higher Education, March 23-26,
in Chicago, IL. An audiotape of that
session (#83) is available for $8.50
plus shipping from Mobiltape Com-
pany, Inc. To place a credit card
order, call toll free 800/369-5718;
to request an Order Form, listing all
the 1994 conference tapes available,
call AAHE at 202/293-6440.
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1994 National Conference on Higher Education

THE CAMPUS
AND NATIONAL SERVICE

MUTUAL INITIATIVES
by Eli J. Segal

Last September 21st, President Clinton signed
into law the National and Community Service
Trust Act of 1993, creating the Corporation

for National and Community Service, and named
Eli Segal president and CEO. Among the corpora-
tion's activities are two programs with higher edu-
cation components: One will award $40 million in
grants to K-12 schools ($30 million) and to colleges
($10 million) to support service-learning programs.
A second ($153 million) will enable Americans 17

The President is commit-
ted to national service
not just as an isolated
program but as an inte-
gral part of his national

education agenda. When he out-
lined his Goals 2000 strategy in
an address to the American
Council on Education conference
[in February 1994], he spoke
about national service as a fun-
damental part of that strategy.
"National service," he said, "is
more than a program. It carries
the spirit of what America is
going to have to be like if we're
going to solve our problems and
grow closer as a people."

H.G. Wells warned us many
years ago that "civilization is a
race between education and
catastrophe." That is a race that
none of us can afford to watch
from the sidelines. The President
and I, and undoubtedly many
of you here today, were first sum-
moned to the starting line by a
youthful president who told us
to ask what we could do for our
country. It is a question repeated
now by another youthful pres-
dent. It will be answered by those
wi,o serve the tens of thou-
santis of Amen Corps members
-- but it also must be answered

_

years and older to earn money for college in return
for service addressing education, public safety,
human, and environmental needs. Funded efTorts
will kick off this fall.

This past March, as the deadline for grant prop-
osals approached, Segal called on higher education
to take the lead in helping the AmeriCorps program
"move from the poetry of national service to the
prose." What role should higher education take ir
this movement? Eds.

'le on.
101,,,
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Eli J. Segal is president and CEO of
the Corporation for National and
Community Service, 1100 Vermont
Avenue N.W, Washington, DC 20525.
Thr more information about the Cor-
poration 's programs, call 202/606-
5000.

by you who lead us in that race
away from catastrophe and
toward education.

Rights and
Responsibilities

Just as we are in the process
of reinventing government for
a stronger future, we must rein-
vent higher education to fit the

needs and goals of the twenty-
first century. In reinventing edu-
cation, we must return to the
idea, fundamental to the char-
acter of our country, that citi-
zenship entails not only rights

among which the right to an
education is precious but
responsibilities.

Democracy is not a spectator
sport, and, for all the virtual real-
ities of the twenty-first century,
there is no high-tech shortcut
to strengthening communities.
We must do it neighborhood by
neighborhood and block by block.
And we can do it only if every
citizen has the education and
the will to play a part. In the
twenty-first century, the educa-
tion and the will won't come from
lectures and readings alone. It
will have to come, at least in part,
from first-hand experience of
serving with the members of our
communities to meet our com-
mon goals.

If higher education is to con-
tinue to preserve democracy, col-
leges and universities cannot
simply teach our future engineers
the laws of science, our future
novelists the language arts, our
future lawyers the history of our
Constitution. A thriving work-
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place in the twenty-first century
will require leaders who can work
in complex communities, recog-
nize diversity and use it as a
problem-solving resource, and
negotiate relationships of power
and disempowerment.

Our engineers will need to
understand the ne s of the peo-
ple for whom they design their
structures, and that understand-
ing can come only from working
directly with those community
members. Our novelists will need
to understand the infinite shades
of human experience, and that
understanding can come only
from interacting with citizens of
all ages and backgrounds. Our
lawyers will need to understand
not just the meanings of laws but
the meaning ofjustice, and that
understanding can come only
from seeing the struggle for jus-
tice at work and taking part
in it.

Only when our students are
educated through service as well
as schooling, only when t'iey
study to secure good lives as well
as good livelihoods, can they excel
as students and then as citizens.
Only then can our institutions
of higher education help to
strengthen the entire American
community. And we need that
help today more than ever.

A Daunting Puzzle
Before I came to Washington,

I owned a puzzle company, and
so I speak from experience when
I say that the puzzle we've got
in front of us right now is pretty
daunting. It's not that we don't
have all the picc:es right here in
the box; it's just that we can't
seem to put them together.

... We've got children who we
can't put together with the tutors
and mentors who could help
them succeed in school. Today,
one in seven of those children
is dropping out of school, and
34 million of them grow up
unable to read or compute well
enough to find fulfilling work.. . .

We've got homeless people who
we can't put together with
acceptable public housing facil-
ities. Today, more than 13.5 mil-
lion of them roam our streets,
without help and without hope.

. . We've got teenagers who we

can't put together with after-
. school activities better than
shooting their peers, and victims
who we cant put together with
needed social services. Today, 44
percent of Americans are afraid
to walk around their own neigh-
borhoods at night, and 135,000
children bring guns to school
every day.. . . And we've got pol-
luted parks, streams, and trails
all over our beautiful land that

AmeriCorps is not
some huge new
program run by

the federal
government; it's
an investment in

getting things done
at the grass-roots

level.

we can't put together with the
service heroes who care enough
to restore them.

Yet despite this despite ail
of this the puzzle is not with-
out a solution. And AmeriCorps,
the President's new national ser-
vice program, is part of that
solution.

AmeriCorps can help make
sense of all these puzzling pieces.
AmeriCorps will help put tutors
together with at-risk youth, to
provide them with role models
as they improve their skills.
AmeriCorps will put homeless
people together with youth corps
to renovate public housing facil-
ities. AmeriCorps will put victims
of crime together with counseling
services .. . frightened neighbors
with neighborhood watches .. .
abandoned parks with intergen-
erational clean-up crews. Ameri-
Corps will help put the Amer-
ican puzzle back together again.

AmeriCorps is coming soon to
communities all over America.
AmeriCorps is idealistic, to be
sure. But it's practical .. . by the
end of 1994, 20,000 people, serv-
ing before, during, and after col-
lege, and earning nearly $5,000
in education awards each year
(up to two), as they transform

our country. AmeriCorps is not
some huge new program run by
the federal government; it's an
investment in getting things done
at the grass-roots level. Ameri-
Corps is not some new elite; it's
ordinary people of all ages and
backgrounds doing extraordinary
things.

But we can't do it alone.

Seven Chalkages to
Higher Education

It's not just the young people
who take the AmeriCorps oath
who will join this new effort in
September. Private corporations
will join us because they see that
an investment in their commu-
nities is an investment in their
future. Nonprofit organizations
and community leaders will join
us and seize this new opportunity
to make their service programs
more effective. Community
members will join us because
without their investment in creat-
ing and sustaining real change,
we cannot rebuild the American
community.

The 94 million Americans who
already volunteer will join us
or, rather, AmeriCorps will join
them, offering our efforts not as
a substitute for theirs but as a
valuable additional resource
available full-time.. . . Nearly one
million people serving in existing
service programs . . . kinder-
gartners engaged in service-

I learning projects at school . . .

senior citizens providing assis-
tance and companionship to the
frail elderly or to our most vul-
nerable children.

And ultimately, if we are to suc-
ceed, you will join us, too. Because
it is in the working of your hands
and your spirits that we ulti-
mately will succeed or fail.

Before the launch of Arneri-
Corps this fall, there is much that
you can do to help the partner-
ship between education and ser-
vice to succeed. This is not only
an appeal to your best instincts

it is a challenge.
So I come before you today,

with the hubris to say thank you
for your help in getting us this
far, but also with a call to do
more.

As we move from the poetry
of national service to the prose,
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we need you to return to your
campuses and do your part. Spe-
cifically, I challenge higher edu-
cation to take the following steps:

1. Select your incoming class
with service in mind. We recog-
nize the value in the star quar-
terback and the high school vale-
dictorian. Shouldn't we also prize
those who have shown greatness
in service? There is no more egal-
itarian standard, for, as Martin
Luther King, Jr., taught us, every-
one can be great because every-
one can serve. Those who do
serve are great, and you should
make a determined effort to bring
them into each entering class.
Doing so not only rewards a com-
mitment to community; it also
sends a clarion-clear signal to
guidance counselors, parents,
and, most of all, to students about
what you value . . . and what
makes them valuable.

2. Redirect your work-study
money. Right now, federal law
requires that at least 5 percent
of your work-study funds be avail-
able to eligible students who want
to perform community service.
I challenge you to go beyond legal
compliance. Shouldn't at least
one in ten work-study students
be helping the neighborhoods
around your institution? Move
those students out of your dining
halls and into a soup kitchen, or
a grade school classroom, or a
hospice, or a police precinct
house.

3. Let every student serve. The
reputation of your institution is
in part determined by the mark
your alums make in the world
beyond your walls. You expect
them to reason and communi-
cate, shouldn't you expect them
to participate? Some schools,
such as Johnson C. Smith Uni-
versity, make service a condition
of graduation. Every institution
can ensure that any student who
wishes to serve has an oppor-
tunity to do so.

4. Make it easier ror graduates
to move from school to service.
Several institutions, including
Princeton, UCLA, and Xavier Un
versity in New Orleans, have pro-

grams that connect graduates
with alums in service organiza-
tions. This is important. The For-
tune 500 will always be able to
mark the entrance to that career
path. The road to service is fre-
quently less traveled, but cer-
tainly no less valuable.

5. Bring service into the class-
room. Your faculty do so much
to defme your culture. Challenge

Move those students
out of your dining

halls and into a
soup kitchen, or
a grade school
classroom, or a

hospice, or a police
precinct house.

them to integrate service into the
curricula. Look at Michigan,
where higher education institu-
tions throughout the state are
coordinating to expand service-
learning opportunities on cam-
puses. Or look at Ben Barber's
Walt Whitman Center at Rutgers,
where scholarship includes cit-
izenship, and the lessons learned
in the community complement
those taught in the classroom.

6. Reward your faculty. I know
the emphasis that institutions
place on academic research; in
fact, we have many topics we
would love your institutions to
investigate with us. But in chal-
lenging your students to service,
don't fr-,,e your faculty behind.
Values can be reflected in hiring,
promotion, and tenure. After all,
teaching is a service profession

let's reward those who help
to nurture those values in
students.

7. Get involved with Ameri-
Corps. We deliberately drafted
our legislation to encourage
higher education's involvement.

I Take us up on our invitation. Put
together ArneriCorps programs
and apply for our support, either
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on your OWD or, better yet, in col-
laboration with community-based
organizations and others. Encour-
age your students to be full- or
part-time AmeriCorps partici-
pants. And, if you are really ener-
gized, rise to the challenge posed
by President Gregory Prince of
Hampshire College. He put into
print his willingness to match our
education benefit dollar for
dollar for those of his students
who joined AmeriCorps. Let's get
school rivalry going!

You have, placed before you
today, an opportunity one that
I believe is a vital part of bringing
universities into the twenty-first
century. If you embrace this
opportunity, we can put together
the pieces of our national puzzle
and recognize with pride at
last the picture of America.

I want to leave you with a story
that the great civil rights worker
Fannie Lou Hamer used to tell
about the wise old man and the
two little boys who thought they
were very clever. The two boys
decided they would fool the old
man by catching a small bird and
cupping it in one boy's hands.
They then would bring it to the
old man and say. "Old man, we
have a bird in our hands. Is it
alive or dead?" Their plan was
that if he said the bird was dead,
they would release it and let it
fly away. If he said it was alive,
they would crush it and show
him the dead bird. But when the
boys brought the bird to the old
man and asked him their ques-
tion, he answered, "It's in your
hands."

Our hopes and dreams for
national service, my friends, are
in your hands. If past is prologue,
you will not fail.

Thank you.

Note
This article was excerpted and
adapted from a presentation at
AAHE's 1994 National Conference
on Higher Education, March 23-26,
in Chicago, IL. An audiotape of that
session (#52) is available for $8.50
plus shipping from Mobiltape Com-
pany. litc. To place a credit card
order, call toll free 800/369-5718;
to request an Order Form, listing all
the 1994 conference tapes available,
call AAHE at. 202/293-6440.
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Dear Colleague:

The myriad of calls to reinvent, redesign, or reengineer American higher education for the 21st century

all focus, sooner or later, on the role of faculty. The faculty is identified as the primary investment, the

key resource, and often, the biggest impediment to the change required to meet the critical needs of a

new millennium. Faculty bashing,
complaints, and blaming are all too frequent, and prescriptions for set-

ting things right abound (proposed most often by those who know little about higher education and even

less about the day-to-day working lives of faculty). AAHE's Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards could

not have come into being at a more propitious time.

I am delighted to be a part of this vital initiative, and invite you to join me in shaping the Forum's third

Conference on Faculty Roles & Rewards: building on the good work that has already been accom-

plished, and ensuring that this critical agenda is advanced in ways that will make a substantive difference.

Issues related to faculty priorities and reward systems are central to the problems we now face. If higher

education doesn't frame the key questions and move in a timely fashion toward convincing answers and

workable solutions,
the agenda will be set for us, and solutions

workable or not will be imposed on

us by others.

The 1995 Conference on Faculty Roles & Rewards will give us an opportunity to hear the results of

three years of diligent and fruitful work that the Forum has initiated including new modes of assessing

scholarly work. I look forward especially to working closely with Pat Hutchings, Director of AAHE's

Teaching Initiative. Pat will play an important role in shaping the conference program bringing for-

ward AAHE's work in the peer review of teaching and related areas. Like last year, campus teams grap-

pling with these issues are invited to pursue their work as a part of the conference.

The context framing our discussion will be enlarged this year. We will examine the role of faculty in the

larger social environment and ask about our
responsibilities in shaping a genuinely democratic b,A.iery. We

also will attend to the hard demandsand heightened expectations being pressed upon higher education in

a society where knowledge is pivotal and the needs for advanced education are rapidly escalating. Here's a

sample of the themes and questions that will shape the conference agenda and the continuing work of the

Forum:

Honoring different forms of scholarly excellence

The Forum began with the call to broaden higher education's view of scholarly work. Can the quality

of teaching and service as well as research be documented and rewarded in ways that will be

seen as legitimate by colleagues on one's own campus and beyon

Can we build communities of discourse around teaching and s!rvice that transcend the local campus

and are portable?

Peer review of teaching has been equated with classroom visits. Are there alternative ways to strength-

en the role of faculty colleagues in the evaluation of teaching?

What is the next uage of development for centers of teachilg :ald learning?

Many campuses are developing organizational
arrangements that cut across discipline-based depart-

ments and focus faculty energies on social problems. What key lessons have been learned?

From "my work" to "our work"

Can we change the culture of our institutions so that working together as
departmental or unit teams

is valued and rewarded?

Are there campuses that offer promising ways to evaluate and reward faculty for their collective contri-

bution to tasks such as the improvement of teaching?



How do we help faculty and administrators move beyond the debilitating adversarial relationships with

which we now struggle? Are there forms of faculty governance that encourage collaboration?

4 Clark Kerr, Henry Rosovsky, and others have written that faculty responsibility to the larger universi-

ty community is eroding. What's behind this trend? Are there specific initiatives that might address this

concern?

Rethinking faculty careers

How do we maintain the vitality and commitments of senior faculty? Are there creative institutional

strategies for developing retirement
options that respect the dignity ofindividual faculty and take

advantage of the talent of emeriti faculty?

Governing boards are raising new questions about tenure. Hcw should the academic zommunity

respond?

All organizations seem to be moving toward greater reliance on a contingent
workforce. What are the

implications of this for campus policies relating to part-time faculty? What can be learned from orga-

nizations outside the academy?

What policies are needed to cope with the external careers of faculty? How can we help faculty deal

with the conflict between cosmopolitan and local responsibilities?

What is the impact of new information
technologies on the future roles offaculty?

Taking charge of accountability

How can we engage trustees, legislators, and accrediting
associations in an open and informed

exchange about new standards being proposed for faculty productivity?

Can we develop indicators of institutional performance that recognize and honor the full range of

campus missions, such as contributions to student learning and service to the surrounding communi-

ties?

Are there exemplary
practices of program review that might communicate more effectively to external

constituencies what faculty do day-to-day?

How can faculty get better informed and more fully involved in anticipating the educational needs of

American society in the next century?

I join the staffof AAHE July 1 and will be working on the conference program
throughout the sum-

mer and into the fall. Please share with me or Kris Sorchy, the Forum coordi-

-TM nator, your ideas about the issues you feel the conference should address. If

you'd like to propose a specific session, please follow the guidelines provided.

We will accept and respond to proposals on a "rolling" basis throughout the

summer and early fall. We cannot promise that proposals
postmarked later than

September 16 will be acted upon in time to meet our deadlines.

I look forward to working with you on this important initiative.

Gene Rice

About AAHE

Ihe American Association for Higher Education (AAHE) is a national organization of more than 8,000 individuak
dedicated to the common cause of improving the quality of American higher education.

AAHE is higher education's "citizen's organization," where individuals can step beyond their special mles to address
mllecnvely the challenges higher education faces. AARE'S membership includes faculty, administrators and students
from all sectors, plus policymakers and leaders from foundations, government, and business.

AAHE members share two convictions: that higher education should play a more central role in national life, and that
each of our institutions can be more effective. AAHE helps members translate these convictions into action. Through
conferences, publications, and special projects, members acquire both the "big picture" and the practical tools needed
to increase their effectiveness in their own setting, and to improve the enterprise as a whole,
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Guidelines for 1995 Conference Session Proposals

To propose a session, please mail or fax a proposal letter to:

Eugene Rice
Director, AAHE Forum on Faculty Roles & Rewards

One Dupont Circle, Suite 360
Washington DC 20036-1110

fax: 202/293-0073

Be sure to include in your letter: (1) the title of the session. (2) the audience you are addressing, (3) the format you pro-
pose, and (4) a brief statement as to why you think the topic is significant.

Please be sure to include your name, title, institution, address, phone, fax, and e-mail address. If you are proposing any
format of multiple presenters, please include the same information for the other presenters.

Sessions will be either 60 or 75 minutes in length. We encourage you to collaborate with colleagues in developing pre-
sentations that reflect a diversity of perspectives and that foster discussion among participants.

We will contact you about the status of your proposal on a rolling basis, but no later than October 28. 1994.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call Gene Rice, Director, or Kris Sorchy, Project Assistant, at 202/293-
6440 x20.
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AMIE FORUM ON FACULTY ROLES 11 REWARDS
CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

I am interested ir. attending the 1995 Conference on Faculty Roles & Rewards. Please send me registra-
tion materials.

Please add my name to the Forum's mailing list.

Please send me information about membership in the American Association for Higher Education.

Name

Title

Institution

Address

City State Zip

Phon: Fax e-mail

Mail or fax this coupon, or send an e-mail message to Kris Sorchy, Project Assistant, FFRR. AAHE, One Dupont
Circle, Suite 360, Washington DC 20036-1110; fax: 202/293-0073; Intemq aahefrrrakapcon.net
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Call for Proposals and Participation 

Third AAHE Conference on Faculty Roles & Rewards 

January 19-22, 1995 
Hyatt Regency Phoenix 



1994 National Conference on Higher Education
Tenth Tomas Rivera Lecture

CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE 1990s
EMPOWERMENT OF

STUDENTS AND PARENTS

by Norma Cantu

This lecture is the tenth in a - 2ries that
began in 1985 to honor the memory
of Tomas Rivera, who at the time of

his death in 1984, at age 49, was chancellor
of the University of California, Riverside.
Tomas Rivera was a scholar, writer, and
administrator who poured his life's energies
into expanding opportunities for all people. He

1994 marks a year in
America's long-standing efforts
to bring about educational oppor-
tunity for all its people. In 19E4,
we observed the twentieth anni-
versary of the Supreme Court's
decision in the Lau case, which
affirmed the educational rights
of language-minority students.
And in the next few months we
will be commemorating the thir-
tieth anniversary of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, which pro-
tects minorities and voters, and
the fortieth anniversary of the
landmark Brown v. Board deci-
sion that declai separate but
equal schools to oe
unconstitutional.

(I searched for a civil rights
event that happened ten years
ago and could not fmd one. If any
of you know of a civil rights event
that happened in 1984, during
the last administrations, let me
know.)

I could talk about the civil
rights accomplishments we've
seen in forty years. I could spin
you a story and tell you it's better
than anyone has ever seen. I
could tell you that in four

,searched for ways to connect humanity,
to support the most vulnerable in our soci-
ety, to promote and defend civil rights, and
to clear a path that would allow people
of every race, color, and creed to triumph.
In this session, Assistant Secretary for Civil

Rivera Rights Norma Cantii addressed those same
issues, so central to Dr. Rivera's life. Eds.

decades, we have seen graduation
rates inprove; we have seen offi-
cial segregation of blacks, His-
panics, women end. I could tell
you that governments no longer
pass laws that create separate
bathrooms and separate water
fountains and separate school
buildings. I could tell you that

1
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Norma Cantu is assistant secretary
for civil riglas, U.S. Department of
Education, 330 C Street, S.W., Wash-
ington, DC 20202-1100.

we have made tremendous pro-
gress. And I believe that.... Of
course, I'm a professional
optimist.

But rather than talk about the
litany of accomplishments
brought about by the federal civil
rights laws that pertain to edu-
cation, I want to talk about what
it's going to take to move us for-
ward. Because we've moved for-
ward, at times painfully slow, at
times at a dramatic pace, toward
equal access to educational
opportunity.

But the courts, the laws, the
judges, the lawyers, have not
moved us far enough. They will
never be sufficient, even if they
are supplemented with new leg-
islative proposals or court pro-
nouncements; even with more
effective and vigorous leadership
on the part of the Executive
Branch. Our pi\ gess any
future gains in the struggle for
equality whether in education
or in any other arena will be
based on something less concrete
than a provision of law or a deci-
sion by a Court. Our progress will
be based on abstract principles

18Ei
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ofjustice. And the highest prin-
ciples ofjustice are found not
within the law books or within
the Code of Federal Regulations,
but within ourselves.

What I want to speak about
today is the principle of commu-
nity, because that principle cap-
tures an inner feeling and carries
a spirituality that embodies con-
cepts and values inherent in other
important principles ofjustice.
It represents our best hope for
gaining equality. It may be our
only hope.

A Country in Search of
Community

The United States is a country
in search of community. While
the legal and the official barriers
that once kept us separated are
now off the books, there still is
much division. Today, the great
danger America confronts is the
emphasis being placed on what
separates us, rather than on what
can bring us together.

There are those who believe
this search for community is
pointless, given America's unique
and unprecedented diversity. As
a quick rejoinder, let me point
out that prior to the arrival of
Europeans, more than five hun-
dred languages were spoken by
the peoples of North America
Diversity is hardly unique to
today's society.

Those who dismiss the search
for community would have us
believe that America today is
nothing more than a collection
of distinct racial and ethnic cul-
tures, and that any effort to
establish a common community
is doomed to failure, as it would
serve to disparage individual
groups. I think this view ignores
history, especially American his-
tory. America is at its best when
there is a sense of community
that directs the actions of all its
constituent parts. And that sense
of community is achievable
history is our witness.

At the national level, we've seen
the country come together in the
face of great economic hardships,
and, of course, when we have
gone to war to defend freedom.
The natural disasters . . . the
flooding in the Midwest, and the
earthquakes in California . . . are

We've moved
forward, at times
painfully slow, at

times at a dramatic
pace, toward equal

access to educational
opportunity. But

the courts, the laws,
the judges, the

lawyers, have not
moved us far enough.

They will never be
sufficient, even if

they are
supplemented with

new legislative
proposals or court
pronouncements.

just recent reminders of how our
people can rally as communities,
temporarily putting individual
and group differences to the side.

For additional support, from
an historical perspective, I would
like to share with you a recent
statement by the distinguished
historian and former Librarian
of Congress Daniel Boorstin, who
has written some fifty years on
the American destiny. He said:

There has been so much empha-
sis on the diversity of our peo-
ples. I think it's time that we
reaffirmed the fact that what
has built our country is commu-
nity, and that community is not
dependent on government. It's
dependent on the willingne.,.s of
people to build together ...
community ... an emphasis on
what brings us together ... is
what I think is called for in our
time.
I can think of no better way

for Latinos to honor the memory
of Tomás Rivera than to join in
this search for community. And
we have much to contribute,
because the ties of family and
community have been central
and a source of great strength

in our cultural traditions.

Larger, Common Interest
In any productive society, indi-

viduals and institutions must bal-
ance their self-interest against
the larger, common interest . . .

the community interest. To
achieve this balance requires peo-
ple to lift their sights and build
on the things that can hold us
together our neighborhoods,
our schools, our families, our
basic values, and our sense of fair
play.

The weakening of these ele-
ments constitutes a grave threat
to the fabric of an American com-
munity. It is a reminder that the
thread of community can slip
away, with dangerous consequen-
ces And this danger now is jeo-
pardizing the educational prep-
aration, as well as the very lives,
of our children our most pre-
cious resources. Too many are
succumbing to despair that is
mirrored at all levels of the edu-
cational process. Too many are
failing to develop their educa-
tienal potential because of the
indifference of the larger com-
munity. The most glaring exam-
Ples of community breakdown
involve the violence on school
campuses, which in recent weeks
have echoed within the very shad-
ows of the nation's capitol.

A caring community must rise
up and put an end to this intol-
erable situation.

A caring community does
not allow 160,000 children to stay
home each day because they are
afraid to go to school.

A caring ceimunity does
not allow the equivalent of a
classroomful of children to be
killed every two days by firearms.

A caring community does
not report that in a twelve-year
period, nearly 50,000 children
were killed by guns a figure
approximately the number of
Americans killed in the Vietnam
War.

A caring community takes
notice when one of every five high
school students carries a firearm,
knife, or club on a regular basi!...

A caring community takes
notice when metal detectors,
security guards, drug-sniffing
dogs, and locker searches become

.ar
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commonplace in the schools, as
educators try to curb the epi-
demic of violence.

A caring community recoils
when a half-million minority stu-
dents on the college campuses
each year experience intimidation
and harassment ranging from
racial slurs and derogatory
remarks to property destruction
and physical violence.

A caring community also acts
when 82 percent of college pres-
idents cite the need for greater
understanding and awareness
of racial diversity on our
campuses.

A caring community
responds when previous victims
of discrimination now become
the new victimizers.

Many of our children are losing
out on access to educational
excellence because they are con-
sidered outsiders who are beyond
the reach of community concern.
How much easier it would be to
effectuate comprehensive school
reform if all students were
thought of as entitled to the very
best educational services avail-
able. This would put an end to
the insidious practice of holding
out lower expectations and,
consequently, lower educational
benefits that often are based
on a child's membership in a
group not considered an equal
or full partner in the community.
The education system suffers
indeed, America suffers when
the expectation ior a minority
student, or a female student, or
a student with a disability, or a
language-minority student, or
a student from an economically
disadvantaged background is dif-
ferent from the expectation for
other students. The community
must insist on high standards
and a high-quality curriculum
for all students as t,hey prepare
to enter higher education or take
their place in the workforce.

But we also are doing a dis-
service to many other children
in the educational pipeline, those
whom we consider within the
care of the community and there-
fore entitled to the full benefits
of educational excellence. These
children need to be educated
about how to interact and respect.
all diverse elements of the com-

The Unitea States
is a country in search
of community. While

the legal and the
official barriers

that once kept us
separated are now
off the books, there
still is much division.

Today, the great
danger America
confronts is the
emphasis being
placed on what

separates us, rather
than on what can
bring us together.

munity that they someday will
be called upon to lead. Yet, our
schools are not preparing stu-
dents to ac-_..ept and live with
diversity and to value the entirety
of the disparate parts of Amer-
ica's community. Children are
being left to their own devices
in learning how to get along with
people who are different.

Efforts at multicultural edu-
cation are few. Even where there
are promising programs in the
schools, like prejudice-reduction
curricula, conflict management,
and peer mediation, they often
are given low priority or inad-
equate funding, or they are pre-
sented by untrained, sometimes
resentful teachers. A perceptive
sixteen-year-old student who
attends schcol in St. Louis wrote
a phIce for a national magazine
that captures the problem:

My school, in its effort to put
students through as many aca-
demic classes as possible and
prepare them for college, seems
to have overlooked one crucial
course teaching students how
to get along, which, in my opin-
ion, would be more valuable than
all the others.

The challenge to "get along" will

be more imposing, since our
schools are experiencing the full
force of the racial and ethnic
changes happening in our coun-
try sooner than ts the general
population. Today, fifteen of our
twenty-five-largest school dis-
tricts have predominantly minor-
ity student enrollments. The New
York City School System is a good
example of the growing diversity.
In New York, students now come
from 188 countries and speak
as many as 100 different lan-
guages. What also is striking are
the language groups represented
in America's schools. After Span-
ish, the most common languages
are Vietnamese, Hmong, Canton-
ese, Cambodian, Korean, Laotian,
Navajo, Tagalog, Russian, Creole,
and Arabic. These were not the
language-minority groups that
predominated not so long ago.

Will todaYs children be able
tp function effectively in a rich
mixture of races, ethnicities, reli-
gions, languages, and lifestyles?
Will they be prepared for the
changing economic conditions
they will face, as well as the peo-
ple with whom they will need to
live and work? If we continue to
prepare children only to function
in the new high-tech environ-
ment, and neglect the human side
of the equation, the answer is a
resounding "No!"

Here I would pause to call to
mind the words of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., delivered at a
commencement address at Lin-
coln University in 1961:

Through our scientific genius we
have made of this world a neigh-
borhood. Now.... we must make
of it a brotherhood. We must all
learn to live together as brothers,
or we will all perish together as
fools. We must come to see that
no individual can live alone; no
nation can live alone. We must
all live together. We must all be
concerned about each other.

Our Last Opportunity
This leads us to what can be

expected of colleges and
' universities.

We are looking to you to help
bring us together. If not you, who
else can be expected to show us
the way to community? Higher
education is the last formal set-
ting for acquiring and developing
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the sensitivity, fairness, and
appreciation of differences that
are main ingredients in building
a renewed sense of community.

It may be unfair to place this
expectation on higher e,"ucation,
in wake of how little the larger
society has addressed the issue
of educating students to under-
stand and respect differences.
Many students enter college hav-
ing had virtually no contact with
individuals from other racial and
ethnic backgrounds. The goal is
to encourage all students to learn
how to respect and value one
another for their differences
to take appreciative delight in
differences. Only by understand-
ing America's diversity can we
appreciate our common human-
ity. I believe that justice and
respect for differences are prin-
ciples that can help tie the
diverse elements of a college Cam-
pus into a community a cat ing
community.

We are seeing some excellent
efforts by colleges many of
which are represented here today

to promote appreciation of
racial and ethnic diversity. Some
are incorporating race relations
into institutional planning and
operational activities that are
reflected in innovative programs
to recruit minority students and
faculty. Many others are com-
municating the priority an insti-
tution places on diversity in
assessing the performance of
employees who are in direct con-
tact with students, including fac-
ulty, counselors, and security and
cafeteria personnel.

There also are program strate-
gies that colleges have tested and
that have proved invaluable in
promoting tolerance and appre-
ciation of diversity in higher edu-
cation. These strategies extend
to curricular development and
diversity course requirements,
as well as to methods of making
all students feel wanted and com-
fortable on the campus. We also
see campuses demonstrating to
their many constituent groups
and organizations how to reach
out to one another so Lhat the
diverse student population can
live and learn more about and
from one another and ulti-
mately gain the lifelong skills they

We are looking
to you to help bring
us together. If not
you, who else can

be expected to show
us the way to

community? Higher
education is the

last formal setting
for acquiring and
developing the

sensitivity, fairness,
and appreciation
of differences that

are main ingredients
in building a renewed
sense of community.

so desperately need for learning
and living in a multicultural
society.

We also need to ask colleges
to help define the core demo-
cratic values that educational
institutions at all levels can help
transmit to our community. These
are the values that will help
young people to function fairly
in the work setting, to raise fam-
ilies, to take responsibility for
what needs to be done in the
community, and to live in peace
with all people. Our students
must come to realize that in addi-
tion to preparing for the pursuit
of personal and career interests,
they also are being prepared to
fuLfill civic obligations.

One of the most sensitive chal-
lenges on the campuses today
is to protect the principle of free-
dom of speech and thought, so
that all views and perspectives
are heard, even those we find
abhorrent. A sense of community
does not waive First Amendment
rights.

But it does recognize our
responsibi'ity to challenge views
that are hateful and aimed at
splintering the community. We

should not respond only to hate-
ful speech that is directed at our
own group. We should respond
wherever it emerges and what-
ever the cost to reaffirm our com-
mitment to community. Whenever
the viruses of prejudice, discrim-
ination, hatred, and unfairness
break out, they cannot be ignored.
As more institutions of higher
learning affirm this new vision
of community on campus, they
also will be promoting a sense
of wholeness necessary for renew-
ing a national community.

In our daily work, we can all
look for ways to promote those
values that will lead to a renewed
sense of community values
that arrive from an appreciation
of the common humanity that
transcends race, language, and
the other accidents of birth;
values that will lead to a collec-
tive responsibility for the entire
community. The quiet persistence
of daily, individual acts of
decency, justice, and human kind-
ness can be the highest expres-
sion of community.

We can be inspired by a poster
that hangs on a wall near rny
office. It shows the faces of Amer-
ica's young and old, the faces of
people from different racial and
ethnic groups. Its message reads:
"In our infmite diversity we travel

I the same path. Let us help each
other along the way."

I close by reminding you that
being optimistic does not mean
that you are wrong; you can be
optimistic and right.

Thank you very much.

Acknowledgment
The Assistant Secretary wishes
to acknowledge and thank Mr.
Art Besner at the Office of Civil
Rights for his hard work in
researching and developing the
text of this speech.

Note
This article was adapted from a pre-
sentation at AAHE's 1994 National
Conference on Higher Education,
March 23-26, in Chicago, IL. An audi-
otape of that session (#77) is avail-
able for $8.50 plus shipping from
Mobiltape Company, Inc. To place
a credit card order, call toll free 800/
369-5718; to request an Order Form,
listing all the 1994 conference tapes
available, call AAHE at 202/293-6440.
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The Education Trust

Community
Compacts/K-16
Councils
"Community Compacts for Stu-
dent Success," a program funded
by the Pew Charitable Trusts and
housed under the umbrellaof
AAHE's Education Trust, aims
to align school reform with the
corresponding need for reform
in higher education. The Edu-
cation Trust's role is to help a
community organize a Compact
of school districts, postsecondary
institutions, businesses, and com-
munity leaders, then foster the
communication and cooperation
among the Compact's members
necessary for it to succeed.

At press time, the following cit-
ies have received or have been
recommended to receive program
funding from the Pew Charitable
Trusts to support a Compact
effort: Birmingham, AL; El Paso,
TX; Hartford, CT; Philadelphia,
PA; Providence, RI; and Pueblo,
CO.

AAHE's Education Trust hopes
to involve other communities in
related reform efforts through
another of its programs, called
"K-16 Councils." Council sites do
not receive Pew funding, but they
employ the same framework and
strategies as the Compact cities
(customized to meet local needs),
and benefit from the Compacts'
experiences. To help disseminate
useful information among Council
members, the Education Trust
plans to publish a quarterly news-
letter, Thinking K-16, beginning
later this month.

Among the communities now
organizing local K-16 Councils
are Akron, OH; Baltimore County,
MD; Cahokia/Edwardsville, IL;
Carson City, NV; Dallas/Denton,
TX; Lawrence, KS; Lexington, KY;
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN; North-
ridge, CA; Ogden, UT; Oxford/
Cincinnati, OH; Pontiac, MI; Port-
land, OR; Reno, NV; and

AAHE NEWS

San Francisco, CA.
If you would like to find out

more about K-16 Councils, or if
you are interested in starting a
Council in your area, contact
Nevin Brown, Principal Partner,
The Education Trust, at AAHE.
If you would like to be put on the
mailing list to receive Thinking
K-16, contact Grace Moy, Project
Assistant, The Education Trust,
at AAHE.

AAHE Technology Projects

Alternate Bulletin
Format
Earlier this year, EASI (Equal
Access to Software and Infor-

AAHE in Action

Peer Review of Teaching Institute.
See February and June Bulletin "AAHE
News" for details. Stanford, CA. June
20-25, 1994.

Collaborative Learning Conference.
Cosponsored by NCTLA and AAHE.
See February Bulletin "AAHE News"
for details. State College, PA. June
25-27, 1994.

Community Compacts for Student
Success Directors Meeting. Hosted
by AAHE's Education Trust. See June
Bulletin "AAHE News" for details. Wye,
MD. June 25-28, 1994.

K-16 Council Directors Meeting.
Hosted by AAHE's Education Trust.
See June Bulletin "AAHE News" flr
details. Wye, MD. June 27-30, 1994.

"Improving Inaching Through Reflec-
tive Practice" Conference. Cospon-
sored by Pace University and AAHE.
Registration is full. Vancouver, British
Columbia. July 20- 23, 1994.

Midwest Regional Faculty Roles &
Rewards Conference. Cosponsored
by AAHE, the University of Wisconsin
System, and the Wisconsin Association
of Independent Colleges and liver-
shies. See May Bulletin "AALi. News"
for details. Madison, WI. October 28-
29, 1994.

Fittit National Conference on School/
College Collaboration. Washington,
DC. November 17-20, 1994.

Third AAHE Conference on Faculty
Roles & Rewards. Phoenix, AZ. Jan-
uary 19-22, 1995.

1995 AAHE Conference on Assess-
ment & Quality. Boston, MA. June
11-14, 1995.

102

mation) a project dedicated
to developing, collecting, organ-
izing, and disseminating infor-
mation on the use of information
technologies to help students and
faculty who have disabilities - -
affiliated with AAHE, througii
AAIIE's Technology Projects.

Now that affiliation is yielding
a new member service: a pilot
effort to provide tne AAHE Bul-
letin in electronic form to AAHE
members with disabilities who
cannot make use of the Bulletin
in its standard, printed form.

Beginning with this June 1994

issue, AAHE will test providing
the unformatted text of each Bul-
letin in ASCII format (without
pictures or other graphics) on
line. To begin receiving the alter-
nate Bulletin, call AAHE Mem-
bership Services, at 202/293-6440,
x27; have your e-mail address
handy. Or, send your name, insti-
tution, and e-mail address to
AAHE's director of technology
projects, Steve Gilbert, via
Internet at the address
GILBERT@CLARK.NET. After
being verified as a current AAHE
member or Bulletin subscriber,
you will be given access to a
closed Listserv set up by EASI
for this purpose.

thrum on Faculty Roles & Rewards

Insert:
Conference Call
for Proposals
This issue of the Bulletin contains
the Call for Proposals for AAHE's
Third Conference on Faculty
Roles & R wards. The submission
deadline .. September 16, 1994.

AAHE Teaching Initiative
44Peer Review of
Teaching" Institute
Last January, during AAHE's Sec-
ond Conference on Faculty Roles
& Rewards, AAHE President Russ
Edgerton announced the Asso-

continued on p. 18
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1. Jointly sponsored by AAI-It's seven
caucuses, the annual "Diversity
Breakfast- raised issues for discussion
between panelists (L to R: Louis
Olivas, Roy Saigo, Donna Shavlik,
Yolanda Moses, Michael Ego) and
attendees.

2. 1994-1995 Board Chair Helen
Astin, of UCLA, presided over the
Town Meeting.

3. Among the festivities at the
Thursday night "Special Evening at
the Field Museum- was group-singing
of "The Alma Mater Blues," words
and music by Sandy Astin (on
keyboard) and Cliff Adelman (vocals).

4. The walking tour of Chicago starts
off down Michigan Avenue.

5, 6. Keynoter Charles Handy, over
from England for the conference and
to promote his most recent book, The
Age of Paradox, was a big hit.

7. Technology demonstrations added
to the excitement of AAHE's Exhibit
Hall.

8. On Thursday evening, 100 faculty
members nominated by their
campuses as outstanding academic
citizens were presented copies of
The Call of Service, by Robert Coles.

9. Conferees enjoy an all-conference
refreshment break, sponsored by the
POD Network.

10. Poster sessions drew crowds on
Thursday and Friday.

11. Working in small groups, the 200
participants at the tenth annual
Research Forum set out to define a
research agenda for the 21st-century
academic workplace

12, 13. The tenth Tomas Rivera
Lecture, delivered by Norma Conti,
(see pp. 11-14), was followed by a
moving tribute to civil rights leaders
by Laura Rendon (12), capped by a
champagne toast (13).

14. One of the 1,663 attendees.

15. Cocktails on the Field Museum
balcony, presided over by a 45-foot-
tall Brachiosaurus, the world's largest
mounted dinosaur skeleton.

16. Donald Norman, an Apple
Fellow, demonstrated (see screen, L)
how he uses interactive multimedia
and "hypertext" to extend the
boundaries of the traditional
textbook.

17. Workshops provided intensive
learning opportunities.

18. Still photography doesn't do
justice to the impact of sound and
moving images demonstrated in this
session on using multimedia in the
classroom.
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FAX/ACCESS

A service provided for AAHE
by E-Fax Communications, Inc.

Immediate delivery by fax
of useful papers from

MHE's conferences, and more.

Instructions:

1. Phone 510/271-8164 from a fax
machine or touch-tone phone. Follow
the voice prompts.
2. Be ready with the following:

4, The item number(s).
It you are an AAHE member, your

Membership Number (the eight-digit
number on your Bulletin mailing label).

A Visa or MasterCard (you will be
billed automatically at the applicable
member/nonmember price).

The number of the fax machine to
receive the document(s).
3. If you have prnblems with any
transaction or transmission, call the
E-Fax Customer Service Line at
510/836-6000.

N, west Offerings
(each: $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

106 "The Neglected Art of
Collective Responsibility: Restoring
Our Links With Society" by Peter T
Ewell.

105 "Why Don't We Have More
Teamwork In Higher Education?" by
Paul L Burgess.

104 "Displaying Teaching to a
Community of Peers" by Lee S.
Shulman.

103 "Assessment, Quality, and
Undergraduate Improvement" by
Theodore J. Marchese.

Also Available
(each: $5 members/$10 nonmembers)

100 "Remembering the Heart of
Higher Education" by Parker J.
Palmer.

101 "Reinventing Accreditation:
Should Accreditation Survive into
the 21st Century?" by Ralph A. Wolff

102 "Access and Retention:
Caring About Outcomes & Doing
Something About Them" by Gregory
R. Anrig.

Frae
10 Menu of Documents More
detail ebout each offering.

For more detail,
order the tree Menu (#10).

continued from p.15
ciation's participation in a new
initiative, entitled "From Idea to
Prototype: The Peer Review of
Teaching." (See February 1994
"AAHE News.")

Since then, faculty from the
project's twelve participating
campuses (listed below) have
been conducting small-scale
experiments in peer review
exercises intended to reveal the
"pedagogical thinking" behind var-
ious aspects of teaching practice

in preparation for a week-long
Institute on the Peer Review of
Teaching. The Institute will be
held June 20-25, 1994, on the
Stanford University campus,
where Lee Shulman, AAHE's part-
ner in coordinating the project,
is professor of education.

During the Institute, faculty
teams from pilot departments
will explore a variety of strategies
for being colleagues to one
another in teaching as they are
in research. Building on those
strategies, they will propose plans
to implement in their own depart-
ments during the next academic
year.

Campuses participating in the
project are Indiana University-
Purdue University at Indianap-
olis, Kent State University, North-
western University, Stanford Uni-
versity, Syracuse University,
Temple University, University of
California at Santa Cruz, Univer-
sity of Georgia, University of Mich-
igan, University of Nebraska at
Lincoln, University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, and Uni-
versity of Wisconsin at Madison.
The project is funded by the
William and Flora Hewlett Foun-
dation and the Pew Charitable
Trusts.

For more information about
the project, contact Pat Hutch-
ings, Project Director, AAHE
Teaching Initiative, or Erin And-
erson, Project Assistant, at AAHE.
A resource packet based on the
Institute experience will be avail-
able in the fall.
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National Office

Conference Tape
Sales
For many years, AAHE has made
available audiotapes of most ses-
sions at each of its conferences.
What. are the latest best-sellers?

155

For the January 1994 Second
Conference on Faculty Roles
& Rewards, the top seller is Ern-
est Boyer's plenary address
"Scholarship Reassessed" (#2),
with 36 tapes sold so far. It is fol-
lowed closely by 'The Department
Audit: A Means to Access and
Evaluate the Collective Respon-
sibilities of Faculty" (#22), a ses-
sion by Arthur Linkins, Sheila
Tobias, and Jon Wergin; and
"Rethinking Academic Depart-
ments to Promote Effective
Teaching" (#12), by James Kilroy,
William Massy, and Andrea

The most popular session from
the March 1994 National Con-
ference is by far Charles Handy's
opening plenary, "The 21st Cen-
tury Academic Workplace" (#5),
with 77 tapes sold. Second, with
50 tapes sold, is Linda Frank and
Robert Zemsky's "Pathways to
Restructuring" (#43). "The New
American College" (#13), with
Barbara Leigh Smith and Frank
Wong, ranks third, with 31 tapes
sold.

Audiotapes are $8.50 each, plus
shipping, and can be ordered by
credit card directly from Mobil-
tape Company, Inc., by calling
toll free 800/369-5718. Copies
of audiotape order forms for
these or other AAHE conferences
are available from Mobiltape or
from AAHE.

National Office

Bulletin Call
Are you interested in submitting
an article for publication in the
Bulletin?

Submissions for publication
should be no longer than 3,000
words.

All manuscripts should be
typed, double-spaced; if your arti-
cle is accepted, we would appre-
ciate an electronic vers;on (WP5.1
preferred).

The Bulletin is not refereed.
Fresh, factual information

is what we seek, but extensive
footnotes and references are not
required.

AAHE reserves the right to
edit, shorten, or lengthen articles
at the editors' discretion.

To be sent the Bulletin's manu-
script guidelines, call Assistant
Editor Gail Hubbard, at AAHE,
at 202/293-6440, x41.



eiotk
by Ted Marchese

Welcome back for news of AMIE members (names
in bold) doing interesting things, plus items
of note.

PEOPLE: We're all indebted to Notre
Dame's Fr. Edward Malloy for heading the
National Commission that brought
national attention to the alarming statis-
tics on binge drinking on campus (". . . the
worst substance-abuse problem among
college students") . . . the report itselfit's
worth a good pondercan be had for $8.00
prepaid from CASA, 152 W. 57th St., New
York, NY 10019. . . . I also appreciated
Indiana historian John Thelin's Games
Colleges Play (Johns Hopkins), a hard look
at the evolution of big-time athletics on
campus.. . . With all the recent back-and-
forth around sexual harassment codes,
and with good people at loggerheads,
ACE's Donna Shavlik and AAUW's Anne
Bryant had a good idea in convening a day-
long confab last month that tried to think
its way to different ground, "a new social
contract" between girls and boys, women
and men. . . . On the appointments front,
our very best wishes to Miami of Ohio's
Ron Henry, the new provost at Georgia
State . . . to economist Mike McPherson,
the new dean at Williams . . . and to
Maryland's Jane Fiori Lawrence (my Search
Committee Handbook coauthor), off to head honors
programs at Washington State . . . and, happy to
say after three years of searching, Ohio State landed
a worthy successor to Bob Silverman as editor of
the Journal of Higher Education, Kentucky's
Leonard Baird . . . 1,430 AAHE members use their
membership to get JHE at a discount.

reflecting current thinking about teaching and
scholarship.. . . Nominations are due July 8th, forms
from CASE at 202/328-5900.

FACULTY: Speaking of Carnegie, Ernest Boyer
releases the Foundation's 14-nation survey of faculty
attitudes late this month. . . . Boyer's Scholarship
Reassessed, I learn, now has a February 1995 release
date. . . . There's lots of writing appearing on that
topic, including, this spring, Assessing Faculty Work

by Larry Braskarnp and John Ory (Jossey-
Bass) and Bob Diamond's Serving on
Promotion and Tenure Committees
(Anker). . . . Also from Anker, I found
useful advice in Ken Zahorski's new book
The Sabbatical Mentor.

Mallny

Br7ant

MePh

CASE AWARD: The Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE) has run the "Professor
of the Year- program since 1981, but this year brings
some big changes: the award now will be given in
the name of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, institutions need not be
CASE members to submit nominations, winners will
be selected in four categories, and (this in part from

consultation at AAHE) there are new criteria

erson

ACCREDITATION: Lots of activity fol-
lowed up that Tucson summit last January
aimed at reinventing regional Lecredita-
don . . . the resulting National Policy Board
met in Washington before Memorial Day
to coordinate work-group efforts on a new
plan . . . and the Johnson Foundation hosts
a follow-on Wingspread conference, mostly
for state officials, June 17-19. . . . Mean-
while, it's far from clear that most cam-
puses want to see changes, judging by the
wariness about reform evident at April's
Western Association meeting in Hawaii,
and by a recent New England Association
poll showing that most institutions are
quite happy with the way things are now.
. . . Stay tuned.

AT AAHE: As I write, the office is a beehive
of activity in preparation for our June 12-
15 Assessment & Quality Conference, with
a largest-ever attendance of 1,500+

expected. . . . Many thanks for your generous
feedback on our 25th anniversary Change . . . if you
didn't see in it an author or topic you hoped for,
be patient: we're running more "best or excerpts
in each of the next three issues.. . . Since our special
Internet Bulletin in March, the number of partic-
ipants on Steve Gilbert's Listserv on technology and
teaching/learning has jumped past 1,000 . . . to
subscribe, fax your name and e-mail address to
Steve, here at AAHE. . . . The Teaching Initiative's
"Reflective Practice" July retreat in Vancouverit's
AAHE's first meeting in Canadais fully booked.
. . . As the bylaws stipulate, July 1st is the transition
date for AAHE Board members, on which UCLA's
Helen Astin succeeds Kent State's Carol Cartwright
as chair. Have a wonderful summer, see you in
September!



CQI on Campus.
NEW!

CQ9402 25 Snapshots of a Movement: Profiles
of Campuses Implementing CQI (1994, 136pp)
With an introduction by Steve Brigham. A collection
of twenty-five profiles of colleges and universities
involved in the quality move-
ment. Each profile addresses
ten key areas: The Institution,
Reasons for Embracing CQI,
Getting Started, Strategic
Framework, Obstacles, Key
Successes, Academic Activity,
Faculty Resistance to CQI,
Next Steps, and Hindsight. The
name and address of a contact
person on each campus also
is provided.

The colleges and universities
profiled include public and private, two- and four-
year, research and liberal arts institutions. While
25 Snapshots does not offer a proven formula for
CQI implementation, it will allow you to learn from
the experiences of campuses that have tried dif-
ferent strategies with varying degrees of success.

AAHE members $13.00 each, nonmembers $15.00
each, plus shipping

Sloan Management Review, Training, Change, Phi
Delta Kappan, and NACUBO Business Officer. The
articles are grouped into three sections: a history
of the quality movement (Section I), application
examples in noneducat'on sectors (Section II), and

some of the most thoughtful
writings to date on CQI for
higher education (Section III).
Among the selections are "how
to" articles such as David
Nadler and Jeffrey Heilpern's
"Implementing TQM," and
philosophical pieces such as
Peter Senge's "The Leader's
New Work" The higher edu-
cation pieces include Oregon
State University's implemen-
tation plan, an example of CQI

in the classroom, and Clara Lovett's "Assessment,
CQI, and the Faculty Culture." Designed for busy
administrators and faculty who are relatively new
to the discussion of quality.

AAHE members $18.00 each, nonmembers $20.00
each, plus shipping

CQ9401 CQI 101: A First Reader for Higher
Education (1994, 230pp) A collection of more than
twenty carefully selected articles on continuous
quality improvement from a variety of business and
education publications, including BusinessWeek,

Shipping/ordering: For UPS delivery, add $4 for orders
$25.00 and under; add $6 for orders over $25.00 (orders
over $100.00 will be billed at cost, $6 min.). Payment: For
orders under $50.00, AMIE members may prepay, be invo-
iced, or use a P.O.; nonmembers must prepay. All orders
over $50.00 must be prepaid or accompanied by P.O.
More information: Call 202/293-6440 x11.

American Association for Higher Education
AAHE members receive free the AAHE Bulletin (ten issues/year) and Change
magazine (six issues/year); discounts on conference registration and publications;
special rates on selected non-AAHE subscriptions; Hertz car rental discounts;
and more. To join, complete this form and send it to AAHE, One Dupont Circle,
Suite 360, Washington, DC 20036-1110.

MEMBERSHIP (Choose one)
Regular: 0 1 yr, $80 0 2 yrs, $155 0 3 yrs, $230 0 Retired / 0 Student 1 yr, $45
(For all categories, add $8/year for membership outside the U.S.)

CAUCUSES (For AMIE members; choose tame number of years as above)
Amer. Indian/Alaska Native: yrs @ $10/yr
Asian/Pacific American: yrs @ $15/yr
Black: yrs @ $15/yr
Hispanic: yrs @ $25/yr
Lesbian/Gay: yrs @ $10/yr
Women's: yrs @ $10/yr

Name (Dr./Mr./Ms ) 0 M/O F

Position
(iffacitUy, include discipline)

Institution/Organization

Address (o home/0 work)

City St Zip

Day Ph Eve Ph

1 Fax E-mail
attain Internet. *sift/

0 Bill me 0 Check enclosed (payment in U.S. funds only)
6/94 Rates expire 6/30/95
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Moving? Clip out the label
below and send it, marked
with your new address, to
"Change of Address," AMIE,
One Dupont Circle. Suite 360.
Washington, D

cr.


